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PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 

  

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
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 ••dr gm PATE ft---. cr. 11M Ir4=D 
Docket No. 3125-404 

Express Mail Label No. EJ917774582US 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

UTILITY APPLICATION AND APPLICATION FEE TRANSMITTAL (1.53(b)) 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Box Patent Application 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of 

Named Inventor(s) and 
Address(es): 	 Keith R. McNally, Santa Clarita, CA; William H. Roof, San Diego, CA; Richard 

Bergfeld, Chatsworth, CA 

For: 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS  

SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 
Enclosed are: 

[X] 26 page(s) of specification, 1 	page(s) of Abstract, 	 of claims _9_page(s) 

[X] 7 sheets of drawing [ ] formal 	[ x ] informal 

[X] 6 page(s) of Declaration and Power of Attorney 

[X] Unsigned 
[ ] Newly Executed 
[ ] Copy from prior application 

[ Deletion of inventors including Signed Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.63(d)(2) 

Incorporation by Reference: The entire disclosure of the prior application, from which a copy of the 
combined declaration and power of attorney is supplied herein, is considered as being part of the disclosure 
of the accompanying application and is incorporated herein by reference. 

Microfiche Computer Program (Appendix) 

page(s) of Sequence Listing 

computer readable disk containing Sequence Listing 
Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.821(f) that computer and paper copies of the Sequence Listing are 
the same 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

Claim for Priority 

Certified copy of Priority Document(s) 

English translation documents 

Information Disclosure Statement 

[ ] 	Copy of 	cited references 

[ ] 	Copy of PTO-1449 filed in parent application serial No. 	  

[ 	Preliminary Amendment 

[X] 	Return receipt postcard (MPEP 503) 

[ 	Assignment Papers (assignment cover sheet and assignment documents) 

[ 	A check in the amount of $40.00 for recording the Assignment. 

[ 	Assignment papers filed in parent application Serial No. 	 

[ 	Certification of chain of title pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 3.73(b). 

4-- 	[ ] 	This is a [ ] continuation [ ] divisional [ ] continuation-in-part (C-I-P) of prior application serial no. 

[ ] 	Cancel in this application original claims 	 of the parent application before 
calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independent claim must be retained for filing purposes.) 

A preliminary Amendment is enclosed. (Claims added by this Amendment have been properly 
numbered consecutively beginning with the number following the highest numbered original 
claim in the prior application. 

The status of the parent application is as follows: 

A Petition For Extension of Time and a Fee therefor has been or is being filed in the parent 
application to extend the term for action in the parent application until 	  

[ ] 
	

A copy of the Petition for Extension of Time in the co-pending parent application is attached. 

[ 
	

No Petition For Extension of Time and Fee therefor are necessary in the co-pending parent 
application. 

Please abandon the parent application at a time while the parent application is pending or at a time when 
the petition for extension of time in that application is granted and while this application is pending has 
been granted a filing date, so as to make this application co-pending. 

[ ] 
	

Transfer the drawing(s) from the patent application to this application. 

Amend the specification by inserting before the first line the sentence: 
This is a [ ] continuation [ ] divisional [ ] continuation-in-part of co-pending application Serial No. 
	 filed 	  

- 2 - 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

I. CALCULATION OF APPLICATION FEE (For Other Than A Small Entity) 
Basic Fee 

Number Filed 	 Number Extra 	Rate 	$760.00 

Total 
Claims 
	 43 	 -20= 	23 	 x$18.00 	$414.00 

Independent 
Claims 
	 5 	 - 3= 	2 	 x$78.00 	$156.00 

Multiple Dependent Claims 
[ ] yes 
	

Additional Fee = 	$260.00 
[X] no 
	

Add'I Fee 	= 	NONE 
	$0 

Total: $ 1.330,00 

[X] 	A statement claiming small entity status is attached or has been filed in the above-identified parent 
application and its benefit under 37 C.F.R. § 1.28(a) is hereby claimed. Reduced fees under 37 C.F.R. 
§ 1.9(F) (50% of total) paid herewith $ 665.00. 

[X] 	A check in the amount of $665.00  in payment of the application filing fees is attached. 

[ ] 	Charge Fee(s) to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 	 . A DUPLICATE COPY OF 
THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

[X] 	The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required for 
filing this application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. 
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

Dated: September 21, 1999 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212)758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

By: 	 s ttJ CjartA-kiL 
J 	W. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

FORM: UTL-TRAN.NY 
Rev. 11/13/98 

- 3 - 
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Francisco Garcia  
(Typed or printed name of person 
mailing p er(s) and/or fee) 

if rG  
( gnature of person mailing 
paper(s) and/or fee) 

Docket No. 3125-4002 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 

Serial No. 

Filed 

For 

Keith R. McNally 	 Group Art Unit : 	TBA 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

TBA 	 Examiner: 	TBA 

September 21, 1999 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

EXPRESS MAIL CERTIFICATE 

Assistant Conunissioner for Patents 
6./ 	Washington, D.C. 20231 

4:  
Express Mail Label No.  EJ917774582US 

i 

Date of Deposit 	September 21. 1999  

I hereby certify that the following attached paper(s) and/or fee 

Application with 43 claims, 7 sheets of drawing figures; one (1) page abstract 
rn 	 Application Fee Transmittal; 
.1/21.1 	 Filing Fee in the amount of $665.00; 
a . 	 Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney (unsigned); 

Statement (Declaration) Claiming Small Entity Status; and 
Return receipt postcard. 

is being deposited with the United States Postal Service "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" service under 37 

C.F.R. §1.10 on the date indicated above and is addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, 

D.C. 20231. 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 
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FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

	

_12 	 This invention relates to an information management and synchronous 

-743 communications system and method for generation of computerized menus for restaurants and 
:=2 

r_JE4 other applications with specialized display and synchronous communications requirements 

	

=15 	related to, for example, the use of equipment or software with non-PC-standard graphical 

	

16 	formats, display sizes and/or applications for use in remote data entry, information management 

•=1.7 and synchronous communication between host computer, digital input device or remote pager 

via standard hardwired connection, the internee, a wireless link, smart phone or the like. 

	

19 	 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

	

20 	 While computers have dramatically altered many aspects of modem life, pen and 

	

21 	paper have prevailed in the hospitality industry, e.g., for restaurant ordering, reservations and 

	

22 	wait-list management, because of their simplicity, ease of training and operational speed. For 

	

23 	example, ordering prepared foods has historically been done verbally, either directly to a waiter 

24 or over the telephone, whereupon the placed order is recorded on paper by the recipient or 

	

25 	instantly filled. 
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1 	 Although not previously adapted for wide-scale use in the hospitality industry, 

	

2 	various forms of digital wireless communication devices are in common use, e.g., digital 

	

3 	wireless messengers and pagers. Also in common use are portable laptop and handheld devices. 

4 However, user-friendly information management and communication capability not requiring 

	

5 	extensive computer expertise has not heretofore been available for use in everyday life such as 

	

6 	for restaurant ordering, reservations and wait-list management. Hundreds of millions of dollars 

	

7 	have been spent on personal digital assistant ("PDA") development seeking to produce a small, 

	

8 	light-weight and inexpensive device that could be adapted to such uses; yet none have yielded a 

	

9 	satisfactory solution. 

	

=10 	 One of the inherent shortcomings of PDA type devices is that, as they strive for 

	

Al 	small size, low weight and low cost, they must compromise the size and clarity of the operator 

	

712 	display medium interface itself, which in most cases is one of a variety of LCD (liquid crystal 

	

43 	display) type devices. As the size of the display shrinks, the amount of information that may be 

J4 displayed at any one point or time is commensurately decreased, typically requiring multiple 

	

5 	screens and displays to display information to the operator. This reduces the overall utility of the 

	

16 	device. Additionally, the smaller display and keyboard results in a non-optimal operator 

	

17 	interface, which slows down operation and is thus unacceptable for the time criticality of 

	

18 	ordering, reservation and wait-list management and other similar applications. This necessitates 

19 many design compromises which in the aggregate have resulted in limited acceptance of PDA 

	

20 	type devices in the restaurant and hospitality fields. 

	

21 	 Many of the negatives prevalent in earlier devices have been eliminated, but, to 

	

22 	date, there is still no integrated solution to the ordering/waitlist/reservation problem discussed 

	

23 	above. With the advent of the Palm®  and other handheld wireless devices, however, the efforts 
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1 	to make such devices ubiquitous have begun to bear fruit at least in some areas, e.g., personal 

	

2 	calendars. However, substantial use of such devices in the restaurant and hospitality context has 

	

3 	not occurred to date. As discussed above, at least one of the reasons PDAs have not been 

	

4 	quickly assimilated into the restaurant and hospitality industries is that their small display sizes 

5 are not readily amenable to display of menus as they are commonly printed on paper or displayed 

	

6 	on, e.g., large, color desktop computer screens. Another reason is that software for fully 

	

7 	realizing the potential for wireless handheld computing devices has not previously been 

	

8 	available. Such features would include fast and automatic synchronization between a central 

9 database and multiple handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a World 

,7-10 Wide Web ("Web") server and multiple handheld devices, a well-defined application program 

	

C11 	interface ("API") that enables third parties such as point of sale ("POS") companies, affinity 

program companies and internet content providers to fully integrate with computerized 

	

7113 	hospitality applications, real-time communication over the internet with direct connections or 

	

=14 	regular modern dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be done periodically 

	

5 	throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. A single point of 

	

16 	entry for all hospitality applications to communicate with one another wirelessly has also 

	

17 	previously been unavailable. Such a single point of entry would work to keep all wireless 

	

18 	handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the backoffice server (central database) so 

	

19 	that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency is 

20 achieved. For example, a reservation made online would be automatically communicated to the 

	

21 	backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. 

	

22 	Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices would be reflected 

	

23 	instantaneously on the backoffice server, Web pages and the other handheld devices. 
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5 

6 
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For the foregoing reasons, paper-based ordering, waitlist and reservations 

management have persisted in the face of widespread computerization in practically all areas of 

commerce. At most, computerization of these functions has been largely limited to fixed 

computer solutions, i.e., desktop or mainframe, because of the problems heretofore faced in 

configuring wireless handheld devices and maintaining database synchronization for such 

applications. Specifically, the unavailability of any simple technique for creating restaurant 

menus and the like for use in a limited display area wireless handheld device or that is 

compatible with ordering over the intemet has prevented widespread adoption of 

computerization in the hospitality industry. Without a viable solution for this problem, 

organizations have not made the efforts or investments to establish automated interfaces to 

handheld and Web site menus and ordering options. 

A principal object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

1_13 management and synchronous communications system and method which facilitates user-
. 

friendly and efficient generation of computerized menus for restaurants and other applications 

	

,H5 	that utilize equipment with non-PC-standard graphical formats, display sizes and/or applications. 

	

16 	 A further object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

17 management and synchronous communications system and method which provides for entry, 

18 management and communication of information from the operator as well as to and from another 

19 computer, Web page menu, remote digital device using a standard hardwired connection, the 

	

20 	intemet or a wireless link. 

	

21 	 A further object of the present invention is to provide an improved information 

22 management and synchronous communications system which is small, affordable and 
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1 	lightweight yet incorporates a user-friendly operator interface and displays menus in a readily 

	

2 	comprehensible format. 

	

3 	 A further object of the present invention is to provide a synchronous information 

4 management and communications system which enables automatic updating of both wireless and 

5 internet menu systems when a new menu item is added, modified or deleted from any element of 

	

6 	the system. 

	

7 	 SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

	

8 	 The foregoing and other objects of the present invention are provided by a 

9 synchronous information management and communications system and method optimized for 

simplicity of operation which incorporates menu generation for creation of menus to be used 

	

1 	with wireless remote handheld computer and PDA devices, the internet or any application where 

simple and efficient generation of menus is appropriate. The menu generation approach of the 

	

013 	present invention includes a desktop software application that enables the rapid creation and 

:714 building of a menu and provides a means to instantly download the menu configuration onto, 

	

5 	e.g., a handheld device or Web page and to seamlessly interface with standard point of sale 

16 ("POS") systems to enable automatic database updates and communication exchanges when a 

17 change or input occurs in any of the other system elements. To solve the above and other related 

18 problems, an information management and communications system is provided which results in 

19 a dramatic reduction in the amount of time, and hence cost, to generate and maintain 

	

20 	computerized menus for, e.g., restaurants and other related applications that utilize non-PC- 

	

21 	standard graphical formats, display sizes or applications. 

	

22 	 The menu generation approach of the present invention has many advantages over 

23 previous approaches in solving the problem of converting paper-based menus or Windows®  PC- 
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1 based menu screens to small PDA-sized displays and Web pages. In one embodiment, the 

2 present invention is a software tool for building a menu, optimizing the process of how the menu 

3 can be downloaded to either a handheld device or Web page, and making manual or automatic 

	

4 	modifications to the menu after initial creation. 

	

5 	 The use of wireless handheld devices in the restaurant and hospitality industry is 

6 becoming increasingly pervasive as restaurant owners and managers become more aware of the 

7 benefits. With the proper wireless handheld system in place, restaurants can experience 

8 increased table turns from improved server productivity and shorter order taking and check 

9 paying times. Restaurants and POS companies seeking to provide a wireless handheld interface 

4.--10 to their desktop-based POS systems or a Web page equivalent face several challenges. These 

	

r21 1 	challenges include building a menu using their existing database and transferring the menu onto 

4- 
12 handheld devices or Web pages that will interface with servers wirelessly or to 

	

= 13 	restaurants/customers over the internet. The menu generation approach of the present invention 
= I 

	

n4 	is the first coherent solution available to accomplish these objectives easily and allows one 

s=15 development effort to produce both the handheld and Web page formats, link them with the 

16 existing POS systems, and thus provides a way to turn a complicated, time-consuming task into a 

	

17 	simple process. 

	

18 	 The information management and synchronous communications system of the 

	

19 	present invention features include fast synchronization between a central database and multiple 

20 handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a Web server and multiple 

	

21 	handheld devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as POS companies, affinity 

	

22 	program companies and internet content providers to fully integrate with computerized 

	

23 	hospitality applications, real-time communication over the internet with direct connections or 
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1 	regular modem dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be done periodically 

2 throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. 

	

3 	 The communication module also provides a single point of entry for all hospitality 

	

4 	applications, e.g., reservations, frequent customer ticketing, wait lists, etc. to communicate with 

5 one another wirelessly and over the Web. This communication module is a layer that sits on top 

6 of any communication protocol and acts as an interface between hospitality applications and the 

7 communication protocol and can be easily updated to work with a new communication protocol 

	

8 	without modifying the core hospitality applications. A single point of entry works to keep all 

9 wireless handheld devices and linked web sites in synch with the backoffice server applications 
:rt 

l0 so that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency 

	

ra l 	is achieved. For example, a reservation made online can be automatically communicated to the 

	

l2 	backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. 
Ui 

	

1_13 	Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on 

4 the backoffice server Web pages and the other handheld devices. 
; 
2 2 

	

.745 	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS  

	

16 	 The foregoing features and advantages of the present invention can be appreciated 

	

17 	more fully from the following description, with references to the accompanying drawings in 

18 which: 

	

19 
	

"FIGT1 is a schematic representation of a window displayed on a computer display 

20 screen which shows a hierarchical tree menu, modifier window and sub-modifier window in 

	

21 	conformity with referred embodiment of the present invention. 

	

22 	 FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a modifier dialog box in conformity with a 

	

23 	preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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1 
	

73:3 is a schematic representation of a menu category dialog box in conformity 

2 with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

	

3 	 /1117G. 4 is a schematic representation of a menu item dialog box in conformity with 

4 a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

	

5 
	

rel6.-.-  . 5 is a schematic representation of a display customization dialog box in 

6 conformity with a pref d embodiment of the present invention. 

	

7 
	

G. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications control window in 

8 conformity with a prefe i embodiment of the present invention. 

	

9 
	

7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale interface on a wireless 

r 	

handheld device for use in displaying page menus created in conformity with a preferred 

0 	embodiment of the present invention. 

	

t_42 	 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Most personal computers today run under an operating system that provides a 

	

f44 	graphical user interface ("GUI") for accessing user applications. A GUI is used in the preferred 

b.  5 embodiment of the present invention. Through an interface of windows, pull-down menus, and 

16 toolbars, GUI operating systems have simplified PCs and have rendered computer technology 

	

17 	more user friendly by eliminating the need to memorize keyboard entry sequences. In addition, 

	

18 	GUIs allow users to manipulate their data as they would physical entities. For example, a 

19 window can represent a file and the contents of the window can represent the records of the file. 

20 The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop as if it were an actual object. The 

	

21 	records of the file can be created, deleted, modified and arranged in a drag-and-drop fashion as if 

22 they also were physical objects. The most common GUI operating systems that provide this 

	

23 	"object-oriented" environment for personal computers are Microsoft Windows®  systems, 
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6 conformity with a pref d embodiment of the present invention. 
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G. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications control window in 

8 conformity with a prefe i embodiment of the present invention. 
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7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale interface on a wireless 

r 	
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0 	embodiment of the present invention. 

	

t_42 	 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

Most personal computers today run under an operating system that provides a 

	

f44 	graphical user interface ("GUI") for accessing user applications. A GUI is used in the preferred 

b.  5 embodiment of the present invention. Through an interface of windows, pull-down menus, and 

16 toolbars, GUI operating systems have simplified PCs and have rendered computer technology 

	

17 	more user friendly by eliminating the need to memorize keyboard entry sequences. In addition, 

	

18 	GUIs allow users to manipulate their data as they would physical entities. For example, a 

19 window can represent a file and the contents of the window can represent the records of the file. 

20 The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop as if it were an actual object. The 

	

21 	records of the file can be created, deleted, modified and arranged in a drag-and-drop fashion as if 

22 they also were physical objects. The most common GUI operating systems that provide this 

	

23 	"object-oriented" environment for personal computers are Microsoft Windows®  systems, 
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j 	including Windows CO for handheld wireless devices and the like. Generally, a particular 

2 application program presents information to a user through a window of a GUI by drawing 

	

3 	images, graphics or text within the window region. The user, in turn, communicates with the 

	

4 	application by "pointing" at graphical objects in the window with a pointer that is controlled by a 

	

5 	hand-operated pointing device, such as a mouse, or by pressing keys on a keyboard. 

	

6 	 The use of menus is conventional in GUIs for software applications. Menus are 

	

7 	typically utilized to provide end users of applications with available choices or processing 

	

8 	options while using the applications. For example, in a typical desktop or interactive application, 

r, 9 selection of a "file" from a menu bar may cause display of a context menu which provides "file" 

	

..r.t10 	options. File options can have additional subordinate or child options associated with them. If a 

	

011 
	

file option having subordinate options is selected, the child options are displayed in context in a 

	

:---112 	child menu or submenu proximate to the selected parent option. One or more of the child 

= 13 options provided in the child menu may have further subordinate options. Thus, such a menu 

ga system comprises cascading sets of menus which are displayable in context to show the 

A5 parent/child relationships between options of the context menu. A menu system of this type is 

16 incorporated into the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

	

17 	 The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses typical hardware 

18 elements in the form of a computer workstation, operating system and application software 

19 elements which configure the hardware elements for operation in accordance with the present 

	

20 	invention. A typical workstation platform includes hardware such as a central processing unit 

	

21 	("CPU"), e.g., a Pentium®  microprocessor, RAM, ROM, hard drive storage in which are stored 

22 various system and application programs and data used within the workstation, modem, display 

23 screen, keyboard, mouse and optional removable storage devices such as floppy drive or a CD 
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1 ROM drive. The workstation hardware is configured by software including an operating system, 

2 e.g., Windows®  95, 98, NT or CE, networking software (including intemet browsing software) 

3 and application software components. The preferred embodiment also encompasses a typical file 

4 server platform including hardware such as a CPU, e.g., Pentium®  microprocessor, RAM, ROM, 

5 hard drive, modem, and optional removable storage devices, e.g., floppy or CD ROM drive. The 

6 server hardware is configured by software including an operating system, e.g., Windows®  95, 98, 

7 NT or CE, networking software (including Web server software) and database software. 

	

8 	 A computer workstation for use in the preferred embodiment also includes a GUI. 

9 As is conventional, the GUI is configured to present a graphical display on the display screen 

4:10 arranged to resemble a single desktop. Execution of an application program involves one or 

	

011 	more user interface objects represented by windows and icons. Typically, there may be several 

: 
2 windows and icons simultaneously present on the desktop and displaying information that is 

	

7,13 	generated by different applications. 

	

4 	 The window environment is generally part of the operating system software that 

	

5 	includes a collection of utility programs for controlling the operation of the computer system. 

16 The computer system, in turn, interacts with application programs to provide higher level 

	

17 	functionality, including a direct interface with the user. Specifically, the application programs 

18 make use of operating system functions by issuing task commands to the operating system which 

19 then performs the requested task. For example, an application program may request that the 

20 operating system display certain information on a window for presentation to the user. 

	

21 	 An aspect of the preferred embodiment of the information management and 

22 communications system of the invention is shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 1 shows an example of the 

	

23 	GUI provided by the operating system of the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 
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1 	With reference to FIG. 1, the preferred embodiment includes an intuitive GUI 1 from which to 

2 build a menu on a desktop or other computer. A hierarchical tree structure 2 is used to show the 

	

3 	different relationships between the menu categories 3 (e.g., soups, salads, appetizers, entrees, 

	

4 	deserts, etc.), menu items 4 (e.g., green salad, chicken caesar salad, etc.), menu modifiers 5 (e.g., 

	

5 	dressing, meat temperature, condiments, etc.) and menu sub-modifiers 6 (e.g., Italian, French, 

	

6 	ranch, bleu cheese, etc.). 

	

7 	 The procedure followed in configuring a menu on the desktop PC and then 

8 downloading the menu configuration onto the POS interface on the handheld device in 

9 conformance with the preferred embodiment is as follows. 

The menu configuration application is launched by clicking on the appropriate 

icon on the desktop display screen. FIG. 1 will then be displayed. There are three windows on 

12 the screen shown in FIG. 1. The left window is the menu tree 7, also called the tree view. The 

13 top right window is the Modifiers window 8 and the bottom right window is the Sub-Modifiers 

44 window 9. The Sub-Modifiers window lists the sub-modifiers that correspond to the modifier 

	

15 	that is selected. The views on the right are referred to as list views. There are several ways of 

6 invoking a command, including using the menu options; using the context menu (right mouse 

	

17 	click); using the keyboard or using the toolbar icons. For example, if it is desired to add a 

	

18 	category to the menu, the following four options are available: (1) clicking on Edit, Add 

	

19 	Category; (2) right mouse clicking on Menu, then clicking on Add Category; (3) highlighting 

20 Menu, then typing Ctrl + T or (4) clicking on the Add Category icon on the toolbar. To add an 

	

21 	item to a category, the following options are available: (1) highlighting the category to which it 

	

22 	is desired to add an item and then clicking on Edit > Add Item; (2) right mouse clicking on the 
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1 
	desired category and then clicking on Add Item; (3) highlighting the desired category, then 

2 
	typing Ctrl + N or (4) clicking on the Add icon on the toolbar. 

3 
	

When building a menu, it should be kept in mind that the menu items are stored 

4 using a tree metaphor similar to how files are stored on a PC with folders and subfolders. The 

5 menu structure is similar to the Windows®  File Explorer in the way the items are organized 

6 hierarchically. Below is an example of how an item may be configured: 

	

7 	Menu 

	

8 	» Entrees 

	

9 	 » Red Meat 

	

10 	 » NY Strip 

	

711 	 » Vegetables 
742 » Tomato/ 

43  1 	 » Lettuce 

	

n4 	 Meat Temperature 
a 5 	 >> Medium Rare 
416 
.=1 7 In the above example, Menu is the root. Entrees is a menu category. Red Meat is an Entree 

L18 category. NY Strip is a modifier. Vegetable is a modifier. Meat Temperature is a modifier. 

9 Medium Rare is a sub-modifier of Meat Temperature. 

The steps taken in building a menu are as follows: 

21 	 1. 	Add Modifiers; 

22 	 2. 	Add Sub-Modifiers and link them to the Modifiers; 

23 	 3. 	Create Menu categories; 

24 	 4. 	Add menu items to the categories; 

25 	 5. 	Assign Modifiers to the menu items; 

26 	 6. 	Preview the menu on the POS emulator on the desktop PC; 

27 	 7. 	Download the menu database to the handheld device. 
28 

29 	 To add modifiers, a user clicks on the inside of the Modifiers window, then (1) 

30 clicks on Edit>Add Modifier; (2) Presses Ctrl + N; (3) right mouse clicks in the Modifiers 

31 	window, then clicks on Add Modifiers or (4) clicks on the Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu 
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28 

29 	 To add modifiers, a user clicks on the inside of the Modifiers window, then (1) 

30 clicks on Edit>Add Modifier; (2) Presses Ctrl + N; (3) right mouse clicks in the Modifiers 
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is being built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code and 

2 Price in the Modifier dialog box 10 shown in FIG. 2. The Long Name is the full descriptive 

3 name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on the 

4 handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. If there is an 

5 existing database, the existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the 

6 database. Clicking on the Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The 

	

7 	item to be added is then selected and "OK" is clicked. The fields will then be filled with the 

8 information from the database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a modifier. To delete 

9 a modifier, the modifier is selected and the Delete key pressed on the keyboard. To edit a 

740 modifier, either the modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is pressed. 

	

I 	 Sub-modifiers represent the last level of modifiers that can be assigned to a menu 

i 42 tree. To add sub-modifiers, the modifier to which sub-modifiers are to be assigned is selected. 

13 Then, the focus is set on the sub-modifier window by clicking inside the Sub-Modifier window 

S4 as follows: (1) clicking on Edit>Add Sub-Modifier; (2) pressing Ctrl + N; (3) right mouse 

5 clicking in the Sub-Modifiers window, then clicking on Add Sub-Modifiers or (4) clicking on the 

	

16 	Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the 

17 Long Name, Short Name, Code and Price in a Sub-Modifier dialog box similar to the Modifier 

18 dialog box shown in FIG. 2. As with modifiers, the Long Name is the full descriptive name of 

19 the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on the handheld device. 

20 The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. As before, if there is an existing 

	

21 	database, the existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the database. 

22 Clicking on the Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item to be 

	

23 	added is then selected and OK clicked. The fields will then be filled with the information from 
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1 
	the database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a sub-modifier. To delete a sub- 

2 modifier, the sub-modifier is selected and the Delete key depressed on the keyboard. To edit a 

	

3 
	sub-modifier, either the sub-modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is pressed. 

	

4 
	

Menu categories are created from the root. Some examples of categories are 

	

5 
	Appetizers, Soups, Salads, Entrees, Desserts, etc. The first step is to click on Menu in the menu 

6 tree window. Categories are added by (1) clicking on the Add Category icon from the toolbar; 

7 (2) clicking on Edit > Add Category or (3) pressing Ctrl + T. As shown in FIG. 3, Menu 

8 Category dialog box 11 then appears in which to enter the Long and Short names for the menu 

	

9 	category. 

	

BO 	 To add menu items to categories, the menu category which is being built is 

	

I 	clicked. For example, if items are being added to Appetizers, the Appetizers branch is clicked 

12 on Then the Edit > Add Item is clicked on or Ctrl + N pressed. As before, if a menu is being 

13 built from scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code, Prep Time, 

4 Recipe and Price into the Menu Item dialog box 12 shown in FIG. 4. The Long Name is the full 

.45 descriptive name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed on 

■22 

16 the handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. Prep Time is 

17 the time it takes to prepare the meal and Recipe would include preparation methods and 

	

18 	ingredients that are used in the preparation of the item. If there is an existing database, the 

19 existing database can be browsed and menu items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the 

20 Browse button will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item to be added is then 

	

21 	selected and OK is clicked. The fields will then be filled with the information from the database. 

	

22 	Clicking on OK again will add the item to the category. 
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Once the menu items have been entered, it may be desired to assign some 

2 modifiers to the menu items. For example, it may be desired to assign meat temperature to a 

	

3 	steak order. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned is selected, then the menu item 

4 on the tree view that is to be assigned the modifier is clicked on and then Edit > Assign Modifier 

5 is clicked on. Or, the modifier can simply be dragged and dropped onto the menu item to link 

	

6 	them. A dialog box is then displayed asking if this modifier is a required modifier. If it is a 

	

7 	required modifier, the display icon will be red but if it is a non-required modifier the display icon 

8 will be green. As many modifiers as are applicable can be assigned. If any changes are made to 

9 the modifiers, those changes will be automatically reflected throughout the menu tree. 

	

0 	 Once the modifiers have been entered, it may be desired to assign sub-modifiers 

01 to the modifiers items. For example, it may be desired to add Honey Mustard as a sub-modifier 

	

:442 	to Dressing. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned a sub-modifier is selected, then 

	

= 13 	the sub-modifier window is clicked on, then Edit > Add Sub Modifier is clicked on, Ctrl-I-N 

.et 
'14 entered or the Add icon from the toolbar is clicked on. Or, the sub-modifier can simply be 

5 dragged and dropped onto the modifier to link them. 

	

16 	 When the menu has been completely configured, it can be previewed on a POS 

17 emulator on the desktop to verify that the menu is correctly configured before downloading it to 

	

18 	the handheld device. To preview, File > Preview Database is clicked on or the Preview Database 

19 icon from the toolbar is clicked on. The handheld POS emulator on the desktop can then be run. 

	

20 	If the configuration is deemed acceptable, the handheld device is connected to the desktop PC to 

	

21 	ensure that a connection has been established; the POS application on the handheld device is 

22 exited and File > Download Database is clicked on or the Download Database icon from the 

	

23 	toolbar is clicked on. If there is an existing menu database on the handheld device, the system 
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I 	will ask if the existing database should be replaced. Yes is clicked if existing database 

	

2 	replacement is desired. 

	

3 	 A database function enables the creation of, e.g., a breakfast menu, lunch menu 

4 and dinner menu and downloading them to a handheld device. Functions available are (1) 

	

5 	creating a new database; (2) opening an existing database; (3) saving a database under a different 

	

6 	name. To access these functions, File is clicked on the menu bar. 

	

7 	 The preferred embodiment encompasses customized layout, views and fonts. To 

	

8 	set the focus on the view it is desired to change, click inside the desired window. The main 

9 customizing dialog box is accessed by clicking on View > Customize View. A dialog box 13, as 

	

50 	shown in FIG. 5, will be displayed including tabs that allow the following options: selection of 

:=4 

	

1 	Columns to display in the list view by choosing and arranging the fields to display in the 

A2 Modifiers and Sub-Modifiers windows; formatting Columns by specifying the column widths 

	

2  13 	and justification; selecting Filter allows restricting the list to display only the items that meet 

M 4 certain criteria. For example, display of modifiers with codes between 500 and 550. Selecting 
113 

	

15 	Sort allows sorting the modifiers or sub-modifiers according to any of the available fields such as 

	

416 	Name, Code or Price. Selecting Style facilitates choice of font type, style, size, etc. To change 

17 the font in a particular window, click on View > Fonts or right mouse click in the desired 

18 window and then click on Fonts. To change the size of the windows, drag the borders of the 

19 windows to expand or contract the size of the windows. To change the column widths, simply 

20 drag the edge of the column headers to increase or decrease the column widths. 

	

21 	 A communications control program monitors and routes all communications to 

	

22 	the appropriate devices. It continuously monitors the wireless network access point and all other 

23 devices connected to the network such as pagers, remote devices, interne Web links and POS 
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software. Any message received is decoded by the software, and then routed to the appropriate 

2 device. No user action is needed during operation of the software once the application has been 

3 launched. To launch the communications control module, a Wireless Traffic icon is clicked on 

4 the desktop PC. When the program loads, the screen shown in FIG. 6 appears. Messages 

5 received are logged in the window 14 shown in FIG. 6 with a time stamp. The messages are also 

6 logged to a file on the hard drive. This provides a mechanism to monitor all traffic across the 

7 network (possibly useful for troubleshooting, or maintenance, but not necessary for normal 

8 operation). The program may be minimized so the screen is not displayed on the desktop, but it 

9 must be running for proper communications to exist between all devices on the network. 

	

40 	 As stated, the preferred embodiment of the present invention includes the use of 

1 and compatibility with GUI technology. A drag-and-drop approach is used for organizing the 

i442 tree structure 2 in the generated menu. Drag-and-drop is also used for assigning modifiers 

= 13 (modifiers can be dragged from the modifiers window 5 and dropped onto the menu item 4 for eos 

4 assignment). In-cell editing results in fast editing of items in building the menus. Customizable 
.11.4 
61 

	

:A 5 	fonts enable users to change font types, style and size. Customizable layouts enable users to 

16 resize windows, change icons and display preferences. The inventive approach provides for 

	

17 	fully persistent storage between sessions, even if a session is improperly or abruptly terminated. 

	

18 	Font and the tree state (i.e., which nodes are expanded/collapsed) are stored between sessions. 

	

19 	Layout for modifiers and sub-modifiers list views (filter, columns, formatting, font, etc.) are 

	

20 	stored between sessions. The last database used is likewise stored between sessions. Splitter 

	

21 	views allow the user to see different views at the same time. Each view is displayed on its own 

22 section of the screen. Views can be resized via the keyboard or a mouse by simply dragging the 

	

23 	splitter in the middle. 
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1 	 An automated function is provided to import existing POS databases into the 

2 inventive menu generation system and, as discussed above with respect to the detailed example 

3 of how to use the preferred embodiment, an automated download procedure is provided to 

4 transfer the desktop database onto a handheld device and/or Web page. Also as discussed, the 

5 preferred embodiment facilitates preview of the handheld device or Web page version of the 

6 POS menu on the desktop before downloading and configuration. Customizable desktop menu 

7 generation is contemplated, as discussed above, in the form of customizable fonts, columns, 

8 layouts, etc. The inventive approach also includes templates for common modifiers that can be 

9 assigned to similar menu items. The preferred embodiment also supports multiple databases, 

0 thus providing for the creation and storing of different menu databases on handheld devices such 

	

n1 	as breakfast, lunch or dinner menus. The user can then select the appropriate database to reflect 
A== 
A 2 the time of day. 

	

13 	 FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale interface 15 for use in 

4 displaying a page-type menu 16 created using the inventive menu generation approach. As can 

M5 be seen from FIG. 7, the page menu is displayed in a catalogue-like point-and-click format 

16 whereas the master menu, FIG. 1, is displayed as a hierarchical tree structure. Thus, a person 

17 with little expertise can "page through" to complete a transaction with the POS interface and 

18 avoid having to review the entire menu of FIG. 1 to place an order. A PDA or Web page format 

	

19 	could appear like FIG. 7 or the display could be configured for particular requirements since 

20 fully customizable menu generation and display are contemplated. 

	

21 	 The POS interface on the handheld device supports pricing in the database or 

22 querying prices from the POS server. The POS device also can be customized with respect to 

	

23 	"look and feel" for the particular version. As can be seen in FIG. 7, the POS interface provides 
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1 	for billing, status and payment with respect to orders. A myriad of options can be provided 

2 depending on the application. 

	

3 	 Advanced database functions are provided in the preferred embodiment of the 

4 invention, including an automated download process onto handheld devices and/or Web sites. In 

5 the preferred embodiment, the menu generation system of the present invention uses an API 

6 called ActiveX Data Objects ("ADO") for database access. ADO is useful in a variety of 

	

7 	settings. It is built on top of OLE DB and can be used to talk to databases and, in the future, any 

8 data source with any OLE DB driver. Advanced querying is supported. The database can be 

9 queried on virtually all fields. Queries can be built using SQL syntax for experienced users or 

40 can be created using a query builder which guides users through the creating process. Advanced 

	

0

• 

1 	error handling is supported. Errors occurring at run time can be trapped. A descriptive message 

	

2 	is displayed to alert the user and provide error information. However, the application does not 
w 
=13 terminate when the errors happen. The source code is easy to maintain and modify, thus 

4 allowing for on time delivery of customized versions of the software. The advanced database 

	

4,15 	functions produce well-designed databases that accommodate growth and scalability 

	

16 	 The inventive menu generation approach provides a solution for the pervasive 

17 connectivity and computerization needs of the restaurant and related markets. The inventive 

18 solution includes automatic database management and synchronization, PDA and handheld 

19 wireless operating system integration and optimization, wireless communications and internet 

	

20 	connectivity, user interface design, and graphics design. 

	

21 	 In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation approach of the present 

22 invention uses Windows CE®  as the operating system for the handheld devices. Windows CE®  

	

23 	provides the benefits of a familiar Windows 95/98/NT®  look and feel, built-in synchronization 
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1 	between handheld devices, intemet and desktop infrastructure, compatibility with Microsoft 

2 Exchange®, Microsoft Office 9®  and TCP/IP quick access to information with instant-on feature. 

	

3 
	

Windows CE®  provides a basic set of database and communication tools for 

	

4 	developer use. However, interfacing with these tools to provide application specific results can 

5 be a complex task. In addition to the menu generation described above, a set of software 

	

6 	libraries described herein in conformance with the present invention not only enhances the basic 

7 Windows CE®  functionality by adding new features but also maximizes the full potential of 

8 wireless handheld computing devices. Such features include fast synchronization between a 

9 central database and multiple handheld devices, synchronization and communication between a 

Web server and multiple handheld devices, a well-defined API that enables third parties such as 

	

-11 	POS companies, affinity program companies and intemet content providers to fully integrate 

j2 with computerized hospitality applications, real-time communication over the intemet with direct 

03 connections or regular modem dialup connections and support for batch processing that can be 

r114 done periodically throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the central database. 

43 
	 The synchronous communications control module discussed above provides a 

	

16 	single point of entry for all hospitality applications to communicate with one another wirelessly 

17 or over the Web. This communications module is a layer that sits on top of any communication 

18 protocol and acts as an interface between hospitality applications and the communication 

19 protocol. This layer can be easily updated to work with a new communication protocol without 

	

20 	having to modify the core hospitality applications. The single point of entry works to keep all 

	

21 	wireless handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the backoffice server (central 

22 database) so that the different components are in equilibrium at any given time and an overall 

23 consistency is achieved. For example, a reservation made online is automatically communicated 
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to the backoffice server which then synchronizes with all the wireless handheld devices 

2 wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices will be reflected 

3 instantaneously on the backoffice server and the other handheld devices. 

	

4 	 The software applications for performing the functions falling within the 

5 described invention can be written in any commonly used computer language. The discrete 

6 programming steps are commonly known and thus programming details are not necessary to a 

	

7 	full description of the invention. 

	

8 	 A simple point-to-point wireless capability is contemplated which permits simple 

9 digital messages to be sent from the wireless handheld devices to a receiver in a beeper and/or 
7 

.00 valet parking base-station. The POS interface of FIG. 7 is representative of the display on a 

	

01 	typical wireless device used in conformity with the invention. A simple protocol is used to 

X12 acknowledge receipt of the message and thus simultaneous communication is not necessary, 
w 
X13 13 which reduces the cost of the wireless link. The range of the wireless link is determined by the 

;114 characteristics of the radio transceiver. Adding a wireless link allows paging of beeper equipped 

15 customers directly from the operator interface on the wireless handheld devices and 

16 communication to and from various input/output transmitters and receivers to update the status 

17 of the order, reservation or other information and thus further reduce the workload on the 

18 operator and enable operations to proceed much faster. This link could also be hardwired or 

19 otherwise implemented using any two-way messaging transport. 

	

20 	 A further aspect of the invention is the use of the menus generated in accordance 

	

21 	with the described technique to place orders from wireless remote handheld devices or from 

22 remote locations through the internet. The World Wide Web is a distributed hypermedia 

	

23 	computer system that uses the internet to facilitate global hypermedia communication using 
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1 	specified protocols. One such protocol is the Hypertext Transfer Protocol ("HTTP"), which 

2 facilitates communication of hypertext. Hypertext is the combination of information and links to 

3 other information. In the context of the Web, hypertext is defined by the Hypertext Mark-up 

4 Language ("HTML"). The links or hyperlinks in a HTML document reference the locations of 

5 resources on the Web, such as other HTML documents. Another language used in creating 

6 documents for use on the Worldwide Web, to display on computer screens, or to create speech 

7 style sheets for use in, e.g., telephones, is the Extensible Mark-Up Language ("XML"). XML is 

8 a "metalanguage", i.e., a language for describing languages which was developed to eliminate 

9 the restrictions of HTML. 
i=p 

	

_50 	 The Web is a client-server system. The HTML documents are stored on Web 

	

a 1 	server computers, typically in a hierarchical fashion with the root document being referred to as 

;442 the home page. The client specifies a HTML document or other source on the server by 

	

13 	transmitting a Uniform Resource Locator ("URL") which specifies the protocol to use, e.g., 

24 HTTP, the path to the server directory in which the resource is located, and filename of the 

:45 resource. Users retrieve the documents via client computers. The software running on the user's 

16 client computer that enables the user to view HTML documents on the computer's video monitor 

17 and enter selections using the computer's keyboard and mouse is known as a browser. The 

18 browser typically includes a window in which the user may type a URL. A user may cause a 

19 URL to be transmitted by typing it in the designated window on the browser or by maneuvering 

20 the cursor to a position on the displayed document that corresponds to a hyperlink to a resource 

	

21 	and actuating the mouse button. The latter method is commonly referred to simply as "clicking 

22 on the hot-spot" or "clicking on the hyperlink". The hyperlink methodology is contemplated for 

	

23 	use in accordance with the preferred embodiment to transmit orders via the interne. 
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1 	 Web server application software exists that enables a user to shop for and order 

2 merchandise. Such systems are sometimes referred to as electronic merchandising systems or 

	

3 	virtual storefronts. Systems that enable a user to choose among several retailers' goods are 

	

4 	sometimes referred to as electronic malls. An electronic retailer's or electronic mall operator's 

5 Web server provides HTML forms that include images and descriptions of merchandise. The 

6 user may conventionally search for an item by entering a key word search query in a box on a 

7 form. When a user selects an item, the server may provide a linked form that describes that item 

	

8 	in further detail. The user may also conventionally enter ordering information into boxes on the 

form, such as the type and quantity of the item desired. The information entered by the user is 

0 transmitted to the server. The user may select multiple items in this manner and then enter a 

	

1 
	credit card number to pay for the purchases. The retailer processes the transaction and ships the 

order to the customer. As can be appreciated, ordering merchandise can also be done from 

3j3 menus. The generation of menus of items or merchandise for sale over the internet is readily 

4 accomplished by the menu generation approach of the present invention. 

	

5 
	

Searching for items that the user is interested in purchasing is insufficient in prior 

16 merchandising systems. Database management programs use index searching to facilitate rapid 

17 searching of large amounts of data. The creator of the database may instruct the program to use 

	

18 	specified fields in the database as indexed or key fields. The program locates all terms in the 

	

19 	database that appear in the indexed fields and stores them in an index table. Each entry in the 

	

20 	index table includes a term and corresponding pointer to the location in the database where the 

	

21 	term is found. If a user initiates a search for a term that is present in the index table, the program 

	

22 	can locate the instances of that term in the database with exceptional speed. Users who are 

	

23 	familiar with the particular database they are searching will generally know which fields are 
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5 
	

Searching for items that the user is interested in purchasing is insufficient in prior 

16 merchandising systems. Database management programs use index searching to facilitate rapid 

17 searching of large amounts of data. The creator of the database may instruct the program to use 

	

18 	specified fields in the database as indexed or key fields. The program locates all terms in the 

	

19 	database that appear in the indexed fields and stores them in an index table. Each entry in the 

	

20 	index table includes a term and corresponding pointer to the location in the database where the 

	

21 	term is found. If a user initiates a search for a term that is present in the index table, the program 

	

22 	can locate the instances of that term in the database with exceptional speed. Users who are 

	

23 	familiar with the particular database they are searching will generally know which fields are 
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I 	indexed and will know the format of the data in those fields. For example, a user of a database 

2 containing the inventory of a bookstore may know that users can search for the names of authors 

3 of books and that a user who wishes to do so should enter the author's last name first. A user 

4 having such knowledge will therefore be able to search efficiently. Users of electronic 

5 merchandising systems, however, are generally end-consumers who have no knowledge of a 

	

6 	merchant's database. If, as is very likely, such a user initiates a search for a term that is not 

	

7 	present in the index table, the program must sequentially search through all records in the 

	

8 	database. Sequential records are typically linked by pointers. Using pointers in this manner is 

9 very demanding on server resources, resulting not only in an exceptionally slow search, but also 

4 0 creating a bottleneck for other processes that the server may be executing. The menu generation 
rt 
n1 approach of the present invention can be used to create customized menus from a database that 

includes every item of merchandise the vendor has for sale. In this manner, customers can scan 

!L13 the generated menu much more readily than they could view the entire database and the 

=44 necessity of having familiarity with the database is eliminated as well, reducing the need for 

	

AS 	resource intensive pointers. 

	

16 	 While the preferred embodiment of the invention is for the generation of 

17 restaurant menus and the like, the broad scope of the invention is far greater. For example, 

18 menus generated in accordance with the invention can be used in the desktop computing 

19 environment in association with the operating system or application programs. One such use is 

	

20 	to facilitate the creation of user personalized file structures for general desktop use. Another use 

	

21 	is to facilitate the location of customized menus from master menus for use in association with 

	

22 	application software to make the execution of the application software more efficient by, e.g., 

23 eliminating the necessity of querying or checking every tree branch in the master menu file 
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1 	structure in response to user input or other criteria and to create handheld/PDA compatible 

	

2 	versions of the software. 

	

3 	 While the preferred embodiment of the invention includes the selection of items 

4 from a master menu wherein the master menu is displayed using a graphical user interface, it is 

5 to be appreciated that any means for displaying the master menu to the user and generating 

6 another menu in response to and comprised of the selections made is encompassed by the 

7 contemplated invention. The invention encompasses the selection of nontextual symbols, 

	

8 	characters, icons and the like, in addition to text, from a hierarchical tree menu or the like for 

9 generation of another menu comprised of such items. 

It is also within the scope of the invention to generate menus automatically in 

.alte 

	

al 	response to predetermined criteria. For example, in the restaurant menu generation embodiment, 

HZ a modified menu can be generated to comply with a particular specification or group of criteria 

	

3 	such as, e.g., "dinner", "low cholesterol", "low fat", "fish", "chicken", or "vegetarian". In this 

.1% 
:14 embodiment, only items from the master menu that satisfy specified parameters will be included 

	

,d5 	in the generated menu. The selection process could involve selection of master menu items 

16 based on tags or identifiers associated with the items or by checking every master menu item 

	

17 	against a dictionary of items acceptable for inclusion in the modified menu. It should also be 

18 appreciated that the invention encompasses any combination of automatic and manual user 

19 selection of the items comprising the generated menu. For example, a user might specify criteria 

20 which would further control automatic selection or the user could manually select some items 

	

21 	with automatic selection of others. The menu generation aspect of the invention is equally 

	

22 	applicable to table-based, drive-thru, internet, telephone, wireless or other modes of customer 

	

23 	order entry, as is the synchronous communications aspect of the invention. 
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1 
	

The inventive concept encompasses the generation of a menu in any context 

2 known to those skilled in the art where an objective is to facilitate display of the menu so as to 

3 enable selection of items from that menu. The restaurant menu generation embodiment is but 

4 one example of a use for the inventive concept. Likewise, displaying menus generated in 

5 accordance with the invention on PDAs and Web pages to facilitate remote ordering are but a 

6 few examples of ways in which such a menu might be used in practice. Any display and 

7 transmission means known to those skilled in the art is equally usable with respect to menus 

8 generated in accordance with the claimed invention. 

	

n 9 	 In the more general situation, menus can be generated in accordance with the 

-4=2  

	

Ito 	present invention in a variety of situations. For example, the usable file structure for a particular 

	

n I 	data processing application can be dictated by the user or an application program prior to or 

during the execution of the application program. Efficiencies with respect to computational 
5 . 

,t,J3 speed and equipment, e.g., storage and processor, usage can thus be achieved along with the 

:Fs 
I/14 facilitation of display of the generated menu. 

	

,l5 	 While the best mode for carrying out the preferred embodiment of the invention 
mrp 

	

'6 	has been illustrated and described in detail, those familiar with the art to which the invention 

	

.7 	relates will recognize various alternative designs and embodiments which fall within the spirit of 

.8 practicing the invention. The appended claims are intended to cover all those changes and 

	

9 	modifications falling within the true spirit and scope of the present invention. 
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1. 	An information management and sync onous communications system for 

generating menus comprising: 

a. a central processing unit, 

1 
	 That which is claimed is: 

Lk; 

5 b. 	a 	data 	storage 	device 	c 	ected 	to 	said 	central 

6 processing unit, 

7 c. an 	operating 	system 	i eluding 	a 	graphical 	user 
8 interface, 

9 d.  

e.  

a first menu stored on s id data storage device, 

application software ►sr generating a second menu from 
said first menu, 

2 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by allowing 

selection of items from the first menu, ads lion of items to the second menu and assignment of 

14 parameters to items in the second men using the graphical user interface of said operating 

5 system. 

7 

R E 

accordance with claim 1, 4  erein the second menu is a restaurant menu. 

18 
	

3. 	An inform on management and synchronous communications system in 

19 accordance with claim 1, wherein the se nd menu is capable of being displayed on the display 

20 screen of a wireless computing device. 

21 	 4. 	An information management d synchronous communications system in 

22 j accordance with claim 3, wherein selections from the econd menu are capable of being 

23 	transmitted to a receiving computer by wireless link. 

= 
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12. 	An information management d synchronous communications system for 

generating menus comprising: 

1 
	

5. 	An information management and synchronous communications system in 

2 accordance with cl m 1, wherein the second menu is capable of being displayed on display 

3 screens of computers a network. 

	

4 
	

6. 	An formation management and synchronous communications system in 

5 accordance with claim 5, w e -in the computer network is the internet. 

	

6 
	

7. 	An inform ion management and synchronous communications system in 

7 accordance with claim 3, wherein elections from the second menu are capable of being 

	

8 	transmitted to a receiving computer via s e internet. 

	

P919 
	

8. 	An information management and synchronous communications system in 

accordance with claim 1, wherein the seco i menu is created in conformity with hypertext 

1 markup language or extensible markup language. 

P12 
	

9. 	An information management d synchronous communications system in 

;43  accordance with claim 1, wherein the second menu ove •tes the first menu. 

10. 	The information management and s chronous communications system of 

5 claim 1, wherein the first menu and the second menu are bo capable of being displayed in the 

16 same window on the display screen. 

17 
	

11. 	The information management and synchro •us communications system of 

18 claim 1, wherein the items comprising the second menu are a subse of the items comprising the 

19 	first menu. 

22 a. a microprocessor 

23 b. a display devic , 

24 c. a data and in ruction input device, 
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14. 	The informati management and synchronous communications system of 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

d. a data storage device for storing information and 
instructions entered t ough said data and 
instruction input means o information generated by 
said microprocessor, 

e. an operating system, 

f. a master menu store on said data storage device for 
generating a modifi d menu, and 

	

8 	 g• 
	application softw 

9 wherein said microprocessor, operating syste and application software are operative to display 

10 the master menu on the display device i response to instructions programmed into said 

	

11 	microprocessor, operating system, applicati n software and information and instructions entered 

'.$2 through said data input device, and 	erein said microprocessor, operating system and 

3 application software are operative to eate the modified menu from said master menu in 

7;14 response to information and instruction• entered through said data and instruction input device. 

	

.15 
	

13. 	• e information management and synchronous communications system of 

6 claim 12, further comprisin: means for transferring the modified menu to a digital computing 

7 device. 

Z18 

19 	claim 13, wherein the digital computing vice is a wireless handheld device. 

20 	 15. 	The information mana ment and synchronous communications system of 

21 	claim 12, further comprising means for downloa g the modified menu to the interne or a Web 

22 page. 

23 	 16. 	The information management and 	chronous communications system of 

24 claim 15, further comprising means for converting the 	difted menu to hypertext markup 

25 	language or extensible markup language. 
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112 

:43 

16 

17. 	The information management and synchronous communications system of 

2 claim 15, wherein the ems comprising the modified menu are a subset of the items comprising 

3 the master menu. 

4 1 	 18. 	An info ation management and synchronous communications system in 

5 accordance with claim 12, wherein aid operating system includes a graphical user interface and 

6 wherein said microprocessor, operating stem and application software are operative to generate 

7 the modified menu by facilitating selection f items from said master menu using the graphical 

8 	user interface of said operating system. 

	

9 
	

19. 	An information management d synchronous communications system in 

40 accordance with claim 12, wherein said master menu is • ganized in a hierarchical tree structure 

having branches comprising menu items and wherein the odified menu is at least partially 

generated by selecting items from the branches of the tree struct 

An information management and synchronous communications system for 

generating and transmitting menus comprising: 

a. a central processing unit, 

b. a data storage device connected to said central 

	

17 	 processing unit, 

	

18 	 c. an operating system including a graphical user 

	

19 	 interface, 

	

20 	 d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu 

	

21 	 categories consisting of menu items, said first menu 

	

22 	 stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 

	

23 	 window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchical 

	

24 	 tree format, 

	

25 	 e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 

	

26 	 displayable in a window of said graphical user 

	

27 	 interface, 
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2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

1. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device 
and displayable in a window of said graphical user 
interface, and 

g. application software for generating  a second menu from 
said first menu and transmitting  said second menu to a 
wireless handheld computing  device or Web page, 

7 wherein the application software facilitates the generation of the second menu by allowing  

8 selection of catagories and items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the second 

9 menu, addition of menu items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items in the 

10 second menu using  the graphical user interface of said operating  system, said parameters being  

11 selected from the modifier and sub-modifier menus. 
D 

•P• 2 

	 e77r. 	An information management and synchronous communications system in 

3 accordance with claim yel, wherein the second menu is a restaurant menu. 

	

1,14 
	

An information management and synchronous communications system in 

iJ 
	

1 _  
2 15 accordance with claim , wherein the second menu is capable of being  displayed on the display 
D 
A6 screen of a wireless computing  device. 
ft 

	

7 	
45/31: An information management and synchronous communications system in 

1218 accordance with claim 2 , wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being  

	

19 	transmitted to a receiving  computer by wireless link. 

	

20 
	

An information management and synchronous communications system in 

	

21 	accordance with claim , wherein the second menu is capable of being  displayed on display 

22 screens of computers in a network. 

	

23 
	 7 	An information management and synchronous communications system in 

24 accordance with claim , wherein the computer network is the Internet. 
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3 1 . 	In a computer system having an inp t device, a storage device, a video 

16 display, an operating system including a graphical user nterface and application software, an 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

1 
	 An information management and synchronous communications system in 

2 accordance with claim wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being 

transmitted to a receiving computer via the interne. 

An information management and synchronous communications system in 

accordance with claim) wherein the second menu is created in conformity with hypertext 

markup language or extensible markup language. 

X An information management and synchronous communications system in 

accordance with claimX, wherein the second menu overwrites the first menu. 

I 
	The information management and synchronous communications system of 

claim , wherein the first menu and the second menu are both capable of being displayed in the 

same window on the display screen. 

The information management and synchronous communications system of 

13 claim 
	wherein the menu categories and items comprising the second menu are subsets, 

4 respectively, of the menu categories and items comprising the first menu. 

17 linformation management and synchronous communica ons method comprising the steps of: 

a. outputting at least one win ow on the video display; 

b. outputting a first men in a window on the video 
display; 

c. displaying a cursor o the video display; 

18 

19 
20 

21 

22 
23 

24 
25 
26 

d. selecting items fro 	the first menu with the input 
device or the graph.  al  user interface; 

e. inserting the ite 	selected from the first menu into a 
second menu, t e second menu being output in a 
window; 
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4 respectively, of the menu categories and items comprising the first menu. 

17 linformation management and synchronous communica ons method comprising the steps of: 

a. outputting at least one win ow on the video display; 

b. outputting a first men in a window on the video 
display; 

c. displaying a cursor o the video display; 

18 

19 
20 

21 

22 
23 

24 
25 
26 

d. selecting items fro 	the first menu with the input 
device or the graph.  al  user interface; 

e. inserting the ite 	selected from the first menu into a 
second menu, t e second menu being output in a 
window; 
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f. optionally adding addition t items not included in the 
first menu to the second nu using the input device or 
the graphical user interfa , and 

4 
	 g. storing the second men on the storage device. 

5 
	

32. 	The method of claim 31, further comprising the step of transferring data or 

6 instructions represent ye of the second menu to a remote digital device or Web page. 

7 
	

33. 	The ethod of claim 32, wherein said data or instructions representative 

2 
3 

47)- 
An information management and synchronous communications system for 

8 of the second menu are transf ed by a wireless link. 

9 
	

34. 	The metho, of claim 31, wherein the selected items and optional 

nd menu which is displayed in the same window as the 

first menu. 

35. The method of claim , comprising the further steps of selecting at least 

one item from the second menu and transmitting t least one item selected to another computer. 

36. The method of claim 35, 	erein at least one item selected from the 

additional items are inserted into a se 

ru 
45 second menu is transmitted to another computer by wi less link or the internet. 

	

37. 	The method of claim 32, wherein he second menu is displayed on the 

'17 remote digital device or Web page in page format. 

18 
	

38. 	The method of claim 31, wherein the second menu overwrites the first 

19 menu. 

20 
	

39. 	The method of claim 31, wherein the items coi prising the second menu 

21 	are a subset of the items comprising the first menu. 

22  
sr9r  

23 use with wireless handheld computing devices and the internet comprising: 

24 	 a. a central database containing hospitality applications and data, 
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1 	 b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on which hospitality 

	

2 	 applications and data are stored, 

	

3 	 c. at least one Web server on which hospitality applications and data are 

	

4 	 stored, 

	

5 	 d. at least one Web page on which hospitality applications and data are 

	

6 	 stored, 

	

7 	 e. an application program interface, and 

	

8 	 f. a communications control module, 

0 9 wherein applications and data are synchronized between the central data base, at least one 

430 wireless handheld computing device, at least one Web server and at least one Web page; wherein 

	

01 	the application program interface enables intergration of outside applications with the hospitality 

X12 applications and wherein the communications control module is an interface between the 

"c13 hospitality applications and any other communications protocol. 

	

4 	
/ 
5/ The information management and synchronous communications system of 

I-6  
d5 claim 	wherein the communications control module provides a single point of entry for all 

16 hospitality applications and wherein the single point of entry allows the synchronization of at 

17 least one wireless handheld computing device and at least one Web page with the central 

18 database so that at least one handheld device, at least one Web page and central database are 

19 consistent. / 

	

20 	 ,4 	The information management and synchronous communications system of 
/3 

21 claimiir wherein information entered on at least one Web page and transmitted over the intemet 

22 is automatically communicated to the central database and at least one wireless handheld 

23 computing device. 
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1 

2 

3 

/3 
	743'7 The information management and synchronous communications system of 

claim %wherein information entered on at least one wireless handheld computing device is 

automatically communicated to the central database and at least one Web page. 
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/3 
	743'7 The information management and synchronous communications system of 

claim %wherein information entered on at least one wireless handheld computing device is 

automatically communicated to the central database and at least one Web page. 
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1 	 ABSTRACT  

2 	 An information management and synchronous communications system and 

3 method facilitates database equilibrium and synchronization with wired, wireless and Web-based 

4 systems, user-friendly and efficient generation of computerized menus and reservations for 

5 restaurants and other applications that utilize equipment with nonstandard graphical formats, 

6 display sizes and/or applications for use in remote data entry, information management and 

7 communication with host computer, digital input device or remote pager via standard hardwired 

8 	connection, the intemet, a wireless link or the like. 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
ORIGINAL, DESIGN, NATIONAL STAGE OF PCT, SUPPLEMENTAL 

DIVISIONAL. CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART APPLICATION 

As a below name inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name, 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint 
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on 
the invention entitled: 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU 
GENERATION 
the specification of which 

a. [ X ] is attached hereto 

b. [ ] was filed on 	 as application Serial No. 	 and was amended on 

16
6

-1
2
6
0
'
 

E
T

 11
111
11

01
16

0
 

	 . (if applicable). 

PCT FILED APPLICATION ENTERING NATIONA I, STAGE 

c. [ ] was described and claimed in International Application No. 	  filed on 	and 
as amended on 	 . (if any). 

I hereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the 
claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. 

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to the patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, § 1.56. 

I hereby specify the following as the correspondence address to which all communications about this application are 
to be directed: 

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 	MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10154 

DIRECT TELEPHONE CALLS TO: 
(212) 758-4800 

[ ] I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code § 1 19(a)-(d) or under 
§ 365(6) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or under § 365(a) of any PCT international 
application(s) designating at least one country other than the U.S. listed below and also have identified below such 
foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or such PCT international application(s) filed by me on the 
same subject matter having a filing date within twelve (12) months before that of the application on which priority is 
claimed: 

[ ] The attached 35 U.S.C. § 119 claim for priority for the application(s) listed below forms a part of this 
declaration. 
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Application 	 Date of filing 	 Date of Issue 	 Priority 
tcp_n_Mi /1UP 
	

Number 	 (day month yr) 	(day. month. yr) 	 Claimed 

[ ] YES [ ] NO  

[ ]YES [ ]NO 

[ ] YES [ ] NO 

[ ] I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of any U.S. provisional application(s) listed below. 

Provisional Application No, 	 Date of Filing (day. month, yr) 

O ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS FOR DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART 

O OR PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION(S) (DESIGNATING THE U.S.)  

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code § 120 of any United States application(s) or under 
• § 365(c) of any PCT international application(s) designating the U.S. listed below. 

■ 

• US/PCT Application Serial No. 	Filing Date 	 Status (patented, pending, abandoned)! 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

ru 

US/PCT Application Serial No. 	Filing Date 	 Status (patented, pending, abandoned)! 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

[ ] In this continuation-in-part application, insofar as the subject matter of any of the claims of this 
application is not disclosed in the above listed prior United States or PCT international application(s) in the manner 
provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material 
information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of 
the prior application(s) and the national or PCT international filing date of this application. 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on 
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that 
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of 
Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the 
application or any patent issued thereon. 

I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents with full power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute 
this application, to receive the patent, and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected 
therewith: John A. Diaz (Reg. No. 19,550), John C. Vassil (Reg. No. 19,098), Alfred P. Ewert (Reg. No. 19,887), 
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David H. Pfeffer (Reg. No. 19,825), Harry C. Marcus (Reg. No. 22,390), Robert E. Paulson (Reg. No. 21,046), 
Stephen R. Smith (Reg. No. 22,615), Kurt E. Richter (Reg. No. 24,052), J. Robert Dailey (Reg. No. 27,434), Eugene 
Moroz (Reg. No. 25,237), John F. Sweeney (Reg. No. 27,471), Arnold I. Rady (Reg. No. 26,601), Christopher A. 
Hughes (Reg. No. 26,914), William S. Feiler (Reg. No. 26,728), Joseph A. Calvaruso (Reg. No. 28,287), James W. 
Gould (Reg. No. 28,859), Richard C. Komson (Reg. No. 27,913), Israel Blum (Reg. No. 26,710), Bartholomew 
Verdirame (Reg. No. 28,483), Maria C.H. Lin (reg. No. 29,323), Joseph A. DeGirolamo (Reg. No. 28,595), Michael 
P. Dougherty (Reg. No. 32,730), Seth J. Atlas (Reg. No. 32,454), Andrew M. Riddles (Reg. No. 31,657), Bruce D. 
DeRenzi (Reg. No. 33,676), Michael M. Murray (Reg. No. 32,537), Mark J. Abate (Reg. No. 32,527), Alfred L. 
Haffner, Jr. (Reg. No. 18,919), Harold Haidt (Reg. No. 17,509), John T. Gallagher (Reg. No. 35,516), Steven F. 
Meyer (Reg. No. 35,613) and Kenneth H. Sonnenfeld (Reg. No. 33,285) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. whose 
address is: 345 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 10154; and Edward A. Pennington (Reg. No. 32,588), Michael 
S. Marcus (Reg. No. 31,727) and John E. Hoel (Reg. No. 26,279) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P., whose address is 
1775 Eye Street, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

I hereby authorize the U.S. attorneys and/or agents named hereinabove to accept and follow instructions 
from 
	 as to any action to be taken in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
regarding this application without direct communication between the U.S. attorneys and/or agents and me. 
In the event of a change in the person(s) from whom instructions may be taken I will so notify the U.S. 
attorneys and/or agents hereinabove. 

Q 

Full name of sole or first inventor 	Keith R. McNally 

rt. 	Inventor's signature* 

Residence 	21567 Parvin Drive, Santa Clarita, CA 91350 

Citizenship USA 
a 

Post Office Address 

Full name of second joint inventor, if any 	William H. Roof 

Inventor's signature* 
date 

Residence 	13429 Luckett Court, San Diego, CA 92130 

Citizenship USA 

Post Office Address 

Full name of third joint inventor, if any 	Richard Bergfeld 

Inventor's signature* 
date 

Residence 	20719 Nashville Court, Chatsworth, CA 91311 

Citizenship USA 
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ATTACHED IS/ARE ADDED PAGE(S) TO COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF 
ATTORNEY FORM FOR SIGNATURE BY FOURTH AND SUBSEQUENT INVENTORS 

* Before signing this declaration, each person signing must: 

Review the declaration and verify the correctness of all information therein; and 

2. 	Review the specification and the claims, including any amendments made to the claims. 

After the declaration is signed, the specification and claims are not to be altered. 

To the inventor(s): 

The following are cited in or pertinent to the declaration attached to the accompanying application: 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulation, § 1.56 

Duty to disclose information material to patentability. 

(a) 	A patent by its very nature is affect with a public interest. The public interest is best served, and 
the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being examined, the Office 
is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability. Each individual 
associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of candor and good faith in 
dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known to that 
individual to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information exists 
with respect to each pending claim until the claim is canceled or withdrawn from consideration, or the 
application becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is canceled or 
withdrawn from consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the patentability 
of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information 
which is not material to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all information known 
to be material to patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to 
patentability of any claim issued in patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office in the manner 
prescribed by §§ 1.97(b)-(d) and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in connection 
with which fraud on the Office was practiced or attempted or the duty of disclosure was violated through 
bad faith or intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine: 

(1) prior art cited in search reports of a foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and 

(2) the closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of 
a patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any 
material information contained therein is disclosed to the Office. 
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Title 35. U.S. Code § 101  

Inventions patentable 

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 
requirements of this title. 

Title 35 11-S. Code § 102 

Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless - 

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed 
publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or foreign country or in 
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United 
States, or 

(c) he has abandoned the invention, or 

0 (d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor's 
O certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of the 
▪ application for patent in this country on an application for patent or inventor's certificate field more than twelve 
in= 	months before the filing of the application in the United States, or 

a 	 (e) 	the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the 
• United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another 
• who has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 37I(c) of this title before the invention 

ru 	thereof by the applicant for patent, or 

he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or 

(g) 	before the applicant's invention thereof the invention was made in this country by another had not 
abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention there shall be considered not only the 
respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one 
who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by the other ... 

Title 35 U.S. Code § 103 

Conditions for patentability; non-obvious subject matter 

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such 
that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 
ordinary skill in the art to which said matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which 
the invention was made. 

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of 
section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the subject matter and the claimed 
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invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same person or subject to an obligation of 
assignment to the same person. 

Title 35. U.S. Code. 112 fin part) 

Specification 

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of 
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms also enable any person skilled in the art to which it 
pertains, or with which it is mostly nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode 
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. 

Title _35, U.S. Code § 119 

Benefit of earlier filing date in foreign country; right of priority 

An application for patent for an invention filed in this country by any person who has, or whose legal 
representatives or assigns have, previously regularly filed an application for a patent for the same invention in a 
foreign country which affords similar privileges in the case of applications filed in the United States or to citizens of 
the United States, shall have the same effect as the same application would have if filed in this country on the date 
on which the application for patent for the same invention was first filed in such foreign country, if the application in 

▪ this country is filed within twelve months from the earliest date on which such foreign application was filed; but no 
• patent shall be granted on any application for patent for an invention which had been patented or described in a 

printed publication in any country more than one year before the date of he actual filing of the application in this 
country, or which had been in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to such filing. 

1.4  

• Title 35, U.S. Code § 120  

• Benefit or earlier filing date in the United States 4.wr: 
An application for patent for an invention disclosed in the manner provided by the first paragraph of section 

112 of this title in an application previously filed in the United States, or as provided by section 363 of this title, 
=,r1 	which is filed by an inventor or inventors named in the previously filed application shall have the same effect, as to 
• such invention, as though filed on the date of the prior application, if filed before the patenting or abandonment of or 

termination of proceedings on the first application or an application similarly entitled to the benefit of the filing date 
of the first application and if it contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to the earlier filed application. 

Please read carefully before signing the Declaration attached to the accompanying Application. 

If you have any questions, please contact Morgan & Finnegan, 

FORM:COMB-DEC.NY 
Rev. 5/21/98 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 Keith R. McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: TBA 

Serial No. 	 TBA 
	

Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS 
37 CFR §1,97(f) AND §1.27 (c)) — SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN  

I hereby state that I am 

[ ] 
	

the owner of the small business concern identified below: 

[ X ] 	an official of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the concern identified 
below 

NAME OF CONCERN AMERANTH TECHNOLOGY SYSTEMS, INC. 

ADDRESS OF CONCERN 12230 El Camino Real, Suite 330; San Diego, California 92130-2090 

I hereby state that the above identified small business concern qualifies as a small business concern as defined in 13 
CFR §§ 121.3-18, and reproduced in 37 CFR § 1.9(d), for purposes of paying reduced fees under section 41(a) and 
(b) of Title 35, United States Code, in that the number of employees of the concern, including those of its affiliates, 
does not exceed 500 persons. For purposes of this statement, (1) the number of employees of the business concern 
is the average over the previous fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed on a full-time, part-time or 
temporary basis during each of the pay periods of the fiscal year, and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other when 
either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the power to control the other, or a third party or parties 
controls or has the power to control both. I hereby state that exclusive rights under contract or law have been 
conveyed to and remain with the small business concern identified above with regard to the invention entitled: 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
	

by: Keith R. McNally 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

	
William H. Roof; 
Richard Bergfeld 

inventor(s) 

described in 

[ X ] 	the specification filed herewith 
[ 	application Serial No. 	 , filed 	  

[ 	Patent No. 	 , issued 	  
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Docket No. 312„Liig2 

li,the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each individual, cone= or 
0 ganization having rights tc the invention is listed below and no rights to the invention are held by any person. 
other than the inventor, who could not qualify as an independent inventor under 37 CFR 1.9(c) if that person made 
the invention, or by any concern which would not qualir4, u a small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d), or a 
nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e). 

N~AMP N/A 

DRESS 
Small Enuiness Concern 	 Nogprofit Organization 

DRESS 
(1 Individual I Small Business Concern 	[ ] Nonproflt Organization 

I acknowledge the duty to file, it this application or patent, notification of any change in status resulting in loss of 
entitlement to mull entity status prior to paying, or at ths time of paying, the teller of the issue fee or any 
maintenance fee due after the date on which retie as a snail entity is no longer appropriate. (37 C,F.R, 1.21(b)) 

1.4 4,14E OF PERSON SIGNING  Keith R. McNally  

TITLE OF PERSON IF OTHER THAN OWNER Chief Executive OM= 

FORM: SMALL.BUS 
Rv. 05/26t98 

NOTE: Separate statements are required nom each name person, concern or organization having rights to 
the invention averring to their status as small entities. (37 CFR 1.27). 
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Menu Item 

Flame broied brandy marinated Tender Chicken Breast 
topped with a creamy ciantro sauce. Served with 
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UNITED STATES LDEPARTNIENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 4 

Washington, D.C. 20231 

  

AppLiDATiON NUMBER 	I 	FILING/RECEIPT DATE 	I 	FIRST NAMED APPLICANT 	I 	ATTORNEY DOCKET NOJTITLE 

MOk6AN 	11  I NNFI1=-ifIN L1.1 
EYE "-:jTRI"..:.t. -1. 	40(i 

Wi:i5HINGTON 	7n00t--. 

DATE MAILED: 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 
Filing Date Granted 

AnApplication Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. The items indicated below, however, are missing. Applicant 
bgiven TWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE within which to file all required items and pay any fees required below to 
avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisigas15f 
37CFR1:136(a). If any of items 1 or 3 through 5 are indicated as missing, the SURCHARGE set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of a$65.00 

IN a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, or ❑ $130.00 for a non-small entity, must also be timely submitted in reply 
Mathis NOTICE to avoid abandonment. 

/r equired items on this form are filed within the period set above, the total amount owed by applicant as a 
Small entity (statement tiled) ❑ non-small entity is $ 

O 1. The statutory basic filing fee is: 
O missing. 
O insufficient. 
Applicant must submit $ 	 to complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement 
claiming such status (37 CFR 1.27). 

O 2. The following additional claims fees are due: 

	 for 	 total claims over 20. 

	 for 	 independent claims over 3. 

for multiple dependent claim surcharge. 
nt must either submit the additional claim fees or cancel additional claims for which fees are due. 

e oath or declaration: 
is missing or unsigned. 

❑ does not cover the newly submitted items. 
An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, including residence information and identifying the application by 
the above Application Number and Filing Date is required. 

O 4. The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are by a person other than inventor or person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 
1.43 or 1.47. 
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above 
Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

O 5. The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration: 

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 listing the names of all inventors and signed by the omitted 
inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

O 6. A $50.00 processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment (37 CFR 1.21(m)). 
O 7. Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was retumed without payment. 
O 8. The application was filed in a language other than English. 

Applicant must file a verified English translation of the application, the $130.00 set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless 
previously submitted, and a statement that the translation is accurate (37 CFR 1.52(d)). 

O 3. OTHER: 	  

Direct the reply and any questions about this notice to "Attention: Box Missing Parts." 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

— - / 

Destomer Service Center 
initial Patent Examination Digision (703) 308-1202 

F°01A PTO-1533 (REv 9/98) 
U S GPO 1999 450.5875 

PART 3 - OFFICE COPY 
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A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above 
Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

O 5. The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration: 

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 listing the names of all inventors and signed by the omitted 
inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

O 6. A $50.00 processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment (37 CFR 1.21(m)). 
O 7. Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was retumed without payment. 
O 8. The application was filed in a language other than English. 

Applicant must file a verified English translation of the application, the $130.00 set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless 
previously submitted, and a statement that the translation is accurate (37 CFR 1.52(d)). 

O 3. OTHER: 	  

Direct the reply and any questions about this notice to "Attention: Box Missing Parts." 

A copy of this notice MUST be returned with the reply. 

— - / 

Destomer Service Center 
initial Patent Examination Digision (703) 308-1202 

F°01A PTO-1533 (REv 9/98) 
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PATENT& 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant Keith R. McNally 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Group Art Unit: 2776 

Serial No. 	 09/400,413 	 Examiner: 	To Be Assigned 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

RESPONSE TO NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Box Missing Parts 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

In response to the Notification of Missing Requirements Under 35 U.S.C. §371, enclosed 

are: 1) a copy of the Notification of Missing Requirements Under 35 U.S.C. §371 dated October 

14, 1999; 2) an executed Declaration and Power of Attorney; and 3) a check in the amount of 

$65.00 for the surcharge. 

Applicants have previously filed a Statement (Declaration) Claiming Small Entity Status. 

In the event that an extension of time is required, or which may be required in addition to 

that requested in a petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a 

petition for that extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby 
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authorized to charge any fee for such 	"n of time or credit any over payment for an 

extension of time to Deposit Account No. 134500, Order No. 3125-4002. A DUPLICATE 

COPY OF THIS PAPER IS ENCLOSED. 

Respectfully submitted, 

 

By: 
Jo W. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231  

 

Date: December 13, 1999 

Morgan & Finnegan L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154 
(212) '758-4800 
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DEC 171 O 

COMBINED DECLA 19. +.0WER OF ATTORNEY FOR 
ORIGINAL, DESIGN, NATIII 	AGE OF PCT, SUPPLEMENTAL 

DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART APPLICATION 

As a below name inventor, I hereby declare that: 

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name, 

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint 
inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on 
the invention entitled: 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU 
GENERATION  
the specification of which 

a. [ ] 	is attached hereto 

b. [X] was filed on September 21, 1999 as application Serial No. 09/400,413 and was amended on 
	 . (if applicable). 

PCT FILED APPLICATION ENTERING NATIONAL STAGE 

c. [ ] was described and claimed in International Application No. 
as amended on 	 . (if any). 

 

filed on 	and 

    

       

I hereby state that I have  reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the 
claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above. 

I acknowledge  the duty  to disclose infornotion which is material to the patentability as defined in Title 37, Code of 
Federal Regulations, § 1.56. 

I hereby specify the following as the correspondence address to which all communications about this application are 
to be directed: 

SEND CORRESPONDENCE TO: 

DIRECT TELEPHONE CALLS TO: 
(212) 758-4800 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10154 

  

[ ] I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35, United States Code § 1 19(a)-(d) or under 
§ 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or under § 365(a) of any PCT international 
application(s) designating at least one country other than the U.S. listed below and also have identified below such 
foreign application(s) for patent or inventor's certificate or such PCT international application(s) filed by me on the 
same subject matter having a filing date within twelve (12) months before that of the application on which priority is 
claimed: 

[ ] The attached 35 U.S.C. § 119 claim for priority for the application(s) listed below forms a part of this 
declaration. 
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Country/PCT 
Application 	 Date of filing 	Date of Issue 	 Priority 

Number 	 (day, month, yr) 	(day, month, yr) 	 Claimed 

US/PCT Application Serial No. Filing Date 	 Status (patented, pending, abandoned)/ 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

US/PCT Application Serial No. Filing Date 	 Status (patented, pending, abandoned)/ 
U.S. application no. assigned (For PCT) 

[ ] YES [ NO 

[ ] YES [ ] NO 

[ ] YES [ NO 

[ ] I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e) of any U.S. provisional application(s) listed below. 

Provisional Application No. 	 Date of Filing (day, month, yr) 

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS FOR DIVISIONAL, CONTINUATION OR CONTINUATION-IN-PART 
OR PCT INTERNATIONAL APPLICATION(S) (DESIGNATING THE U.S.)  

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code § 120 of any United States application(s) or under 
§ 365(c) of any PCT international application(s) designating the U.S. listed below. 

[ ] In this continuation-in-part application, insofar as the subject matter of any of the claims of this 
application is not disclosed in the above listed prior United States or PCT international application(s) in the manner 
provided by the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose material 
information as defined in Title 37, Code of Federal Regulations, § 1.56(a) which occurred between the filing date of 
the prior application(s) and the national or PCT international filing date of this application. 

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on 
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that 
willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or Imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of 
Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the 
application or any patent issued thereon. 

I hereby appoint the following attorneys and/or agents with full power of substitution and revocation, to prosecute 
this application, to receive the patent, and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected 
therewith: John A. Diaz (Reg. No. 19,550), John C. Vassil (Reg. No. 19,098), Alfred P. Ewert (Reg. No. 19,887), 
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name of sole or first inventor 	Keith R. McNall 

Inventor's signature* 

570  
Residence 

.• 
Sall name of second joint inventor, if any 

/ Inventor's signature* 

William H. Roof 

David H. Pfeffer (Reg. No. 19,825), Harry C. Marcus (Reg. No. 22,390), Robert E. Paulson (Reg. No. 21,046), 
Stephen R. Smith (Reg. No. 22,615), Kurt E. Richter (Reg. No. 24,052), J. Robert Dailey (Reg. No. 27,434), Eugene 
Moroz (Reg. No. 25,237), John F. Sweeney (Reg. No. 27,471), Arnold I. Rady (Reg. No. 26,601), Christopher A. 
Hughes (Reg. No. 26,914), William S. Feiler (Reg. No. 26,728), Joseph A. Calvaruso (Reg. No. 28,287), James W. 
Gould (Reg. No. 28,859), Richard C. Komson (Reg. No. 27,913), Israel Blum (Reg. No. 26,710), Bartholomew 
Verdirame (Reg. No. 28,483), Maria C.H. Lin (reg. No. 29,323), Joseph A. DeGirolamo (Reg. No. 28,595), Michael 
P. Dougherty (Reg. No. 32,730), Seth J. Atlas (Reg. No. 32,454), Andrew M. Riddles (Reg. No. 31,657), Bruce D. 
DeRenzi (Reg. No. 33,676), Michael M. Murray (Reg. No. 32,537), Mark J. Abate (Reg. No. 32,527), Alfred L. 
Haffner, Jr. (Reg. No. 18,919), Harold Haidt (Reg. No. 17,509), John T. Gallagher (Reg. No. 35,516), Steven F. 
Meyer (Reg. No. 35,613) and Kenneth H. Sonnenfeld (Reg. No. 33,285) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. whose 
address is: 345 Park Avenue, New York, New York, 10154; and Edward A. Pennington (Reg. No. 32,588), Michael 
S. Marcus (Reg. No. 31,727) and John E. Hoel (Reg. No. 26,279) of Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P., whose address is 
1775 Eye Street, Suite 400, Washington, D.C. 20006. 

[ 1 
	

I hereby authorize the U.S. attorneys and/or agents named hereinabove to accept and follow instructions 
from 
	 as to any action to be taken in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office 
regarding this application without direct communication between the U.S. attorneys and/or agents and me. 
In the event of a change in the person(s) from whom instructions may be taken I will so notify the U.S. 
attorneys and/or agents hereinabove. 

Citizenship USA 

Post Office Address 

Residence 	13429 Luckett Court, San Diego, CA 92130 

Citizenship USA 

Post Office Address 

/11 name of third joint i 	if any °- char' Be ,Jeld 

Inventor's signature* 

   

  

  

  

5-+r P. }- 
	 date 

Residence 20719 Nashville E-eturt, Chatsworth, CA 9 11 

Citizenship USA 
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Post Office Address 

ATTACHED IS/ARE ADDED PAGE(S) TO COMBINED DECLARATION AND POWER OF 
ATTORNEY FORM FOR SIGNATURE BY FOURTH AND SUBSEQUENT INVENTORS 

* Before signing this declaration, each person signing must: 

Review the declaration and verify the correctness of all information therein; and 

2. 	Review the specification and the claims, including any amendments made to the claims. 

After the declaration is signed, the specification and claims are not to be altered. 

To the inventor(s): 

The following are cited in or pertinent to the declaration attached to the accompanying application: 

Title 37, Code of Federal Regulation, § 1.56 

Duty to disclose information material to patentability. 

(a) 	A patent by its very nature is affect with a public interest. The public interest is best served, and 
the most effective patent examination occurs when, at the time an application is being examined, the Office 
is aware of and evaluates the teachings of all information material to patentability. Each individual 
associated with the filing and prosecution of a patent application has a duty of candor and good faith in 
dealing with the Office, which includes a duty to disclose to the Office all information known to that 
individual to be material to patentability as defined in this section. The duty to disclose information exists 
with respect to each pending claim until the claim is canceled or withdrawn from consideration, or the 
application becomes abandoned. Information material to the patentability of a claim that is canceled or 
withdrawn from consideration need not be submitted if the information is not material to the patentability 
of any claim remaining under consideration in the application. There is no duty to submit information 
which is not material to the patentability of any existing claim. The duty to disclose all information known 
to be material to patentability is deemed to be satisfied if all information known to be material to 
patentability of any claim issued in patent was cited by the Office or submitted to the Office in the manner 
prescribed by §§1.97(b)-(d) and 1.98. However, no patent will be granted on an application in connection 
with which fraud on the Office was practiced or attempted or the duty of disclosure was violated through 
bad faith or intentional misconduct. The Office encourages applicants to carefully examine: 

(1) prior art cited in search reports of a foreign patent office in a counterpart application, and 

(2) the closest information over which individuals associated with the filing or prosecution of 
a patent application believe any pending claim patentably defines, to make sure that any 
material information contained therein is disclosed to the Office. 
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Title 35, U.S Code § 101  

Inventions patentable 

Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of 
matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and 
requirements of this title. 

Title 35 U.S. Code § 102  

Conditions for patentability; novelty and loss of right to patent 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless — 

(a) the invention was known or used by others in this country, or patented or described in a printed 
publication in this or a foreign country, before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, 

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or foreign country or in 
public use or on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United 
States, or 

(c) he has abandoned the invention, or 

(d) the invention was first patented or caused to be patented, or was the subject of an inventor's 
certificate, by the applicant or his legal representatives or assigns in a foreign country prior to the date of the 
application for patent in this country on an application for patent or inventor's certificate field more than twelve 
months before the filing of the application in the United States, or 

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the 
United States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another 
who has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(c) of this title before the invention 
thereof by the applicant for patent, or 

he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or 

(g) 	before the applicant's invention thereof the invention was made in this country by another had not 
abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention there shall be considered not only the 
respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one 
who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by the other ... 

Title 35, U.S. Code § 103 

Conditions for patentability; non-obvious subject matter 

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such 
that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 
ordinary skill in the art to which said matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which 
the invention was made. 

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of 
section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the subject matter and the claimed 
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who has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(c) of this title before the invention 
thereof by the applicant for patent, or 

he did not himself invent the subject matter sought to be patented, or 

(g) 	before the applicant's invention thereof the invention was made in this country by another had not 
abandoned, suppressed, or concealed it. In determining priority of invention there shall be considered not only the 
respective dates of conception and reduction to practice of the invention, but also the reasonable diligence of one 
who was first to conceive and last to reduce to practice, from a time prior to conception by the other ... 

Title 35, U.S. Code § 103 

Conditions for patentability; non-obvious subject matter 

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such 
that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having 
ordinary skill in the art to which said matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which 
the invention was made. 

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of 
section 102 of this title, shall not preclude patentability under this section where the subject matter and the claimed 
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invention were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same person or subject to an obligation of 
assignment to the same person. 

Title 35,_ U.S. Code § 112 (in part) 

Specification 

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of 
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise and exact terms also enable any person skilled in the art to which it 
pertains, or with which it is mostly nearly connected, to make and use the same, and shall set forth the best mode 
contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention. 

Title 35, U.S. Code § 119 

Benefit of earlier filing date in foreign country; right of priority 

An application for patent for an invention filed in this country by any person who has, or whose legal 
representatives or assigns have, previously regularly filed an application for a patent for the same invention in a 
foreign country which affords similar privileges in the case of applications filed in the United States or to citizens of 
the United States, shall have the same effect as the same application would have if filed in this country on the date 
on which the application for patent for the same invention was first filed in such foreign country, if the application in 
this country is filed within twelve months from the earliest date on which such foreign application was filed; but no 
patent shall be granted on any application for patent for an invention which had been patented or described in a 
printed publication in any country more than one year before the date of he actual filing of the application in this 
country, or which had been in public use or on sale in this country more than one year prior to such filing. 

Title 35, U.S. Code § 120 

Benefit or earlier filing date in the United States 

An application for patent for an invention disclosed in the manner provided by the first paragraph of section 
112 of this title in an application previously filed in the United States, or as provided by section 363 of this title, 
which is filed by an inventor or inventors named in the previously filed application shall have the same effect, as to 
such invention, as though filed on the date of the prior application, if filed before the patenting or abandonment of or 
termination of proceedings on the first application or an application similarly entitled to the benefit of the filing date 
of the first application and if it contains or is amended to contain a specific reference to the earlier filed application. 

Please read carefully before signing the Declaration attached to the accompanying Application. 

If you have any questions, please contact Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

FORM:COMB-DEC.NY 
Rev. 5/21/98 
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PATENT 

Docket No. 3125-4002 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 

Serial No 

Filed 

For 

Keith R. McNally 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

09/400,413 

September 21, 1999 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Group Art Unit: 2776 

Examiner: TBA 

TRANSMITTAL OF DECLARATION PURSUANT TO C.F.R. § 1.53 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 
Transmitted herewith is a declaration for the above-identified application. 

The surcharge, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.16(e), for filing a declaration on a date later than the 

filing date of the application is as follows: 

Filing by a small entity 
$65.00 

Filing by other than a small entity 
$130.00 

Charge surcharge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

A check in the amount of $ 65.00 to cover the surcharge fee is enclosed. 
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PATENT 

Docket No. 3125-4002 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 

Serial No 

Filed 

For 

Keith R. McNally 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

09/400,413 

September 21, 1999 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Group Art Unit: 2776 

Examiner: TBA 

TRANSMITTAL OF DECLARATION PURSUANT TO C.F.R. § 1.53 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 
Transmitted herewith is a declaration for the above-identified application. 

The surcharge, pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.16(e), for filing a declaration on a date later than the 

filing date of the application is as follows: 

Filing by a small entity 
$65.00 

Filing by other than a small entity 
$130.00 

Charge surcharge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

A check in the amount of $ 65.00 to cover the surcharge fee is enclosed. 
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Docket No. 3125-4002 

[X] 	The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which 
may be required by this paper, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-
4500. Order No.3125-4002. A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 	 By: 
	 O 

Jo 	. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 
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[X] 	The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which 
may be required by this paper, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-
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Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 	 By: 
	 O 

Jo 	. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
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PATENT 
Docket No. 3125-4002  

  

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 Keith R. McNally 	 Group Art Unit: 2776 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1.8a) 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Transmittal of Declaration Pursuant to C.F.R. §1.53; 
2. Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney; 
3. Response to Notice To File Missing Parts of Application; 
4. Notice To File Missing Parts of Application; 
5. Check in the amount of $65.00; and 
6. Return postcard. 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 
#1P Osbome 

a: - gistration No. 36,231 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 Keith R. McNally 	 Group Art Unit: 2776 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1.8a) 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Transmittal of Declaration Pursuant to C.F.R. §1.53; 
2. Combined Declaration and Power of Attorney; 
3. Response to Notice To File Missing Parts of Application; 
4. Notice To File Missing Parts of Application; 
5. Check in the amount of $65.00; and 
6. Return postcard. 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 
#1P Osbome 

a: - gistration No. 36,231 
CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 
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UNITED STATES 13...PARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER CF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

Washington, O.C. 20231 

I APPLICATION NUMBER 	_I 	FUNG/RE 	DATE 

 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT 

 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NOJTITLE 

    

119: 404, 	09/21/99 	MCNALLY 17,5-400 

1'7' I 1 14 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
177% EYE STREET STE 400 
WASHINGTON 1)C: 20000; 

N147 W6IGNED 

DATE MAILED: 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 
' Filing Date Granted 

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. The items indicated below, however, are missing. Applicant 
is given TWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE within which to file all required items and pay any fees required below to 
avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisiot 
37 CFR 1-.136(a). If any of items 1 or 3 through 5 are indicated as missing, the SURCHARGE set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(e) of 	00 
for a small entity in compliance with 37 CFR 1.27, or El $130.00 for a non-small entity, must also be timely submitted in reply 
to this NOTICE to avoid abandonment. 

If afirequired items on this form are filed within the period set above, the total amount owed by applicant as a 
Llama!! entity (statement filed) non-small entity is $ 	Le' 0  
0 1. The statutory basic filing fee is: 

O missing. 
O insufficient. 
Applicant must submit $ 	  to complete the basic filing fee and/or file a small entity statement 
claiming such status (37 CFR 1.27). 

O 2. The following additional claims tees are due: 

	for 	 total claims over 20. 

for   	independent claims over 3. 

for multiple dependent claim surcharge. 
nt must either submit the additional claim fees or cancel additional claims for which fees are due. 

D. 3. Tie oath or declaration: 
is missing or unsigned. 

O does not cover the newly submitted items. 
An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, including residence information and identifying the application by 
the above Application Number and Filing Date is required. 

❑ 4. The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are by a person other than inventor or person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 
1.43 or 1.47. 
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above' _ 
Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

CI 5. The signature of the following joint inventor(s) is missing from the oath or declaration: 

An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 listing the names of all inventors and signed by the omitted 
inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 

❑ 6. A $50.00 processing fee is required since your check was returned without payment (37 CFR 1.21(m)). 
O 7. Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment. 
D 8. The application was filed in a language other than English. 

Applicant must file a verified English translation of the application, the $130.00 set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless 
previously submitted, and a statement that the translation is accurate (37 CFR 1.52(d)). 

❑ 9. OTHER: 	  

Direct the reply and any questions about this notice to "Attention: Box Missing Parts." 

$ 	  
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A-copy--of this notice  MUST  be returned with the reply. ( - 
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Customer Service Center 
Initial Patent Examination Division (703) 308-1202 

FORM PTO-1533 (REV. 9/98) 

PART 2 - COPY TO BE RETURNED WITH RESPONSE 

U S GPO 1999 450-5875 
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UNITED STATES 13...PARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER CF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

Washington, O.C. 20231 

I APPLICATION NUMBER 	_I 	FUNG/RE 	DATE 

 

FIRST NAMED APPLICANT 

 

ATTORNEY DOCKET NOJTITLE 
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1'7' I 1 14 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
177% EYE STREET STE 400 
WASHINGTON 1)C: 20000; 

N147 W6IGNED 

DATE MAILED: 

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF APPLICATION 
' Filing Date Granted 

An Application Number and Filing Date have been assigned to this application. The items indicated below, however, are missing. Applicant 
is given TWO MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS NOTICE within which to file all required items and pay any fees required below to 
avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisiot 
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An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1. 63, including residence information and identifying the application by 
the above Application Number and Filing Date is required. 

❑ 4. The signature(s) to the oath or declaration is/are by a person other than inventor or person qualified under 37 CFR 1.42, 
1.43 or 1.47. 
A properly signed oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63, identifying the application by the above' _ 
Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 
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An oath or declaration in compliance with 37 CFR 1.63 listing the names of all inventors and signed by the omitted 
inventor(s), identifying this application by the above Application Number and Filing Date, is required. 
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O 7. Your filing receipt was mailed in error because your check was returned without payment. 
D 8. The application was filed in a language other than English. 

Applicant must file a verified English translation of the application, the $130.00 set forth in 37 CFR 1.17(k), unless 
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W. Osborne 
Reg. No. 36,231 

P 

A 7 1999 (2-1 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

4403>' 
ant(s) 	Keith R. McNally 

William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Group Art Unit: 2776_4  

- • 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

REQUEST TO CHANGE CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Sir.: 

Please change the correspondence address of record in the above-identified application 

and direct all future correspondence to: 

John W. Osborne 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 

Telephone No.: (212) 758-4800 
Facsimile No.: (212) 751-6849 

c 
CD 

Respectfully submitted, 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December/3, 1999 	 By: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
Tel.(212) 758-4800 
Fax.(212) 751-6849 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

4403>' 
ant(s) 	Keith R. McNally 

William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	: INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Group Art Unit: 2776_4  

- • 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

REQUEST TO CHANGE CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS 

Sir.: 

Please change the correspondence address of record in the above-identified application 

and direct all future correspondence to: 

John W. Osborne 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 

Telephone No.: (212) 758-4800 
Facsimile No.: (212) 751-6849 

c 
CD 

Respectfully submitted, 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December/3, 1999 	 By: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
Tel.(212) 758-4800 
Fax.(212) 751-6849 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) Keith R. McNally 	 Group Art Unit: 2776 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	• 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 : INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1.8a) 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Request To Change Correspondence Address; and 
2. Return postcard. 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 

  

  

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) Keith R. McNally 	 Group Art Unit: 2776 
William H. Roof 
Richard Bergfeld 

Serial No 	• 09/400,413 	 Examiner: TBA 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 : INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1.8a) 

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Request To Change Correspondence Address; and 
2. Return postcard. 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C. 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: December 13, 1999 

  

  

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
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UNITED STA 1 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

Washington, D.C. 20231 ,to 
APPLICATION NO. 1 FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 	 I ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

EXAMINER 

ART UNIT 	I PAPER NUMBER 

DATE MAILED: 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or 
proceeding. 

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks 

PTO-90C (Pee. 2/95i 

'U.S. GPO: 2000-473-000/44602 

I- File Coe). 

UNITED STA 1 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
Patent and Trademark Office 
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS 

Washington, D.C. 20231 ,to 
APPLICATION NO. 1 FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR 	 I ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. 

EXAMINER 

ART UNIT 	I PAPER NUMBER 

DATE MAILED: 

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or 
proceeding. 

Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks 

PTO-90C (Pee. 2/95i 

'U.S. GPO: 2000-473-000/44602 

I- File Coe). 
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Apo.. _ 

Examiner 

Cao "Kevin" Nguyen 

Office Action Summary 

Application No. 

09/400,413 McNally et al. 

Group Art Unit 

2173 

  

   

    

	0 

X Responsive to communication(s) filed on 9/21/99  

This action is FINAL. 

Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed 
in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Qua,y1ie935 C.D. 11: 453 O.G. 213. 

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 	3 	month(s), or thirty days, whichever is 
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Application/Control Number: 09/400,413 	 Page 2 

Art Unit 2173 

DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -- 

(e) the invention was described M a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United 
States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who 
has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371© of this title before the invention 
thereof by the applicant for patent. 

2. Claims 1-19 and 31-39 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by Cupps 

et al. (5,991,739). 

Regarding claim 1, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system for generating menus comprising: a central processing unit, a data 

storage device connected to said central processing unit, an operating system including a graphical 

user interface (see figure 2), a first menu stored on said data storage device, application software 

for generating a second menu from said first menu, wherein the application software facilitates the 

generation of the second menu by allowing selection of items from the first menu, addition of 

items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items in the second menu using the 

graphical user interface of said operating system (see col. 9, lines 42-67). 
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Regarding claim 2, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is a restaurant menu (see col. 5, lines 27-67).  

Regarding claim 3, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is capable of being displayed on the display 

screen of a wireless computing device (see col. 4, lines 1-55). 

Regarding claims 4 and 5, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being 

transmitted to a receiving computer by wireless link.(see figures 1-2). 

Regarding claims 6 and 7, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system in, wherein the computer network is the internet; and selections from the 

second menu are capable of being transmitted to a receiving computer via the internet (see cot. 9, 

lines 16-65 and figure 8-10). 

Regarding claims 8-11, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is created in conformity with hypertext markup 

language or extensible markup language (see col. 10, lines 8-56 and figures 7-10). 

As claims 12-19 and 31-39 are analyzed as previously discussed with respect to claims I-

11 above.  
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Art Unit: 2173 

Allowable Subject Matter 

3. 	Claims 20-30 and 40-43 are allowed over the prior art of record. 

Applicant has claimed uniquely distinct features in the instant invention which are not 

found in the prior art either singularly or in combination. They are an information management 

and synchronous communications system for generating and transmitting menus a sub-modifier 

menu stored on data storage device and displayable in a window of graphical user interface, and 

application software for generating a second menu from first menu and transmitting second menu 

to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page. These features are not found or suggested 

in the prior art. 

The present invention is directed to an information management and synchronous 

communications system for generating and transmitting menus. Each independent claims 20 and 

40 are identified the uniquely distinct features "a sub-modifier menu stored on data storage  

device and displayable in a window of graphical user interface, and application software for  

generating a second menu from first menu and transmitting second menu to a wireless handheld 

computing device or Web page".  The closest prior art, Cupps (US Patent No. 5,991,739) and 

Chen (US Patent No 5,724,069) discloses convention of user interactive interface providing an 

on-line ordering distribution, either singularly or in combination, fail to anticipate or render the 

above underlined limitations obvious. 
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Conclusion 

4. 	The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's 

disclosure and provided on the attached Form 892. 

Response 

5 	Responses to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, 

Washington, D.C. 20231. If applicant desires to fax a response, (703) 308-6306 may be used for 

formal communications. 

Please label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT" for informal facsimile communications. For after 

final responses, please label "AFTER FINAL" or "EXPEDITED PROCEDURE" on the 

document. 

Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2121 Crystal Drive, 

Arlington, VA. Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Inquires 

6. 	Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner 

should be directed to Cao (Kevin) Nguyen whose telephone number is (703) 305-3972 The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday from 8:30 am to 6 00 pm .  
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If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, John W. Cabeca, can be reached on (703) 308-3116 The fax number for this group is 

(703)308-6360.  

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding 

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900 

PATENT EXAMINER 
nit 217 

Cao "Kevin" Nguyen 
November 27, 2000 
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setting where the device is used for menu selection, because 
the user of the terminal may also have to handle foods. 
Devices using a keyboard or a mouse are also not suitable 
for restaurant applications due to the danger of accidental 

5 damage caused by. for example. spilling drink bnahe key-
board. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In view of the foregoing. it is a general aim of this 
invention to provide a special purpose terminal using gen-
eral purpose computer hardware, to achieve simplicity and 
directness like that of a touch screen, but to avoid the 
disadvantages of a touch screen. 

In accomplishing that aim, it is an object of the present 
invention to provide a special purpose terminal using gen-
eral purpose computer hardware to the maximum extent 
possible. and to achieve a user interface like that of a touch 
screen. but without the complication or expense of special I. 
purpose drivers or interface circuits normally associated 
with a touch screen. It is a related object to use the drivers 
normally associated with a general purpose computer to 
interface a special purpose user-friendly input device to the 
general purpose computer. 

According to a particular application of the invention, it 
is an object to provide a user interface device which is 
suitable for use in an environment like a restaurant where 
contamination of the device is a concern. 

It is a feature of the invention that a standard general 

30 purpose microcomputer is operated without a standard 
keyboard, and a special purpose user interface is connected 
to the keyboard port of the general purpose computer. the 
application software of the system serving to assign func-
tions to an array of pushbuttons of the user interface, and to 
interpret pushbutton actuations according to the assigned 
functions. 

It is a subsidiary feature of the invention that the appli-
cation programs for the special purpose terminals are 
designed in several levels, preferably nested in hierarchal 
menu tree fashion, and the functions are assigned by 
displaying, on a general purpose display. the functions for 
the respective pushbuttons, with at least some of the func-
tions changing with changing level. The application then 
interprets an actuation of a pushbutton according to the level 
existing at the time of the actuation. 

Thus, it is a resulting feature of the invention that an array 
of conventional pushbuttons can be interfaced to the general 
purpose microcomputer via a keyboard port. the display 
driven by the application software to provide touch screen 
like functionality to the pushbuttons. with the multiple levels 
of the application assigning multiple functions to the push-
buttons depending on the level. It is a significant feature that 
this is all accomplished without the need for any special 
purpose interface boards in the computer and without the 
need for specially design screens capable of sensing touch. 

These and other features of the invention are achieved by 
providing a special purpose microcomputer-based terminal 
for interactive user interface- The terminal 'attires a general 
purpose microcomputer having a display port and a key-
board pert. The keyboard port is interfaced to a microcom-
puter keyboard driver of the type responsive to interpret 
keystroke signals in a standard format transmitted from a 
standard alphanumeric keyboard. However, the 
microcomputer-based terminal does not have a standard 
alphanumeric keyboard connected to the keyboard port. 
Instead. a user input module includes a plurality of electrical 
pushbuttons arranged along at least one side of the display 

1 
SPECIAL PURPOSE TERMINAL FOR 

INTERACTIVE USER INTERFACE 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to a 
microcomputer-based terminal, and more particularly to a 
special purpose terminal based oa a general purpose 
microcomputer. and having a simplified user interface. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Special purpose microcomputer-based terminals have 
been widely used in consumer service applications. For 
example, a department store can use an interactive terminal 
to provide a customer with information about the prices and 
selectMas of goods in the store. or a restaurant can use an 
interactive terminal for taking orders from a customer. 
Generally the terminal-user interactive interface is accom-
plished by the terminal presenting available options on an 
output device to a user, and the user indicating through an 
input device the option selected- Many different types of 
input and output devices may be used For example, the 
output device may be a printer or a display screen, and the 
input device may be a standard keyboard or a mouse. A 
touch screen may also be used to serve both the input and 
output (/0) functions. 

Using a standard keyboard in the user interface is quite 
acceptable for a general purpose terminal, where some 
computer familiarity is expected, but for a special purpose 
terminal for the non-computer experienced user, the stan-
dard keyboard interface is less than desirable. It may present 
too many options. it may trigger a computer-phobic reaction. 
and indeed it may present too many opportunities for a user 
to affect the computer terminal beyond the intended limited 
special purpose functions intended. 

Heretofore. a particularly attractive user interface for 
special purpose terminals has been the touch screen. When 
a touch screen is used as the I/O device of an interface 
terminal, the application program can be designed to display 
selection indicators on the screen, and a touch of a selection 
indicator on the screen will be detected and interpreted by 
the program as the selection of that option. A touch screen 
is often preferred to a keyboard or a mouse as the input 
device because the user actions for using a touch screen. Le.. 
looking and pointing. are often considered to be simple and 
intuitive. It is also often desirable to have one device serving 
both input and output functions instead of using physically 
separate input and output devices. 

A touch screen, however, is not without disadvantages. 
Special construction and electronics are required for sensing 
a touch and determining the location of the touch on the 
screen. Feeding such information into the microcomputer 
also requires specially designed driver circuits and a spe-
cially designed computer interface_ These special circuits 
not only increase the cost of the touch screen interface, but 
also increase the difficulty of software development because 
the software must be specially designed to communicate 
with the driver circuit. The system portability of the inter-
face terminal is also reduced because the touch screen 
cannot be used with another microcomputer which does not 
have the special drivers. The special design of the front end 
(interface and drivers), typically demands that a special 
purpose terminal with touch screen interface be available for 
development or modification of application programs. 

Another problem with the touch screen is that the screen 
can get contaminated from contact with hands rather 
quickly. This problem is especially serious in a restaurant 
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contamination of the device is a concern. 
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30 purpose microcomputer is operated without a standard 
keyboard, and a special purpose user interface is connected 
to the keyboard port of the general purpose computer. the 
application software of the system serving to assign func-
tions to an array of pushbuttons of the user interface, and to 
interpret pushbutton actuations according to the assigned 
functions. 
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the respective pushbuttons, with at least some of the func-
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of conventional pushbuttons can be interfaced to the general 
purpose microcomputer via a keyboard port. the display 
driven by the application software to provide touch screen 
like functionality to the pushbuttons. with the multiple levels 
of the application assigning multiple functions to the push-
buttons depending on the level. It is a significant feature that 
this is all accomplished without the need for any special 
purpose interface boards in the computer and without the 
need for specially design screens capable of sensing touch. 

These and other features of the invention are achieved by 
providing a special purpose microcomputer-based terminal 
for interactive user interface- The terminal 'attires a general 
purpose microcomputer having a display port and a key-
board pert. The keyboard port is interfaced to a microcom-
puter keyboard driver of the type responsive to interpret 
keystroke signals in a standard format transmitted from a 
standard alphanumeric keyboard. However, the 
microcomputer-based terminal does not have a standard 
alphanumeric keyboard connected to the keyboard port. 
Instead. a user input module includes a plurality of electrical 
pushbuttons arranged along at least one side of the display 
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microcomputer-based terminal, and more particularly to a 
special purpose terminal based oa a general purpose 
microcomputer. and having a simplified user interface. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Special purpose microcomputer-based terminals have 
been widely used in consumer service applications. For 
example, a department store can use an interactive terminal 
to provide a customer with information about the prices and 
selectMas of goods in the store. or a restaurant can use an 
interactive terminal for taking orders from a customer. 
Generally the terminal-user interactive interface is accom-
plished by the terminal presenting available options on an 
output device to a user, and the user indicating through an 
input device the option selected- Many different types of 
input and output devices may be used For example, the 
output device may be a printer or a display screen, and the 
input device may be a standard keyboard or a mouse. A 
touch screen may also be used to serve both the input and 
output (/0) functions. 

Using a standard keyboard in the user interface is quite 
acceptable for a general purpose terminal, where some 
computer familiarity is expected, but for a special purpose 
terminal for the non-computer experienced user, the stan-
dard keyboard interface is less than desirable. It may present 
too many options. it may trigger a computer-phobic reaction. 
and indeed it may present too many opportunities for a user 
to affect the computer terminal beyond the intended limited 
special purpose functions intended. 

Heretofore. a particularly attractive user interface for 
special purpose terminals has been the touch screen. When 
a touch screen is used as the I/O device of an interface 
terminal, the application program can be designed to display 
selection indicators on the screen, and a touch of a selection 
indicator on the screen will be detected and interpreted by 
the program as the selection of that option. A touch screen 
is often preferred to a keyboard or a mouse as the input 
device because the user actions for using a touch screen. Le.. 
looking and pointing. are often considered to be simple and 
intuitive. It is also often desirable to have one device serving 
both input and output functions instead of using physically 
separate input and output devices. 

A touch screen, however, is not without disadvantages. 
Special construction and electronics are required for sensing 
a touch and determining the location of the touch on the 
screen. Feeding such information into the microcomputer 
also requires specially designed driver circuits and a spe-
cially designed computer interface_ These special circuits 
not only increase the cost of the touch screen interface, but 
also increase the difficulty of software development because 
the software must be specially designed to communicate 
with the driver circuit. The system portability of the inter-
face terminal is also reduced because the touch screen 
cannot be used with another microcomputer which does not 
have the special drivers. The special design of the front end 
(interface and drivers), typically demands that a special 
purpose terminal with touch screen interface be available for 
development or modification of application programs. 

Another problem with the touch screen is that the screen 
can get contaminated from contact with hands rather 
quickly. This problem is especially serious in a restaurant 
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and an encoder circuit for detecting the actuation of each 
pushbutton and producing a keystroke signal identifying the 
actuated pushbutton and compatible with the standard for-
mat of the keyboard driver. The user input module is 
connected to the microcomputer via the keyboard port. A 
standard general purpose display screen is connected to the 
display port of the microcomputer. A program memory in the 
microcomputer contains instructions which (a) assign spe-
cific input functions to the pushbuttons. and (b) display 
pushbutton function assignments on the display screen in 
positions coordinated to the positions of the pushbuttons. 
The program memory also contains instructions which 
respond to signals received from the keyboard driver initi-
ated by actuation of a pushbutton by determining the func-
tion specified by the pushbutton actuation and executing the 
determined function. 

In a more particular embodiment, a program memory in 
the microcomputer contain an input/output module having 
multiple levels for assigning level-specific functions to the 
pushbuttons. The input/output module includes a display 
module for displaying on-the-screen representations of the 
pushbuttons and the functions assigned to the pushbuttons at 
each level. The input/output module also includes an inter-
preter for interpreting a keystroke signal in accordance with 
the function assigned to the actuated pushbutton at the 
associated leveL The program memory. in addition to the 
input/output module, also contains as application module 
for executing the interpreted function assigned to the push-
button at the interpreted level. 

In a particular application. the special purpose terminal is 
a waiter's terminal for a restaurant in which the multiple 
levels of the input/output module include a stored series of 
nested menus including root level menus branching to 
elemental level menus. The root level menu is adapted to 
assign the courses of a meal to the function keys. a mid-Level 
menu is adapted to assign selections to the courses specified 
in the root level menu. and sub-level menus are adapted to 
refine the selections in the mid-level menus. The application 
module is adapted to guide the user through the menus in 
completing a selection of a meal, and to produce. at a 
printout station. an  itemized check. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent from 
the following detailed description when taken in conjunction 
with the drawings. in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIFITON OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a presently preferred embodiment of the 
interface terminal of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of the interface module 
according to the present invention and graphic representa-
tions of the pushbuttons displayed on the screen of the 
interface module; 

FIG. 3 shows a schematic illustration of the functional 
organization of the terminal of the present invention; 

FIGS. 4A-4F illustrate a sequence of screen displays for 
a restaurant application which presents menu selections 
organized in a hierarchal menu tree fashion; 

FIG. 5 shows a flow chart illustrating the sequence of 
operation of an application program having multiple levels 
of functions; and 

FIG. 6 shows a flow chart illustrating the process of 
entering alphanumeric information into a terminal of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

While the invention will be described in connection with 
certain preferred embodiments. there is no intention to limit 

4 
it to those embodiments. On the contrary, the intent is to 
cover all alternatives. modifications, and equivalents 
included within the spirit and scope of the invention as 
defined by the appended claims. 

5 	Turning now to the drawings. FIG. 1 shows an embodi- 
ment of the interactive interface terminal 100 of the present 
invention. which comprises an interface module 20 and a 
microcomputer 10. The microcomputer 10 is a general 
purpose computer comprising a microprocessor-based CPU. 

10  The phrase "general purpose" as used herein means that the 
microcomputer is of the type generally available for inter-
facing with a variety of devices and capable of operating a 
wide range of software applications. It is to be contrasted 
with "special purpose", which connotes a microcomputer 

15  system specially adapted for a limited specific purpose. An 
example of the former is the wide range of DOS-based 
computers available from a large number of manufacturers. 
while an example of the latter might be a terminal dedicated 
to dispensing lottery tickets. 

The general purpose microcomputer l0 conventionally 
has a keyboard port 12 and a display port 14. A standard 
alphanumerical keyboard is typically connected to the 
microcomputer through the keyboard port. often to serve as 
the primary input device. The general purpose computer 

25  used in the terminal of the present invention, however, does 
not have a standard keyboard connected to the keyboard pent 
12. The display port 14 allows a standard display screen 30 
to be connected to and driven by the microcomputer. The 
display 30 is illustrated as a CRT, although other forms such 

3°  as the LCD display can be used. 
Internally to the microcomputer 10. the keyboard port 12 

is interfaced to a keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3). The keyboard 
driver is compatible with a standard alphanumerical 

35 
keyboard, and indudes hardware and software elements. 
The hardware dements include the necessary integrated 
circuits and the like which accept signals from the keyboard 
and process them to produce data words recognizable by the 
microcomputer system. The software elements include key-
board driver elements, typically resident within the input/ 

40 
output system (e.g.. the BIOS). which process the keyboard 
signal to produce data words which serve as inputs to the 
microprocessor within the computer system. Both the hard-
ware and software elements are resident in the typical 

45  general purpose microcomputer la such that it is only 
necessary to plug a keyboard into the port 12. the hardware 
and software dements of the keyboard driver being avail-
able to immediately accept input from the keyboard. 

Generally. a keyboard functions by converting a key- 
50 stroke into an electrical signal. generally a binary code. To 

that end. the conventional keyboard itself usually includes a 
keyboard encoder which performs the ordinary tasks of 
scanning the keyboard. detecting actuations of any keys. and 
producing binary coded signals indicating the identity of the 

55 key which had been depressed. The code which is produced 
by the encoder is transmitted to the microcomputer through 
a signal bus terminated with a connector 21 connected to the 
keyboard port IL The keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3) within 
the microcomputer receives the code and produces data 

60  words accessible to the microcomputer system for determin-
ing which key has been actuated, and responding according 
to the program in operation at the time. Because a keyboard 
is a standard input device for general purpose 
microcomputers. most general purpose microcomputers 

65 contain a keyboard driver as a standard feature. 
In accordance with an important aspect of the present 

invention. the special purpose interface module 20 makes 
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and an encoder circuit for detecting the actuation of each 
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actuated pushbutton and compatible with the standard for-
mat of the keyboard driver. The user input module is 
connected to the microcomputer via the keyboard port. A 
standard general purpose display screen is connected to the 
display port of the microcomputer. A program memory in the 
microcomputer contains instructions which (a) assign spe-
cific input functions to the pushbuttons. and (b) display 
pushbutton function assignments on the display screen in 
positions coordinated to the positions of the pushbuttons. 
The program memory also contains instructions which 
respond to signals received from the keyboard driver initi-
ated by actuation of a pushbutton by determining the func-
tion specified by the pushbutton actuation and executing the 
determined function. 

In a more particular embodiment, a program memory in 
the microcomputer contain an input/output module having 
multiple levels for assigning level-specific functions to the 
pushbuttons. The input/output module includes a display 
module for displaying on-the-screen representations of the 
pushbuttons and the functions assigned to the pushbuttons at 
each level. The input/output module also includes an inter-
preter for interpreting a keystroke signal in accordance with 
the function assigned to the actuated pushbutton at the 
associated leveL The program memory. in addition to the 
input/output module, also contains as application module 
for executing the interpreted function assigned to the push-
button at the interpreted level. 

In a particular application. the special purpose terminal is 
a waiter's terminal for a restaurant in which the multiple 
levels of the input/output module include a stored series of 
nested menus including root level menus branching to 
elemental level menus. The root level menu is adapted to 
assign the courses of a meal to the function keys. a mid-Level 
menu is adapted to assign selections to the courses specified 
in the root level menu. and sub-level menus are adapted to 
refine the selections in the mid-level menus. The application 
module is adapted to guide the user through the menus in 
completing a selection of a meal, and to produce. at a 
printout station. an  itemized check. 

Other objects and advantages will become apparent from 
the following detailed description when taken in conjunction 
with the drawings. in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIFITON OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates a presently preferred embodiment of the 
interface terminal of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of the interface module 
according to the present invention and graphic representa-
tions of the pushbuttons displayed on the screen of the 
interface module; 

FIG. 3 shows a schematic illustration of the functional 
organization of the terminal of the present invention; 

FIGS. 4A-4F illustrate a sequence of screen displays for 
a restaurant application which presents menu selections 
organized in a hierarchal menu tree fashion; 

FIG. 5 shows a flow chart illustrating the sequence of 
operation of an application program having multiple levels 
of functions; and 

FIG. 6 shows a flow chart illustrating the process of 
entering alphanumeric information into a terminal of the 
present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

While the invention will be described in connection with 
certain preferred embodiments. there is no intention to limit 

4 
it to those embodiments. On the contrary, the intent is to 
cover all alternatives. modifications, and equivalents 
included within the spirit and scope of the invention as 
defined by the appended claims. 

5 	Turning now to the drawings. FIG. 1 shows an embodi- 
ment of the interactive interface terminal 100 of the present 
invention. which comprises an interface module 20 and a 
microcomputer 10. The microcomputer 10 is a general 
purpose computer comprising a microprocessor-based CPU. 

10  The phrase "general purpose" as used herein means that the 
microcomputer is of the type generally available for inter-
facing with a variety of devices and capable of operating a 
wide range of software applications. It is to be contrasted 
with "special purpose", which connotes a microcomputer 

15  system specially adapted for a limited specific purpose. An 
example of the former is the wide range of DOS-based 
computers available from a large number of manufacturers. 
while an example of the latter might be a terminal dedicated 
to dispensing lottery tickets. 

The general purpose microcomputer l0 conventionally 
has a keyboard port 12 and a display port 14. A standard 
alphanumerical keyboard is typically connected to the 
microcomputer through the keyboard port. often to serve as 
the primary input device. The general purpose computer 

25  used in the terminal of the present invention, however, does 
not have a standard keyboard connected to the keyboard pent 
12. The display port 14 allows a standard display screen 30 
to be connected to and driven by the microcomputer. The 
display 30 is illustrated as a CRT, although other forms such 

3°  as the LCD display can be used. 
Internally to the microcomputer 10. the keyboard port 12 

is interfaced to a keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3). The keyboard 
driver is compatible with a standard alphanumerical 

35 
keyboard, and indudes hardware and software elements. 
The hardware dements include the necessary integrated 
circuits and the like which accept signals from the keyboard 
and process them to produce data words recognizable by the 
microcomputer system. The software elements include key-
board driver elements, typically resident within the input/ 

40 
output system (e.g.. the BIOS). which process the keyboard 
signal to produce data words which serve as inputs to the 
microprocessor within the computer system. Both the hard-
ware and software elements are resident in the typical 

45  general purpose microcomputer la such that it is only 
necessary to plug a keyboard into the port 12. the hardware 
and software dements of the keyboard driver being avail-
able to immediately accept input from the keyboard. 

Generally. a keyboard functions by converting a key- 
50 stroke into an electrical signal. generally a binary code. To 

that end. the conventional keyboard itself usually includes a 
keyboard encoder which performs the ordinary tasks of 
scanning the keyboard. detecting actuations of any keys. and 
producing binary coded signals indicating the identity of the 

55 key which had been depressed. The code which is produced 
by the encoder is transmitted to the microcomputer through 
a signal bus terminated with a connector 21 connected to the 
keyboard port IL The keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3) within 
the microcomputer receives the code and produces data 

60  words accessible to the microcomputer system for determin-
ing which key has been actuated, and responding according 
to the program in operation at the time. Because a keyboard 
is a standard input device for general purpose 
microcomputers. most general purpose microcomputers 

65 contain a keyboard driver as a standard feature. 
In accordance with an important aspect of the present 

invention. the special purpose interface module 20 makes 
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means for assigning particular functions to the pushbuttons. 
and changing the assignment of functions at different levels 
of the application program. Because the number of push-
buttons should be quite limited in order to keep the user 
interface reasonably simple and intuitive, it will usually be 
desirable to assign multiple functions to at least some of the 
pushbuttons. It is therefore necessary to indicate to a user 
which function has been assigned to a pushbutton. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred means for accomplishing 
that. The interface module 20 as shown in FIG. 2 has an 
array of pushbuttons 40 which SEC individually numbered 
101-116. As shown in FIG. 2. the application software 
operated within the microprocessor causes the display on the 
screen 30 of a group of graphic representations 46 individu-
ally numbered 202-207,209-215. A graphic representation 
is a graphic image suggestive of a pushbutton. The graphic 
representations 46 are positionally juxtaposed to the push-
buttons 40. and indicating the function which is currently 
assigned to each of the pushbuttons. To further assist the user 
in selecting a function, information about the functions may 
also be displayed on the screen. By coordinating represen-
tations 46 on the screen 30 to the positions of the pushbut-
tons 40 along the sides of the screen, the user can clearly tell 
which pushbutton 40 is assigned to which graphic represen-
tation. 

FIG. 2 shows the preferred embodiment of the interface 
module of the present invention which has the pushbuttons 
44 arranged in an inverted "L" shape. Because the repre-
sentations a of the pushbuttons are positionally coordinated 
to the pushbuttons 40. the center of the screen 30 is free for 
display of application information. 

When the user actuates a pushbutton a. a keystroke 
signal is sent to the keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3). The 

35 program uses the signal received through the keyboard 
driver to determine which pushbutton has been actuated. 
thereby determining which function has been selected. For 
example. when the pushbutton 242 is actuated, the function 
assigned to it by the program is selected. 

Besides being used to select functions, the pushbuttons 
can be used for entering alphanumeric data. For example. 
the function assigned to pushbutton 214 in FIG. 2 may be to 
input the digit "1". Pressing that button then interpreted by 
the program as that the digit "1"has been entered. 

It may be desirable in some situations to assign permanent 
functions to some of the pushbuttons. and those functions 
can either be assigned. insofar as the user interface is 
concerned. by indicators on the screen 30. or by permanent 
markings on the buttons 40. In the preferred embodiment of 
the interface module as shown in FIG. 2. the three pushbut-
tons 141.198.116 located at the upper left, upper right, and 
lower right corners of the bezel 41 surrounding the screen 40 
are generally reserved for those fixed special functions. 

FIG. 3 illustrates schematically the functional organiza-
tion of the terminal of the present invention. The application 
program 50 in the memory can generally be viewed as 
functionally comprising two major modules. The first mod-
ule is the 1K) module 60 which is responsible for controlling 
the course of the computer-user interaction. The course of 
interaction may be viewed as comprising many levels. and 
at eadi level the user is required to make one choice. The 
operation of the program correspondingly has many levels. 
At each level the I/O module 60 performs the output 
function of presenting to the user a set of functions for the 
user to choose from, and the input function of receiving a 
keystroke signal from the user indicating which function has 
been selected. The functions presented to the user are 

5 
full use of the keyboard port 12 and its associated drivers in 
integrating the special purpose user interface of the present 
invention with a general purpose microcomputer 10. In 
addition, the interface module 26 of the present invention 
makes use of a general purpose display screen 31. such as 5 
the illustrated CRT, driven from the standard display port 14 
through a connection cable 34. It will thus be appreciated 
that the only truly special purpose features of the present 
invention arc the input interface elements themselves, the 
remainder being elements which are integral to the readily to 
available, and generally inexpensive available, standard 
microcomputer system 

Turning in greater detail to the input aspects of the 
invention, the input module 2S (FIG. 3) comprises a plural-
ity of pushbuttons 40 mounted on a bezel 41 surrounding the 
screen 39. Preferably. the pushbuttons 40 are arranged in 
lines along two or more sides of the display screen 30. The 
interface module 20 in FIG. 1 has eight buttons above the 
screen 30 and eight buttons along the right side of the screen. 
forming an inverted "L" shaped array. The number of the 
pushbuttons and their locations alongside the screen can be 
varied according to the needs of a specific application. For 
instance, the pushbuttons can be located along only one side 
of the screen 30. It is preferred, however, to arrange the 
pushbuttons 44 in an inverted L-shape forming two lines. 
one along the top and the other along the right-hand side of 
the screen 30. In conjunction with the display which is 
utilized in the assignment of functions to the pushbuttons. 
the invested L as illustrated in the figures is most readily 
suited for ease of operation by a right-handed person. In 
order to produce signals which are readily interpreted by the 
keyboard driver of the standard microcomputer, the input 
module includes an encoder circuit 24 (FIG. 3) which senses 
the actuation of the pushbuttons and generate keystroke 
signals which are identical in form to the keystroke signals 
generated by a standard keyboard. The keystroke signals are 
transmitted through a signal bus 22 terminated with a 
connector 21 connected to the keyboard port 11 Because the 
keystroke signals are compatible with the standard format of 
the keyboard driver. they can be handled by the keyboard 
driver. and processed by the BIOS to be made available to 
the application software being operated in the microcom-
puter. As a result, no specially designed drivers (either 
hardware or software) are needed for handling the input 
from the interface module. 	 45 

There are significant advantages to using an interface 
module which can be driven by a general purpose micro-
computer without any specially designed drivers. The cost of 
the terminal system is lower and installation of the system is 
simpler because no special drivers are required. The inter- so 
face module is also more portable in the sense that it can be 
matched with different microcomputers without having to 
install special drivers. Because the method of interfacing a 
keyboard to a general purpose microcomputers is fairly 
standardized, developing an application program which 
receives input from the keyboard port generally requires less 
testing and debugging than developing a program receiving 
input from a specially designed driver circuit. Furthermore, 
new applications can be developed or existing applications 
can be modified without the need for a special purpose 
terminal. Indeed, software development can be performed 
on a standard microcomputer using a standard keyboard, so 
long as the software developer knows the particular codes of 
the keyboard signals which will be used for each of the 
buttons 41 in the special purpose terminal 100. 

In practicing the invention, there is provided. in combi-
nation with the array of pushbuttons around the display. 

65 
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means for assigning particular functions to the pushbuttons. 
and changing the assignment of functions at different levels 
of the application program. Because the number of push-
buttons should be quite limited in order to keep the user 
interface reasonably simple and intuitive, it will usually be 
desirable to assign multiple functions to at least some of the 
pushbuttons. It is therefore necessary to indicate to a user 
which function has been assigned to a pushbutton. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred means for accomplishing 
that. The interface module 20 as shown in FIG. 2 has an 
array of pushbuttons 40 which SEC individually numbered 
101-116. As shown in FIG. 2. the application software 
operated within the microprocessor causes the display on the 
screen 30 of a group of graphic representations 46 individu-
ally numbered 202-207,209-215. A graphic representation 
is a graphic image suggestive of a pushbutton. The graphic 
representations 46 are positionally juxtaposed to the push-
buttons 40. and indicating the function which is currently 
assigned to each of the pushbuttons. To further assist the user 
in selecting a function, information about the functions may 
also be displayed on the screen. By coordinating represen-
tations 46 on the screen 30 to the positions of the pushbut-
tons 40 along the sides of the screen, the user can clearly tell 
which pushbutton 40 is assigned to which graphic represen-
tation. 

FIG. 2 shows the preferred embodiment of the interface 
module of the present invention which has the pushbuttons 
44 arranged in an inverted "L" shape. Because the repre-
sentations a of the pushbuttons are positionally coordinated 
to the pushbuttons 40. the center of the screen 30 is free for 
display of application information. 

When the user actuates a pushbutton a. a keystroke 
signal is sent to the keyboard driver 16 (FIG. 3). The 

35 program uses the signal received through the keyboard 
driver to determine which pushbutton has been actuated. 
thereby determining which function has been selected. For 
example. when the pushbutton 242 is actuated, the function 
assigned to it by the program is selected. 

Besides being used to select functions, the pushbuttons 
can be used for entering alphanumeric data. For example. 
the function assigned to pushbutton 214 in FIG. 2 may be to 
input the digit "1". Pressing that button then interpreted by 
the program as that the digit "1"has been entered. 

It may be desirable in some situations to assign permanent 
functions to some of the pushbuttons. and those functions 
can either be assigned. insofar as the user interface is 
concerned. by indicators on the screen 30. or by permanent 
markings on the buttons 40. In the preferred embodiment of 
the interface module as shown in FIG. 2. the three pushbut-
tons 141.198.116 located at the upper left, upper right, and 
lower right corners of the bezel 41 surrounding the screen 40 
are generally reserved for those fixed special functions. 

FIG. 3 illustrates schematically the functional organiza-
tion of the terminal of the present invention. The application 
program 50 in the memory can generally be viewed as 
functionally comprising two major modules. The first mod-
ule is the 1K) module 60 which is responsible for controlling 
the course of the computer-user interaction. The course of 
interaction may be viewed as comprising many levels. and 
at eadi level the user is required to make one choice. The 
operation of the program correspondingly has many levels. 
At each level the I/O module 60 performs the output 
function of presenting to the user a set of functions for the 
user to choose from, and the input function of receiving a 
keystroke signal from the user indicating which function has 
been selected. The functions presented to the user are 

5 
full use of the keyboard port 12 and its associated drivers in 
integrating the special purpose user interface of the present 
invention with a general purpose microcomputer 10. In 
addition, the interface module 26 of the present invention 
makes use of a general purpose display screen 31. such as 5 
the illustrated CRT, driven from the standard display port 14 
through a connection cable 34. It will thus be appreciated 
that the only truly special purpose features of the present 
invention arc the input interface elements themselves, the 
remainder being elements which are integral to the readily to 
available, and generally inexpensive available, standard 
microcomputer system 

Turning in greater detail to the input aspects of the 
invention, the input module 2S (FIG. 3) comprises a plural-
ity of pushbuttons 40 mounted on a bezel 41 surrounding the 
screen 39. Preferably. the pushbuttons 40 are arranged in 
lines along two or more sides of the display screen 30. The 
interface module 20 in FIG. 1 has eight buttons above the 
screen 30 and eight buttons along the right side of the screen. 
forming an inverted "L" shaped array. The number of the 
pushbuttons and their locations alongside the screen can be 
varied according to the needs of a specific application. For 
instance, the pushbuttons can be located along only one side 
of the screen 30. It is preferred, however, to arrange the 
pushbuttons 44 in an inverted L-shape forming two lines. 
one along the top and the other along the right-hand side of 
the screen 30. In conjunction with the display which is 
utilized in the assignment of functions to the pushbuttons. 
the invested L as illustrated in the figures is most readily 
suited for ease of operation by a right-handed person. In 
order to produce signals which are readily interpreted by the 
keyboard driver of the standard microcomputer, the input 
module includes an encoder circuit 24 (FIG. 3) which senses 
the actuation of the pushbuttons and generate keystroke 
signals which are identical in form to the keystroke signals 
generated by a standard keyboard. The keystroke signals are 
transmitted through a signal bus 22 terminated with a 
connector 21 connected to the keyboard port 11 Because the 
keystroke signals are compatible with the standard format of 
the keyboard driver. they can be handled by the keyboard 
driver. and processed by the BIOS to be made available to 
the application software being operated in the microcom-
puter. As a result, no specially designed drivers (either 
hardware or software) are needed for handling the input 
from the interface module. 	 45 

There are significant advantages to using an interface 
module which can be driven by a general purpose micro-
computer without any specially designed drivers. The cost of 
the terminal system is lower and installation of the system is 
simpler because no special drivers are required. The inter- so 
face module is also more portable in the sense that it can be 
matched with different microcomputers without having to 
install special drivers. Because the method of interfacing a 
keyboard to a general purpose microcomputers is fairly 
standardized, developing an application program which 
receives input from the keyboard port generally requires less 
testing and debugging than developing a program receiving 
input from a specially designed driver circuit. Furthermore, 
new applications can be developed or existing applications 
can be modified without the need for a special purpose 
terminal. Indeed, software development can be performed 
on a standard microcomputer using a standard keyboard, so 
long as the software developer knows the particular codes of 
the keyboard signals which will be used for each of the 
buttons 41 in the special purpose terminal 100. 

In practicing the invention, there is provided. in combi-
nation with the array of pushbuttons around the display. 
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level-specific. meaning that which functions are presented 
depends on the level of operation. The I/O module 64 also 
assigns the level specific functions to the pushbuttons 40 so 
that the user can press one button to select its assigned 
function. 

The second module in the application program is the 
application module 66. This module is responsible for 
carrying out the functions selected by the user. For instance. 
a selected function can be printing out a check 202 on an 
attached printer 200. or displaying a road map on the display 
screen 30. 

Based on the input or output functions. The I/O module 60 
can be further viewed as comprising a display module 62 
and an interpreter 64. The display module 62 performs the 
output function of displaying on the screen graphic repre-
sentations 46 of pushbuttons and their respectively assigned 
level-specific functions. The interpreter 64 performs the 
input function. The interpreter 64 receives from the key-
board driver 16 a signal identifying the pushbutton 44 that 
has been pressed. and checks the level-specific function 
assignments of the pushbuttons 40 to determine which 
function has been selected by the user. It will be appreciated 
that each level of interaction involves the operation of the 
display module 62 and the interpreter 64. 

Operating the terminal of the present invention requires 
simply looking at the screen 30 and pressing a button 40. 
Due to the visual connection between the buttons and the 
graphic representations 46, these actions are relatively 
simple and intuitive, and arc very similar to the looking and 
pointing actions for a touch screen. 

While providing ease of operation similar to that of touch 
screens, the interface module of the present invention has 
several advantages over a touch screen. First, unlike touch 
screens which requires special construction and electronic 
circuits for detecting a touch. electrical pushbuttons arc 
simple devices which are inexpensive and easy to maintain. 
Second, the present invention utilizes the already existing 
drivers in the microcomputer, thereby eliminating the need 
of a specially designed drivers or interfaces. 

In many applications, the instructions in the application 
memory of the microcomputer can be programmed to 
present to a user functions organized in a hierarchical menu 
tree fashion. At a given time the program displays on the 
screen selection indicators for options on one level of the 
menu tree. After the user selects an option by pressing a 
button, the program responds by presenting new functions 
on the next level of the menu tree to the user. Which new 
options are presented depends on which option has been 
selected. By consecutive actuations of the buttons, a user can 
select a path through the menu tree. 

Inputting and processing orders from a customer in a 
restaurant that is functioning as a special purpose waiter's 
terminal. represents a currently preferred application for a 
microcomputer-based terminal according to the present 
invention. The terminal of the present invention is well 
suited for such an application, because its interface module 
is less sensitive to contamination than a touch screen, and is 
not as susceptible to accidental damage as a standard key-
board. Its simplicity of operation also makes it superior to a 
interface terminal using a keyboard or a mouse. 

When a terminal of the present invention is used as a 
waiter's terminal for entering orders from customers, the 
multiple levels of input/output module may include a stored 
series of nested menus containing options available from a 
regular restaurant menu. The menus are nested to provide a 
basic or root level menu branching to elemental level menus. 

30 to FIG. 4B. after the user selects the dinner option, the screen 
shows different types of entree. and steak is selected. FIGS. 
4C & 4D show screen displays allowing the user to select the 
type of steak and how it is cooked. FIG. 4E shows that the 
user can choose between salad and French fries (FF). and the 

35  user chooses salad. After choosing salad the order for dinner 
is complete, and the screen display in FIG. 4F shows again 
representations 46 for the options on the root level. The 
waiter can then enter other selections such as a drink order 
or another dinner or, alternatively, can actuate the enter 

40 pushbutton which enters the order for processing. Displays 
in the kitchen and other related aspects of the system are not 
directly related to the present invention and therefore will 
not be described.  

45 While the 1/0 module MI (FIG. 3) of the program for the 
waiter's terminal handles menu selection, the application 
module of the program is preferably configured to help 
guide the user through the menus in completing a selection 
fora meal. For example. the application program can display 
on the screen the descriptions of items ordered, their indi-
vidual and total costs, etc. After the selection for a meal is 
completed, as illustrated in FIG. 4F. the application module 
may produce, as illustrated in FIG. 3. a detailed check 202 
on a printout station 240 showing the selections, their 

55 individual costs and the Mal cost. etc. 
An application program for a waiter's terminal can. of 

course, have many more levels than the levels illustrated in 
FIG. 4A-4F. The menu tree formed by the levels shown in 
FIG. 4A-4B which is can be only a branch of a much larger 

60  menu tree structure, with levels above and below it. For 
instance, before entering the order entry sequence shown in 
FIG. 4A-4F the program may require the user to indicate 
whether he is taking a new order or adding a new item to an 
existing order. 

65 	FIG. 5 presents a flow chart illustrating the sequence of 
operation when using an application program which config-
ures the terminal system as a waiter's terminal. The program 

8 
the elemental menus including, at least in some cases. 
mid-level menus followed by sub-level menus. This nesting 
is convenient in order to automatically move from a selec-
tion at a root level to the options available at a mid-leveL to 

5 refinements to the selected options available at sub-level 
menu. The user need not be concerned with how to get from 
level to level in order to make the selections. Simply making 
a selection at one of the higher level menus indexes the level 
to the next sequential appropriate level. based on the selec- 

io lion already made, so that the sub-items and refinements can 
be selected. 

In greater detail. FIGS. 4A-4F illustrate a series of 
screens farming at least one lunch of a series of nested 
menus is a waiter's terminal according to the present 

15  invention. These figures each show a display screen 30 
illustrated at one level of the application software. They also 
illustrate the nmlti-function pushbuttons 40 arranged on the 
bezel 41 surrounding the screen 30, and demonstrate a 
sequence of steps for selecting a path through the hierarchal 

20  menu tree of options. 
Beginning with FIG. 4A, the screen 30 shows graphic 

representations 46 in rectangular boxes for options on the 
root level of the menu tree. indicating that the user can order 
dinner, lunch, appetizer, refreshments or drink. The graphic 

25  representation labeled DINNER in FIG. 4A is shaded to 
indicate that it is selected by the user. The same convention 
is used in FIGS. 4B-4E The representations labeled 
DELETE LAST and REPEAT LAST allow the user to 
change the last selected item. or to duplicate it. Moving now 
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level-specific. meaning that which functions are presented 
depends on the level of operation. The I/O module 64 also 
assigns the level specific functions to the pushbuttons 40 so 
that the user can press one button to select its assigned 
function. 

The second module in the application program is the 
application module 66. This module is responsible for 
carrying out the functions selected by the user. For instance. 
a selected function can be printing out a check 202 on an 
attached printer 200. or displaying a road map on the display 
screen 30. 

Based on the input or output functions. The I/O module 60 
can be further viewed as comprising a display module 62 
and an interpreter 64. The display module 62 performs the 
output function of displaying on the screen graphic repre-
sentations 46 of pushbuttons and their respectively assigned 
level-specific functions. The interpreter 64 performs the 
input function. The interpreter 64 receives from the key-
board driver 16 a signal identifying the pushbutton 44 that 
has been pressed. and checks the level-specific function 
assignments of the pushbuttons 40 to determine which 
function has been selected by the user. It will be appreciated 
that each level of interaction involves the operation of the 
display module 62 and the interpreter 64. 

Operating the terminal of the present invention requires 
simply looking at the screen 30 and pressing a button 40. 
Due to the visual connection between the buttons and the 
graphic representations 46, these actions are relatively 
simple and intuitive, and arc very similar to the looking and 
pointing actions for a touch screen. 

While providing ease of operation similar to that of touch 
screens, the interface module of the present invention has 
several advantages over a touch screen. First, unlike touch 
screens which requires special construction and electronic 
circuits for detecting a touch. electrical pushbuttons arc 
simple devices which are inexpensive and easy to maintain. 
Second, the present invention utilizes the already existing 
drivers in the microcomputer, thereby eliminating the need 
of a specially designed drivers or interfaces. 

In many applications, the instructions in the application 
memory of the microcomputer can be programmed to 
present to a user functions organized in a hierarchical menu 
tree fashion. At a given time the program displays on the 
screen selection indicators for options on one level of the 
menu tree. After the user selects an option by pressing a 
button, the program responds by presenting new functions 
on the next level of the menu tree to the user. Which new 
options are presented depends on which option has been 
selected. By consecutive actuations of the buttons, a user can 
select a path through the menu tree. 

Inputting and processing orders from a customer in a 
restaurant that is functioning as a special purpose waiter's 
terminal. represents a currently preferred application for a 
microcomputer-based terminal according to the present 
invention. The terminal of the present invention is well 
suited for such an application, because its interface module 
is less sensitive to contamination than a touch screen, and is 
not as susceptible to accidental damage as a standard key-
board. Its simplicity of operation also makes it superior to a 
interface terminal using a keyboard or a mouse. 

When a terminal of the present invention is used as a 
waiter's terminal for entering orders from customers, the 
multiple levels of input/output module may include a stored 
series of nested menus containing options available from a 
regular restaurant menu. The menus are nested to provide a 
basic or root level menu branching to elemental level menus. 

30 to FIG. 4B. after the user selects the dinner option, the screen 
shows different types of entree. and steak is selected. FIGS. 
4C & 4D show screen displays allowing the user to select the 
type of steak and how it is cooked. FIG. 4E shows that the 
user can choose between salad and French fries (FF). and the 

35  user chooses salad. After choosing salad the order for dinner 
is complete, and the screen display in FIG. 4F shows again 
representations 46 for the options on the root level. The 
waiter can then enter other selections such as a drink order 
or another dinner or, alternatively, can actuate the enter 

40 pushbutton which enters the order for processing. Displays 
in the kitchen and other related aspects of the system are not 
directly related to the present invention and therefore will 
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45 While the 1/0 module MI (FIG. 3) of the program for the 
waiter's terminal handles menu selection, the application 
module of the program is preferably configured to help 
guide the user through the menus in completing a selection 
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vidual and total costs, etc. After the selection for a meal is 
completed, as illustrated in FIG. 4F. the application module 
may produce, as illustrated in FIG. 3. a detailed check 202 
on a printout station 240 showing the selections, their 

55 individual costs and the Mal cost. etc. 
An application program for a waiter's terminal can. of 

course, have many more levels than the levels illustrated in 
FIG. 4A-4F. The menu tree formed by the levels shown in 
FIG. 4A-4B which is can be only a branch of a much larger 

60  menu tree structure, with levels above and below it. For 
instance, before entering the order entry sequence shown in 
FIG. 4A-4F the program may require the user to indicate 
whether he is taking a new order or adding a new item to an 
existing order. 

65 	FIG. 5 presents a flow chart illustrating the sequence of 
operation when using an application program which config-
ures the terminal system as a waiter's terminal. The program 

8 
the elemental menus including, at least in some cases. 
mid-level menus followed by sub-level menus. This nesting 
is convenient in order to automatically move from a selec-
tion at a root level to the options available at a mid-leveL to 

5 refinements to the selected options available at sub-level 
menu. The user need not be concerned with how to get from 
level to level in order to make the selections. Simply making 
a selection at one of the higher level menus indexes the level 
to the next sequential appropriate level. based on the selec- 

io lion already made, so that the sub-items and refinements can 
be selected. 

In greater detail. FIGS. 4A-4F illustrate a series of 
screens farming at least one lunch of a series of nested 
menus is a waiter's terminal according to the present 

15  invention. These figures each show a display screen 30 
illustrated at one level of the application software. They also 
illustrate the nmlti-function pushbuttons 40 arranged on the 
bezel 41 surrounding the screen 30, and demonstrate a 
sequence of steps for selecting a path through the hierarchal 

20  menu tree of options. 
Beginning with FIG. 4A, the screen 30 shows graphic 

representations 46 in rectangular boxes for options on the 
root level of the menu tree. indicating that the user can order 
dinner, lunch, appetizer, refreshments or drink. The graphic 

25  representation labeled DINNER in FIG. 4A is shaded to 
indicate that it is selected by the user. The same convention 
is used in FIGS. 4B-4E The representations labeled 
DELETE LAST and REPEAT LAST allow the user to 
change the last selected item. or to duplicate it. Moving now 
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starts at 70 and progresses to as step 71 which displays a root 
level screen. The root level screen is like that illustrated in 
FIG. 4A which shows all of the selections which arc 
available at the root leveL When a keystroke is detected by 
the keystroke encoder, and as encoded keystroke signal is 5 
passed to the keyboard thiver, after passing through the 
BIOS system. it is presented to the application software as 
a data word indicating the identity of the pushbutton which 
had been depressed. This operation is generally indicated is 
the block identified as 72 is FIG. 5. A test 73 is performed in  
to determine if the pushbutton which had been depressed is 
one of the multi-function buttons. This is for the case where 
a number of the pushbuttons are assigned dedicated 
functions, such as the escape function. If the pushbutton 
actuation is not a multi-function button, the program 15  
branches to a step 74 to service the dedicated function key. 
such as escape. An escape will exit the application program 
and return to the basic screen at power up, which in some 
applications may. for example. be  the first screen of the day 
where the restaurant operator enters the initial information. 
assigns waiters, and the film. 

In normal operation, the step 73 will test positive, and the 
program will be routed to a step 7S which determines the 
function for the actuated pushbutton at the existing level of 
the application program. Assuming that the program is at the 25 
root level, and one of the buttons is actuated, the step 75 
determines the function at that level, such as by reference to 
a look-up table. A step 76 is that performed by the standard 
microprocessor software operating according to the appli-
cation which is operating in the microprocessor to execute 50  
the function. The function may or may not require a change 
in levels for the displayed function. A test is performed in the 
step 77 to determine if such a change is required_ If it is not, 
the program branches back to the step 72 to detect the next 
keystroke. If a level change is required a step 78 is per- 35 
formed to update the level flag. The step 78 is operated 
according to the particular requirements of the application 
software to progress through the menu tree according to the 
particular selection which has been made. A step 79 is then 
performed to display the screen for the new level, and the 40 
program branches back to the step 72 to detect the next 
keystroke for next selection. The input/output program con-
tinues to cycle in the loop illustrated in FIG. 5 until an cater 
button is depressed. The actuation of the enter button will 
typically be detected in the step 73 and will cause a branch 45 

to the step 74 which will enter the information which had 
been input thus far into the portion of the application which 
will cause the ordered meal or meals to be prepared in the 
kitchen, bills to be prepared. and the like. Insofar as in the 
input/output aspects of the program are concerned. however. 50 
step 99 indicates that they are at an end 

As a significant but subsidiary feature of the invention, it 
will sometimes be useful to enter free form alphanumeric 
information into a special purpose terminal such as that 
illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 1 Accordingly, for simple entry of ss 
free form alphanumeric information, means are provided for 
dedicating the pushbuttons in level-by-level fashion to por-
tions of the standard alphanumeric character set to allow a 
user to select and input individual letters or numbers. This 
entry is accomplished much like marring selections in a so 
menu as described above. 

When configuring a special purpose terminal to be adapt-
able to free form alphanumeric display, it is currently prefer 
to use 16 pushbuttons in the user interface. This allows three 
buttons to be dedicated to particular functions, such as as 
escape. enter and backspace. That retains the remaining 
thirteen buttons for multi-function use. One of the thirteen 

10 
buttons is preferably dedicated to a paging function which 
allows the user to control movement from one panel to 
another. The remaining twelve buttons are utilized for the 
alphanumeric character set_ preferably arranged in three 
levels. The twenty-six Letters of the alphabet and the ten 
numerals can thus be accommodated in only three panels of 
the display. The first panel will comprise Letters A—I. the 
second panel will comprise letters M—X and the third panel 
will comprise letters Y—Z and the numerals 1-9. 

The entry of free form alphanumeric information unli7ing 
a system such as that just described will be better understood 
with reference to the flow chart of FIG. 6. The process 
begins at a step 80. After selection of the alphanumeric 
mode, a step 81 is performed which displays the first level 
of the alphanumeric panel. Thus, the first twelve multi-
function buttons will have displays projected on the display 
screen which show the letters A—L the thirteenth button will 
show the page function, and the fourteenth through sixteenth 
buttons will have the dedicated functions of enter, backspace 
and escape. 

When a pushbutton is actuated, the keyboard encoder will 
detect the actuation and produce a binary code atilt 
identifies the particular button which had been actuated. 
That signal is passed through the standard keyboard port 
through the standard keyboard drivers and the BIOS to the 
application which perform certain tests. First of all, the tests 
83, 84 and 85 are performed to determine if any of the 
dedicated function pushbuttons have been actuated_ If they 
have not, the program branches to a test 86 which deter-
mines if the multi-function page pushbutton has been 
depressed. Assuming that it has not, the program proceeds to 
a step 87 which interprets the keystroke signal to determine 
the character which has been entered. A step 88 is then 
performed to display the character which has been selected, 
preferably is the central portion of the screen. The program 
then returns to the step 82 to wait for the next keystroke 
without altering the display of the first level panel of the 
alphanumeric characters. 

The operator is then free to select another character, or to 
change panels. Assuming he decides to change panels. the 
page pushbutton is actuated. The progress of the program 
proceeds as before, except that the test 86 will test positive 
following which a step 89 will be performed to display thc 
next level of alphanumeric characters. The user then liar a,  
complete set of new functions for the pushbuttons compris-
ing the second level of the alphabet, and can select one of the 
letters from that panel. He then either selects a particular 
letter and the program will proceed as first described. or will 
enter a page command again. following which the third 
panel will be displayed. The user proceeds as outlined here 
until a character string is presented on the display whidi is 
intended for input into the application program. If the user 
has made a mistake. the dedicated function backspace key is 
actuated, and the test 84 will branch to a step 90 which will 
delete the previous character, return to the panel being 
displayed and allow the user to enter a new character. When 
the entry is complete. the user will actuate the enter push-
button and the test 83 will produce a positive result_ A step 
91 will then indicate that the alphanumeric input is at an end 
and will progress to a step 92 which will enter the data word 
into the application_ The manner in which the application 
uses the data word is not important to an understanding of 
the present invention. What is the important is the ability to 
use to a limited extent the special purpose, highly custom-
ized and generally foolproof special purpose user interface 
of the present invention in a free form alphanumeric mode. 

To facilitate the entry of alphanumeric information, the 
interface module of the present invention can be configured 
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to the step 74 which will enter the information which had 
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menu as described above. 
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to use 16 pushbuttons in the user interface. This allows three 
buttons to be dedicated to particular functions, such as as 
escape. enter and backspace. That retains the remaining 
thirteen buttons for multi-function use. One of the thirteen 
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allows the user to control movement from one panel to 
another. The remaining twelve buttons are utilized for the 
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levels. The twenty-six Letters of the alphabet and the ten 
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second panel will comprise letters M—X and the third panel 
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a system such as that just described will be better understood 
with reference to the flow chart of FIG. 6. The process 
begins at a step 80. After selection of the alphanumeric 
mode, a step 81 is performed which displays the first level 
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function buttons will have displays projected on the display 
screen which show the letters A—L the thirteenth button will 
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When a pushbutton is actuated, the keyboard encoder will 
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That signal is passed through the standard keyboard port 
through the standard keyboard drivers and the BIOS to the 
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uses the data word is not important to an understanding of 
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use to a limited extent the special purpose, highly custom-
ized and generally foolproof special purpose user interface 
of the present invention in a free form alphanumeric mode. 

To facilitate the entry of alphanumeric information, the 
interface module of the present invention can be configured 
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to allow a standard keyboard to be connected to the key-
board port 12 (FIG. 1) through the interface module_ For 
example. the interface module can be provided with a 
switching circuit and a connector for connecting a standard 
alphanumeric keyboard. The switching circuit performs the 5 
function of connecting the bus 22 (FIG. 1) to either the 
encoder 16 (FIG. 3) or the standard keyboard. Once the 
keyboard is connected to the bus 22 (FIG. 1). it can be used 
to enter alphanumeric information into an application pro-
grana. The interface module can also be made to share the to 
bus full time with a standard keyboard. In that case the 
program in the microcomputer will respond to both a 
keystroke on the keyboard and the actuation of a pushbutton 
on the interface module. 

It was noted at the outset that the program is preferably 
divided into an input/output module and an application 
module. It will be appreciated by those skilled in the art, that 
this division is used primarily as an aid in understanding the 
invention. and that the software which implements the 
input/output modules and the application modules can be 
and often will be prepared as a single module. What is 
important is not the fact that separate modules are available. 
but that the different functions are being performed, and the 
use of separate modules in describing the invention herein is 
primarily a tool to aid understanding the different functions. 
rather than a requirement in how the application program 
should be segregated. 

The mounting of pushbuttons on the bezel of the enclo-
sure which houses the display is preferred, for providing the 
most ruggedized and professional looking finished product. 
However. the invention will have application to less perma-
nent arrangements, such as retrofits. In those embodiments. 
the pushbuttons are arranged in a separate module which is 
positioned oa the exterior of a conventional display. The 
module can provide a single line of pushbuttons. or can be 
L-shaped or U-shaped for multiple lines. It will be clear that 
achieving the positional relationship between buttons and 
indicators of the invention, does not require the permanency 
of mounting of the illustrated embodiment. 

It will now be appreciated that what has been provided is 
a special purpose terminal which provides a simple and 
intuitive way of interactive user interface with simplified 
hardware requirements. The terminal uses an interface mod-
ule which has pushbuttons along the sides of a display 
screen. The signal generated by actuating the buttons can be 
handled by the keyboard driver in the microcomputer. 
therefore no special driver is needed. The buttons can be 
used to select functions presented on the display screen as 
selection indicators. and by pressing the buttons a user can 
select a path through a hierarchal menu tree of functions. 

What is claimed: 
1. A special purpose microcomputer-based terminal for 

interactive user interface and comprising the combination 
of: 

a general purpose microcomputer having a display port 
and a keyboard port. the keyboard port being interfaced 
to a microcomputer keyboard driver of the type respon-
sive to interpret keystroke signals in a standard format 
transmitted from a standard alphanumerical keyboard; 

an interactive interface module comprising a general 
purpose display screen connected to and driven from 
the display port of the microcomputer. and a user input 
module including a plurality of electrical pushbuttons 
arranged along at least one side of the display; 

the user input module including an encoder circuit for 
detecting the actuation of each pushbutton and produc- 

12 
ing a keystroke signal identifying the actuated push-
button and compatible with the standard format of the 
keyboard driver; 

the user input module being coupled to the keyboard port 
so that the keystroke signals produced by the encoder 
circuit are transmitted to and processed by the keyboard 
driver; 

a program memory in the microcomputer for assigning 
level specific functions to individual ones of the push-
buttons and containing instructions which: 
(a) assign level-specific input functions to the 

pushbuttons. and display pushbutton function 
assignments for a specified level on the display 
screen in positions coordinated to the positions of the 
pushbuttons; and 

(b) respond to signals received from the keyboard 
driver circuit initiated by actuation of a pushbutton 
by determining the function specified by the push-
button actuation for the specified level and executing 
the determined function. 

2. The terminal as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 
program memory establishes multiple levels arranged in 
hierarchal menu tree fashion for receiving inputs from the 
pushbuttons; 

the instructions in the program memory are arranged to 
assign multiple functions to the pushbuttons cone-
spoading to the multiple levels; and 

the instructions in the program memory are arranged to 
respond to actuation of a pushbutton by executing the 
function assigned thereto for the level in effect at the 
time of actuation of the pushbutton. 

3. The terminal as set forth in claim 2. wherein the 
hierarchal menu tree of options contains options available 
from a restaurant menu, and the multiple levels correspond 
to respective meal courses and options. 

4. The terminal as set forth in claim 3. including a second 
menu tree of options containing a plurality of levels together 
making up an alphanumeric character set, the multiple levels 
presenting sub-sets of the alphanumeric character set, and 
page means for changing from level to level and sub-set to 
sub-set 

S. A special purpose microcomputer-based terminal for 
interactive user interface and comprising the combination 
of: 

a general purpose microcomputer having a display port 
and a keyboard port, the keyboard port being interfaced 
to a keyboard driver in the microcomputer of the type 
responsive to interpret keystroke signals in a standard 
format transmitted from a standard alphanumerical 
keyboard; 

an interactive interface module comprising a genes-al 
purpose display screen connected to and driven from 
the display port of the microcomputer. and a user input 
module including a plurality of electrical pushbuttons 
arranged along at least one side of the display; 

the user input module including an encoder circuit for 
detecting the actuation of each pushbutton and produc-
ing a keystroke signal identifying the actuated push-
button and compatible with the standard format of the 
keyboard driver; 

the user input module being coupled to the keyboard port 
so that the keystroke signals produced by the encoder 
circuit are transmitted to the keyboard driver; 

a program memory in the microcomputer containing: 
(a) an input/output module having multiple levels for 

assigning level-specific functions to the pushbuttons 
and including: 
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(i) a display module for displaying on the screen 
representations of the pushbuttons and the func-
tions assigned to the pushbuttons at each level; 

(ii) an interpreter for interpreting a keystroke signal 
resulting from a pushbutton actuation in accor- 5 
dance with the function assigned to the actuated 
pushbutton at the associated level; and 

(b) an application module for executing the interpreted 
function assigned to the pushbutton at the interpreted 
level. 	 so 

6. The terminal as set forth in claim S wherein the 
execution by the application module of at least some of the 
functions causes the input/output module to switch levels. 

7. The terminal as set forth in claim S further including 
means in the input/output module for paging from level to 15 
level and coordinating the display of pushbutton functions 
and interpretation of keystrokes in accordance with the 
current level. 

8. The terminal as set forth in claim 7 wherein the means 
for paging includes: 

(a) one of the pushbuttons; and 
(b) the input/output modules assigns a page up'page down 

function to said one of the pushbuttons. 
9. The terminal as set forth in claim 5 in which the user 

input module includes an inverted "L" shaped array of 25  
pushbuttons arranged in lines along the top and one side of 
the display, the display module displaying the on-screen 
representation in locations along the top and one side of the 
screen positionally corresponding to the positions of the 
pushbuttons. so  that the center of the screen is free for 3 
display of application information. 

16. The terminal as set forth in claim 5 wherein the 
multiple levels of the input/output module include a first said 
level assigning a first portion of an alphanumeric character 
set to the pushbuttons, second and third said levels assigning 35  
second and third portions of the alphanumeric character set 
to the pushbutton so that the plurality of levels make up a 
complete alphanumeric character set. and means are pro-
vided for paging between the levels to allow formation and 

40 entry of free form alphanumeric commands. 
11. The terminal as set forth in claim 5 wherein at least 

one of the pushbuttons has a permanent function which is 
not altered by the input/output module. 

12. The terminal as set forth in claim 11 wherein the 
plurality of electrical pushbuttons include an enter pushbut- 45  
ton and an escape pushbutton having permanent functions 
assigned thereto and which are not altered by the input/ 
output module, so as to provide the ability to enter data or 
escape an application at any time during operation of the 

50 terminal 
13. The terminal as set forth in claim 5 in which the 

special purpose terminal is a waiter's terminal for a restau-
rant and in which: 

the multiple levels of the input/output module include a 
stored series of nested menus including root level 
menus branching to elemental level menus. a root level 
menu being adapted to assign the courses of a meal to 
the function keys. a mid-level menu being adapted to 
assign selections to the courses specified in the root 
level menu. and sub-level menus being adapted to 
refine the selections in the mid-level menus; 

the application module being adapted to guide the user 
through the menus in completing a selection of a meal, 
and to produce, at a printout station, an itemized check. 

14 
it The terminal as set forth in claim 13. including a 

second menu tree of options containing a plurality of levels 
together making up an alphanumeric character set, the 
multiple levels presenting sub-sets of the alphanumeric 
character set, and page means for changing from level to 
level and sub-set to sub-set 

15_ A method of simplifying the input/output operation in 
a special purpose terminaL the method comprising the steps 
of: 

providing a general purpose microcomputer having a 
display connected to the display port and having a 
keyboard port of the type responsive to interpret key-
stroke signals in a standard format when transmitted 
from a standard alphanumeric keyboard; 

providing an array of input pushbuttons, comprising the 
only input means for the terminal, and connecting said 
input pushbuttons though a keyboard encoder to the 
keyboard port, the number of pushbuttons being sub-
stantially less than the number of characters is a 
standard alphanumeric character set; 

operating the terminal at a plurality of program levels 
each assigning different functions to at least some of the 
pushbuttons; 

operating the keyboard encoder to assign particular key-
stroke signals to each pushbutton irrespective of the 
program level at which the terminal is operating; 

assigning variable functions to the pushbuttons dependent 
on the program level at which the terminal is operating. 
as part of the assigning step displaying on the display 
a set of indicators for the functions assigned to the 
pushbuttons in positional relationship with the physical 
locations of the pushbuttons; and 

interpreting a keystroke signal received from an actuated 
pushbutton in accordance with the program level then 
in effect to cause the function displayed for the push-
button to be performed upon actuation thereof. 

16. The method as set forth in claim LS including the 
further step of switching program levels to assign different 
functions to the pushbuttons, and interpreting the pushbutton 
actuations according to the different levels. 

17. The method as set forth in claim 16 wherein the 
special purpose terminal is a waiter's terminal for a 
restaurant, and in which the step of assigning variable 
functions to the pushbuttons dependent on the program level 
includes sequentially displaying a stored series of nested 
menus including root level menus branching to elemental 
level menus, a root level menu assigning the courses of a 
meal to the function keys, a mid-level menu assigning 
selections to the courses specified in the root level menu, and 
sub-level menus refining the selections in the mid-level 
menus; 

and the step of switching levels is nested to guide the user 
through the menus in completing a selection of a meaL 

18. The method as set forth in claim 17 in which the step 
of assigning variable functions includes assigning a second 
set of functions to the pushbuttons comprising characters of 
an alphanumeric character set, segregating the characters of 
the alphanumeric diameter set into at least three groups, and 
the step of interpreting a keystroke signal includes identi-
fying the pushbutton and the level to enter an alphanumeric 
character on the display corresponding to the function of the 
pushbutton at the current level. 
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pato atom and puts side. 
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Halibut Ana Dr  taita  

122 Gamberoini Preens sawed in Attic and lemon with 
mushrooms and broccoli Includes a side of Arta. 
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Blanch( 
(23 Garnbaroni rurant in spicy tomato bell mum with 
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INTERNET ONLINE ORDER METHOD AND 
APPARATUS 

The present invention relates to systems and methods for 
electronic commerce and particularly to an Internet self- 5 

ordering mechanism. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The Internet has provided consumers with a new medium 10  
for electronic commerce. Currently, there exist several Inter-
net services that provide consumers with access to menus for 
food products that can be ordered online. 

World Wide Waiters is one such service in which each 
consumer and participating restaurants are linked via the 15  
Internet to the World Wide Waiter server. The World Wide 
Waiter server provides a web site that includes web pages 
having menus of several participating restaurants with home 
delivery and/or take-out service. The consumer can search 
for a menu either using a restaurant's name or a city. 	zo 

The consumer can then place an order from the menu of 
a selected restaurant which is transferred to the World Wide 
Waiter server. The World Wide Waiter server then emails the 
order over the Internet to the restaurant. The restaurant 
confirms the order to the World Wide Waiter server. Upon 25 
receiving the restaurant's confirmation, the World Wide 
Waiter server transmits to the consumer a confirming email 
that the restaurant has received the order and will deliver the 
order. 

In addition, World Wide Waiters allows a customer to fax 
the order directly to the World Wide Waiters office. Person-
nel at the World Wide Waiters office contacts the restaurant 
in order to process the order. 

There are several shortcomings to this system. First, each 
participating restaurant needs to have Internet access to the 
World Wide Waiter server. This additional expense can deter 
restaurant proprietors from utilizing this type of home 
delivery service. 

Second, the World Wide Waiter server downloads to the 
customer statically created FITML pages representing the 
menus of each participating restaurant. These menu web 
pages are preconfigured and stored in the server. The use of 
these statically configured menu web pages becomes a 
burden since it hampers the maintainability and scalability 
of the server to take on additional restaurants. 

Waiters on Wheels is another Internet online ordering 
service that provides Internet consumers with a web site to 
advertise menus of par ticipating restaurants and that accepts 
consumer orders. It faxes an order to a participating restau-
rant. It provides its own waiters which pick up the take-out 
order from a participating restaurant and deliver it to the 
consumer's location. 

The menus are stored by the geographic location of a 
Waiters on Wheels office. A consumer searches those menus 
associated with the Waiters on Wheels office within their 
delivery location. A consumer can order online from the 
menu. The Waiters oo Wheels server confirms receipt of the 
consumer's order by telephone. If the restaurant cannot 
deliver the order to the Internet consumer, the restaurant 
telephones the Waiters on Wheels office. The office in turn 
calls the consumer to inform them of the problem. 

PizzaNet is another prior art online ordering system that 
provides Internet consumers with a web site including 
menus of participating pizza restaurants. To place an order, 65 

consumers enter their zip code, telephone area code, and the 
first three digits of their phone number. A list of participating 

2 
pizza restaurants within the consumer's location is provided 
along with their menus. The consumer can then select the 
restaurant of his or her choice and order from its menu. 
PizzaNet receives the order from the Internet and faxes to 
the restaurant a copy of the order. In some instances, 
PizzaNet verifies the order by a return phone call and in 
other cases the pizza restaurant verifies the order by return 
phone call. 

A shortcoming of the Waiter on Wheels and PizzaNet 
systems is in its method of communicating with the restau-
rant through a facsimile machine. The additional expense 
incurred in installing a facsimile machine can deter prospec-
tive restaurants from participating in this system. Further, 
once an order is received, all subsequent communications 
between the customer and the delivery system are performed 
via telephone calls which requires manual intervention. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention pertains to an online ordering 
machine that manages the distribution of home delivered 
products over a distributed computer system. The distributed 
computer system includes a group of customers connected to 
client computers and at least one server computer system 
that executes the online ordering machine. The online order-
ing machine provides the customers with product informa-
tion from various vendors whose delivery range is within the 
customer's location or with product information from ven-
dors having take out service within a specified range from 
the customer's location. The online ordering machine 
accepts orders from the customer for a particular product 
from a selected vendor. The order is converted into voice 
instructions which are transmitted to the vendor through a 
telephone call. Alternatively, the order can be transmitted via 
facsimile transmission with follow up voice instructions 
transmitted via a telephone call seeking a response. The 
vendor responds to the voice-prompted instructions which 
are then used to confirm the order. 

In an embodiment of the present invention, the online 
ordering machine enables Internet customers to order food 
products from various participating restaurants. The online 
ordering machine is a Web server including a web creation. 
procedure that dynamically generates menu web pages et 
response to a customer's request. The menu web pages list 
the various products for delivery or takeout service. An 
Internet customer is provided with a menu web page listing 
those vendors or restaurants that service the customer's 
location. In addition, the online ordering machine indicates 
which restaurants are open at the time the customer makes 
the request. 

The online ordering machine categorizes the location of 
each participating restaurant by a set of longitude and 
latitude coordinates. Each customer's delivery location is 
also categorized by a set of longitude and latitude coordi-
nates. The online ordering machine searches for those res-
taurants whose delivery area lies within the customer's 
location based on the restaurant's and customer's longitude 
and latitude coordinates. Likewise, the online ordering 
machine searches for those restaurants having takeout ser-
vice within the customer's location based on the restaurant's 
and customer's longitude and latitude coordinates. 

Once an Internet customer places an order, the order is 
converted into voice data. An interactive voice recognition 
(IVR) procedure receives the order as an order text file and 
converts the order into a voice file of recorded speech 
segments. The IVR procedure automatically places a call to 
the restaurant and transmits the voice file which is played 
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the restaurant a copy of the order. In some instances, 
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A shortcoming of the Waiter on Wheels and PizzaNet 
systems is in its method of communicating with the restau-
rant through a facsimile machine. The additional expense 
incurred in installing a facsimile machine can deter prospec-
tive restaurants from participating in this system. Further, 
once an order is received, all subsequent communications 
between the customer and the delivery system are performed 
via telephone calls which requires manual intervention. 
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machine that manages the distribution of home delivered 
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instructions which are transmitted to the vendor through a 
telephone call. Alternatively, the order can be transmitted via 
facsimile transmission with follow up voice instructions 
transmitted via a telephone call seeking a response. The 
vendor responds to the voice-prompted instructions which 
are then used to confirm the order. 

In an embodiment of the present invention, the online 
ordering machine enables Internet customers to order food 
products from various participating restaurants. The online 
ordering machine is a Web server including a web creation. 
procedure that dynamically generates menu web pages et 
response to a customer's request. The menu web pages list 
the various products for delivery or takeout service. An 
Internet customer is provided with a menu web page listing 
those vendors or restaurants that service the customer's 
location. In addition, the online ordering machine indicates 
which restaurants are open at the time the customer makes 
the request. 

The online ordering machine categorizes the location of 
each participating restaurant by a set of longitude and 
latitude coordinates. Each customer's delivery location is 
also categorized by a set of longitude and latitude coordi-
nates. The online ordering machine searches for those res-
taurants whose delivery area lies within the customer's 
location based on the restaurant's and customer's longitude 
and latitude coordinates. Likewise, the online ordering 
machine searches for those restaurants having takeout ser-
vice within the customer's location based on the restaurant's 
and customer's longitude and latitude coordinates. 

Once an Internet customer places an order, the order is 
converted into voice data. An interactive voice recognition 
(IVR) procedure receives the order as an order text file and 
converts the order into a voice file of recorded speech 
segments. The IVR procedure automatically places a call to 
the restaurant and transmits the voice file which is played 
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when the call is received. In addition, the IVR procedure can 
transmit the order as a facsimile transmission and follow up 
with an automated telephone call. In either case, voice 
prompts are used to obtain a response from the restaurant in 
the form of one or more DTMF tones. The online ordering 5 

machine then relays a status response to the customer. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Additional objects and features of the invention will be 
more readily apparent from the following detailed descrip-
tion and appended claims when taken in conjunction with 
the drawings, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
distributed computer system incorporating the present 
invention. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the client computer and 
online ordering machine as shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 illustrates the order database schema in a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the geocodes in a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating the partitioning of 
a grid area into smaller areas in a preferred embodiment of 
the present invention_ 

FIG. 6 is an exemplary format of the order text file in a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating the menu web page 
creation in a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIGS_ 8-10 are schematic representations of exemplary 
menu web pages that are dynamically created in response to 
a customer's response. 

FIG. 11 is a flow chart illustrating the steps used to 
process an order in a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

FIGS. 12A-12C are schematic representations of exem-
plary menu web pages used to receive an order in a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 13 is a flow chart illustrating the steps used to 
process an order in a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Computer Architecture 

FIG. 1 illustrates a system 100 representing an embodi-
ment of the present invention including a number of client 
computers 102A-102N and one or more online ordering 
machines 106 in communication via a communications link 
104. In a preferred embodiment, an online ordering machine 
106 is a server computer. An online ordering machine 106 is 
in communication with one or more vendors 108A-108M 
through one or more telephone links 110. 

The communication link 104 generically refers to any 
type of wire or wireless link between computers, such as but 
not limited to a local area network, a wide area network, or 
a combination of networks. In a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention, the communications link 104 can be a 
network such as the Internet. 

A client computer 102 can be any type of computing 
device, such as but not limited to, desktop computers, 
workstations, laptops, and/or mainframe computers. One or 65 

more users (not shown) can be associated with each client 
computer 102. 

4 
FIG. 2 illustrates the client computer 102 which includes 

a CPU 112, a user interface 114, a memory 119, and a 
communication interface 116. The communications inter-
face 116 is used to communicate with the server computer 
106 as well as other system resources not shown. The 
memory 119 of the client computer 102 may be imple-
mented as RAM (random access memory) or a combination 
of RAM and non-volatile memory such as magnetic disk 
storage. The memory 119 can contain the following: 
an operating system 120; 
Internet access procedures 122; 
as well as other procedures and files. 

FIG. 2 also illustrates the online ordering machine 106 
which includes a central processing unit (CPU) 112, Inter-
active Voice Recognition (IVR) hardware 113, a user inter-
face 114, a memory 118, a communications interface 116. 
The online ordering machine 106 can be any type of 
computing device, such as but not limited to, desktop 
computers, workstations, laptops, and/or mainframe com-
puters. The communications interface 116 is used to com-
municate with the client computers 102 as well as other -
system resources not shown. 

The IVR hardware 113 connects the online ordering 
machine 106 to a telephonic link 110 coupled to one or more 
telephonic devices, such as but not limited to a facsimile 
machine 107A and/or a telephone 107M. Each telephonic 
device 107 can be associated with a particular vendor 108. 
The IVR hardware 113 provides interactive voice recogni-
tion capabilities including voice processing, speech 
recognition, and text-to-speech processing. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
IVR hardware 113 consists of three types of devices: (1) one 
or more Dialogic"' CP/12SCTM  facsimile boards that pro-
vide the online ordering machine 106 with 60 or more 
facsimile channels, the facsimile board enables communi-
cation between the online ordering machine 106 and a 
facsimile machine 107 associated with a vendor 108; (2)one 
or more Dialogicm D/240SC-T1Th boards that provide 24 
digital signal processor (DSP)-based ports to an on-board 
T-1 telephone interface; and (3) one or more Dialogicm 
D/41 ESC"' boards that provide four DSP-based voice ports 
to an on-board analog telephone interface. The facsimile 
board enables communication between the online ordering,• • 
machine 106 and a facsimile machine 107A associated with 
a vendor 108. The D/240SC-T1T" board enables interactive 
voice recognition capabilities between the online ordering 
machine 106 and a vendor 108 having an analog telephonic 
interface, and the D/41 ESC" board enables interactive 
speech recognition capabilities between the online ordering 
machine 106 and a vendor 108 or customer having an analog 
telephone interface. A more detailed description of these 
devices can be found in the product literature for each of 
these products located at http://ww.dialogic.com  which is 
hereby incorporated by reference as background informa-
tion. 

It should be noted that the present invention is not 
constrained to the preferred IVR hardware and that other 
such hardware devices can be used that provide a similar 
capability. 

The memory 118 of the online ordering machine 106 may 
be implemented as RAM (random access memory) or a 
combination of RAM and non-volatile memory such as 
magnetic disk storage. The memory 118 can contain the 
following: 
an operating system 120; 
Internet access procedures 122; 
web server procedures 124; 
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when the call is received. In addition, the IVR procedure can 
transmit the order as a facsimile transmission and follow up 
with an automated telephone call. In either case, voice 
prompts are used to obtain a response from the restaurant in 
the form of one or more DTMF tones. The online ordering 5 

machine then relays a status response to the customer. 
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a CPU 112, a user interface 114, a memory 119, and a 
communication interface 116. The communications inter-
face 116 is used to communicate with the server computer 
106 as well as other system resources not shown. The 
memory 119 of the client computer 102 may be imple-
mented as RAM (random access memory) or a combination 
of RAM and non-volatile memory such as magnetic disk 
storage. The memory 119 can contain the following: 
an operating system 120; 
Internet access procedures 122; 
as well as other procedures and files. 

FIG. 2 also illustrates the online ordering machine 106 
which includes a central processing unit (CPU) 112, Inter-
active Voice Recognition (IVR) hardware 113, a user inter-
face 114, a memory 118, a communications interface 116. 
The online ordering machine 106 can be any type of 
computing device, such as but not limited to, desktop 
computers, workstations, laptops, and/or mainframe com-
puters. The communications interface 116 is used to com-
municate with the client computers 102 as well as other -
system resources not shown. 

The IVR hardware 113 connects the online ordering 
machine 106 to a telephonic link 110 coupled to one or more 
telephonic devices, such as but not limited to a facsimile 
machine 107A and/or a telephone 107M. Each telephonic 
device 107 can be associated with a particular vendor 108. 
The IVR hardware 113 provides interactive voice recogni-
tion capabilities including voice processing, speech 
recognition, and text-to-speech processing. 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
IVR hardware 113 consists of three types of devices: (1) one 
or more Dialogic"' CP/12SCTM  facsimile boards that pro-
vide the online ordering machine 106 with 60 or more 
facsimile channels, the facsimile board enables communi-
cation between the online ordering machine 106 and a 
facsimile machine 107 associated with a vendor 108; (2)one 
or more Dialogicm D/240SC-T1Th boards that provide 24 
digital signal processor (DSP)-based ports to an on-board 
T-1 telephone interface; and (3) one or more Dialogicm 
D/41 ESC"' boards that provide four DSP-based voice ports 
to an on-board analog telephone interface. The facsimile 
board enables communication between the online ordering,• • 
machine 106 and a facsimile machine 107A associated with 
a vendor 108. The D/240SC-T1T" board enables interactive 
voice recognition capabilities between the online ordering 
machine 106 and a vendor 108 having an analog telephonic 
interface, and the D/41 ESC" board enables interactive 
speech recognition capabilities between the online ordering 
machine 106 and a vendor 108 or customer having an analog 
telephone interface. A more detailed description of these 
devices can be found in the product literature for each of 
these products located at http://ww.dialogic.com  which is 
hereby incorporated by reference as background informa-
tion. 

It should be noted that the present invention is not 
constrained to the preferred IVR hardware and that other 
such hardware devices can be used that provide a similar 
capability. 

The memory 118 of the online ordering machine 106 may 
be implemented as RAM (random access memory) or a 
combination of RAM and non-volatile memory such as 
magnetic disk storage. The memory 118 can contain the 
following: 
an operating system 120; 
Internet access procedures 122; 
web server procedures 124; 
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web page creation procedures 126 that dynamically generate 

menu web pages in response to a customer's request; 
an order database 128 that includes information on each of 

the customers, vendors, and received orders; 
a geocode database 130 that is used to convert a geographic 

location such as a street address into longitude and 
latitude coordinates; 

an online ordering procedure 132; 
an interactive voice recognition (IVR) procedure 134 that is 

used to deliver a voice message and obtain a response to 
the voice message; 

a recorded speech database 136 including one or more 
recorded speech segments; 

an order text file 138 that is an ASCII representation of the 
order in a preferred format; 

a voice data file 140; 
a geocode procedure 142 that is used to convert a geographic 

location into its corresponding longitude and latitude 
coordinates; 

one or more menu web pages 144 that are dynamically 
created by the web creation procedure 126; 

a menu file system 146 including one or more menu files 
representing menu data associated with a particular 
vendor, preferably, the menu files are binary files stored in 
a NS encoded format; and 

other procedures and data structures. 
FIG. 3 illustrates the schema of the order database 128. 

The order database 128 can include the following tables: 
a customer table 150 having an entry for each customer that 

tenders an order to the online ordering machine 106, the 
customer entry including information that characterizes a 
particular customer; 

an address table 152 having an entry for each customer and 
including the latitude 154 and longitude 156 coordinates 
associated with a customer's address; 

an order master table 158 having an entry for each order; 
a restaurant table 160 having an entry for each restaurant 

containing information that describes the restaurant, its 
services and products, each entry including the latitude 
162 and longitude 164 coordinates associated with a 
restaurant; 

a restaurant category table 162 associated with the restaurant 
table 160 that is used to identify a category associated 
with a restaurant; 

a price range table 168 associated with the restaurant table 
160 identifying the price ranges for products offered by a 
restaurant; 

a time zone table 170 associated with the restaurant table 
160 indicating the time zone corresponding to a restau-
rant; 

a restaurant delivery table 172; 
a payment type table 174; 
a restaurant payment table 176; 
a restaurant delivery service (RDS) gratuity table 178; 
a RDS table 180; 
a holiday table 182 associated with the restaurant table and 

indicating the restaurant's holidays; 
an IVR fax code table 184; 
an EoSequence table 186; 
a RDS Category Fee table 188; 
a RDS Cross Zone Fee table 190; 
a company table 192; 
a RDS grid table 194; 
a company fee structure table 196; 
a food group table 198; 
a RDS zone table 200; 
an IVR fax disposition table 202; 

6 
a theme table 204; 
a disposition table 206; 
an hour table 208; 
a day of week table 210; 

5 a category table 212; 
a fee structure table 214; 
an order fee table 216; 
a RDS delivery table 218; 
a first category theme table 220 and a second category theme 

to 	table 222; 
a credit card table 224; and 
a RDS zone delivery table 226. 

It should be noted that the present invention is not limited 
to the database schema shown in FIG. 3. Other schemas can 

15 be utilized and other types of databases, other than the 
relational database shown in FIG. 3 can be utilized as well. 

Geocodes 

The present invention uses geocodes to determine 
20  whether a customer is within a specified geographic area of 

a restaurant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is within 
a specified geographic area of the customer's takeout range. 
The use of geocodes has the advantage of producing more 
accurate search results. The prior art use of zip codes, cities, 

25 or telephone prefixes generally produces unsatisfactory 
results listing restaurants that do not deliver to the custom-
er's location. In addition, the geocodes can be used to 
specify a geographic location anywhere within the globe, 
thereby enabling the online ordering machine to accommo- 

30  date international locations as well as the United States. 
A geocode represents a particular geographic area or grid 

defined by longitude and latitude coordinates. Longitude and 
latitude coordinates are used to define a geographic location 
relative to the surface of the earth. The earth's reference 

35  system is composed of surface divisions denoted by geo-
graphic lines of latitude and longitude. A specific geographic 
location can be defined in this system by its respective 
longitude and latitude coordinates. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the earth with latitude and longitude 
40  lines. The area 240 is represented by a geocode associated 

with a latitude and a longitude coordinate. Typically, a 
latitude coordinate is specified in latitude degrees and a .  
longitude coordinate is specified in latitude degrees; . 

The technology of the present invention uses the geocodes 
to identify each customer and vendor in order to determine 
whether a customer is within a specified geographic area or 
grid of a restaurant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is 
within a specified geographic area or grid of the customer's 

0 
takeout range. A geocode procedure 142 is used that con-
verts the address of each customer and vendor into its 
respective latitude and longitude coordinates. The latitude 
and longitude coordinates then become the geocode which 
represents a particular grid. Next, the online order procedure 
132 uses the geocode to search the order database 142 to 
make the appropriate selections. 

In a preferred embodiment, the grid size for the United 
States was selected between 0.25 and 0.3 miles. For 
example, a 0.3 mile grid equates to 0.0054 longitude degrees 
and 0.0043 latitude degrees. Thus, in order to convert the 
latitude and longitude coordinates of a customer or restau-
rant location into a geocode, the following mathematical 
equations can be used: 

Latitude Id-trunc [(latitude in degrees.106)1430014-1, 
65 	

Longitude Id=abs (truneklongitude in degrees' 10°)/54001+1), 

Creocode-Latitude Id, Longitude Id 
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web page creation procedures 126 that dynamically generate 

menu web pages in response to a customer's request; 
an order database 128 that includes information on each of 

the customers, vendors, and received orders; 
a geocode database 130 that is used to convert a geographic 

location such as a street address into longitude and 
latitude coordinates; 

an online ordering procedure 132; 
an interactive voice recognition (IVR) procedure 134 that is 

used to deliver a voice message and obtain a response to 
the voice message; 

a recorded speech database 136 including one or more 
recorded speech segments; 

an order text file 138 that is an ASCII representation of the 
order in a preferred format; 

a voice data file 140; 
a geocode procedure 142 that is used to convert a geographic 

location into its corresponding longitude and latitude 
coordinates; 

one or more menu web pages 144 that are dynamically 
created by the web creation procedure 126; 

a menu file system 146 including one or more menu files 
representing menu data associated with a particular 
vendor, preferably, the menu files are binary files stored in 
a NS encoded format; and 

other procedures and data structures. 
FIG. 3 illustrates the schema of the order database 128. 

The order database 128 can include the following tables: 
a customer table 150 having an entry for each customer that 

tenders an order to the online ordering machine 106, the 
customer entry including information that characterizes a 
particular customer; 

an address table 152 having an entry for each customer and 
including the latitude 154 and longitude 156 coordinates 
associated with a customer's address; 

an order master table 158 having an entry for each order; 
a restaurant table 160 having an entry for each restaurant 

containing information that describes the restaurant, its 
services and products, each entry including the latitude 
162 and longitude 164 coordinates associated with a 
restaurant; 

a restaurant category table 162 associated with the restaurant 
table 160 that is used to identify a category associated 
with a restaurant; 

a price range table 168 associated with the restaurant table 
160 identifying the price ranges for products offered by a 
restaurant; 

a time zone table 170 associated with the restaurant table 
160 indicating the time zone corresponding to a restau-
rant; 

a restaurant delivery table 172; 
a payment type table 174; 
a restaurant payment table 176; 
a restaurant delivery service (RDS) gratuity table 178; 
a RDS table 180; 
a holiday table 182 associated with the restaurant table and 

indicating the restaurant's holidays; 
an IVR fax code table 184; 
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a RDS Cross Zone Fee table 190; 
a company table 192; 
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a theme table 204; 
a disposition table 206; 
an hour table 208; 
a day of week table 210; 

5 a category table 212; 
a fee structure table 214; 
an order fee table 216; 
a RDS delivery table 218; 
a first category theme table 220 and a second category theme 

to 	table 222; 
a credit card table 224; and 
a RDS zone delivery table 226. 

It should be noted that the present invention is not limited 
to the database schema shown in FIG. 3. Other schemas can 

15 be utilized and other types of databases, other than the 
relational database shown in FIG. 3 can be utilized as well. 

Geocodes 

The present invention uses geocodes to determine 
20  whether a customer is within a specified geographic area of 

a restaurant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is within 
a specified geographic area of the customer's takeout range. 
The use of geocodes has the advantage of producing more 
accurate search results. The prior art use of zip codes, cities, 

25 or telephone prefixes generally produces unsatisfactory 
results listing restaurants that do not deliver to the custom-
er's location. In addition, the geocodes can be used to 
specify a geographic location anywhere within the globe, 
thereby enabling the online ordering machine to accommo- 

30  date international locations as well as the United States. 
A geocode represents a particular geographic area or grid 

defined by longitude and latitude coordinates. Longitude and 
latitude coordinates are used to define a geographic location 
relative to the surface of the earth. The earth's reference 

35  system is composed of surface divisions denoted by geo-
graphic lines of latitude and longitude. A specific geographic 
location can be defined in this system by its respective 
longitude and latitude coordinates. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the earth with latitude and longitude 
40  lines. The area 240 is represented by a geocode associated 

with a latitude and a longitude coordinate. Typically, a 
latitude coordinate is specified in latitude degrees and a .  
longitude coordinate is specified in latitude degrees; . 

The technology of the present invention uses the geocodes 
to identify each customer and vendor in order to determine 
whether a customer is within a specified geographic area or 
grid of a restaurant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is 
within a specified geographic area or grid of the customer's 

0 
takeout range. A geocode procedure 142 is used that con-
verts the address of each customer and vendor into its 
respective latitude and longitude coordinates. The latitude 
and longitude coordinates then become the geocode which 
represents a particular grid. Next, the online order procedure 
132 uses the geocode to search the order database 142 to 
make the appropriate selections. 

In a preferred embodiment, the grid size for the United 
States was selected between 0.25 and 0.3 miles. For 
example, a 0.3 mile grid equates to 0.0054 longitude degrees 
and 0.0043 latitude degrees. Thus, in order to convert the 
latitude and longitude coordinates of a customer or restau-
rant location into a geocode, the following mathematical 
equations can be used: 

Latitude Id-trunc [(latitude in degrees.106)1430014-1, 
65 	

Longitude Id=abs (truneklongitude in degrees' 10°)/54001+1), 

Creocode-Latitude Id, Longitude Id 
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associated with the customer's location. For example, cus-
tomer X can be associated with the geocode  094.56, 2943A. 
The online order procedure 132 then searches for those 
vendors servicing child grid A associated with parent grid 

5 09456, 12943. In the above example, that would encompass 
searching for all the odd values: 1,3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15. 

It should be noted that the technology of the present 
invention can be practiced with other partitioning or encod-
ing schemes. One skilled in the art can easily modify the 

to present invention to accommodate other subgrid sizes and to 
even partition the subgrids further. Other encoding schemes 
can be used to identify the various possible delivery com-
binations associated with a particular parent grid. In 
addition, one can combine one or more adjacent grids to 

is formulate a larger delivery or takeout range for a particular 
geographic area. 

Interactive Voice Recognition (1VR) System 

The Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR) procedure 134 is 
2°  used to convert a customer's text order into voice data that 

is transmitted to the vendor 108. Alternatively, the IVR 
procedure 134 can convert a customer's order into a format 
suitable for facsimile transmission. 

When a customer's order is received by the online order 
machine 106, it is converted into an order text file 138 
having a prescribed format as shown in FIG. 6. The order 
text file 138 is then transmitted to the IVR procedure 134. If 
the order is to be transmitted to the vendor by facsimile 
transmission, then the IVR procedure 134 formats the order 
text file 138 into a format that is suitable for facsimile 
transmission (e.g., postscript format) and transmits the order 
to the IVR hardware 113. The IVR hardware 113 is used to 
transmit the order to the vendor 108. 

35 	When the order is to be transmitted to the vendor 108 by 
telephone transmission, the IVR procedure 134 then trans-
lates the order text file 138 into a voice data file 140 using 
the recorded speech database 136. The voice data file 140 is 
then transmitted to the IVR hardware 113 which transmits 

40 
the voice data to the vendor 108. 
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30 
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The geocodes can then be used to determine whether a 
customer is within a specified geographic area of a restau-
rant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is within a 
specified geographic area of the customer's take-out range. 
To determine whether a customer is within a specified 
geographic area of a restaurant's delivery area, the custom-
er's geocode is used to search the order database 128 for 
those restaurants having the same geocode. 

The following mathematical relation is used to select 
restaurants that are within a customer's takeout range: 

tF the Latitude td of the restaurant > Latitude Id customer's locatioa 
- Takeout Range and 

the Latitude Id of the restaurant < Latitude Id of the customer's location 
+ Takeout Range and 

Longitude td of the restaurant 5 Longitude Id of the customer's location 
- Takeout Range and 

longitude Id of the restaurant < Longitude Id of the customer's location 
+ Takeout Range, 

THEN 
Restaurant is within the Takeout Range. 

In certain geographic areas, a grid size between 0.25 and 
0.3 miles may be too large for a delivery or takeout range. 
In such cases, the grid can be partitioned into smaller grid 
sizes. The larger grid is referred to as the parent grid and the 
smaller grids are referred to as the child grids. 

FIG. 5 illustrates one such example of this partitioning. A 
parent grid 250 having a grid size between 0.25-0.3 miles is 
associated with a geocode 09456, 12943. The parent grid 
250 is partitioned into four child grids 252-258 having a grid 
size between 0.06-0.075 miles. Each child grid 252 is 
associated with a subgrid identifier such as A, B, C, or D that 
represents an associated geographic region. 

A vendor can service one or more of the child grids. For 
example, vendor X can service child grid A, vendor Y can 
service child grids A and B, and vendor Z can service child 
grids A and D. As such, a coding scheme was developed to 
identify all the possible combinations that can occur. A 
numeric value is associated with each child grid. For 
example, child grid A is associated with the value 1, child 
grid B with the value 2, child grid C with the value 4, and 
child grid D with the value 8. The sum of these values 
represent a particular combination of delivery areas. For 
example, the combination of child grid A and B is identified 
by a value of 3. Table 1 below shows the encoding scheme 
for all possible combinations in the child grid scheme shown 
in FIG. 5. 

TABLE 1 

VALUE 	 COMBINATION 

1 
	

A 
2 
	

B 
3 
	

A,B 
4 
	

C 
5 
	

A,C 
6 
	

B,C 
7 
	

A,B,C 
8 
9 
	

A,D 
10 
	

B,D 
11 
	

A,B,D 
12 
	

C,D 
13 
	

A,C,D 
14 
	

B,C,D 
15 
	

A,B,C,D 

When searching for a matching vendor, the geocode 
procedure 142 determines the appropriate subgrid identifier 

8 

Dynamically Created Menu Web Pages 

The online ordering machine 106 generates menu web  
pages 144 that are specific to a particular customer's requegt. • 

45 The creation of the menu web pages 144 is done dynami-
cally at runtime in order to provide data that accommodates 
a customer's request. The creation of the menu web pages 
144 in this manner differs from the prior art online order 
systems. In the prior art online order systems, the menu web 

50 pages are preconfigured and displayed upon request. This 
becomes a burden to maintain and limits scalability. In the 
present technology, each menu web page 144 is configured 
at runtime and customized for a particular customer's 
request. Thus, each menu web page 144 differs since each 

55 customer's request is different as is the customer's location. 
FIG. 7 illustrates the components used to dynamically 

generate a menu web page 144. A web page creation 
procedure 126 is provided that receives as input one or more 
customer requests and is linked to the order database 128 

60 and the menu file system 146. The web page creation 
procedure 126 generates a menu web page 144 based on the 
input received from the user. The data included in the menu 
web page 144 is retrieved from the order database 128 and 
the menu file system 146. The order database 128 contains 

65 information such as the operational time of a vendor, the 
restaurant's logo, the categories of the food products served, 
and the like. The menu file system 146 includes menu data 

associated with the customer's location. For example, cus-
tomer X can be associated with the geocode  094.56, 2943A. 
The online order procedure 132 then searches for those 
vendors servicing child grid A associated with parent grid 

5 09456, 12943. In the above example, that would encompass 
searching for all the odd values: 1,3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, and 15. 

It should be noted that the technology of the present 
invention can be practiced with other partitioning or encod-
ing schemes. One skilled in the art can easily modify the 

to present invention to accommodate other subgrid sizes and to 
even partition the subgrids further. Other encoding schemes 
can be used to identify the various possible delivery com-
binations associated with a particular parent grid. In 
addition, one can combine one or more adjacent grids to 

is formulate a larger delivery or takeout range for a particular 
geographic area. 

Interactive Voice Recognition (1VR) System 

The Interactive Voice Recognition (IVR) procedure 134 is 
2°  used to convert a customer's text order into voice data that 

is transmitted to the vendor 108. Alternatively, the IVR 
procedure 134 can convert a customer's order into a format 
suitable for facsimile transmission. 

When a customer's order is received by the online order 
machine 106, it is converted into an order text file 138 
having a prescribed format as shown in FIG. 6. The order 
text file 138 is then transmitted to the IVR procedure 134. If 
the order is to be transmitted to the vendor by facsimile 
transmission, then the IVR procedure 134 formats the order 
text file 138 into a format that is suitable for facsimile 
transmission (e.g., postscript format) and transmits the order 
to the IVR hardware 113. The IVR hardware 113 is used to 
transmit the order to the vendor 108. 

35 	When the order is to be transmitted to the vendor 108 by 
telephone transmission, the IVR procedure 134 then trans-
lates the order text file 138 into a voice data file 140 using 
the recorded speech database 136. The voice data file 140 is 
then transmitted to the IVR hardware 113 which transmits 

40 
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The geocodes can then be used to determine whether a 
customer is within a specified geographic area of a restau-
rant's delivery area or whether a restaurant is within a 
specified geographic area of the customer's take-out range. 
To determine whether a customer is within a specified 
geographic area of a restaurant's delivery area, the custom-
er's geocode is used to search the order database 128 for 
those restaurants having the same geocode. 

The following mathematical relation is used to select 
restaurants that are within a customer's takeout range: 

tF the Latitude td of the restaurant > Latitude Id customer's locatioa 
- Takeout Range and 

the Latitude Id of the restaurant < Latitude Id of the customer's location 
+ Takeout Range and 

Longitude td of the restaurant 5 Longitude Id of the customer's location 
- Takeout Range and 

longitude Id of the restaurant < Longitude Id of the customer's location 
+ Takeout Range, 

THEN 
Restaurant is within the Takeout Range. 

In certain geographic areas, a grid size between 0.25 and 
0.3 miles may be too large for a delivery or takeout range. 
In such cases, the grid can be partitioned into smaller grid 
sizes. The larger grid is referred to as the parent grid and the 
smaller grids are referred to as the child grids. 

FIG. 5 illustrates one such example of this partitioning. A 
parent grid 250 having a grid size between 0.25-0.3 miles is 
associated with a geocode 09456, 12943. The parent grid 
250 is partitioned into four child grids 252-258 having a grid 
size between 0.06-0.075 miles. Each child grid 252 is 
associated with a subgrid identifier such as A, B, C, or D that 
represents an associated geographic region. 

A vendor can service one or more of the child grids. For 
example, vendor X can service child grid A, vendor Y can 
service child grids A and B, and vendor Z can service child 
grids A and D. As such, a coding scheme was developed to 
identify all the possible combinations that can occur. A 
numeric value is associated with each child grid. For 
example, child grid A is associated with the value 1, child 
grid B with the value 2, child grid C with the value 4, and 
child grid D with the value 8. The sum of these values 
represent a particular combination of delivery areas. For 
example, the combination of child grid A and B is identified 
by a value of 3. Table 1 below shows the encoding scheme 
for all possible combinations in the child grid scheme shown 
in FIG. 5. 
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When searching for a matching vendor, the geocode 
procedure 142 determines the appropriate subgrid identifier 
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Dynamically Created Menu Web Pages 

The online ordering machine 106 generates menu web  
pages 144 that are specific to a particular customer's requegt. • 

45 The creation of the menu web pages 144 is done dynami-
cally at runtime in order to provide data that accommodates 
a customer's request. The creation of the menu web pages 
144 in this manner differs from the prior art online order 
systems. In the prior art online order systems, the menu web 

50 pages are preconfigured and displayed upon request. This 
becomes a burden to maintain and limits scalability. In the 
present technology, each menu web page 144 is configured 
at runtime and customized for a particular customer's 
request. Thus, each menu web page 144 differs since each 

55 customer's request is different as is the customer's location. 
FIG. 7 illustrates the components used to dynamically 

generate a menu web page 144. A web page creation 
procedure 126 is provided that receives as input one or more 
customer requests and is linked to the order database 128 

60 and the menu file system 146. The web page creation 
procedure 126 generates a menu web page 144 based on the 
input received from the user. The data included in the menu 
web page 144 is retrieved from the order database 128 and 
the menu file system 146. The order database 128 contains 

65 information such as the operational time of a vendor, the 
restaurant's logo, the categories of the food products served, 
and the like. The menu file system 146 includes menu data 
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associated with each vendor The menu file system 146 
includes a number of menu files stored in an encoded binary 
format for faster retrieval purposes. The web page creation 
procedure 126 uses the data in the order database 128 and 
the menu file system 146 to dynamically generate one or 
more menu web pages 144 that are customized to a custom-
er's request. 

In a preferred embodiment, the web page creation proce-
dure 126 utilizes the WebObjects technology provided by 
Apple Software. WebObjects is a server technology that 
links the order database 128 directly to the web server 
procedures 124 and generates HTML web menu pages 144 
based on a customer's request. More detailed information on 
WebObjects can be found at hup://software.apple.com/ 
webobjects which is hereby incorporated by reference as 
background information. 

FIGS. 8-10 are exemplary menu web pages 144. FIG. 8 
is a menu web page 144 showing the first five pizza 
restaurants that deliver within a particular customer's loca-
tion. The restaurants shown are selected based on the 
customer's location and the restaurant's delivery area. As 
such, this menu web page 144 is dynamically created for this 
particular customer. 

likewise, FIG. 9 is a menu web page 144 showing the 
various types of food items that a particular restaurant offers 
for delivery service within a particular customer's location. 
This menu web page 144 was created in response to the 
customer's request for pizza selections. FIG. 10 is a menu 
web page 144 showing the various types of "pesce fresco' 
items that a particular restaurant offers for delivery service 
within a particular customers location. This menu web page 
144 was created in response to the customer's request for 
"pesce fresco" selections. 

Ordering Process 

FIG. 11 illustrates the steps used by the online ordering 
machine 106 to process an online order. A customer accesses 
the online ordering machine 106 through a client computer 
102 that is connected to the Internet 104. The customer 
enters the appropriate web address or universal resource 
locator (URL) for the online ordering machine 106 (step 
300). The online order procedure 132 interacts with the 
client computer 102 by providing access to a series of web 
pages that can be downloaded to the client computer 102 for 
the customer's use (step 300). Initially, a home web page is 
provided to the client computer 102 which is shown in FIG. 
12A_ 

The customer can register with the online ordering 
machine 106 which is accomplished by filling out informa-
tion requested through one or more web pages. The cus-
tomer is then provided with a web page that prompts the 
customer for his location as shown in the exemplary web 
page illustrated in FIG. 12B (step 302). This web page can 
also obtain the current time at the customer's location which 
is returned to the online order procedure 132 (step 302). The 
current time is used to determine which restaurants meeting 
the customer's criteria are currently open. In addition, the 
web page obtains the type of service that the customer seeks, 
such as but not limited to take-out service 252 or delivery 
service 254. If takeout service is requested, the web page 
requests the range of miles that the customer is willing to 
drive. If none is indicated, a default value is provided. 

Once the customer's location is provided, the online order 
procedure 132 converts the customer's location into the 
appropriate geocode as described above (step 304). 

The online order procedure 132 then searches the order 
database 128 for those restaurants that deliver to the ens- 

10 
tome r's location or are within the customer's desired takeout 
range (step 306). This search is performed as described 
above with respect to the geocode procedure 142. A menu 
web page 144 including a list of these restaurants is dynami-
cally created by the web creation procedure 126 and pro-
vided to the customer as shown in FIG. 12C. 

The customer can then select a particular vendor or 
restaurant and one or more menu web pages 144 including 
the selected information that is dynamically created by the 

10 web creation procedure 126 and provided to the customer's 
client computer 102. The customer can then browse through 
the menu web pages 144 and select items of interest. The 
user's selection or requests are used by the web creation 
procedure 126 to generate one or more menu web pages 144 

15  that are displayed to the customer (step 306). FIGS. 8-10 
illustrate such exemplary menu web pages 144. 

The customer places an order by selecting the appropriate 
items from the menu web pages 144 (step 308) which are 
then transmitted to the online ordering machine 106 (step 

2°  310). The online ordering machine 106 receives the order 
and processes it as shown in FIG. 13 (step 310). 

Referring to FIG. 13, an entry is generated for the order 
in the order database 128 (step 312). An order text file 138 
is generated representing the order in accordance with a 
prescribed format as shown in FIG. 6 (step 314). 

In the case where the order is transmitted by facsimile 
transmission to the vendor (step 316-Y), the order text file 
138 is then formatted for facsimile transmission and trans-

30 mitted to the vendor as described above (step 318). A voice 
data file 140 is then generated that informs the vendor 108 
of the transmitted fax order (step 320). 

In the case where the order is transmitted by a telephone 
call, the IVR procedure 134 is used to convert the order text 

35 file 138 into voice data (step 322). The IVR procedure 134 
performs the conversion by finding prerecorded speech 
segments stored in the recorded speech database 136 that 
match the words contained in the order text file 138. The 
speech segments are then concatenated into a voice data file 
140 that is then transmitted to the IVR hardware 113 (step 
324). The IVR hardware 113 then establishes telephonic. 
communication with the vendor 108 and transmits the voice 
data to the vendor 108 (step 324). 

In some instances, one or more calls may be niade to he 
45  vendor 108 before communication is established (step 326-

N). After a predetermined number of unsuccessful attempts 
have been made that have faded to establish communication 
to the vendor 108 (step 328-Y), the online ordering proce-
dure 132 may initiate failure actions. These failure actions 

so  can include calling the vendor directly to place the order or 
to determine the nature of the problem (step 329). Based on 
the nature of the problem, in some cases, the customer can 
be notified of the failed communication and asked to select 
another vendor 108 (step 329). In addition, the online order 

55 procedure 132 updates the order database 128 to reflect the 
status of the order (step 329). 

In the case where the online ordering procedure 132 is 
successful in communicating with the vendor 108 (step 
326-Y), the vendor 108 hears a recorded message including 

60  voice prompts for responses from the vendor 108. An 
exemplary transcript of such a recorded message can be as 
follows: 

This is cybermeals with (an/a repeat) order for (delivery/ 
carry out). Press 1 when you are ready to take this 

65 	order. 
When the employee presses 1, the voice continues with 

the following: The customer's phone number is . The 
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associated with each vendor The menu file system 146 
includes a number of menu files stored in an encoded binary 
format for faster retrieval purposes. The web page creation 
procedure 126 uses the data in the order database 128 and 
the menu file system 146 to dynamically generate one or 
more menu web pages 144 that are customized to a custom-
er's request. 

In a preferred embodiment, the web page creation proce-
dure 126 utilizes the WebObjects technology provided by 
Apple Software. WebObjects is a server technology that 
links the order database 128 directly to the web server 
procedures 124 and generates HTML web menu pages 144 
based on a customer's request. More detailed information on 
WebObjects can be found at hup://software.apple.com/ 
webobjects which is hereby incorporated by reference as 
background information. 

FIGS. 8-10 are exemplary menu web pages 144. FIG. 8 
is a menu web page 144 showing the first five pizza 
restaurants that deliver within a particular customer's loca-
tion. The restaurants shown are selected based on the 
customer's location and the restaurant's delivery area. As 
such, this menu web page 144 is dynamically created for this 
particular customer. 

likewise, FIG. 9 is a menu web page 144 showing the 
various types of food items that a particular restaurant offers 
for delivery service within a particular customer's location. 
This menu web page 144 was created in response to the 
customer's request for pizza selections. FIG. 10 is a menu 
web page 144 showing the various types of "pesce fresco' 
items that a particular restaurant offers for delivery service 
within a particular customers location. This menu web page 
144 was created in response to the customer's request for 
"pesce fresco" selections. 

Ordering Process 

FIG. 11 illustrates the steps used by the online ordering 
machine 106 to process an online order. A customer accesses 
the online ordering machine 106 through a client computer 
102 that is connected to the Internet 104. The customer 
enters the appropriate web address or universal resource 
locator (URL) for the online ordering machine 106 (step 
300). The online order procedure 132 interacts with the 
client computer 102 by providing access to a series of web 
pages that can be downloaded to the client computer 102 for 
the customer's use (step 300). Initially, a home web page is 
provided to the client computer 102 which is shown in FIG. 
12A_ 

The customer can register with the online ordering 
machine 106 which is accomplished by filling out informa-
tion requested through one or more web pages. The cus-
tomer is then provided with a web page that prompts the 
customer for his location as shown in the exemplary web 
page illustrated in FIG. 12B (step 302). This web page can 
also obtain the current time at the customer's location which 
is returned to the online order procedure 132 (step 302). The 
current time is used to determine which restaurants meeting 
the customer's criteria are currently open. In addition, the 
web page obtains the type of service that the customer seeks, 
such as but not limited to take-out service 252 or delivery 
service 254. If takeout service is requested, the web page 
requests the range of miles that the customer is willing to 
drive. If none is indicated, a default value is provided. 

Once the customer's location is provided, the online order 
procedure 132 converts the customer's location into the 
appropriate geocode as described above (step 304). 

The online order procedure 132 then searches the order 
database 128 for those restaurants that deliver to the ens- 

10 
tome r's location or are within the customer's desired takeout 
range (step 306). This search is performed as described 
above with respect to the geocode procedure 142. A menu 
web page 144 including a list of these restaurants is dynami-
cally created by the web creation procedure 126 and pro-
vided to the customer as shown in FIG. 12C. 

The customer can then select a particular vendor or 
restaurant and one or more menu web pages 144 including 
the selected information that is dynamically created by the 

10 web creation procedure 126 and provided to the customer's 
client computer 102. The customer can then browse through 
the menu web pages 144 and select items of interest. The 
user's selection or requests are used by the web creation 
procedure 126 to generate one or more menu web pages 144 

15  that are displayed to the customer (step 306). FIGS. 8-10 
illustrate such exemplary menu web pages 144. 

The customer places an order by selecting the appropriate 
items from the menu web pages 144 (step 308) which are 
then transmitted to the online ordering machine 106 (step 

2°  310). The online ordering machine 106 receives the order 
and processes it as shown in FIG. 13 (step 310). 

Referring to FIG. 13, an entry is generated for the order 
in the order database 128 (step 312). An order text file 138 
is generated representing the order in accordance with a 
prescribed format as shown in FIG. 6 (step 314). 

In the case where the order is transmitted by facsimile 
transmission to the vendor (step 316-Y), the order text file 
138 is then formatted for facsimile transmission and trans-

30 mitted to the vendor as described above (step 318). A voice 
data file 140 is then generated that informs the vendor 108 
of the transmitted fax order (step 320). 

In the case where the order is transmitted by a telephone 
call, the IVR procedure 134 is used to convert the order text 

35 file 138 into voice data (step 322). The IVR procedure 134 
performs the conversion by finding prerecorded speech 
segments stored in the recorded speech database 136 that 
match the words contained in the order text file 138. The 
speech segments are then concatenated into a voice data file 
140 that is then transmitted to the IVR hardware 113 (step 
324). The IVR hardware 113 then establishes telephonic. 
communication with the vendor 108 and transmits the voice 
data to the vendor 108 (step 324). 

In some instances, one or more calls may be niade to he 
45  vendor 108 before communication is established (step 326-

N). After a predetermined number of unsuccessful attempts 
have been made that have faded to establish communication 
to the vendor 108 (step 328-Y), the online ordering proce-
dure 132 may initiate failure actions. These failure actions 

so  can include calling the vendor directly to place the order or 
to determine the nature of the problem (step 329). Based on 
the nature of the problem, in some cases, the customer can 
be notified of the failed communication and asked to select 
another vendor 108 (step 329). In addition, the online order 

55 procedure 132 updates the order database 128 to reflect the 
status of the order (step 329). 

In the case where the online ordering procedure 132 is 
successful in communicating with the vendor 108 (step 
326-Y), the vendor 108 hears a recorded message including 

60  voice prompts for responses from the vendor 108. An 
exemplary transcript of such a recorded message can be as 
follows: 

This is cybermeals with (an/a repeat) order for (delivery/ 
carry out). Press 1 when you are ready to take this 

65 	order. 
When the employee presses 1, the voice continues with 

the following: The customer's phone number is . The 
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customer's name is The address is (only if the order 
is for delivery). The order is . Total prices excluding tax 
and coupons is . 

The employee is then given the option of pressing further 
keys: 5 to accept the order, 6 to decline the order, 2 to 
pause the order, 3 to repeat the order, 4 to hear only the 
address repeated, 7 to repeat the food items, total price, 
and payment method, 8 to repeat the phone number, 
and to just repeat the last segment you were listening 
to. 

Finally, the voice requests that the vendor press keys to 
indicate how long the order will take to deliver. 

If the IVR procedure 134 encounters any failures in 
retrieving the vendor's response (step 332-N), the online 
order procedure 132 initiates one or more failure recovery 
actions to rectify the failure. For example, if the vendor 108 
does not respond to a telephonic order, a manual telephone 
call can be made to the vendor 108 in order to ascertain the 
nature of the problem or to obtain the response. 

If the IVR procedure 134 receives a response from the 
vendor 108 (step 332-Y), the online order procedure 132 
transmits a notification to the customer indicating the status 
of an order and updates the order database 128 with the 
status thereby completing the order (step 336). Notification 
to the customer can be by an email message, or other 
communication medium, and can include an expected deliv-
ery time. 

In addition to the aforementioned steps, the online order 
procedure 132 can also transmit to the vendor 108 directions 
to the customer's location either as a facsimile transmission, 
as a telephone call, email message, and the like. Likewise, 
the online order procedure 1.32 can transmit through any 
medium directions to a vendor's location to a customer 
requesting takeout service. 

Alternate Embodiments 

The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, 
used specific nomenclature to provide a thorough under-
standing of the invention. However, it will be apparent to 
one skilled in the art that the specific details are not required 
in order to practice the invention. In other instances, well 
known circuits and devices are shown in block diagram form 
in order to avoid unnecessary distraction from the underly-
ing invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of specific 
embodiments of the present inveution are presented for 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed, obviously many modifications and 
variations are possible in view of the above teachings. The 
embodiments were chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention and its practical 
applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to 
best utilize the invention and various embodiments with 
various modifications as are suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention 
be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. 

Further, the method and system described hereinabove is 
amenable for execution on various types of executable 
mediums other than a memory device such as a random 
access memory. Other types of executable mediums can be 
used, such as but not limited to, a computer readable storage 
medium which can be any memory device, compact disc, or 
floppy disk. 

Although the present invention has been described with 65 
reference to ordering food products from restaurants, it is not 
limited to this particular product or vendor. The present  

associating with each vendor at least one geocode repre-
senting a geographic location associated with a par-
ticular vendor; 

receiving a request for vendor data from one of the client 
computers, the request including a geographic location 
associated with the requesting client computer; 

converting the requesting client computer's associated 
geographic location into a corresponding geocode; 

selecting vendor data that is associated with zero or more 
vendors having a geocode that is compatible with the 
requesting client computer's geocode; and 

providing the selected vendor data to the requesting client 
computer. 

2. The method of claim 1, 

wherein said providing step further comprises the step of: 
dynamically creating one or more menu web pages 

including the selected vendor data in response to the 
request; and 

transmitting the menu web pages to the requesting 
client computer. 

3. The method of claim 1, 

wherein each geocode includes a latitude coordinate and 

	

a longitude coordinate. 	 . .• • 
4. The method of claim 1, 	 • 
wherein the vendor geocode represents a delivery range; 

said selecting step further comprises the step of: 
finding one or more vendors whose geocode matches 

the requesting client computer's geocode. 
5. The method of claim 4, 

said selecting step further comprises the steps of: 
associating an operational time with each vendor; 
obtaining a current time from the requesting client 

computer; and 
indicating which of the found vendors are operational 

when the request is made. 
6. The method of claim 1, 

said selecting step further comprises the steps of: 
obtaining a takeout range from the requesting client 

computer; and 
selecting those vendors whose geocode is within the 

takeout range of the requesting client computer's 
geocode. 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining an order from the requesting client computer for 
a vendor product from a select vendor; 

representing the order as voice data; and 
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12 
invention can be used for other electronic commerce 
purposes, other commodities, other types of vendors, and 
other types of services other than delivery or takeout. 

In addition, the present invention is not constrained to 
5  transmitting a customer's order to the vendor through the 

interactive voice recognition system as described above. A 
modem connection can be established which will enable 
communication between the online ordering machine and 
the vendor through the Internet thereby allowing email 

10  communication, web communication, and the like. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for exchanging data in a distributed computer 

system comprising a plurality of client computers and at 
least one server computer connected by a communications 

15  link to the client computers, the server computer capable of 
connecting by one or more communications links to a 
plurality of vendors, said method comprising the steps of: 

storing vendor data associated with the vendors; 
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customer's name is The address is (only if the order 
is for delivery). The order is . Total prices excluding tax 
and coupons is . 

The employee is then given the option of pressing further 
keys: 5 to accept the order, 6 to decline the order, 2 to 
pause the order, 3 to repeat the order, 4 to hear only the 
address repeated, 7 to repeat the food items, total price, 
and payment method, 8 to repeat the phone number, 
and to just repeat the last segment you were listening 
to. 

Finally, the voice requests that the vendor press keys to 
indicate how long the order will take to deliver. 

If the IVR procedure 134 encounters any failures in 
retrieving the vendor's response (step 332-N), the online 
order procedure 132 initiates one or more failure recovery 
actions to rectify the failure. For example, if the vendor 108 
does not respond to a telephonic order, a manual telephone 
call can be made to the vendor 108 in order to ascertain the 
nature of the problem or to obtain the response. 

If the IVR procedure 134 receives a response from the 
vendor 108 (step 332-Y), the online order procedure 132 
transmits a notification to the customer indicating the status 
of an order and updates the order database 128 with the 
status thereby completing the order (step 336). Notification 
to the customer can be by an email message, or other 
communication medium, and can include an expected deliv-
ery time. 

In addition to the aforementioned steps, the online order 
procedure 132 can also transmit to the vendor 108 directions 
to the customer's location either as a facsimile transmission, 
as a telephone call, email message, and the like. Likewise, 
the online order procedure 1.32 can transmit through any 
medium directions to a vendor's location to a customer 
requesting takeout service. 

Alternate Embodiments 

The foregoing description, for purposes of explanation, 
used specific nomenclature to provide a thorough under-
standing of the invention. However, it will be apparent to 
one skilled in the art that the specific details are not required 
in order to practice the invention. In other instances, well 
known circuits and devices are shown in block diagram form 
in order to avoid unnecessary distraction from the underly-
ing invention. Thus, the foregoing descriptions of specific 
embodiments of the present inveution are presented for 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed, obviously many modifications and 
variations are possible in view of the above teachings. The 
embodiments were chosen and described in order to best 
explain the principles of the invention and its practical 
applications, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to 
best utilize the invention and various embodiments with 
various modifications as are suited to the particular use 
contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the invention 
be defined by the following claims and their equivalents. 

Further, the method and system described hereinabove is 
amenable for execution on various types of executable 
mediums other than a memory device such as a random 
access memory. Other types of executable mediums can be 
used, such as but not limited to, a computer readable storage 
medium which can be any memory device, compact disc, or 
floppy disk. 

Although the present invention has been described with 65 
reference to ordering food products from restaurants, it is not 
limited to this particular product or vendor. The present  

associating with each vendor at least one geocode repre-
senting a geographic location associated with a par-
ticular vendor; 

receiving a request for vendor data from one of the client 
computers, the request including a geographic location 
associated with the requesting client computer; 

converting the requesting client computer's associated 
geographic location into a corresponding geocode; 

selecting vendor data that is associated with zero or more 
vendors having a geocode that is compatible with the 
requesting client computer's geocode; and 

providing the selected vendor data to the requesting client 
computer. 

2. The method of claim 1, 

wherein said providing step further comprises the step of: 
dynamically creating one or more menu web pages 

including the selected vendor data in response to the 
request; and 

transmitting the menu web pages to the requesting 
client computer. 

3. The method of claim 1, 

wherein each geocode includes a latitude coordinate and 

	

a longitude coordinate. 	 . .• • 
4. The method of claim 1, 	 • 
wherein the vendor geocode represents a delivery range; 

said selecting step further comprises the step of: 
finding one or more vendors whose geocode matches 

the requesting client computer's geocode. 
5. The method of claim 4, 

said selecting step further comprises the steps of: 
associating an operational time with each vendor; 
obtaining a current time from the requesting client 

computer; and 
indicating which of the found vendors are operational 

when the request is made. 
6. The method of claim 1, 

said selecting step further comprises the steps of: 
obtaining a takeout range from the requesting client 

computer; and 
selecting those vendors whose geocode is within the 

takeout range of the requesting client computer's 
geocode. 

7. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining an order from the requesting client computer for 
a vendor product from a select vendor; 

representing the order as voice data; and 
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12 
invention can be used for other electronic commerce 
purposes, other commodities, other types of vendors, and 
other types of services other than delivery or takeout. 

In addition, the present invention is not constrained to 
5  transmitting a customer's order to the vendor through the 

interactive voice recognition system as described above. A 
modem connection can be established which will enable 
communication between the online ordering machine and 
the vendor through the Internet thereby allowing email 

10  communication, web communication, and the like. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for exchanging data in a distributed computer 

system comprising a plurality of client computers and at 
least one server computer connected by a communications 

15  link to the client computers, the server computer capable of 
connecting by one or more communications links to a 
plurality of vendors, said method comprising the steps of: 

storing vendor data associated with the vendors; 
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transmitting the voice data to the select vendor through a 

telephonic link. 
8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of: 
receiving a reply from the select vendor; and 

transmitting a response to the requesting client computer. 
9. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining an order from the requesting client computer for 
a vendor product from a select vendor; and 

transmitting the order to the select vendor as a facsimile 
transmission. 

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising the steps of: 

transmitting to the select vendor a telephonic communi- 
cation indicating the facsimile transmission; 

obtaining a reply from the vendor; and 
forwarding a response to the requesting client computer 

indicating the reply. 
11. An order entry apparatus for managing the procure-

ment of orders for vendor products on a computer network, 
said computer network comprising a plurality of client 
computers in communication with the order entry apparatus 
by a first communication link, the order entry apparatus 
capable of being connected by one or more communications 
links to a plurality of vendors, said apparatus comprising: 

a plurality of vendors, each vendor associated with a 
vendor geocode representing a location associated with 
the vendor; 

a plurality of users, each user associated with a particular 
client computer, each user associated with a user geo-
code representing a geographic location associated 
with the user; 

a plurality of vendor data; and 
an online ordering procedure having a capability to 

receive a request for vendor data from a requesting user 
and to select vendor data associated with vendors 
having a geocode compatible with the geocode of the 
requesting user. 

12. The apparatus of claim 11, 
wherein each geoc.Aode includes a latitude and a longitude 

coordinate. 
13. The apparatus of claim ll, comprising: 
a web page creation procedure having a capability to 

dynamically generate one or more menu web pages 
including the select vendor data in response to the 
request received from the requesting user. 

14. The apparatus of claim 
wherein the online order procedure further includes the 

capability to select vendor data associated with one or 
more vendors having a vendor geocode that matches 
the requesting user geocode. 

15. The apparatus of claim LI, 

wherein the online order procedure further includes the 
capability to select vendor data within a takeout range 
of the requesting user geocode. 

16. The apparatus of claim 11, comprising: 
a geocode procedure having the capability to map a 

geographic location into a geocode. 
17. The apparatus of claim 11: 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to receive an order for one or more vendor products; 
and 

further comprising an interactive voice recognition (IVR) 
procedure having the capability to convert the order 
into voice data and to transmit the voice data through 
a communication link to a particular vendor. 

14 
18 The apparatus of claim 17: 
wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 

5 	wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the requesting user indicating 
the reply. 

19. The apparatus of claim 17: 
wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

transmit the order through a communication link to a 
particular vendor. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19: 

wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 
receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the requesting user indicating 
the reply. 

20 	21. A computer readable storage medium that directs a 
computer to function in a specified manner, comprising: 

a plurality of vendors, each vendor associated with a • 
vendor geocode representing a location associated with 
the vendor; 

25 	a plurality of users, each user associated with a particular 
client computer, each user associated with a user geo-
code representing a geographic location associated 
with the user, 

a plurality of vendor data; and 
30 	an online ordering procedure having a capability to 

receive a request for vendor data from a requesting user 
and to select vendor data associated with vendors 
having a geocode compatible with the geowde of the 
requesting user. 

35 	22. The apparatus of claim 21, 
wherein each geocode includes a latitude and a longitude 

coordinate. 
23. The apparatus of claim 21, comprising: 
a web page creation procedure having a capability to 

dynamically generate one or more menu web pages 
including the select vendor data in response to the 
request received from the requesting user. 

24. The apparatus of claim 21, 
wherein the online order-procedure further includes the 

capability to select vendor data associated with one or 
more vendors having a vendor geocode that matches 
the requesting user geocode. 

25. The apparatus of claim 21, 

so 	wherein the online order procedure further includes the 
capability to select vendor data within a takeout range 
of the requesting user geocode. 

26. The apparatus of claim 21, comprising: 
a geocode procedure having the capability to map a 

geographic location into a geocode. 
27. The apparatus of claim 21: 
wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 

to receive an order for one or more vendor products; 
and 

60 	further comprising an interactive. voice recognition (IVR) 
procedure having the capability to convert the order 
into voice data and to transmit the voice data through 
a communication link to a particular vendor. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27: 
65 	wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 
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13 
transmitting the voice data to the select vendor through a 

telephonic link. 
8. The method of claim 7, further comprising the steps of: 
receiving a reply from the select vendor; and 

transmitting a response to the requesting client computer. 
9. The method of claim 1 further comprising the steps of: 

obtaining an order from the requesting client computer for 
a vendor product from a select vendor; and 

transmitting the order to the select vendor as a facsimile 
transmission. 

10. The method of claim 9 further comprising the steps of: 

transmitting to the select vendor a telephonic communi- 
cation indicating the facsimile transmission; 

obtaining a reply from the vendor; and 
forwarding a response to the requesting client computer 

indicating the reply. 
11. An order entry apparatus for managing the procure-

ment of orders for vendor products on a computer network, 
said computer network comprising a plurality of client 
computers in communication with the order entry apparatus 
by a first communication link, the order entry apparatus 
capable of being connected by one or more communications 
links to a plurality of vendors, said apparatus comprising: 

a plurality of vendors, each vendor associated with a 
vendor geocode representing a location associated with 
the vendor; 

a plurality of users, each user associated with a particular 
client computer, each user associated with a user geo-
code representing a geographic location associated 
with the user; 

a plurality of vendor data; and 
an online ordering procedure having a capability to 

receive a request for vendor data from a requesting user 
and to select vendor data associated with vendors 
having a geocode compatible with the geocode of the 
requesting user. 

12. The apparatus of claim 11, 
wherein each geoc.Aode includes a latitude and a longitude 

coordinate. 
13. The apparatus of claim ll, comprising: 
a web page creation procedure having a capability to 

dynamically generate one or more menu web pages 
including the select vendor data in response to the 
request received from the requesting user. 

14. The apparatus of claim 
wherein the online order procedure further includes the 

capability to select vendor data associated with one or 
more vendors having a vendor geocode that matches 
the requesting user geocode. 

15. The apparatus of claim LI, 

wherein the online order procedure further includes the 
capability to select vendor data within a takeout range 
of the requesting user geocode. 

16. The apparatus of claim 11, comprising: 
a geocode procedure having the capability to map a 

geographic location into a geocode. 
17. The apparatus of claim 11: 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to receive an order for one or more vendor products; 
and 

further comprising an interactive voice recognition (IVR) 
procedure having the capability to convert the order 
into voice data and to transmit the voice data through 
a communication link to a particular vendor. 

14 
18 The apparatus of claim 17: 
wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 

5 	wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the requesting user indicating 
the reply. 

19. The apparatus of claim 17: 
wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

transmit the order through a communication link to a 
particular vendor. 

20. The apparatus of claim 19: 

wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 
receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the requesting user indicating 
the reply. 

20 	21. A computer readable storage medium that directs a 
computer to function in a specified manner, comprising: 

a plurality of vendors, each vendor associated with a • 
vendor geocode representing a location associated with 
the vendor; 

25 	a plurality of users, each user associated with a particular 
client computer, each user associated with a user geo-
code representing a geographic location associated 
with the user, 

a plurality of vendor data; and 
30 	an online ordering procedure having a capability to 

receive a request for vendor data from a requesting user 
and to select vendor data associated with vendors 
having a geocode compatible with the geowde of the 
requesting user. 

35 	22. The apparatus of claim 21, 
wherein each geocode includes a latitude and a longitude 

coordinate. 
23. The apparatus of claim 21, comprising: 
a web page creation procedure having a capability to 

dynamically generate one or more menu web pages 
including the select vendor data in response to the 
request received from the requesting user. 

24. The apparatus of claim 21, 
wherein the online order-procedure further includes the 

capability to select vendor data associated with one or 
more vendors having a vendor geocode that matches 
the requesting user geocode. 

25. The apparatus of claim 21, 

so 	wherein the online order procedure further includes the 
capability to select vendor data within a takeout range 
of the requesting user geocode. 

26. The apparatus of claim 21, comprising: 
a geocode procedure having the capability to map a 

geographic location into a geocode. 
27. The apparatus of claim 21: 
wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 

to receive an order for one or more vendor products; 
and 

60 	further comprising an interactive. voice recognition (IVR) 
procedure having the capability to convert the order 
into voice data and to transmit the voice data through 
a communication link to a particular vendor. 

28. The apparatus of claim 27: 
65 	wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 

receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 
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wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the response to the requesting 
user indicating the reply. 

29. The apparatus of claim 27: 

wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 5 

transmit the order through a communication link to a 
particular vendor. 

30. The apparatus of claim 29: 

wherein the IVR procedure includes the capability to 10 
receive a reply from the vendor through a communi-
cation link; and 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the requesting user indicating 
the reply. 	 15 

31. The method of claim 1, 

wherein one or more of said communications links to said 
vendors comprise a computer network link. 

32. The method of claim 1, 	 20 
wherein one or more of said communications links to said 

vendors comprise the internet. 
33. The method of claim 11, 
wherein one or more of said communications links to said 

vendors comprise a computer network link. 	 25 

34. The method of claim 11, 
wherein one or more of said communications links to said 

vendors comprise the internet. 

16 
35. The apparatus of claim 21: 
wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 

to receive an order for one or more vendor products; 
and 

further comprising a procedure to transmit the order 
information through a communication link to a particu-
lar vendor. 

36. The apparatus of claim 35: 
wherein the procedure includes the capability to receive a 

reply from the vendor through a communication link; 
and 

wherein the online order procedure includes the capability 
to transmit a response to the response to the requesting 
user indicating the reply. 

37. The method of claim 35, 
wherein said communication link to a particular vendor 

comprises a computer network link. 
38. The method of claim 35, 
wherein said communication link to a particular vendor 

comprises the internet. 
39. The method of claim 36, 
wherein said communication link to a particular vendor 

comprises a computer network link. 
40. The method of claim 36, 
wherein said communication link to a particular vendor 

comprises the internet. 
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further comprising a procedure to transmit the order 
information through a communication link to a particu-
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wherein the procedure includes the capability to receive a 
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and 
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The system generally used for administering orders in a to 
restaurant or the like is such that a waiter or waitress takes 
each customer's order and conveys it to the kitchen. 
However, an order management system of this type has a 
problem in that the expenses involved in employing waiting 
staff increases the unit price of the food_ 	 15 

In establishments such as fast-food restaurants that have 
recently become common, a system is used in which the 
customer has to approach a counter to order and again to 
pick up the ordered food. 

However, an order management system of that type has a 
problem in that it places a large burden on customers 
because they have to return to the counter every time they 
order, and they have to wait in line at the counter if the 
restaurant is busy. 

In order to solve these problems, the use of an order 
management system has been considered in which a main 
piece of management equipment for order management (a 
host computer) is combined with a plurality of terminal 
devices for ordering that are provided at the customers' 
tables. Since this order management system makes it pos-
sible for a customer to make an order while viewing image 
data for ordering that is displayed on a terminal device, and 
the resultant order can be processed by the main manage-
ment equipment, it can solve both of the previously men-
tioned problems concerning staff expenses and the load on 
the customers. 

Unfortunately, it is not possible for a customer to obtain 
a good visualization of the dishes available for order, simply 
from an order list displayed on a terminal device. In such a 
case, a problem occurs in that customers become reluctant to 
use this system to order food. 

1 
TERMINAL DEVICE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a terminal device, in 
particular, to a terminal device by which a user can transmit 
data while viewing a screen on the terminal device. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIOR ART 

2 
accordance with predetermined rules arid managing 
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; 

5 	wherein the computation control means, comprises: 
image displaying means for reading the image data and 

displaying a data transmission management screen 
on the display means based on the operating pro-
gram; and 

control means for generating transfer data based on the 
operating program and input from the input means in 
response to the data transmission management 
screen, and managing the transmission of data to the 
other device. 

In accordance with the terminal device of the present 
invention, a data transmission management screen is dis-
played on the display means to enable a user to visually 
verify the details of data to be transmitted to another device 
and the procedure required for transmitting this data. 

20 
	

In particular, since part of the data for these management 
screens is presented as a dynamic image, this aspect of the 
invention makes it possible to use dynamic animations and 
cartoon characters to express the data transmission proce-
dure and details of this data in a visual form that is easy for 

25 a user to understand. 
The user can easily input data from the input means in 

response to this data transmission management screen, while 
receiving visual confirmation of this data to be transmitted. 
The thus-input data is sent as transmit data to the other 

30 device. 
From the above description, it is clear that the terminal 

device in accordance with this aspect of the invention 
displays the relationship between the displayed screens and 
the data to be transmitted, so that the user can check the 

35 details of the data to be sent and the operating sequence for 
sending this data in a visual, easy-to-understand manner, and 
thus the terminal device is extremely convenient to use. 

Moreover, since the basic concept of this terminal device 
is such that the image data itself is not transmitted during 

40 data transfer, only data relating to that image data is 
transmitted, the quantity of data transferred is small and thus 
the data can be transmitted rapidly. 

A second aspect of the present invention relates to a 
terminal device for transferring interactive data to and from 
another device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis- 

50 
	sion management screen wherein at least part of the 

image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing the image data in 
accordance with predetermined ruks and managing 
data transmission; and 

55 
	computation control means for managing data transmis- 

sion; 
wherein the computation control means, comprises: 

image displaying means for reading the image data and 
displaying a data transmission management screen 
on the display means based on the operating pro-
gram; and 

control means for generating first order data based on 
the operating program and an input from the input 
means in response to the data transmission manage-
ment screen, transmitting the first data to the other 
device, and managing to display a screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on the 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In the light of the above described problems, a first 45 

objective of the present invention is to provide a terminal 
device which can manage with only a small quantity of data 
to transfer, and which enables a user to input data to be 
transferred in an easy-to-understand fashion. 

Another objective of the present invention is to provide a 
terminal device which is capable of transferring interactive 
data to and from another device, wherein this data is easy for 
a user to understand and is also small in quantity. 

A further objective of the present invention is to provide 
a terminal device which is capable of responding flexibly to 
changes in the image data used for data transfer manage-
ment. 

In order to achieve the above objectives, a first aspect of 
the present invention relates to a terminal device for trans-
mining data to another device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of the 65 

image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing the image data in 
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image displaying means based on the second data 
received from the other device. 

The terminal device of this aspect of the invention enables 
the interactive transfer of data to and from another device, 
in a manner that is easy for the user to understand and 
requires little data. 

This terminal device is particularly characterized in that at 
least part of a data transfer management screen is presented 
as a dynamic image such as an animation. This makes it 
possible to manage the transfer of data that is visually easy 
for the user to understand, and thus enable the implemen-
tation of a terminal device that is extremely easy for the user 
to understand and use. 

In a third aspect of the present invention: 
the image data is image data for an order management 

screen; 
the operating program reproduces image data for order 

management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order management; 

the image displaying means reads out the image data 
based on the operating program and displays the order 
management screen on the display means; and 

the control means generates order management data based 
on the operating program and an order input from the 
input means in response to the order management 
screen, and controls the transmission of the order to the 
other device. 

In a fourth aspect of the present invention: 
the image data is image data for an order management 

screen; 
the operating program reproduces image data for order 

management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order management; 

the image displaying means reads out the image data 
based on the operating program and displays the order 
management screen on the display means; and 

the control means generates first order management data 
based on the operating program and ao order input from 
the input means in response to the order management 
screen, transmits the first order management data to the 
other device, and manages to display an order manage- 
ment screen with details corresponding to interactive 
second data on the image displaying means based on 
the second data.received from the other device. 

In accordance with this aspect of the invention, since the 
user can input an order while viewing an order management 
screen wherein at least part is presented as a dynamic image, 
an order-taking terminal device can be implemented that is 
extremely easy to understand and convenient to use. 

In particular, this aspect of the invention makes it possible 
to transfer data for order management in an interactive form 
to and from another device. Thus, when food has been 
ordered, for example, data communications can be used to 
inform the user that the ordered food is ready. In addition, if 
the user orders the fetching of predetermined data, the thus 
ordered data can be received from the other end of the 
system. 

In a fifth aspect of the present invention: 
the input means is a touch-sensitive panel disposed on the 

display means in a predetermined mutual relationship 
with the management screen. 

Disposing a touch-sensitive panel on the display means in 
a predetermined mutual relationship with the management 
screen in this manner enables the user to input order data 
easily, merely by touching a predetermined position on the 
displayed order management screen. This makes it possible 
to implement a terminal device that is convenient for a user 
to use. 

4 
In a sixth aspect of the present invention: 
the image data displays a menu screen representing a 

plurality of management categories as the management 
screen. 

5 	Displaying the management screen as a menu screen in 
this manner makes it possible to implement a terminal 
device that is even more convenient to use. 

In this regard, it is preferable that managemental details, 
such as details of the data to be sent, arc displayed on the 
menu screen by using readily understandable animations or 
photographs. 

In a seventh aspect of the present invention: 
the storage means stores image data for an order menu 

screen representing a plurality of ordering categories as 
15 	the management screen; and 

the control means converts an ordering category selected 
by the input means into code data and transmits the 
code data as the first data, and displays an order 
management screen with details which are code data 
received as the second data from the other device on the 
image displaying means. 

The terminal device of this aspect of the present invention 
enables the input of data to be transmitted by simply 
selecting a desired ordering category, thus making it possible 
to implement a terminal device that is extremely convenient 
to use. 

In particular, since the transmitted data is transferred to 
and from the other device in a converted form as wile data, 
the terminal device of this aspect of the invention has the 

30  advantage of managing with an extremely small quantity of 
data to be transferred. 

In an eighth aspect of the present invention: 
the storage means stores a plurality of sets of the image 

35 	data and operating programs; and 
the control means manages data transmission based on 

remaining sets of image data and operating program 
during a waiting time during which data transmission is 
being managed based on a predetermined set of image 

40 	data and operating program. 
In accordance with this aspect of the terminal device of 

the present invention, another data transfer management 

	

operation can be performed during the waiting time of a • 	e• 
predetermined data transfer management operation, so that 

45 the user can make use of the waiting time to transfer other 
data effectively. 

In a ninth aspect of the present invention: 
the storage means stores a plurality of sets of the image 

data and associated display operating programs for 
so 	product ordering and information ordering; and 

the control means performs ordering control based on 
image data for information ordering and an associated 
display operating program from a time at which the first 
code data is transmitted until when the second code 

ss 	data is received, during ordering control based on 
image data for product ordering and an associated 
operating program. 

It often happens that the time required to transfer an order 
for information through a circuit and receive that informa- 

co lion is shorter that the time taken between placing the order 
for a dish until the food is ready. This aspect of the invention 
makes use of the waiting time that occurs when a product 
such as a food dish is being ordered, between the ordering 
of the dish and the time that the food is ready, to provide 

65 ordering control for information. This ensures that the user 
does not waste this waiting time, and can use it etUciently to 
obtain other information. 
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by the input means into code data and transmits the 
code data as the first data, and displays an order 
management screen with details which are code data 
received as the second data from the other device on the 
image displaying means. 

The terminal device of this aspect of the present invention 
enables the input of data to be transmitted by simply 
selecting a desired ordering category, thus making it possible 
to implement a terminal device that is extremely convenient 
to use. 

In particular, since the transmitted data is transferred to 
and from the other device in a converted form as wile data, 
the terminal device of this aspect of the invention has the 

30  advantage of managing with an extremely small quantity of 
data to be transferred. 

In an eighth aspect of the present invention: 
the storage means stores a plurality of sets of the image 

35 	data and operating programs; and 
the control means manages data transmission based on 

remaining sets of image data and operating program 
during a waiting time during which data transmission is 
being managed based on a predetermined set of image 

40 	data and operating program. 
In accordance with this aspect of the terminal device of 

the present invention, another data transfer management 

	

operation can be performed during the waiting time of a • 	e• 
predetermined data transfer management operation, so that 

45 the user can make use of the waiting time to transfer other 
data effectively. 

In a ninth aspect of the present invention: 
the storage means stores a plurality of sets of the image 

data and associated display operating programs for 
so 	product ordering and information ordering; and 

the control means performs ordering control based on 
image data for information ordering and an associated 
display operating program from a time at which the first 
code data is transmitted until when the second code 

ss 	data is received, during ordering control based on 
image data for product ordering and an associated 
operating program. 

It often happens that the time required to transfer an order 
for information through a circuit and receive that informa- 

co lion is shorter that the time taken between placing the order 
for a dish until the food is ready. This aspect of the invention 
makes use of the waiting time that occurs when a product 
such as a food dish is being ordered, between the ordering 
of the dish and the time that the food is ready, to provide 

65 ordering control for information. This ensures that the user 
does not waste this waiting time, and can use it etUciently to 
obtain other information. 
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5 
In a tenth aspect of the present invention: 
the control means comprises means for writing into the 

storage means the image data and an associated display 
operating program which are received from the other 
device. 

6 
the input means so as to display plurality of items 
corresponding to a leaf portion of the tree structure. 

This makes it possible to switch smoothly between hier-
archical menu screens. 

5 	In a sixteenth aspect of the present invention: 
infor- 

present 
terminal device in accordance with this aspect of the the image displaying means displays explanatory 

	

present invention receives image data and an associated 	mation for explaining details of information displayed  
on a display screen so as to overlay the display infor- operating program for a screen to be displayed from an 

information, and causes 

	

external apparatus, and controls the writing of this data into 	
mation with the explanatory 

 
information to move so that the con- 

the storage means. In other words, the image data and 10 	
the explanatory 

 are tents of the display information in the overlaid area 

	

operating program that arrive from the external apparatus 	recognizable. 
arc in a over-writable form. In other words, at least part of a data transmission 

Since the present invention makes it possible to respond management screen in the terminal device of the present 

	

rapidly to changes in the images to be displayed, it enables 	invention is presented as a dynamic image. When explana- 
the implementation of a terminal device that is extremely 15  tory information for explaining details of information dis- 

	

applicable to a wide range of applications and is convenient 	played on the display screen is presented as a dynamic image 
to use. 	 that overlays the information on the display screen in this 

	

It is preferable that this transfer and writing of the image 	manner, it is preferable that the explanatory information is 
data and operating program is performed during a time band made to move to ensure that the display information in the 
in which the terminal device is not usually in use. 	20 overlaid area can be seen. This makes it possible to provide 

In a eleventh aspect of the present invention: 	 an image display that is even easier for the user to under: 

	

the image data displays hierarchical menu screens repre- 	stand. 
seating a plurality of management items as the man- 
agement screen. 	 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The use of hierarchical menus in this manner makes it 25 	FIG. I is an explanatory view of the order management 

	

possible to utilize a limited display space efficiently and 	system of a preferred first embodiment of the present 
display screens that are easy for the user to understand. 	invention; 

In a twelfth aspect of the present invention: 	 FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram showing the specific 

	

the image data includes transmission items divided into a 	configuration of the order-taking terminal device in the 
number of major categories according to type, items 3°  system of FIG. 1; 

	

belonging to each of the major categories further 	FIG. 3 is a flowchart of the operation of the order-taking 

	

divided into a tree structure within that major category, 	terminal device; 

	

so as to display order management menu screens are 	FIG. 4 is a detailed flowchart of the operation of the 
displayed in a hierarchy; and 	 35  order-taking terminal device FIG. 4 consist of FIGS. 4A and 

	

the operating program displays a menu screen represent- 	4B; 

	

ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre- 	FIG. 5 is a flowchart of the operation of the on-site POS 

	

sponding to one of root and node portions of the 	system; 

	

displayed tree structure, the next level belonging to a 	FIG. 6 is an explanatory view of the display screen of the 
category selected by a user from categories of the 40  order-taking terminal device; 

	

hierarchical level, and the operating program switches 	FIG. 7 is another explanatory view of the display screen 

	

menu screens representing each of items belonging to 	of the order-taking terminal device; 	- 	 . 
a same leaf portion of the tree structure to display a. FIG. S is yet another explanatory view of the iriplay 

	

menu screen based on screen changing order from the 	screen of the order-taking terminal device; 
second control means. 	 45 	FIG. 9 is an explanatory view of the order screen of the 

In a thirteenth aspect of the present invention: 
order-taking terminal device; 

display contents of each item belonging to a hierarchical 
FIG. 10 is another explanatory view of the order screen of 

level corresponding to the one of root and node por- 
the order-taking terminal device; 

tions is an image acting as an index representing the 
view of the order yet another explanatory 

	

contents of the item, at least parts of the index data 	FIG. 11 is  
function as icons; and 	 50  screen of the order-taking terminal device; 

	

the image displaying means displays a menu containing 	FIG. 12 is an explanatory view of the order management 

	

the item corresponding thereto when one of the icons is 	system of another embodiment of the present invention;  
selected by means of the input means. 	 FIG. 13 is a functional block diagram of the terminal 

device used in the order management system of FIG. 12; Displaying parts of the menu screen as icons in this 55 

	

manner makes it possible to provide an input operation that 	FIG. 14 is an explanatory view of the operation of the tree 

is even more convenient for the user to use. 	 structure of hierarchical menu screens used in the system; 

In a fourteenth aspect of the present invention: 	 FIG. 15 is a flowchart of the operation of the order 

	

the image displaying means identifies and displays a 	management system of the second embodiment of the 

selected icon and a non-selected icon. 	 60 present invention; 

	

Displaying highly recognizable icons in this manner 	FIG. 16 is another flowchart of the operation of the second 

	

makes it possible to provide the user with an accurate input 	embodiment; 
operation. 	 FIG. 17 is an explanatory view of the menu structure of 

In a fifteenth aspect of the present invention: 	 the second embodiment; 
the image displaying means displays a display change 65 	FIGS. ISA and 18B arc explanatory views of a basic 

	

area on a screen and switches the image which is 	menu screen and a basic information menu screen of the 

	

displayed when the display change area is selected by 	second embodiment respectively; 
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First Embodiment 

A first preferred embodiment of the present invention is 
shown in FIG. 1. This order management system controls 
orders at a restaurant located at a site such as an amusement 
park. Specifically, it is configured to comprise an on-site 
(i.e., installed at the restaurant) point-of-sales (POS) system 
10 that functions as a main piece of management equipment 
for order management and a plurality of order-taking termi-
nal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . located on each of the tables 30-1, 
30-2 . . of the restaurant. 

This on-site POS system 10 is connected by a line 29 to 
a host computer (not shown in the figure) at the head office 
of the restaurant chain that handles all of the restaurants. A 
network is configured of the head-office host computer and 
a host computer 20 at each restaurant. 

The POS system 10 is configured to comprise the host 
computer 20, an input-output terminal device 22 that func-
tions as an input-output means, and a register 24 that keeps 
track of all money transactions. This POS system 10 uses an 
RF module 26 as a relay terminal to keep in contact with the 
order-taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . 	the tables 30 
within the restaurant. 

The host computer 20 is configured to comprise a memory 
28. Programs that enable the on-site host computer 20 to 
function as a main piece of management equipment for order 
management are stored in this memory 28. 

In addition, an operating program and image data for 
50 

order screens are stored in the memory 28 for the order-
taking terminal devices 40. That is to say, this memory 28 
also functions as storage means for data to he transferred to 
the terminal devices 40. 

In this case, the operating program and image data are 55  
generated to enable order management of the food served at 
this restaurant. 

The operating program and image data for order screens 
that are stored in the memory 28 for the terminal devices arc 
read out when the system starts up, then arc transferred to 
each of the order-taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . .. via 
the RF module 26. 

When an order is placed from one of the order-taking 
terminal devices 40, the on-site POS system 10 temporarily 
stores details of that order in the memory 28 and also outputs ss 
a printout of the order from the input-output terminal device 
22. If this restaurant is a fast-food restaurant, when an order 
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DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now 
be described with reference to the accompanying drawings. 

8 
is received, details of that order arc processed at the register 
24 to compute the bill, then those details are output as a 
printout from the input-output terminal device 22. 

When the ordered food has been prepared, the restaurant 
staff inputs notice data that the ordered food is ready to the 
on-site POS system 10 by means of the input-output termi-
nal device 22. When this input is performed, the host 
computer 20 sends an order-ready message to the order-
taking terminal device 40 on the corresponding table 30, as 
second data. 

When an order for information is input from one of the 
order-taking terminal device 40, as will be described later 
with reference to a second embodiment of the present 
invention, the on-site POS system 10 temporarily stores the 
contents of that order in the memory 28. If the thus-ordered 
information is already in the memory 28, that information is 
transferred as second data to the appropriate order-taking 
terminal device 40. If the thus-ordered information is not 
already in the memory 28, the POS system 10 asks the 
head-office host computer (not shown in the figure) for the. 
required information, and that information is transferred as 
second data to the appropriate order-taking terminal device 
40. 

The configuration of the order-taking terminal device 40 
that is placed on each table is shown in FIG. 2. This 
order-taking terminal device 40 comprises a liquid crystal 
display screen 42 and a transparent touch-sensitive panel 44 
placed on this display screen 42, and is configured in such 
a manner that a customer can operate the touch-sensitive 
panel 44 while viewing order screens displayed on the 
display screen 42_ This order-taking terminal device 40 is 
also provided with a speaker 46 configured in such a manner 
that messages such as those relating to the operating 
sequence and order confirmation messages can be output 
audibly therefrom. 

The configuration is such that the inputting of an order is 
facilitated by the touch-sensitive panel 44, whereby touch 
sensors are arranged in a predetermined mutual relationship 
with the products that can be ordered on the order menu 
screen that is displayed on the screen 42. 

This order-taking terminal device 40 is configured to, 
comprise an RF transceiver unit 48, a CPU 50, RAM '51., 
.ROM 52, a receive data storage section 54, an image 
processing IC 56, and video RAM 58. The image processing 
IC 56 is configured to display an order screen on the display 
screen 42 via the LCD interface IC 60 and also to output 
audio signals from the speaker 46 via audio circuitry 62. 

This order-taking terminal device 40 is also configured to 
transmit and receive data through a wireless communica-
tions circuit formed between the RF transceiver unit 48 and 
the RF module 26 of FIG. 1. 

A basic operating program is stored as firmware in the 
ROM 52 to provide basic control over the entire apparatus. 

This basic operating program is configured to control the 
entire apparatus on the basis of data such as inputs from the 
touch-sensitive panel 44, and also control functions such as 
the transfer of data to and from the POS system 10. This 
basic operating program also comprises a program for 
writing the image data and operating program received from 
the host computer 20 into the receive data storage section 54. 

When the order-taking terminal device 4.0 receives the 
operating program and image data for order screens from the 
on-site POS system 10 at start-up, the CPU 50 writes the 
thus received operating program and image data into the 
receive data storage section 54 on the basis of this basic 
operating program. In other words, the CPU 50 functions as 
a data write means. 

7 
FIG. 19 is an explanatory view of a basic food menu 

screen; 
FIG. 20 is an explanatory view of a menu selection 

screen; 
FIG. 21 is an explanatory view of an order screen; 

	5 

FIG. 22 is another explanatory view of an order screen; 
FIGS. 23A and 23B are explanatory views of a total 

charge screen and waiting time display screen respectively; 

FIG. 24 is an explanatory view of an order-ready message 10 
screen; 

FIG. 25 is an explanatory view of a basic ride menu 
screen; and 

information. 
FIG. 26 is an explanatory view of a display screen for ride 

15 
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a host computer (not shown in the figure) at the head office 
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network is configured of the head-office host computer and 
a host computer 20 at each restaurant. 

The POS system 10 is configured to comprise the host 
computer 20, an input-output terminal device 22 that func-
tions as an input-output means, and a register 24 that keeps 
track of all money transactions. This POS system 10 uses an 
RF module 26 as a relay terminal to keep in contact with the 
order-taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . 	the tables 30 
within the restaurant. 

The host computer 20 is configured to comprise a memory 
28. Programs that enable the on-site host computer 20 to 
function as a main piece of management equipment for order 
management are stored in this memory 28. 

In addition, an operating program and image data for 
50 

order screens are stored in the memory 28 for the order-
taking terminal devices 40. That is to say, this memory 28 
also functions as storage means for data to he transferred to 
the terminal devices 40. 

In this case, the operating program and image data are 55  
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The configuration of the order-taking terminal device 40 
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placed on this display screen 42, and is configured in such 
a manner that a customer can operate the touch-sensitive 
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with the products that can be ordered on the order menu 
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IC 56 is configured to display an order screen on the display 
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audio signals from the speaker 46 via audio circuitry 62. 

This order-taking terminal device 40 is also configured to 
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tions circuit formed between the RF transceiver unit 48 and 
the RF module 26 of FIG. 1. 

A basic operating program is stored as firmware in the 
ROM 52 to provide basic control over the entire apparatus. 

This basic operating program is configured to control the 
entire apparatus on the basis of data such as inputs from the 
touch-sensitive panel 44, and also control functions such as 
the transfer of data to and from the POS system 10. This 
basic operating program also comprises a program for 
writing the image data and operating program received from 
the host computer 20 into the receive data storage section 54. 

When the order-taking terminal device 4.0 receives the 
operating program and image data for order screens from the 
on-site POS system 10 at start-up, the CPU 50 writes the 
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a data write means. 
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10 
order-taking terminal device 40 is sent from the on-site POS 
system 10 when the order management system starts up. 
This ensures that the order management system can respond 
rapidly to variations such as changes and additions to the 

s menu. 
Note that, although the on-site POS system 10 that 

configures the main management equipment and the order- 
taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . . in the system shown 
in FIGS. 1 and 2 were described by way of example as being 

10  connected by wireless communications circuitry, other con-
figurations could be considered such as one in which the 
on-site POS system 10 and the order-taking terminal devices 
40-1, 40-2 . . are connected via a gateway 34 provided on 
a network, as shown in FIG. 12. In such a case, this gateway 
34 acts as an interface between the terminal devices 40, the 
network, and the main management equipment (host 
computer) 10. 

An example of a terminal device 40 used in this case is 
shown in FIG. 13. Note that components corresponding to 
those in the terminal device of FIG. 2 arc given the same 
reference numbers and further description thereof is omitted. 

As will be described later, the CPU 50 functions as a data 
write means. When image data and operating program that 
is sent from the on-site POS system 10 is received through 
an interface 49, a switching means 53 is controlled to a side 
a for a write mode and the thus received data is written to the 
receive data storage section 54 for storage therein. 

The configuration is such that, when this write ends, the 
30  switching means 53 is controlled to switch to a side b for a 

read mode, and a sequence of order management actions 
occurs on the basis of the thus written image data and 
operating program. 

Flowcharts of the detailed operation of the order-taking 
35 terminal device 40 arc shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. FIG. 4 

consists of FIGS. 4A and 4B. 

The order-taking terminal device 40 is always set to an 
idle state when the system starts up, as shown in FIG. 3 (step 
100). During this idle state (step 100), the operation cycles 

4° through steps 102, 104, 106, and 1.07 shown in FIG. 4 it , ' 
. 	. • 

fixed intervals.  

In step 102, a demo screen such as that of the restaurant's 
logo is shown on the display screen 42 for a fixed time, as 
shown in FIG. 6. 

In step 104, a demo screen used for explaining the 
functions of the system is displayed as shown in FIG. 7. At 
this point, a cartoon character called Mr. Fork 300 appears. 
This Mr. Fork 300 moves around the screen and describes 

50 the operation of the various screens both in writing and 
audibly. 

Next, in step 106, an order-taking demo screen appears as 
shown in FIG. S. Mr. Fork describes the customer to press 
the "Hungry?" display area (or rather, a touch sensor pro- 

SS 
vided over the "Hungry?" display area) 310. If the "Hun-
gry?" display area 310 is not pressed within a fixed time, a 
time-out occurs (step 107) and the sequence of steps 102 to 
106 is repeated. 

If the customer did touch the "Hungry?" display area 310 
60  during step 106, the flow proceeds from the idle state of step 

100 to a menu screen display processing stale of a step 110. 
This step 110 comprises steps 112, 114, 116, and 118 of FIG. 
4. 

First of all, in step 112, the menu screen shown in FIG. 9 
65 appears on the display screen 42. In this menu screen, Mr.  

Fork 300 describes lists 200-1, 200-2, 200-3, and 200-4 of 
four types of food that can be ordered. If the customer 
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In this case, the receive data storage section 54 could be 

configured by using various different types of writable 
memory. For example, it could be configured by using 
graphics memory, SRAM, PSRAM, flash memory, or a hard 
disk, as required. 

The operating program stored in the receive data storage 
section 54 is basically configured as programs that display 
this image data in accordance with predetermined rules and 
also send and receive data for order management. 

The image data of this embodiment is configured of data 
for a plurality of menu screens in a hierarchical structure, 
with data for each of these menu screens being stored 
beforehand at predetermined addresses. In order to display 
the contents of the menus in an easy-to-understand four' on 
the menu screens, the configuration is such that a cartoon 
character (a certain "Mr. Fork" 300, as will be described 
layer) appears as a dynamic image on each screen. Data for 
this cartoon character information is also stored at prede-
termined addresses. Note that the receive data storage sec-

tion 54 is used actively as a character generator. In order to 
enable several cartoon characters to move freely on the 
screen, data for a plurality of cartoon characters could be 
pre-stored in the storage section 54 as part of the image data 

It should also be noted that each of these menu screens 
and the cartoon character data comprises both written cap-
tions and audio data. 

The image processing IC 56 reads out image data from the 
receive data storage section 54 in accordance with control 
commands from the CPU 50 and the operating program 
stored in the receive data storage section 54. It then puts 
together screen data for the menu screen and writes it to the 
video RAM 58, and also displays the screen data stored in 
the video RAM 58 on the screen 42, via the interface IC 60. 

In other words, in the terminal device of this embodiment, 
the CPU 50 performs predetermined computations for con-
trol on the basis of the basic operating program and the 
operating program stored in the receive data storage section 
54, then outputs the thus computed control codes to the 
image processing IC 56. 

If, for example, a user doesn't input anything through the 
touch-sensitive panel 44, a control .code representing.. that 
fact is input to the image proCessing IC 56. This causes the 
image processing IC 56 to put together a first-level menu 
screen from amongst the plurality of menu screens in the 
hierarchy and display it on the screen 42. 

If the user does input something through the touch-
sensitive panel 44, the CPU 50 outputs the corresponding 
instruction as a control configuration to the image process-
ing IC 56. This causes the image processing IC 56 to put 
together image data that is stored in the receive data storage 
section 54 in accordance with the operating program and 
display it on the screen 42. 

That is to say, when a user selects certain information 
from the touch-sensitive panel 44, the CPU 50 outputs a 
control signal to the image processing IC 56 on the basis of 
the resultant signal from the touch-sensitive panel 44. The 
image processing IC 56 reads out information front in the 
receive data storage section 54 on the control signal, and 
displays the thus read-out contents on the screen 42. If there 
is audio data available, it also outputs this audio data from 
the speaker 46 via the audio circuitry 62. Thus a display and 
audio output is performed to correspond to the order selected 
by the user through the touch-sensitive panel 44. 

The distinctive characteristic of this embodiment lies in 
the manner in which an operating program and image data 
that is stored in the receive data storage section 54 of the 

10 
order-taking terminal device 40 is sent from the on-site POS 
system 10 when the order management system starts up. 
This ensures that the order management system can respond 
rapidly to variations such as changes and additions to the 

s menu. 
Note that, although the on-site POS system 10 that 

configures the main management equipment and the order- 
taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . . in the system shown 
in FIGS. 1 and 2 were described by way of example as being 

10  connected by wireless communications circuitry, other con-
figurations could be considered such as one in which the 
on-site POS system 10 and the order-taking terminal devices 
40-1, 40-2 . . are connected via a gateway 34 provided on 
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network, and the main management equipment (host 
computer) 10. 
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shown in FIG. 13. Note that components corresponding to 
those in the terminal device of FIG. 2 arc given the same 
reference numbers and further description thereof is omitted. 
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an interface 49, a switching means 53 is controlled to a side 
a for a write mode and the thus received data is written to the 
receive data storage section 54 for storage therein. 

The configuration is such that, when this write ends, the 
30  switching means 53 is controlled to switch to a side b for a 

read mode, and a sequence of order management actions 
occurs on the basis of the thus written image data and 
operating program. 

Flowcharts of the detailed operation of the order-taking 
35 terminal device 40 arc shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. FIG. 4 

consists of FIGS. 4A and 4B. 
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4° through steps 102, 104, 106, and 1.07 shown in FIG. 4 it , ' 
. 	. • 

fixed intervals.  
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50 the operation of the various screens both in writing and 
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Next, in step 106, an order-taking demo screen appears as 
shown in FIG. S. Mr. Fork describes the customer to press 
the "Hungry?" display area (or rather, a touch sensor pro- 
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time-out occurs (step 107) and the sequence of steps 102 to 
106 is repeated. 

If the customer did touch the "Hungry?" display area 310 
60  during step 106, the flow proceeds from the idle state of step 
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tion 54 is used actively as a character generator. In order to 
enable several cartoon characters to move freely on the 
screen, data for a plurality of cartoon characters could be 
pre-stored in the storage section 54 as part of the image data 

It should also be noted that each of these menu screens 
and the cartoon character data comprises both written cap-
tions and audio data. 
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commands from the CPU 50 and the operating program 
stored in the receive data storage section 54. It then puts 
together screen data for the menu screen and writes it to the 
video RAM 58, and also displays the screen data stored in 
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the CPU 50 performs predetermined computations for con-
trol on the basis of the basic operating program and the 
operating program stored in the receive data storage section 
54, then outputs the thus computed control codes to the 
image processing IC 56. 

If, for example, a user doesn't input anything through the 
touch-sensitive panel 44, a control .code representing.. that 
fact is input to the image proCessing IC 56. This causes the 
image processing IC 56 to put together a first-level menu 
screen from amongst the plurality of menu screens in the 
hierarchy and display it on the screen 42. 

If the user does input something through the touch-
sensitive panel 44, the CPU 50 outputs the corresponding 
instruction as a control configuration to the image process-
ing IC 56. This causes the image processing IC 56 to put 
together image data that is stored in the receive data storage 
section 54 in accordance with the operating program and 
display it on the screen 42. 

That is to say, when a user selects certain information 
from the touch-sensitive panel 44, the CPU 50 outputs a 
control signal to the image processing IC 56 on the basis of 
the resultant signal from the touch-sensitive panel 44. The 
image processing IC 56 reads out information front in the 
receive data storage section 54 on the control signal, and 
displays the thus read-out contents on the screen 42. If there 
is audio data available, it also outputs this audio data from 
the speaker 46 via the audio circuitry 62. Thus a display and 
audio output is performed to correspond to the order selected 
by the user through the touch-sensitive panel 44. 
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the manner in which an operating program and image data 
that is stored in the receive data storage section 54 of the 
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presses one of the display areas of these lists 200-1 to 200-4, 	This enables the order management system of the present 
a selection signal for that type of food is input from a touch 	invention to respond flexibly to additions and modifications 
sensor provided over that portion (step 112). 	 to the menu, since the operating program and image data arc 

Assume that the display area over the burger food list 	distributed to the order-taking terminal devices 40 as appm- 
200-1 has been touched. to that case, a menu screen for s priate when the system starts up. 
ordering burgers appears on the display screen 42, as shown 	Subsequently, the on-site POS system 10 is controlled in 
in FIG. 10. Of the frames around the food display areas 	the idle state (step 168), it can communicate with the 
200-1 to 200-4 down the left side of this screen, only the area 	head-office host if necessary (step 170), and it can also 
200-1 changes color to identify it, to indicate that the burger 	perform register processing such as sales management with 
menu screen is currently displayed (step 114-1). 	m  the register 24 (step 172). 

If a number of types of burger are available for ordering, 	While the system is in this idle state (step 168), if order 
a page-turning area 210 is also displayed at the bottom right 	data is received from any order-taking terminal device 40 
corner of the screen to enable the customer to see the next 	(step 174) in the manner described above, the flow proceeds 
burger menu screen by touching this area 210. 	 to the step of processing that order (step 176). If this is a 

In each of these menu screens, a price is displayed along is  fast-food restaurant, register processing (step 178) is per- 
the bottom of the screen. When a burger appears that the 	formed immediately after the processing of step 176, then a 
customer would like to order, he or she can touch an order 	list of the products ordered together with the total price is 
area 220 on the screen. This ensures that a burger selection 	printed out (step 180). If this is an ordinary restaurant, this 
signal corresponding to a touch sensor provided at a position 	printout is processed (step 180) after the order has been 
over this area 220 is input to the CPU 50 (step 116-1). 	processed (step 176). 

If the customer orders chicken in step 112, the menu 	In this manner, the  on-site POS system 10 is designed to  
shown in FIG. 11 appears on the display screen 42 (step 	accept orders from the order-taking terminal devices 40 114-2) so that the customer can selected a desired chicken 

within the restaurant and also perform the appropriate rcg- dish from a number of chicken menu screens in a similar 
manner to that described above. 	 islet processing.  

In this manner, a food such as a burger or chicken is 25 	
When the products that have been ordered have been  

selected and ordered. To make a further order at the same 	prepared, the restaurant staff use the Input-output terminal 

time, 	 device such as that of a beverage such as coffee or another 	evice 22 to input an order-ready message, whereupon that  
message is sent by wireless meant from the on-site POS item, the customer can touch another order area 200 on the 	message  

menu screen shown in FIG. 10 or 11 to select it. This enables 	system 10 to the appropriate order-taking terminal device  
(step 118). the customer to combine a number of orders 	 30 40, causing an indication to appear on the screen of that 

has of orders 	be Once a sequence 	rs 	been completed in this order-taking terminal device 40. This enables the customer 
to determine immediately that the ordered food is ready and manner, the customer touches a computation button display 

order management system area 230 that is displayed on each menu screen as shown in 	can be picked up. Therefore, an  
FIGS. 10 and 11. 	 can be implemented in such a manner that both customers 

This (lunges the flow in FIG. 3 from the menu screen is and staff find it extremely convenient to use, since customers 
— 

can relax in their own seats during the time between the 
placing of each order and when the food is ready, and thus 
do not have to wait in line to order and pick up their food. 

A particularly preferable configuration of the system of 
ao this embodiment is such that data transferred interactively 

between the order-taking terminal devices 40 and the do-site 
POS system 10 (such as ordering data sent from a terminal 
device 40 to the POS system 10 and message-display data 
sent from the POS system 10 to each of the terminal devices 

display processing step 110 to a confirmation screen display 
step 120, and a list of the products ordered and the total bill 
appears on the screen together with selection buttons for 
additional orders, cancellation, and order-confirmation. 

Once the customer has checked that this order is correct, 
by looking at this confirmation screen, he or she touches the 
order-confirmation (OK) button_ 

This causes the order data to be sent from this order-
taking terminal device 40 via the RF transceiver unit 48 to as 40) is transferred as coded data. This makes it possible to 
the on-site POS system 10, where it is written to the memory 	reduce the amount of interactive data that is transferred and 
28 in the host computer 20 (step 130). 	 thus enable efficient data transfer. 

When this data transfer has ended (step 140), the order- The system of this embodiment also causes a cartoon 
taking terminal device 40 returns to the idle state (step 100) 	character such as Mr. Fork 300 to appear within each menu 
of FIG. 3 and starts the previously described process of 

50 screen so that information necessary to the user can be 
inducing orders. conveyed in an easy-to-understand form. In other words, the 

A flowchart of the operations of the on-site POS system 	provision of this animated cartoon character makes it pos- 
10 is shown in FIG. 5. 	 Bible to convey to the user details such as the contents of 

When the order management system starts up (step 160), 	each item in the menu screens and how to operate these 
it communicates with the head-office host computer (step ss menu screens, in a visually comprehensible form. 
162) to receive various items of data relating to the day's 
menu, and it also receives an operating program and image 	 Second Embodiment 

data for order screens for use by the order-taking terminal 	A second embodiment of the present invention will now 
devices 40 and writes them to the memory 28 in the on-site 	be described in detail. 
POS system. 	 60 The first embodiment of the present invention was 

Subsequently, the on-site POS system 10 sets and stores 	described by way of example as being applied only to the 
the new operating program and image data in the order- 	order management of a food menu in a restaurant. This 
taking terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . . on the tables 30-1, 	second embodiment, however, is characterized in that it is 
30-2 . . . within the restaurant, by sending the operating 	configured to provide order management of information, not 
program and image data for order screens that are stored in 65 just of the food menu in the restaurant_ 
the memory 28 to the terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . (step 	In other words, the system of this embodiment is char- 
164). 	 acterized in that image data and an associated operating 
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An outline of the operation of each terminal device 40 is 
shown in the flowchart of FIG. 15. 

First of all, when the system has started up and the transfer 
and writing of the image data and operating programs from 
the POS system 10 to the order-taking terminal devices 40-1, 
40-2 . . has ended, a basic menu screen such as that shown 
in FIG. 18A appears on the display screen 42 of each of the 
order-taking terminal devices 40 (step S200). 

A food menu selection button 400 and an information 
menu selection button 500 are displayed on this basic menu 
screen, with a transparent touch-sensitive panel 44 posi-
tioned over each display area. 

If a customer sitting at one of the scats in the restaurant 
views the display screen of the terminal device 40 provided 
at that table and inuchm the food menu selection button 400 
with a finger, a corresponding input signal is input to the 
CPU 50 from the touch-sensitive panel 44. This causes a 
predetermined instruction to be sent from the CPU 50 to the 
image processing IC 56, the image processing IC 56 calls up 
image data from the receive data storage section 54 on the 
basis of this instruction, and the basic menu screen for food 
is displayed as shown in FIG. 19 (step S210). 

A row of major list categories 200-1 to 200-4 of products 
that can be ordered from the food menu is displayed on the 
left side of this basic menu screen. Icons are displayed as 35 

animated or photographic images in the display areas for 
these categories 200-1 to 200-4, to act as an instantly 
recognizable index to the contents of these categories (such 
as sandwiches, beverages, chicken dishes, and salads). 

Written captions 262, 264, 266, and 268 of each of the 
categories are displayed beside each category in main part of 
the screen to the right of these categories 200-1 to 200-4. 
These written captions 262 to 268 are arranged in such a 
manner that "Sandwiches" is displayed for category 200-1, 
"Drinks" for category 200-2, "Chicken" for category 200-3, 
and "Salads" for category 200-4. 

A dynamic cartoon character 300 is also displayed in such 
as manner as to partially overlay the written captions 262 to 
268, and a sign 260 held by this cartoon character 300 bears 
the written notice: "To switch between each category, press 
the icons." 

To request menus that are not currently displayed, the 
customer can touch the area of the sign 260 to display the 
next page of the menu which is a screen of the same 
configuration as that of FIG. 19. 

It should be noted that parts of the written captions 262 to 
268 that are overlaid by the cartoon character 300 and the 
sign 260 ("Drinks" and "Chicken" in this figure) will be 
obscured if the character stays in a fixed position without 
moving. Therefore, the cartoon character 300 and the sign 
260 are made to move in a circuit up and down the screen, 
to made bidden captions visible. This enables efficient use of 
a limited display area. 

From consideration of the size of the display screen and 65 

size of area that a user can be expected to touch easily, it is 
preferable to display about four items per screen as the major 

13 
system for the order management of a food menu are stored 
in the memory 28 of the on-site POS system 10 of FIG. 1 
together with image data and an associated operating system 
for the order management of information. When this system 
starts up, a plurality of sets of image data and operating s 
programs are sent from the on-site POS system 10 to the 
terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . . , and the thus-transferred 
data is written into and stored in the receive data storage 
section 54 of each of the order-taking terminal devices 40. 

to 
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categories 200-1 to 200-4 of the food menu. Each of these 
categories 200-1 to 200-4 also functions as an icon, and 
information relating to a category is displayed on the screen 
when the user touches the associated icon. 

For example, if the user touches the sandwich category 
200-1, a menu screen similar to that of FIG. 20 is displayed. 

Note that the category 200-1 that is currently selected is 
displayed with a different background color within its frame, 
to distinguish it from the other categories 200-2 to 200-4. 

More specifically, all of the categories 200-1 to 200-4 
have the same background color (represented by hatching in 
this figure) before any selection is made (the state shown in 
FIG. 19). However, if category 200-1 is touched, the color 
of that category 200-1 changes (represented by a dotted 
pattern in FIG. 20) while the color of the other categories 
200-2 to 200-4 remain the same. This process of having a 
different color within the frame of a specified category can 
equally well be reversed so that the selected category 200-1 
remains the same color, but the color of the other categories _ 
200-2 to 200-4 is changed. 

Note that FIG. 20 shows the display that appears when the 
sandwich category 200-1 is specified, in which case an 
animated image 282 of a ham sandwich that is representative 

25 
of the selected category 200-1 is displayed in the area to the 
right of the figure. At the same time, a written caption 2.80 
giving the product name "Ham Sandwich" and another 
written caption 284 giving the price are also displayed in 
addition to the animated image 282 of the ham sandwich. 
The cartoon character 300 is also displayed on this screen, 
together with a sign 270 on which is written "Press here to 
order this food." A computation button 230 on which is 
written "Bill" is also displayed on the screen, to prompt 
computation of the bill. If the user wishes to order, he or she 
touches the area of the sign 270 and then touches the 
computation button 230. 

The menu structure of these categories 200-1 to 200-4 is 
shown in FIG. 17. Taking the sandwich menu as an example, 
the configuration is such that there are three menu screens, 
one for each of three different types of sandwich. The first 
menu screen could display a salad sandwich; the sedond 
menu screen, a ham sandwich; and the third menu screen, an ' 
egg sandwich, for example. Similarly, a number of menu 
screens are configured to display details of each of a number 
of different choices in the other categories, such as drinks, 
chicken dishes, and salads. 

If the sandwich category 200-1 has been selected and the 
user then touches the sign 270 shown in FIG. 20, a display 
screen for selecting a number of orders (not shown in these 
figures) appears so that the user can input a number of orders 
while viewing this screen. More specifically, if the user 
presses the specified portion 270 in accordance with the 
instruction "Press here to order this food," the written 
caption "Press here to order this food" within the sign 270 
could change to show numeric keys 0 to 9 that the customer 
could use to input a number of orders. 

If the customer uses this function to order a predetermined 
number of ham sandwiches, for example, a series of anima-
tions could appear to show the products that have been 
ordered in a package to go, as shown in FIGS. 21 and 22 
(step S216). This enables the user to verify the details of the 
order visually. 

At the point at which the products that have been ordered 
are shown accommodated within a package, as shown in 
FIG. 22, a "Thank you" message appears on the screen, then 
the display returns to the menu selection screen of FIG. 20 
(steps S212 and 214). 
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An outline of the operation of each terminal device 40 is 
shown in the flowchart of FIG. 15. 

First of all, when the system has started up and the transfer 
and writing of the image data and operating programs from 
the POS system 10 to the order-taking terminal devices 40-1, 
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predetermined instruction to be sent from the CPU 50 to the 
image processing IC 56, the image processing IC 56 calls up 
image data from the receive data storage section 54 on the 
basis of this instruction, and the basic menu screen for food 
is displayed as shown in FIG. 19 (step S210). 

A row of major list categories 200-1 to 200-4 of products 
that can be ordered from the food menu is displayed on the 
left side of this basic menu screen. Icons are displayed as 35 

animated or photographic images in the display areas for 
these categories 200-1 to 200-4, to act as an instantly 
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as sandwiches, beverages, chicken dishes, and salads). 

Written captions 262, 264, 266, and 268 of each of the 
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the icons." 
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configuration as that of FIG. 19. 
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obscured if the character stays in a fixed position without 
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260 are made to move in a circuit up and down the screen, 
to made bidden captions visible. This enables efficient use of 
a limited display area. 

From consideration of the size of the display screen and 65 

size of area that a user can be expected to touch easily, it is 
preferable to display about four items per screen as the major 

13 
system for the order management of a food menu are stored 
in the memory 28 of the on-site POS system 10 of FIG. 1 
together with image data and an associated operating system 
for the order management of information. When this system 
starts up, a plurality of sets of image data and operating s 
programs are sent from the on-site POS system 10 to the 
terminal devices 40-1, 40-2 . . . , and the thus-transferred 
data is written into and stored in the receive data storage 
section 54 of each of the order-taking terminal devices 40. 

to 
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categories 200-1 to 200-4 of the food menu. Each of these 
categories 200-1 to 200-4 also functions as an icon, and 
information relating to a category is displayed on the screen 
when the user touches the associated icon. 

For example, if the user touches the sandwich category 
200-1, a menu screen similar to that of FIG. 20 is displayed. 

Note that the category 200-1 that is currently selected is 
displayed with a different background color within its frame, 
to distinguish it from the other categories 200-2 to 200-4. 

More specifically, all of the categories 200-1 to 200-4 
have the same background color (represented by hatching in 
this figure) before any selection is made (the state shown in 
FIG. 19). However, if category 200-1 is touched, the color 
of that category 200-1 changes (represented by a dotted 
pattern in FIG. 20) while the color of the other categories 
200-2 to 200-4 remain the same. This process of having a 
different color within the frame of a specified category can 
equally well be reversed so that the selected category 200-1 
remains the same color, but the color of the other categories _ 
200-2 to 200-4 is changed. 

Note that FIG. 20 shows the display that appears when the 
sandwich category 200-1 is specified, in which case an 
animated image 282 of a ham sandwich that is representative 
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of the selected category 200-1 is displayed in the area to the 
right of the figure. At the same time, a written caption 2.80 
giving the product name "Ham Sandwich" and another 
written caption 284 giving the price are also displayed in 
addition to the animated image 282 of the ham sandwich. 
The cartoon character 300 is also displayed on this screen, 
together with a sign 270 on which is written "Press here to 
order this food." A computation button 230 on which is 
written "Bill" is also displayed on the screen, to prompt 
computation of the bill. If the user wishes to order, he or she 
touches the area of the sign 270 and then touches the 
computation button 230. 

The menu structure of these categories 200-1 to 200-4 is 
shown in FIG. 17. Taking the sandwich menu as an example, 
the configuration is such that there are three menu screens, 
one for each of three different types of sandwich. The first 
menu screen could display a salad sandwich; the sedond 
menu screen, a ham sandwich; and the third menu screen, an ' 
egg sandwich, for example. Similarly, a number of menu 
screens are configured to display details of each of a number 
of different choices in the other categories, such as drinks, 
chicken dishes, and salads. 

If the sandwich category 200-1 has been selected and the 
user then touches the sign 270 shown in FIG. 20, a display 
screen for selecting a number of orders (not shown in these 
figures) appears so that the user can input a number of orders 
while viewing this screen. More specifically, if the user 
presses the specified portion 270 in accordance with the 
instruction "Press here to order this food," the written 
caption "Press here to order this food" within the sign 270 
could change to show numeric keys 0 to 9 that the customer 
could use to input a number of orders. 

If the customer uses this function to order a predetermined 
number of ham sandwiches, for example, a series of anima-
tions could appear to show the products that have been 
ordered in a package to go, as shown in FIGS. 21 and 22 
(step S216). This enables the user to verify the details of the 
order visually. 

At the point at which the products that have been ordered 
are shown accommodated within a package, as shown in 
FIG. 22, a "Thank you" message appears on the screen, then 
the display returns to the menu selection screen of FIG. 20 
(steps S212 and 214). 
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This causes a basic information menu screen to appear on 

the display screen 42, as shown in FIG. 18B, and also causes 
aural instructions for operating this basic menu screen to be 
output from the speaker 46 (step S300). 

5 	An event menu selection button 510 and a ride menu 
selection button 512 are displayed on this basic menu screen. 

If the user touches the ride menu selection button 512, a 
basic ride menu screen appears on the display screen 42, as 
shown in FIG. 25 (step S310). 

15 
A user that does not want a ham sandwich could press the 

page-turning area 210 provided at the bottom right corner of 
the display screen, whereupon an animated image of a salad 
sandwich, for example, is displayed instead of the currently 
displayed ham sandwich. If the page-turning area 210 is 
pressed again while the salad sandwich is being displayed, 
another type of sandwich is displayed in sequence, such as 
an egg sandwich. 

In a similar manner, if the category 200-2 was selected, an 
animated image of a beverage such as orange juice appears 
first, together with an appropriate written caption, (step 
S214). If the user doesn't want orange juice and presses the 
page-turning area 210 provided at the bottom right of the 
display screen, an animated image of a different type of juice 
is displayed as second information. Pressing the page-
turning area 210 again when this image is displayed causes 
the next beverage to be displayed, and thus a number of 
beverages can be displayed one-by-one in sequence. 

In this way, the user orders the desired items of food (steps 
S212, 5214, and S216). Once this sequence of orders is 
completed, the user touches the computation button 230 that 
is displayed in a manner such as that shown in FIG. 20. This 
causes a total charge screen such as that shown in FIG. 23A 
to appear on the display screen 42 (step S218). A written 
caption 290 indicating the total bill for the products that the 
user has ordered, an OK button 292, and a cancel button 294 
are displayed on this final-total screen. The user then touches 
the OK button 292 to agree to the bill for this order, or the 
cancel button 294 to correct the order. 

If the OK button 292 is touched, the ordering sequence 
ends and details of the order (information such as the food 
name, number of items, total bill, and table number) arc sent 
as code data from the terminal device 40 to the host 
computer 20 of the POS system 10. The waiting time 
required until the ordered products will be ready is sent hack 
to that terminal device 40 from the host computer 20 as code 
data. The time until the ordered food is ready is displayed on 
the display screen 42 of the terminal device 40 as shown in 
FIG. 23B (step S220). 

When this sequence of processing ends, the flow returns 
to step S200 and the basic menu screen reappears on the 
display. 

When the food that the user has ordered is ready, an 
interrupt is sent from the on-site POS system 10 to the user's 
order-taking terminal device 40, as shown in FIG. 16, and a 
message saying that the ordered food is ready is sent as code 
data. When it receives this code data, the terminal device 40 
displays a food-ready message such as that of FIG. 24 on the 
display screen 42 (step S230). This sends an interrupt to the 
display screen 42 to display a food-ready message, making 
it possible for the user to be informed accurately that the 
ordered food is ready, even if the user has selected another 
screen and the associated operations are being performed, as 
will be described later. 

Note that if the cancel button 294 is touched in step S218, 
the menu selection screen of FIG. 19 returns to the screen, 
enabling the user to start the ordering process from the 
beginning. 

Note also that the system of this embodiment is config-
ured in such a manner that, once the ordering from the food 
menu has ended, the waiting time required until the food is 
ready can be used to present various items of information 
about the amusement park, from the basic menu screen 
displayed on the display screen 42 (step S200). To see this 
information in such a case, the user touches an information 
menu selection button 500 from the basic menu screen 
shown in FIG. 18A.  

to 
This basic ride menu screen displays four areas, a first 

arca Al to a fourth area A4, to represent areas Al to A4 
within the amusement park. In this case, each of the areas 
displays a simple animated image of a typical ride within 

15 
that part of the amusement park, such as a roller coaster in 
area Al and a Ferris wheel in area A2 (however, these 
animated images are omitted from the figure). In addition, a 
cartoon character 300 appears in such a manner as to overlay 
this area information. A sign 270 held by this cartoon 

2.0 character 300 has a written caption saying "Press here to see 
other areas," in a similar manner to that of the food menu. 
To see an area that is not displayed on this screen, the user 
touches the sign 270 and the next page of information (on 
four areas from AS onward) is displayed with the same 

25 
screen structure. Note that parts of the displayed information  
that is overlaid by the cartoon character 300 and the sign 270 
will be obscured if the character stays in a fixed position 
without moving, so the cartoon character 300 and the sign 
270 are made to move in a circuit along the path Y-Y', to 

30 
made hidden captions visible. This enables efficient use of a 
limited display area. 

In the same manner as with the food menu, the amount of 
area information displayed at a time is preferably enough for 
four areas within one display screen, as shown in FIG. 25, 

35  from consideration of the size of the display screen and size 
of area that a user can be expected to touch easily. Since each 
of these areas Al to A4 also functions as an icon, details 
associated with an area are displayed on the screen if the 
region of that area is touched. For example, if the region of 

44, area Al is touched, the display shown in FIG. 26 could.,  
appear (step S320). Note that the color of the background 
portion within the frame of the specified item (area Al, in 
this case) could be made to be different from the color of 
other items, in the same manner as with the food menu. 

45 	Note that FIG. 26 shows the display that appears when 
area Al is specified, in which case an animated image that 
expresses the concept of a roller coaster is shown on the 
screen in an easy-to-understand form. In addition to an 
animated image 400 of a roller coaster, the screen also shows 

50 a written caption 410 saying "Roller coaster" and another 
written caption 420 expressing the waiting time as "Waiting 
time is 30 minutes," together with the cartoon character 300. 
If the user presses the page-turning area 210 provided at the 
bottom right of the display screen, an animated image of 

55 another ride within the same area Al is displayed instead of 
the currently displayed roller coaster. Every time the user 
presses the page-turning area 210 of the animated image 
representing a newly displayed ride, animated images of 
other rides within the same area are displayed one at a time 

60 in sequence. 
The above description concerned a case in which infor-

mation relating to the food menu and attractions at an 
amusement park are displayed, but the present invention can 
equally well be applied to a case in which a similar method 

65 is used to display "Event information" and "Other informa-
tion" (not shown in the figure). If a user touches a major 
category such as "Event information" or "Other informa- 
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To see an area that is not displayed on this screen, the user 
touches the sign 270 and the next page of information (on 
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screen structure. Note that parts of the displayed information  
that is overlaid by the cartoon character 300 and the sign 270 
will be obscured if the character stays in a fixed position 
without moving, so the cartoon character 300 and the sign 
270 are made to move in a circuit along the path Y-Y', to 
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made hidden captions visible. This enables efficient use of a 
limited display area. 

In the same manner as with the food menu, the amount of 
area information displayed at a time is preferably enough for 
four areas within one display screen, as shown in FIG. 25, 

35  from consideration of the size of the display screen and size 
of area that a user can be expected to touch easily. Since each 
of these areas Al to A4 also functions as an icon, details 
associated with an area are displayed on the screen if the 
region of that area is touched. For example, if the region of 

44, area Al is touched, the display shown in FIG. 26 could.,  
appear (step S320). Note that the color of the background 
portion within the frame of the specified item (area Al, in 
this case) could be made to be different from the color of 
other items, in the same manner as with the food menu. 

45 	Note that FIG. 26 shows the display that appears when 
area Al is specified, in which case an animated image that 
expresses the concept of a roller coaster is shown on the 
screen in an easy-to-understand form. In addition to an 
animated image 400 of a roller coaster, the screen also shows 

50 a written caption 410 saying "Roller coaster" and another 
written caption 420 expressing the waiting time as "Waiting 
time is 30 minutes," together with the cartoon character 300. 
If the user presses the page-turning area 210 provided at the 
bottom right of the display screen, an animated image of 

55 another ride within the same area Al is displayed instead of 
the currently displayed roller coaster. Every time the user 
presses the page-turning area 210 of the animated image 
representing a newly displayed ride, animated images of 
other rides within the same area are displayed one at a time 

60 in sequence. 
The above description concerned a case in which infor-

mation relating to the food menu and attractions at an 
amusement park are displayed, but the present invention can 
equally well be applied to a case in which a similar method 

65 is used to display "Event information" and "Other informa-
tion" (not shown in the figure). If a user touches a major 
category such as "Event information" or "Other informa- 
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With this embodiment, the configuration is such that 
various types of animation information (image data) to be 
d isplayed are stored in the receive data storage section 54 
provided in the terminal device 40, the user requests infor-
mation from the touch-sensitive panel 44, and animation 
information is read out fmm an address corresponding to the 
input from the touch-sensitive panel 44. However, the con-
figuration could be such that information other than this 
preset animation information is sent from the host computer 
20 to each terminal device 40 at fixed intervaLs. This 
information could relate to the waiting times for rides or the 
starting times of events, or it could be information that 
changes with time such as news about lost property or 
straying children. The CPU 50 could accumulate the infor-
mation seat from a central location as latest information in 
the memory 54 and display it as required. 

In this manner, the system of this embodiment is config-
ured in such a manner that animation image data that 
involves a large quantity of data that would require a long 
wait to transfer is held within the terminal device, and only 
information such as that which requires a shod wait to 
transfer or numeric information is transferred to and from 
the host computer. Moreover, accumulating data from the 
host computer in the memory of the terminal device ensures 
that there is normally no need to receive data from the host 
computer. Thus the system of this embodiment is charac-
terized in that it can be implemented even with an inexpen-
sive network that can transfer only a small quantity of data. 

It should be obvious to those skilled in the art that the 

30 
above described embodiments arc merely examples of the 
application of the present invention, and should not be taken 
as being limiting. For example, the major categories of this 
embodiment were specified as being "Food menu selection," 
"Event information," "Ride information," and "Other infor-
mation." However, software such as various gams could 
also be incorporated into the system. If the user touches a 
category of "Games," major categories of a number of 
games appear and the user can then select a preferred game 
from amongst these options. 

In addition, although the above embodiments concerned 
examples in which the present invention was applied to 
order management in a restaurant, it should he obvious that 
the present invention is not limited thereto and vanous other 
embodiments can equally well be applied to other environ-
ments. 

For example, the order-taking terminal devices 40 shown 
in FIG. l could be disposed at customers' seats at a sports 
ground such as a baseball stadium or soccer stadium, with 
the POS system 10 being located at a central product 
distribution center. The configuration could be such that, 
when an order is received from one of the order-taking 
terminal devices 40, the operator of the POS system 10 
instructs the nearest vendor to that customer's seat to deliver 
the ordered products. 

The order management system of the present invention is 
not necessarily applicable to a baseball stadium as described 
above; it can equally well be applied to another place of 
entertainment such as a theater. In such a case, the ordering 
of products from customers' seats in the theater can be 
facilitated by the provision of an order-taking terminal 
device at each of the customer's seats. 

The order management system of the present invention is 
not limited to food and beverages in a restaurant as was 
described above, it can equally well be applied to the 
ordering of data relating to a popular player or actor in an 
entertainment site such as a spoors ground, baseball stadium, 
or theater. 

17 
Lion" in such a configuration, animated images relating to 
about four items are first displayed to act as an index of the 
information belonging to that major category. If any one of 
those four categories is pressed, a first animated image 
belonging thereto is displayed. If there is another item 5 
available within this category, pressing the page-turning area 
210 causes a similar second animated image to be displayed, 
pressing the page4urning area 210 again causes a similar 
third animated image to be displayed, and so on until all the 
images have been displayed in sequence by screen switch- so 
mg. Note that the display method in this case is substantially 
the same as that of the display of the food menu or 
attractions, so further description thereof is omitted. 

In this manner, this embodiment of the invention makes it 
possible for an order entry system at a restaurant or similar 
site to display large quantities of multimedia information 
efficiently within a limited display space, and also display 
that information in a form that is easy for a user to under-
stand. It also enables the user to perform the input operation 
easily, based on displayed information. 

An example of the structure of hierarchical menu screens 
that are displayed in this manner is shown in FIG. 14. 

In this structure, a plurality of items of multimedia 
information to be displayed is divided into a number of 
major categories, one for each type of information, and 
information within each of these categories is arranged in a 
tree structure belonging to that category. If one item of 
information in a hierarchical level corresponding to a root or 
node of this tree structure is selected, information in the next 
level belonging to the thus selected information is displayed. 
If there is a plurality of items of information to be displayed, 
the selection of one item of this information ensures that the 
display of information in the next level belonging to the 
selected information is processed in sequence. At the leaf 
level of the tree structure, a plurality of items of information 
corresponding to the selected leaf are switched to display 
one at a time. 

If, for example, roots R1, R2, R3, and R4 in the tree 
structure of FIG_ 14 are made to correspond to the above 
described second embodiment, root R1 would correspond to 
"Food menu selection", root R2 to "Event information", root 
R3 to "Attraction information", and root R4 to "Other 
information." Note that, in order to simplify the description 
below, only "Food menu selection" is discussed. Nodes N1, 
N2, N3, and N4 belonging to root RI "Food menu selection" 
correspond to major categories 200-1 to 200-4 of the food 
menu in this case, as shown in FIG. 19. Similarly, leaves Ll, 
I.2, . . belonging to node N1 of category 200-1, for 
example, correspond to different types of sandwich in this 
case, such as ham sandwich and salad sandwich. 

The use of a display method of this type makes it possible 
to display a large quantity of varied information in an easily 
recognizable form, even if the screen can only display a 
small amount of space at a time. Since the image informa- 55 

tion that is displayed is animation information (mainly 
dynamic images, but a static image could also be used), 
information that the management particularly wants to 
attract the user's attention could be made more noticeable by 
making only the attention-attracting portion a dynamic 60 

image, or it could be made even more recognizable by 
various other contrivances. From the recognizability point of 
view, it is also preferable that the entire screen is used to 
display each type one-by-one, to make the images seem 
bigger. Note that a plurality of images could equally well be 65 

displayed simultaneously, within a range in which recog-
nizability is not affected. 
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mation from the touch-sensitive panel 44, and animation 
information is read out fmm an address corresponding to the 
input from the touch-sensitive panel 44. However, the con-
figuration could be such that information other than this 
preset animation information is sent from the host computer 
20 to each terminal device 40 at fixed intervaLs. This 
information could relate to the waiting times for rides or the 
starting times of events, or it could be information that 
changes with time such as news about lost property or 
straying children. The CPU 50 could accumulate the infor-
mation seat from a central location as latest information in 
the memory 54 and display it as required. 

In this manner, the system of this embodiment is config-
ured in such a manner that animation image data that 
involves a large quantity of data that would require a long 
wait to transfer is held within the terminal device, and only 
information such as that which requires a shod wait to 
transfer or numeric information is transferred to and from 
the host computer. Moreover, accumulating data from the 
host computer in the memory of the terminal device ensures 
that there is normally no need to receive data from the host 
computer. Thus the system of this embodiment is charac-
terized in that it can be implemented even with an inexpen-
sive network that can transfer only a small quantity of data. 

It should be obvious to those skilled in the art that the 

30 
above described embodiments arc merely examples of the 
application of the present invention, and should not be taken 
as being limiting. For example, the major categories of this 
embodiment were specified as being "Food menu selection," 
"Event information," "Ride information," and "Other infor-
mation." However, software such as various gams could 
also be incorporated into the system. If the user touches a 
category of "Games," major categories of a number of 
games appear and the user can then select a preferred game 
from amongst these options. 

In addition, although the above embodiments concerned 
examples in which the present invention was applied to 
order management in a restaurant, it should he obvious that 
the present invention is not limited thereto and vanous other 
embodiments can equally well be applied to other environ-
ments. 

For example, the order-taking terminal devices 40 shown 
in FIG. l could be disposed at customers' seats at a sports 
ground such as a baseball stadium or soccer stadium, with 
the POS system 10 being located at a central product 
distribution center. The configuration could be such that, 
when an order is received from one of the order-taking 
terminal devices 40, the operator of the POS system 10 
instructs the nearest vendor to that customer's seat to deliver 
the ordered products. 

The order management system of the present invention is 
not necessarily applicable to a baseball stadium as described 
above; it can equally well be applied to another place of 
entertainment such as a theater. In such a case, the ordering 
of products from customers' seats in the theater can be 
facilitated by the provision of an order-taking terminal 
device at each of the customer's seats. 

The order management system of the present invention is 
not limited to food and beverages in a restaurant as was 
described above, it can equally well be applied to the 
ordering of data relating to a popular player or actor in an 
entertainment site such as a spoors ground, baseball stadium, 
or theater. 

17 
Lion" in such a configuration, animated images relating to 
about four items are first displayed to act as an index of the 
information belonging to that major category. If any one of 
those four categories is pressed, a first animated image 
belonging thereto is displayed. If there is another item 5 
available within this category, pressing the page-turning area 
210 causes a similar second animated image to be displayed, 
pressing the page4urning area 210 again causes a similar 
third animated image to be displayed, and so on until all the 
images have been displayed in sequence by screen switch- so 
mg. Note that the display method in this case is substantially 
the same as that of the display of the food menu or 
attractions, so further description thereof is omitted. 

In this manner, this embodiment of the invention makes it 
possible for an order entry system at a restaurant or similar 
site to display large quantities of multimedia information 
efficiently within a limited display space, and also display 
that information in a form that is easy for a user to under-
stand. It also enables the user to perform the input operation 
easily, based on displayed information. 

An example of the structure of hierarchical menu screens 
that are displayed in this manner is shown in FIG. 14. 

In this structure, a plurality of items of multimedia 
information to be displayed is divided into a number of 
major categories, one for each type of information, and 
information within each of these categories is arranged in a 
tree structure belonging to that category. If one item of 
information in a hierarchical level corresponding to a root or 
node of this tree structure is selected, information in the next 
level belonging to the thus selected information is displayed. 
If there is a plurality of items of information to be displayed, 
the selection of one item of this information ensures that the 
display of information in the next level belonging to the 
selected information is processed in sequence. At the leaf 
level of the tree structure, a plurality of items of information 
corresponding to the selected leaf are switched to display 
one at a time. 

If, for example, roots R1, R2, R3, and R4 in the tree 
structure of FIG_ 14 are made to correspond to the above 
described second embodiment, root R1 would correspond to 
"Food menu selection", root R2 to "Event information", root 
R3 to "Attraction information", and root R4 to "Other 
information." Note that, in order to simplify the description 
below, only "Food menu selection" is discussed. Nodes N1, 
N2, N3, and N4 belonging to root RI "Food menu selection" 
correspond to major categories 200-1 to 200-4 of the food 
menu in this case, as shown in FIG. 19. Similarly, leaves Ll, 
I.2, . . belonging to node N1 of category 200-1, for 
example, correspond to different types of sandwich in this 
case, such as ham sandwich and salad sandwich. 

The use of a display method of this type makes it possible 
to display a large quantity of varied information in an easily 
recognizable form, even if the screen can only display a 
small amount of space at a time. Since the image informa- 55 

tion that is displayed is animation information (mainly 
dynamic images, but a static image could also be used), 
information that the management particularly wants to 
attract the user's attention could be made more noticeable by 
making only the attention-attracting portion a dynamic 60 

image, or it could be made even more recognizable by 
various other contrivances. From the recognizability point of 
view, it is also preferable that the entire screen is used to 
display each type one-by-one, to make the images seem 
bigger. Note that a plurality of images could equally well be 65 

displayed simultaneously, within a range in which recog-
nizability is not affected. 
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In such a case, the ordered data is preferably transmitted 	display means in a predetermined mutual relationship with 

	

by radio from the POS system 10 to the corresponding 	said management screen. 

	

terminal device 40, and it displayed on the display screen 42 	3. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
of the terminal device 40. 	 image data displays a menu screen representing a plurality 

5  of management categories as said management screen. 

	

In addition, if the present invention is applied to an 	 ri  

	

entertainment site such as a baseball stadium or theater, it is 	
4. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

storage means stores image data for an order menu screen 
not essential to display a menu screen when the system starts representing a plurality of ordering categories as said man- 
up. Advertising images could be displayed on each of the agement screen; and 

	

order-taking terminal devices by configuring the system in 	said control means converts an ordering category selected 

	

such a manner that data such as image data for predeter- 	10 	by said input means into code data and transmits said 

	

mined advertisements is transmitted from the main manage- 	code data as said first order data, and displays an order 

	

ment equipment to the order-taking terminal devices. This 	management screen with details which are code data 

	

enables the system to respond rapidly to changes and 	received as said second data from said other device on 

	

additions to advertisements from sponsors, as well as to 	said image displaying means. 
'changes in the ordering menu. 	 is 	5. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

The above embodiments were also described by way of 	storage means stores a plurality of sets of said image data 

	

.example as relating to a system in which the on-site pos 	and operating programs; and 

	

system and the order-taking terminal devices were con- 	said control means manages data transmission based on 

	

fleeted by wireless circuitry, but they could equally well be 	remaining sets of image data and operating program 
connected by cables if necessary. 

	

20 	during a waiting time during which data transmission 

What is claimed is: 	 being managed based on a predetermined set of image 

1. A terminal device for transferring interactive data to 	data and operating program. 

and from another device, comprising: 	 6. The terminal device as defined in claim 5, wherein said 
storage means stores a plurality of sets of said image data 

input means; 
zs and associated display operating programs for product 

display means; 	 ordering and information ordering; and 

	

storage means for storing image data for a data transmis- 	said control means performs ordering control based on 

	

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 	image data for information ordering and an associated 

	

image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 	display operating program from a time at which said 

	

operating program for reproducing said image data in 	30 	first order data is transmitted until when said second 

	

accordance with predetermined rules and managing 	data is received, during ordering control based on 
data transmission; and 	 image data for produce ordering and an associated 

operating program. computation control means for managing data transmis- 
7. The terminal device as defined in claim 6, wherein said 

	

sion; wherein said computation control means, coin- 	The 
 means comprises means for writing into said storage prises:  

image displaying means for reading said image data 
35 

means said image data and an associated display operating 
program which arc received from said other device. 

	

and displaying a data transmission management 	8. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

screen on said display means based on said operating 	control means comprises means for writing into said storage 
program; and 	 means said image data and an associated display operating 

	

control means for generating first order data based on 	40 program which are received from said other device. 	• 

	

said operating program and an input from said input 	9. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

means in response to said data transmission man- 	image data displays hierarchical menu screens representing 

	

agement screen, transmitting said first order data to 	a plurality of management items as said management screen. 

	

said other device, and managing display of a screen 	10. The terminal device as define in claim 9, wherein said 
with details corresponding to interactive second data 45 image data includes transmission items divided into a num- 

	

on said image displaying means based on said sec- 	ber of major categories according to type, items belonging 
and data received from said other device; and 	to each of said major categories further divided into a tree 

	

wherein said image data is image data for an order 	structure within that major category, so as to display order 
management screen; 	 management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

	

said operating program reproduces image data for order 50 	said operating program displays a menu screen represent- 

	

management in accordance with predetermined rules 	ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre- 

	

and manages data transmission for order manage- 	sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
ment; 	 displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 

	

said image displaying means reads out said image data 	category selected by a user from categories of the 

	

based on said operating program and displays said 55 	hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 

	

order management screen on said display means; and 	menu screens representing each of items belonging to 

	

said control means generates first order management 	a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 

	

data based on said operating program and an order 	menu screen based on screen changing order from said 

	

input from said input means in response to said order 	control means. 

	

management screen, transmits said first order man- 60 	11. The terminal device as defined in claim 10, wherein 

	

agement data to said other device, and manages 	display contents of each item belonging to a hierarchical 

	

display of an order management screen with details 	level corresponding to said one of root and node portions is 

	

corresponding to interactive second data on said 	an image acting as an index representing the contents of said 

	

image displaying means based on said second data 	item, at least parts of said image function as icons; and 

received from said other device. 	 65 	said image displaying means displays a menu containing 
2. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 	the item corresponding thereto when one of said icons 

	

input means is a touch-sensitive panel disposed on said 	is selected by said input means. 
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In such a case, the ordered data is preferably transmitted 	display means in a predetermined mutual relationship with 

	

by radio from the POS system 10 to the corresponding 	said management screen. 

	

terminal device 40, and it displayed on the display screen 42 	3. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 
of the terminal device 40. 	 image data displays a menu screen representing a plurality 

5  of management categories as said management screen. 

	

In addition, if the present invention is applied to an 	 ri  

	

entertainment site such as a baseball stadium or theater, it is 	
4. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

storage means stores image data for an order menu screen 
not essential to display a menu screen when the system starts representing a plurality of ordering categories as said man- 
up. Advertising images could be displayed on each of the agement screen; and 

	

order-taking terminal devices by configuring the system in 	said control means converts an ordering category selected 

	

such a manner that data such as image data for predeter- 	10 	by said input means into code data and transmits said 

	

mined advertisements is transmitted from the main manage- 	code data as said first order data, and displays an order 

	

ment equipment to the order-taking terminal devices. This 	management screen with details which are code data 

	

enables the system to respond rapidly to changes and 	received as said second data from said other device on 

	

additions to advertisements from sponsors, as well as to 	said image displaying means. 
'changes in the ordering menu. 	 is 	5. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

The above embodiments were also described by way of 	storage means stores a plurality of sets of said image data 

	

.example as relating to a system in which the on-site pos 	and operating programs; and 

	

system and the order-taking terminal devices were con- 	said control means manages data transmission based on 

	

fleeted by wireless circuitry, but they could equally well be 	remaining sets of image data and operating program 
connected by cables if necessary. 

	

20 	during a waiting time during which data transmission 

What is claimed is: 	 being managed based on a predetermined set of image 

1. A terminal device for transferring interactive data to 	data and operating program. 

and from another device, comprising: 	 6. The terminal device as defined in claim 5, wherein said 
storage means stores a plurality of sets of said image data 

input means; 
zs and associated display operating programs for product 

display means; 	 ordering and information ordering; and 

	

storage means for storing image data for a data transmis- 	said control means performs ordering control based on 

	

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 	image data for information ordering and an associated 

	

image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 	display operating program from a time at which said 

	

operating program for reproducing said image data in 	30 	first order data is transmitted until when said second 

	

accordance with predetermined rules and managing 	data is received, during ordering control based on 
data transmission; and 	 image data for produce ordering and an associated 

operating program. computation control means for managing data transmis- 
7. The terminal device as defined in claim 6, wherein said 

	

sion; wherein said computation control means, coin- 	The 
 means comprises means for writing into said storage prises:  

image displaying means for reading said image data 
35 

means said image data and an associated display operating 
program which arc received from said other device. 

	

and displaying a data transmission management 	8. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

screen on said display means based on said operating 	control means comprises means for writing into said storage 
program; and 	 means said image data and an associated display operating 

	

control means for generating first order data based on 	40 program which are received from said other device. 	• 

	

said operating program and an input from said input 	9. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 

	

means in response to said data transmission man- 	image data displays hierarchical menu screens representing 

	

agement screen, transmitting said first order data to 	a plurality of management items as said management screen. 

	

said other device, and managing display of a screen 	10. The terminal device as define in claim 9, wherein said 
with details corresponding to interactive second data 45 image data includes transmission items divided into a num- 

	

on said image displaying means based on said sec- 	ber of major categories according to type, items belonging 
and data received from said other device; and 	to each of said major categories further divided into a tree 

	

wherein said image data is image data for an order 	structure within that major category, so as to display order 
management screen; 	 management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

	

said operating program reproduces image data for order 50 	said operating program displays a menu screen represent- 

	

management in accordance with predetermined rules 	ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre- 

	

and manages data transmission for order manage- 	sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
ment; 	 displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 

	

said image displaying means reads out said image data 	category selected by a user from categories of the 

	

based on said operating program and displays said 55 	hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 

	

order management screen on said display means; and 	menu screens representing each of items belonging to 

	

said control means generates first order management 	a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 

	

data based on said operating program and an order 	menu screen based on screen changing order from said 

	

input from said input means in response to said order 	control means. 

	

management screen, transmits said first order man- 60 	11. The terminal device as defined in claim 10, wherein 

	

agement data to said other device, and manages 	display contents of each item belonging to a hierarchical 

	

display of an order management screen with details 	level corresponding to said one of root and node portions is 

	

corresponding to interactive second data on said 	an image acting as an index representing the contents of said 

	

image displaying means based on said second data 	item, at least parts of said image function as icons; and 

received from said other device. 	 65 	said image displaying means displays a menu containing 
2. The terminal device as defined in claim 1, wherein said 	the item corresponding thereto when one of said icons 

	

input means is a touch-sensitive panel disposed on said 	is selected by said input means. 
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12. The terminal device as defined in claim 11, wherein 

said image displaying means identifies and displays a 
selected icon and a non-selected icon. 

13. The terminal device as defined in claim 12, wherein 
said image displaying means displays a display change area 
on a screen and switches the image which is displayed when 
said display change area is selected by said input means so 
as to display plurality of items corresponding to a leaf 
portion of said tree structure. 

14. The terminal device as defined in claim 13, wherein 
said image displaying means displays explanatory informa-
tion for explaining details of information displayed on a 
display screen so as to overlay said display information with 
said explanatory information, and causes said explanatory 
information to move so that the contents of said display 
information in the overlaid area are recognizable. 

15. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; 

wherein said computation control means, comprises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; and 

control means for generating transfer data based on said 
operating program and input from said input means 
in response to said data transmission management 
screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; and 

wherein said image data is image data for an order 
management screen; 

. -said operating program reproduces image data for order 
management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order manage-
ment; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates order management data 
based on said operating program and an order input 
from said input means in response to said order 
management screen, and controls the transmission of 
said order to said other device. 

16. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said input means is a touch-sensitive panel disposed on said 
display means in a predetermined mutual relationship with 
said management screen. 

17. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said image data displays a menu screen representing a 
plurality of management categories as said management 
screen. 

18. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said image data displays hierarchical menu screens repre-
senting a plurality of management items as said management 
screen. 

19. The terminal device as defined in claim 18, wherein 
said image data includes transmission items divided into a 

22 
number of major categories according to type, items belong-
ing to each of said major categories further divided into a 
tree structure within that major category, so as to display 
order management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

5 	said operating program displays a menu screen represent- 
ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre-
sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 
category selected by a user from categories of the 

10 	hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 
menu screens representing each of items belonging to 
a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 
menu screen based on screen changing order fmm said 
second control means. 

15 	20. The terminal device as defined in claim 19, wherein 
display contents of each item belonging to a hierarchical 
level corresponding to said one of root and node portions is 
an image acting as an index representing the contents of said 
item, at least pans of said index data function as icons; and 

said image displaying means displays a menu containing 
the item corresponding thereto when one of said icons 
is selected by means of said input means. 

21. The terminal device as defined in claim 20, wherein 
said image displaying means identifies and displays a 
selected icon and a non-selected icon. 

22. The terminal device as defined in claim 21, wherein 
said image displaying means displays a display change area 
on a screen and switches the image which is displayed when 
said display change area is selected by said input means so 

30 as to display plurality of items corresponding to a leaf 
portion of said tree structure. 

23. The terminal device as defined in claim 22, wherein 
said image displaying means displays explanatory informa-
tion for explaining details of information displayed on a 

35  display screen so as to overlay said display information with 
said explanatory information, and causes said explanatory 
Information to move so that the contents of said display 
information in the overlaid area are recognizable. 

24. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
40 device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis- 

45 	sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

50 computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
55 	screen on said display means based on said operating 

program; 
control means for generating transfer data based on said 

operating program and input from said input means 
in response to said data transmission management 

so 	screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
for down-loading said image data and associated 
display operating program to said terminal upon 

65 	start-up; 
wherein said image data is image data for an order 

management screen; 
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12. The terminal device as defined in claim 11, wherein 

said image displaying means identifies and displays a 
selected icon and a non-selected icon. 

13. The terminal device as defined in claim 12, wherein 
said image displaying means displays a display change area 
on a screen and switches the image which is displayed when 
said display change area is selected by said input means so 
as to display plurality of items corresponding to a leaf 
portion of said tree structure. 

14. The terminal device as defined in claim 13, wherein 
said image displaying means displays explanatory informa-
tion for explaining details of information displayed on a 
display screen so as to overlay said display information with 
said explanatory information, and causes said explanatory 
information to move so that the contents of said display 
information in the overlaid area are recognizable. 

15. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; 

wherein said computation control means, comprises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; and 

control means for generating transfer data based on said 
operating program and input from said input means 
in response to said data transmission management 
screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; and 

wherein said image data is image data for an order 
management screen; 

. -said operating program reproduces image data for order 
management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order manage-
ment; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates order management data 
based on said operating program and an order input 
from said input means in response to said order 
management screen, and controls the transmission of 
said order to said other device. 

16. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said input means is a touch-sensitive panel disposed on said 
display means in a predetermined mutual relationship with 
said management screen. 

17. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said image data displays a menu screen representing a 
plurality of management categories as said management 
screen. 

18. The terminal device as defined in claim 15, wherein 
said image data displays hierarchical menu screens repre-
senting a plurality of management items as said management 
screen. 

19. The terminal device as defined in claim 18, wherein 
said image data includes transmission items divided into a 

22 
number of major categories according to type, items belong-
ing to each of said major categories further divided into a 
tree structure within that major category, so as to display 
order management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

5 	said operating program displays a menu screen represent- 
ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre-
sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 
category selected by a user from categories of the 

10 	hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 
menu screens representing each of items belonging to 
a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 
menu screen based on screen changing order fmm said 
second control means. 

15 	20. The terminal device as defined in claim 19, wherein 
display contents of each item belonging to a hierarchical 
level corresponding to said one of root and node portions is 
an image acting as an index representing the contents of said 
item, at least pans of said index data function as icons; and 

said image displaying means displays a menu containing 
the item corresponding thereto when one of said icons 
is selected by means of said input means. 

21. The terminal device as defined in claim 20, wherein 
said image displaying means identifies and displays a 
selected icon and a non-selected icon. 

22. The terminal device as defined in claim 21, wherein 
said image displaying means displays a display change area 
on a screen and switches the image which is displayed when 
said display change area is selected by said input means so 

30 as to display plurality of items corresponding to a leaf 
portion of said tree structure. 

23. The terminal device as defined in claim 22, wherein 
said image displaying means displays explanatory informa-
tion for explaining details of information displayed on a 

35  display screen so as to overlay said display information with 
said explanatory information, and causes said explanatory 
Information to move so that the contents of said display 
information in the overlaid area are recognizable. 

24. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
40 device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis- 

45 	sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

50 computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
55 	screen on said display means based on said operating 

program; 
control means for generating transfer data based on said 

operating program and input from said input means 
in response to said data transmission management 

so 	screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
for down-loading said image data and associated 
display operating program to said terminal upon 

65 	start-up; 
wherein said image data is image data for an order 

management screen; 
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said operating program reproduces image data for order 

management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order manage-
ment; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data s 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates first order management 
data based on said operating program and an order 
input from said input means in response to said order 
management screen, transmits said first order man-
agement data to said other device, and manages 
display of an order management screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
image displaying screen means based on said second 
data received from said other device. 	 Is 

25. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 

10 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 25  
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 30  

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; 

control means for generating transfer data based on said 
operating program and input from said input means 35  
in response to said data transmission management 
screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
for down-loading said image data and associated 4, 
display operating program to said terminal upon 
start-up; 

wherein said image data displays hierarchical menu 
screens representing a plurality of management 
items as said management screen; 

wherein said image data includes transmission items 
divided into a number of major categories according 
to type, items belonging to each of said major 
categories further divided into a tree structure within 
that major category, so as to display order manage-
ment menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

said operating program displays a menu screen repre-
senting items in a level next to a hierarchical level 
corresponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to 
a category selected by a user from categories of the 
hierarchical level, and said operating program 
switches menu screens representing each of items 
belonging to a same leaf portion of said tree structure 
to display a menu screen based on screen changing 
order from said control means. 

26. A terminal device for transferring interactive data to 
and from another device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 

24 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means, com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; and 

control means for generating first order data based on 
said operating program and an input from said input 
means in response to said data transmission man-
agement screen transmitting said first order data to 
said other device, and managing display of a screen 
with details corresponding to interactive second data 
on said image displaying means based on said sec-
ond data received from said other device; and . 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer  
for down-loading said image data and associated 
display operating program to said terminal upon 
start-up. 

27. The terminal device as defined in claim 26, wherein 
said image data is image data for an order management 
screen; 

said operating program reproduces image data for order 
management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order management; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates first order management data 
based on said operating program and an order input 
from said input means in response to said order man-
agement screen, transmits said first order management 
data to said other device, and manages display of an 
order management screen with details corresponding to 
interactive second data on said image displaying means 
based on said second data received from said other,',.. • 
device. 

28. The terminal device as defined in claim 26, wherein 
said image data displays hierarchical menu screens repre-
senting a plurality of management items as said management 
screen. 

29. The terminal device as defined in claim 28, wherein 
said image data includes transmission items divided into a 
number of major categories according to type, items belong-
ing to each of said major categories further divided into a 
tree structure within that major category, so as to display 
order management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

said operating program displays a menu screen represent-
ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre-
sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 
category selected by a user from categories of the 
hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 
menu screens representing each of items belonging to 
a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 
menu screen based on screen changing order from said 
control means. 

30. A method of operating a terminal device for transmit-
ting data to another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
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23 
said operating program reproduces image data for order 

management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order manage-
ment; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data s 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates first order management 
data based on said operating program and an order 
input from said input means in response to said order 
management screen, transmits said first order man-
agement data to said other device, and manages 
display of an order management screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
image displaying screen means based on said second 
data received from said other device. 	 Is 

25. A terminal device for transmitting data to another 
device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 

10 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 25  
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 30  

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; 

control means for generating transfer data based on said 
operating program and input from said input means 35  
in response to said data transmission management 
screen, and managing the transmission of data to said 
other device; 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
for down-loading said image data and associated 4, 
display operating program to said terminal upon 
start-up; 

wherein said image data displays hierarchical menu 
screens representing a plurality of management 
items as said management screen; 

wherein said image data includes transmission items 
divided into a number of major categories according 
to type, items belonging to each of said major 
categories further divided into a tree structure within 
that major category, so as to display order manage-
ment menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

said operating program displays a menu screen repre-
senting items in a level next to a hierarchical level 
corresponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to 
a category selected by a user from categories of the 
hierarchical level, and said operating program 
switches menu screens representing each of items 
belonging to a same leaf portion of said tree structure 
to display a menu screen based on screen changing 
order from said control means. 

26. A terminal device for transferring interactive data to 
and from another device, comprising: 

input means; 
display means; 
storage means for storing image data for a data transmis-

sion management screen wherein at least part of said 

24 
image data is presented as a dynamic image, and an 
operating program for reproducing said image data in 
accordance with predetermined rules and managing 
data transmission; and 

computation control means for managing data transmis-
sion; wherein said computation control means, com-
prises: 
image displaying means for reading said image data 

and displaying a data transmission management 
screen on said display means based on said operating 
program; and 

control means for generating first order data based on 
said operating program and an input from said input 
means in response to said data transmission man-
agement screen transmitting said first order data to 
said other device, and managing display of a screen 
with details corresponding to interactive second data 
on said image displaying means based on said sec-
ond data received from said other device; and . 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer  
for down-loading said image data and associated 
display operating program to said terminal upon 
start-up. 

27. The terminal device as defined in claim 26, wherein 
said image data is image data for an order management 
screen; 

said operating program reproduces image data for order 
management in accordance with predetermined rules 
and manages data transmission for order management; 

said image displaying means reads out said image data 
based on said operating program and displays said 
order management screen on said display means; and 

said control means generates first order management data 
based on said operating program and an order input 
from said input means in response to said order man-
agement screen, transmits said first order management 
data to said other device, and manages display of an 
order management screen with details corresponding to 
interactive second data on said image displaying means 
based on said second data received from said other,',.. • 
device. 

28. The terminal device as defined in claim 26, wherein 
said image data displays hierarchical menu screens repre-
senting a plurality of management items as said management 
screen. 

29. The terminal device as defined in claim 28, wherein 
said image data includes transmission items divided into a 
number of major categories according to type, items belong-
ing to each of said major categories further divided into a 
tree structure within that major category, so as to display 
order management menu screens in a hierarchy; and 

said operating program displays a menu screen represent-
ing items in a level next to a hierarchical level corre-
sponding to one of root and node portions of the 
displayed tree structure, said next level belonging to a 
category selected by a user from categories of the 
hierarchical level, and said operating program switches 
menu screens representing each of items belonging to 
a same leaf portion of said tree structure to display a 
menu screen based on screen changing order from said 
control means. 

30. A method of operating a terminal device for transmit-
ting data to another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
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program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined rules and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; 
wherein said managing data transmission step comprises: 

reading said image data and displaying a data trans-
mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating transfer data based on said operating pro-
gram and input from an input means in response to 
said data transmission management screen, and man-
aging the transmission of data to said other device; 
and 

wherein said image data is image data for an order 
management screen; and further comprising: 
reading out said image data based on said operating 

program and displaying said order management 
screen on said display; and 

generating order management data based on said 
operating program and an order input from said 
input means in response to said order management 
screen, and controlling the transmission of said 
order to said other device. 

31. A method of operating a terminal device for transfer-
ring interactive data to and from another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined rules and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; wherein said managing data 
transmission step comprises: 
reading said image data and displaying a data trans- 35 

mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating first order data based on said operating 
program and an input from an input means in 
response to said data transmission management ao 
screen, transmitting said first order data to said other 
device, and managing display of a screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
display based on said second data received from said 
other device; and 

26 
wherein said image data is image data for an order 

management screen; and further comprising: 
reproducing image data for order management in 

accordance with predetermined rules and manag-
ing data transmission for order management; 

reading out said image data based on said operating 
program and displaying said order management 
screen on said display; and 

generating first order management data based on said 
operating program and an order input from said 
input means in response to said order management 
screen, transmitting said first order management 
data to said other device, and managing display of 
an order management screen with details corre-
sponding to interactive second data on said dis-
play based on said second data received from said 
other device. 

32. A method of operating a terminal device for transfer-
ring interactive data to and from another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined oaks and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; wherein said managing data 
transmission step comprises: 
reading said image data and displaying a data trans-

mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating first order data based on said operating 
program and an input from an input means in 
response to said data transmission management 
screen, transmitting said first order data to said other 
device, and managing display of a screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
display based on said second data received from said 
other device; and 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
and further comprising down-loading said image;.,,  
data and associated display operating program from 
said host computer to said terminal upon start-up. 
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program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined rules and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; 
wherein said managing data transmission step comprises: 

reading said image data and displaying a data trans-
mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating transfer data based on said operating pro-
gram and input from an input means in response to 
said data transmission management screen, and man-
aging the transmission of data to said other device; 
and 

wherein said image data is image data for an order 
management screen; and further comprising: 
reading out said image data based on said operating 

program and displaying said order management 
screen on said display; and 

generating order management data based on said 
operating program and an order input from said 
input means in response to said order management 
screen, and controlling the transmission of said 
order to said other device. 

31. A method of operating a terminal device for transfer-
ring interactive data to and from another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined rules and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; wherein said managing data 
transmission step comprises: 
reading said image data and displaying a data trans- 35 

mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating first order data based on said operating 
program and an input from an input means in 
response to said data transmission management ao 
screen, transmitting said first order data to said other 
device, and managing display of a screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
display based on said second data received from said 
other device; and 

26 
wherein said image data is image data for an order 

management screen; and further comprising: 
reproducing image data for order management in 

accordance with predetermined rules and manag-
ing data transmission for order management; 

reading out said image data based on said operating 
program and displaying said order management 
screen on said display; and 

generating first order management data based on said 
operating program and an order input from said 
input means in response to said order management 
screen, transmitting said first order management 
data to said other device, and managing display of 
an order management screen with details corre-
sponding to interactive second data on said dis-
play based on said second data received from said 
other device. 

32. A method of operating a terminal device for transfer-
ring interactive data to and from another device, comprising: 

storing image data for a data transmission management 
screen wherein at least part of said image data is 
presented as a dynamic image, and storing an operating 
program for reproducing said image data in accordance 
with predetermined oaks and managing data transmis-
sion; and 

managing data transmission; wherein said managing data 
transmission step comprises: 
reading said image data and displaying a data trans-

mission management screen on a display based on 
said operating program; and 

generating first order data based on said operating 
program and an input from an input means in 
response to said data transmission management 
screen, transmitting said first order data to said other 
device, and managing display of a screen with details 
corresponding to interactive second data on said 
display based on said second data received from said 
other device; and 

wherein said other device comprises a host computer 
and further comprising down-loading said image;.,,  
data and associated display operating program from 
said host computer to said terminal upon start-up. 
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Interactive voice response systems (IVRS) are currently 
used in abundance as interfaces at a wide variety of support 
centers, call centers and other information retrieval centers. 
When a support center with an IVRS is contacted by a caller, 
the caller is typically first presented with voice information 
from an interactive voice response unit (IVRU). The inter-
active voice response unit poses voice queries to the calla 
The caller inputs responses (e.g., with a touch tone telephone 
and DTMF tones) to the voice queries, and then is presented 
additional voice queries based on the responses. The caller 
responses to the voice queries are typically used to route the 
caller to a desired destination, dispense information for the 
caller, and/or coiled information from the caller. 

The lateractive voice response unit typically presents a 
caller with voice queries basal on some hierarchical scheme 
(e.g., a decision tree). General voice queries are presented 
first, and then, based on caller responses, more specific 
queries are presented to help narrow and/or focus the caller's 
requests. For example, if the interactive voice response unit 
uses a decision tree, a caller would be presented first with 
queries from the "root" (i.e., the top or most general level) 
of the decision tree. Then based on caller responses, the 
caller is presented with more and more specific voice queries 
(i.e.., intermediate level queries). Finally, the caller would 
reach the lowest level it the IVRU decision tree. At the 
lowest level in the IVRU decisioa tree, the "leaf' laid, the 
caller is presented with the most specific voice information 
available. If the specific voice information at the lowest or 
'leaf' level is not helpful to the caller, the caller may be 
placed in a voice queue to speak with the next available 
caller assistance agent. 

As an example, consider an IVRS at a support center s5 
called by users having problems with a computer software 
product. When a user calls, he or she is co !meted to an 
IVRU. If the interactive voice response unit is set up as a 
decision tree, the interactive voice response at the root level 
might be, "Press '1' for network problems, Press '2' for 60 
operating system problems, Press '3' for pinta problems, 
Press '4' for spreadsheet problems," etc. If the user was 
having printer problems, after pressing '3' at the root level, 
the interactive voice response mit would respond with a 
second level (intermediate level) of quay choices such as 65 
"Press *1' if your pima won't print at all, Press '2' if your 
printer is printing unrecognizable characters, Press '3' if 
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your printer is not printing all the information on one page," 
etc. This process would be repeated until the user reaches a 
leaf level of the decision tree. At the leaf level, a user is 
given additional information that may solve the problem 
(e.g., your printer diva seems to be out-of-date), or is told 
to stay on the line to receive help from a support engineer. 
Which leaf node a user reaches determines which support 
engineer the user will speak with. The user responses to the 
voice queries are also used to make a preliminary diagnosis 
of the user problem. 

Interactive voice response systems are also used by a wide 
variety of other types of call centers to route calls, provide 
audio information, and collect information from callers. Fur 
example, VoiceMail is an enhanced version of an interactive 
voice response system. For example, an IRS may be used 
by a mail ads company to list current product information, 
and then allow a caller to order a product; by a theater to list 
upcoming or current events, and then allow a caller to order 
tickets to an event; by a bank to allow a caller to obtain 
balance information, make an electronic payment, etc. 

Consider a theater which uses an IVRS to provide infor-
mation on upcoming or current events. When a caller 
contacts the theater, IVRU typically uses some hierarchical 
scheme to present the caller with an audio menu for the 
categories of events taking place (erg., movies, sporting 
e'er, plays, etc.). The miler then inputs responses to 
navigate through the hierarchical scheme to hear audio 
information on a particular event the caller may be interested 
in stewing. At the lowest, or leaf level, the caner may be 
asked if they wish to order tickets for an event. The caller 
may be asked to hold to speak with a "live" ticket agent, In 
addition, the same IVRU may also be used to coiled 
payment information directly from the caller without the 
help of a live ticket agent, keeping the process fully auto-
mated. 

There axe several problems associated with using an 
interactive voice unit to present information to a caller For 
example, a caller may have to listen to all of the general 

40 voice queries before making even a first sdedica. This is a 
time consuming process, and the caller may have to repeat 
the general level voice quay messages several times before 
a choice is made. At levels below the top level (intermediate 
levels), the calla is faced with a number of decisions and 
may not know which choice is appropriate based on the brief 
voice menu description. If the caller makes several choices 
based on the voice queries and ends up at the wrong place, 
then the caller must "unwind" the doices, typically by 
starting over at some level (e.g., the top level), and then start 
again, by making new choices. This wastes a considerable 
amount of the caller's time and leads to caller dissatisfac-
tion- 

Intaactive voice response units are also typically set up to 
contain very general information to serve a large number of 
potential callers. Many times the voice queries presented are 
not specific enough to allow a calla-  to obtain the informa-
tion desired. If the IVRU menu information is too general, 
the caller will waste a significant amount of time navigating 
in the IVRU menu, and still not find the information the 
calla was trying to obtain. 

In accordance with the illustrated embodiment of the 
present invention some of the problems associated with use 
of an interactive voice response unit to present and coiled 
information at a support center are solved. In one embodi-
ment of the present invention, a caller contacts an IVRU-
equipped support center via a voice/data connection (e.g., 
with an Alternating Voice and Data (AVD) modern, a Simul- 
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(e.g., your printer diva seems to be out-of-date), or is told 
to stay on the line to receive help from a support engineer. 
Which leaf node a user reaches determines which support 
engineer the user will speak with. The user responses to the 
voice queries are also used to make a preliminary diagnosis 
of the user problem. 

Interactive voice response systems are also used by a wide 
variety of other types of call centers to route calls, provide 
audio information, and collect information from callers. Fur 
example, VoiceMail is an enhanced version of an interactive 
voice response system. For example, an IRS may be used 
by a mail ads company to list current product information, 
and then allow a caller to order a product; by a theater to list 
upcoming or current events, and then allow a caller to order 
tickets to an event; by a bank to allow a caller to obtain 
balance information, make an electronic payment, etc. 

Consider a theater which uses an IVRS to provide infor-
mation on upcoming or current events. When a caller 
contacts the theater, IVRU typically uses some hierarchical 
scheme to present the caller with an audio menu for the 
categories of events taking place (erg., movies, sporting 
e'er, plays, etc.). The miler then inputs responses to 
navigate through the hierarchical scheme to hear audio 
information on a particular event the caller may be interested 
in stewing. At the lowest, or leaf level, the caner may be 
asked if they wish to order tickets for an event. The caller 
may be asked to hold to speak with a "live" ticket agent, In 
addition, the same IVRU may also be used to coiled 
payment information directly from the caller without the 
help of a live ticket agent, keeping the process fully auto-
mated. 

There axe several problems associated with using an 
interactive voice unit to present information to a caller For 
example, a caller may have to listen to all of the general 
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time consuming process, and the caller may have to repeat 
the general level voice quay messages several times before 
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levels), the calla is faced with a number of decisions and 
may not know which choice is appropriate based on the brief 
voice menu description. If the caller makes several choices 
based on the voice queries and ends up at the wrong place, 
then the caller must "unwind" the doices, typically by 
starting over at some level (e.g., the top level), and then start 
again, by making new choices. This wastes a considerable 
amount of the caller's time and leads to caller dissatisfac-
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Intaactive voice response units are also typically set up to 
contain very general information to serve a large number of 
potential callers. Many times the voice queries presented are 
not specific enough to allow a calla-  to obtain the informa-
tion desired. If the IVRU menu information is too general, 
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4 
the capability of sending embedded audio and video infor-
mation Midi could provide a "multi-media" menu of IVRU 
information, and can also provide multi-lingual menus. 

Graphical display of the interactive voice response &xi- 
5  sloe information can save the caller a substantial amount of 

time. Since the voice menu choices are graphically 
displayed, the caller can step immediately to any kvel in the 
hierarchical scheme without having to listen to a number of 
intermediate voice queries, or can visit intermediate Rapid- 

10  catty displayed information. If the use makes an incoerect 
choice, the user can easily undo the incorrect choice by 
choosing a new level in the hierarchical scheme, without 
having to visit intermediate levels. Thus, by using a graphi-
cal display of the interactive voice menu, desired informs- 

15  don can be displayed more quickly and thoroughly than it 
could be by using other methods such as voice information 
from an IVRU, or voice interaction with caller assistance 
Meat- 

20 
The graphical display of the IVRS may also save the 

support center, call center, information retrieval center, ems., 
employing the IVRS significant support costs. The graphical 
queries are kept up to date based can calks inputs. As a rend,• 
desirably callers will typically fiat the desired information, 
and not want, or need, to talk with caller assistance agents. 

25 
The foregoing and other features and advantages of the 

I lustrated embodiment of the present invention will be more 
readily apparent from the following detailed description, 
which proceeds with reference to the accompanying draw- 
i148. 

11912Y- 
FIG. S is a block diagram showing greater detail within 

45 the of the software messaging drchit cc ture used to produce 
the graphical display. 

FIGS. 6A—tiB are block diagrams showing the menu 
boxes and the dicice boxes of a graphical. display of a 
interactive voice response menu. 

50  FIG. 7 is a blodc diagram showing the arena box and the 
choice box at one of the lowest level in the hierarchical 
scheme of a graphical display of a interactive voice response 
mean. 

FIG. S is a block diagram showing the decisioa advisor 

viewer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN 
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT 

65 Referring to 	1, an operating environment for the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is a computer 
system 10 with a computer 12 that comprises at least one 

35 for the display information shown is FIG. SB. 
FIG. 9 is a picture diagram showing a user and a support 

ceriter using an interactive voice response system. 
FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing a user can display 

60  interactive voice response menus graphically with a HTML 

FIG. 
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taneous Voice and Data Modem (SVD), an ISDN device, a 
network voice device such as Internet Phone, etc.) As one of 
the first voice queries presented in the interactive voice 
response menu, a caller is presented with a voice option to 
create a graphical display of the interactive voice response 
queries on the caller computer. In another embodiment of the 
present invention, if the caller contacts an IVRU-equipped 
call center with a voice/data connection (e.g., an ISDN line) 
then the graphical display is displayed automatically. 
However, the user may also be prompted before automati-
cally presenting the graphical display. If this option is 
chasm by the caller, the caller is presented with a graphical 
display of the information contained in the interactive voice 
response menu. The caller responses to the graphical IVR 
menu items can thereinafter be made from the caller com-
puter 

In another embodiment of the present invention, a caller 
contacts an IVRU-equipped support center via a data-only 
connection (e.g., using a standard modem, a network or 
Internet connection, a wireless connection, etc.). The caller 
is automatically presented with a hierarchical display of the 
mem information contained in the IVRU meau without any 
voice messages. The caller responses to choices in the IVR 
menu items are thereinafter made from the caller computes 
(In sane respects, the term IVRU is somewhat misleading 
since, in some embodiments of the present invention, there 
is no "voice." However, this term is nonetheless used 
hereafter as a convenient monicker) 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
graphical display presented by the interactive voice response 
information uses a bierardical paradigm which is similar to 
a decision tree. However, unlace most interactive voice 
response decision trees, this hienwchical scheme is based on 
data collected from previous callers and is continually and 
incrementally updated with new information. Further, the 
queries presented to a user arc determined using a probabi-
listic scheme which directs the caller to the information that 
a caller is most lately to want or need based on the system's 
experience with prior callers. 

The graphical display allows a caller to navigate up and 
down in the hierarchical paradigm scheme quietly and 
easily with inputs from the calla campsites The caller can 
also "zoom in and "zoom out" on pat of the hierarchical 
scheme, skipping intermediate steps that would be required 
making responses to voice queries. If the caller becomes 
confused as to which query to choose next, there is also a 
derision advisor available with infccmation to help the caller 
make the proper choice. The caller may also have the option 
at my time to switch back to a voice mode to listen to the 
voice queries (i.e., if the caller contacted the support center 
via a voioeklata connection). 

In one embodiment of the invention, the graphical display 
is produced using Hyper Tea Markup Language (HTML). 
IITML is one standard for viewing information. over the 
Internet. However, using fiTML to create the graphical 
display of IVRU menus has numerous advantages. A support 
coda can easily and inexpensively construct a graphical 
menu system using a standard, well accepted, well recog-
nized language. The HTML IVRU menus can then be 
viewed using a modified or extended 1311.1L viewer. Callers 
arc presented with a familiar, comfortable interface to 
quickly navigate through the IVRU menu information. 
HTML can easily be scat over a wide variety of transports, 
and convey huge amounts of information using HTML links 
(i.e., links to other information which could be stored on 
computer systems remote to a support center), that could not 
be accomplished with a voice IVRU. In addition, HMTL has 
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PIG. 1 is a block diagram cif a computer system used to 
implement an illustrated embodiment of the present inven-

SS don. 
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user computers. 
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FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a layered software 
support messaging srdiftecture used to produce a graphical 

4 
the capability of sending embedded audio and video infor-
mation Midi could provide a "multi-media" menu of IVRU 
information, and can also provide multi-lingual menus. 

Graphical display of the interactive voice response &xi- 
5  sloe information can save the caller a substantial amount of 

time. Since the voice menu choices are graphically 
displayed, the caller can step immediately to any kvel in the 
hierarchical scheme without having to listen to a number of 
intermediate voice queries, or can visit intermediate Rapid- 

10  catty displayed information. If the use makes an incoerect 
choice, the user can easily undo the incorrect choice by 
choosing a new level in the hierarchical scheme, without 
having to visit intermediate levels. Thus, by using a graphi-
cal display of the interactive voice menu, desired informs- 

15  don can be displayed more quickly and thoroughly than it 
could be by using other methods such as voice information 
from an IVRU, or voice interaction with caller assistance 
Meat- 

20 
The graphical display of the IVRS may also save the 

support center, call center, information retrieval center, ems., 
employing the IVRS significant support costs. The graphical 
queries are kept up to date based can calks inputs. As a rend,• 
desirably callers will typically fiat the desired information, 
and not want, or need, to talk with caller assistance agents. 

25 
The foregoing and other features and advantages of the 

I lustrated embodiment of the present invention will be more 
readily apparent from the following detailed description, 
which proceeds with reference to the accompanying draw- 
i148. 

11912Y- 
FIG. S is a block diagram showing greater detail within 

45 the of the software messaging drchit cc ture used to produce 
the graphical display. 

FIGS. 6A—tiB are block diagrams showing the menu 
boxes and the dicice boxes of a graphical. display of a 
interactive voice response menu. 

50  FIG. 7 is a blodc diagram showing the arena box and the 
choice box at one of the lowest level in the hierarchical 
scheme of a graphical display of a interactive voice response 
mean. 

FIG. S is a block diagram showing the decisioa advisor 

viewer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF AN 
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENT 

65 Referring to 	1, an operating environment for the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is a computer 
system 10 with a computer 12 that comprises at least one 

35 for the display information shown is FIG. SB. 
FIG. 9 is a picture diagram showing a user and a support 

ceriter using an interactive voice response system. 
FIG. 10 is a flow diagram showing a user can display 

60  interactive voice response menus graphically with a HTML 

FIG. 
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taneous Voice and Data Modem (SVD), an ISDN device, a 
network voice device such as Internet Phone, etc.) As one of 
the first voice queries presented in the interactive voice 
response menu, a caller is presented with a voice option to 
create a graphical display of the interactive voice response 
queries on the caller computer. In another embodiment of the 
present invention, if the caller contacts an IVRU-equipped 
call center with a voice/data connection (e.g., an ISDN line) 
then the graphical display is displayed automatically. 
However, the user may also be prompted before automati-
cally presenting the graphical display. If this option is 
chasm by the caller, the caller is presented with a graphical 
display of the information contained in the interactive voice 
response menu. The caller responses to the graphical IVR 
menu items can thereinafter be made from the caller com-
puter 

In another embodiment of the present invention, a caller 
contacts an IVRU-equipped support center via a data-only 
connection (e.g., using a standard modem, a network or 
Internet connection, a wireless connection, etc.). The caller 
is automatically presented with a hierarchical display of the 
mem information contained in the IVRU meau without any 
voice messages. The caller responses to choices in the IVR 
menu items are thereinafter made from the caller computes 
(In sane respects, the term IVRU is somewhat misleading 
since, in some embodiments of the present invention, there 
is no "voice." However, this term is nonetheless used 
hereafter as a convenient monicker) 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the 
graphical display presented by the interactive voice response 
information uses a bierardical paradigm which is similar to 
a decision tree. However, unlace most interactive voice 
response decision trees, this hienwchical scheme is based on 
data collected from previous callers and is continually and 
incrementally updated with new information. Further, the 
queries presented to a user arc determined using a probabi-
listic scheme which directs the caller to the information that 
a caller is most lately to want or need based on the system's 
experience with prior callers. 

The graphical display allows a caller to navigate up and 
down in the hierarchical paradigm scheme quietly and 
easily with inputs from the calla campsites The caller can 
also "zoom in and "zoom out" on pat of the hierarchical 
scheme, skipping intermediate steps that would be required 
making responses to voice queries. If the caller becomes 
confused as to which query to choose next, there is also a 
derision advisor available with infccmation to help the caller 
make the proper choice. The caller may also have the option 
at my time to switch back to a voice mode to listen to the 
voice queries (i.e., if the caller contacted the support center 
via a voioeklata connection). 

In one embodiment of the invention, the graphical display 
is produced using Hyper Tea Markup Language (HTML). 
IITML is one standard for viewing information. over the 
Internet. However, using fiTML to create the graphical 
display of IVRU menus has numerous advantages. A support 
coda can easily and inexpensively construct a graphical 
menu system using a standard, well accepted, well recog-
nized language. The HTML IVRU menus can then be 
viewed using a modified or extended 1311.1L viewer. Callers 
arc presented with a familiar, comfortable interface to 
quickly navigate through the IVRU menu information. 
HTML can easily be scat over a wide variety of transports, 
and convey huge amounts of information using HTML links 
(i.e., links to other information which could be stored on 
computer systems remote to a support center), that could not 
be accomplished with a voice IVRU. In addition, HMTL has 
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high speed processing unit (CPU) 14, in conjunction with a 
memory system 16, an input device 18, and an output device 
20. These elements are interconnected by a bus strudure 22 

The illustrated CPU 14 is of familiar design and includes 
an ALU 24 for performing computations, a collection of 
registers 24 for temporary storage of data and instructions, 
and a control unit 28 for controlling operation of the system 
10. 

Any of a variety of processors, including those from 
Digital Equipment, Sun, MIPS, IBM, Motorola, NEC, Intel, 
Cyril, AMD, Nexgea and others are equally preferred for 
CPU 14. Although shown with one CPU 14, computer 
system le may alternatively include multiple processing 
units. 

The memory system 16 includes main memory 30 and 
secondary storage 31 Illustrated main memory 30 is high 
speed random access memory (RAM) and read only 
memory (ROM). Main memory 30 can indude any addi-
tional or alternative high speed memory device or memory 
circuitry. Secondary storage 32 takes the form of long tam 
storage, sudi as ROM, optical or magnetic disks, organic 
memory or any other volatile or non-volatile mass storage 
system. Those skilled it the art will recognize that memory 
16 can comprise a variety and/or oombiaation of alternative 
components. 

The input and output devices 18, 20 are also familiar. The 
input device 18 can comprise a keyboard, mouse, pointing 
device, audio device (e.g., a microphone, etc.), or any other 
device providing input to the computer system le. The 
output device 20 can comprise a display, a primer, an audio 
device (e.g., a speaker, etc.), or other device providing 
output to the computer system le. The input/output devices 
18, 2$ can also include network connections, modems, or 
other devices used for communications with other computer 
systems or devices. 

As is familiar to those skilled in the art, the computer 
system 10 further includes an operating system and at least 
one application program. The operating system is a set of 
software which controls the computer system's operation 
and the allocation of resources. The application program is 
a set of software that performs a task desired by the user, 
making use of computer resources made available through 
the operating system. Bab are resident in the illustrated 
manors,  system It 	 45 

In accordance with the practices of persons skilled in the 
art of computer programming, the present invention is 
densiled below with reference to acts and symbolic repre-
sentations of operations that am performed by computer 
system le, unless indicated otherwise. Such acts and opera-  so 
tions are sometimes refered to as being computer-executed 

will be appreciated that the acts and symbolically repre-
sented operations include the manipulation by the CPU 14 of 
electrical signals representing data bits which causes a 
resulting transformation or reductioa of the electrical signal 55 
representation, and the maintenance of data bits at memory 
locations in memory system 16 to thereby reconfigure or 
otherwise alter the campsites system's operation, as well as 
other processing of signals. The mancry locations where 
data bits are maintained are physical Location that have to 
particular electrical, magnetic, optical, or organic properties 
corresponding to the data bits. 

A communications terminal, that comprises at least a CPU 
14, a memory system 16, and an input/output device (18,20) 
is used for the preferred embodiment of the present inven- as 
don. For example, the communications taming may be a 
smart modem (ie., a modern with a CPU and memory 

6 
system), smart network card, a computer workstation with a 
network connector or a modem, a personal computer with a 
network connector or a modem, etc. However, the commu-
nications terminal is not limited to this list, and can comprise 
a variety and/or combination of alternative components. 

As is shown is FIG. 2, the Illustrated embodiment-of the 
invention consists of a support center 34 with one or more 
support computer systems 36 (e.g., the computer system that 
was described in FIG. 1) and a plurality of user computer 
systems 38. If a plurality of support computers are used, then 
the support computers may be connected by a local area 
network (LAN) IS or any other similar connection technol-
ogy. However, it is also possible for a support center to have 
other configurations. For example, a smaller number of 
larger computers (i.e., a few mainframe, mini, etc. 
computers) with a Dumber of internal programs or processes 
running oar the larger computers capable of establishing 
communications links to the user computers. The support 
center provides a plurality of communications (Mks 42, such 
as telecommunications connections, (e.g., modem 
connections, ISDN connections, ATM connections, frame 
relay cos/tedious, etc.), network connections, (eg., Internet, 
etc.), satdlite connections (e.g., Digital Satellite Services, 
etc.), wireless connections, two way paging connections, 
etc. to allow one or mare user computers to simultaneously 
connect to the support computer(s). The communications 
links are cads connected to one or mere interactive voice 
response units (IVRU) 44 that can be accessed by user 
coniputers. 

The individual IVRUs 44 are connected to an 1VRU 
sever 46. The IVRU saver 46 manages the IVRUs aid also 
permits a user to bypass the IVRU menu and directly access 
one or more databases 48 maintained at the support emus 
These databases 48 store entries consisting of informational 
queries made by previous callers (e.g., information queries 
for problems previously encountered by other users for the 
computer software supported by the support center). When 
a user chooses to bypass the IVRU, the IVRU saver 46 
permits the user to query the support ceder databases to find 
infommtice (e.g., for a problem the user is encountaing) 
that may not be mentioned in the IVRU menu presented to 
saes. 	 . . 

In addition, a subset of the database entries, consisting of 
information queries requested by other users (e.g., far prob-
lems encatunered) are used to continually and incrementally 
update the menus in the IVRU. The same database estates 
are also used to aeate a graphical display of the 1VRU audio 
menus. 

The illustrated embodiment of the invention is imple-
mented in the Window 95 operating system by Microsoft 
Corporation of Redmond, Wash. using VoiceViewnt data 
transfer technology by Radish Communications Systems of 
Boulder, Colo. Under VoiceViewnt, only voice OR data is 
transmitted at any one (ie., VoiceView311  modems are 
alternating voice and data (AVD) modems). The invention 
can likewise be practiced with operating systems and other 
technologies that allow simuftaneous voice AND data 
transfer, suds as simultaneous voice and data (SVD) 
modems, ISDN devices, etc. or with network or other 
connections. The VoiceViewni data protocol technology has 
been enhanced to provide functionality not available in the 
standard VoiceViewnt data protocol as will be explained 
below. 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
graphical display of IVRU voice information is used by a 
support center called by users after encountering problems 
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high speed processing unit (CPU) 14, in conjunction with a 
memory system 16, an input device 18, and an output device 
20. These elements are interconnected by a bus strudure 22 

The illustrated CPU 14 is of familiar design and includes 
an ALU 24 for performing computations, a collection of 
registers 24 for temporary storage of data and instructions, 
and a control unit 28 for controlling operation of the system 
10. 

Any of a variety of processors, including those from 
Digital Equipment, Sun, MIPS, IBM, Motorola, NEC, Intel, 
Cyril, AMD, Nexgea and others are equally preferred for 
CPU 14. Although shown with one CPU 14, computer 
system le may alternatively include multiple processing 
units. 

The memory system 16 includes main memory 30 and 
secondary storage 31 Illustrated main memory 30 is high 
speed random access memory (RAM) and read only 
memory (ROM). Main memory 30 can indude any addi-
tional or alternative high speed memory device or memory 
circuitry. Secondary storage 32 takes the form of long tam 
storage, sudi as ROM, optical or magnetic disks, organic 
memory or any other volatile or non-volatile mass storage 
system. Those skilled it the art will recognize that memory 
16 can comprise a variety and/or oombiaation of alternative 
components. 

The input and output devices 18, 20 are also familiar. The 
input device 18 can comprise a keyboard, mouse, pointing 
device, audio device (e.g., a microphone, etc.), or any other 
device providing input to the computer system le. The 
output device 20 can comprise a display, a primer, an audio 
device (e.g., a speaker, etc.), or other device providing 
output to the computer system le. The input/output devices 
18, 2$ can also include network connections, modems, or 
other devices used for communications with other computer 
systems or devices. 

As is familiar to those skilled in the art, the computer 
system 10 further includes an operating system and at least 
one application program. The operating system is a set of 
software which controls the computer system's operation 
and the allocation of resources. The application program is 
a set of software that performs a task desired by the user, 
making use of computer resources made available through 
the operating system. Bab are resident in the illustrated 
manors,  system It 	 45 

In accordance with the practices of persons skilled in the 
art of computer programming, the present invention is 
densiled below with reference to acts and symbolic repre-
sentations of operations that am performed by computer 
system le, unless indicated otherwise. Such acts and opera-  so 
tions are sometimes refered to as being computer-executed 

will be appreciated that the acts and symbolically repre-
sented operations include the manipulation by the CPU 14 of 
electrical signals representing data bits which causes a 
resulting transformation or reductioa of the electrical signal 55 
representation, and the maintenance of data bits at memory 
locations in memory system 16 to thereby reconfigure or 
otherwise alter the campsites system's operation, as well as 
other processing of signals. The mancry locations where 
data bits are maintained are physical Location that have to 
particular electrical, magnetic, optical, or organic properties 
corresponding to the data bits. 

A communications terminal, that comprises at least a CPU 
14, a memory system 16, and an input/output device (18,20) 
is used for the preferred embodiment of the present inven- as 
don. For example, the communications taming may be a 
smart modem (ie., a modern with a CPU and memory 
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system), smart network card, a computer workstation with a 
network connector or a modem, a personal computer with a 
network connector or a modem, etc. However, the commu-
nications terminal is not limited to this list, and can comprise 
a variety and/or combination of alternative components. 

As is shown is FIG. 2, the Illustrated embodiment-of the 
invention consists of a support center 34 with one or more 
support computer systems 36 (e.g., the computer system that 
was described in FIG. 1) and a plurality of user computer 
systems 38. If a plurality of support computers are used, then 
the support computers may be connected by a local area 
network (LAN) IS or any other similar connection technol-
ogy. However, it is also possible for a support center to have 
other configurations. For example, a smaller number of 
larger computers (i.e., a few mainframe, mini, etc. 
computers) with a Dumber of internal programs or processes 
running oar the larger computers capable of establishing 
communications links to the user computers. The support 
center provides a plurality of communications (Mks 42, such 
as telecommunications connections, (e.g., modem 
connections, ISDN connections, ATM connections, frame 
relay cos/tedious, etc.), network connections, (eg., Internet, 
etc.), satdlite connections (e.g., Digital Satellite Services, 
etc.), wireless connections, two way paging connections, 
etc. to allow one or mare user computers to simultaneously 
connect to the support computer(s). The communications 
links are cads connected to one or mere interactive voice 
response units (IVRU) 44 that can be accessed by user 
coniputers. 

The individual IVRUs 44 are connected to an 1VRU 
sever 46. The IVRU saver 46 manages the IVRUs aid also 
permits a user to bypass the IVRU menu and directly access 
one or more databases 48 maintained at the support emus 
These databases 48 store entries consisting of informational 
queries made by previous callers (e.g., information queries 
for problems previously encountered by other users for the 
computer software supported by the support center). When 
a user chooses to bypass the IVRU, the IVRU saver 46 
permits the user to query the support ceder databases to find 
infommtice (e.g., for a problem the user is encountaing) 
that may not be mentioned in the IVRU menu presented to 
saes. 	 . . 

In addition, a subset of the database entries, consisting of 
information queries requested by other users (e.g., far prob-
lems encatunered) are used to continually and incrementally 
update the menus in the IVRU. The same database estates 
are also used to aeate a graphical display of the 1VRU audio 
menus. 

The illustrated embodiment of the invention is imple-
mented in the Window 95 operating system by Microsoft 
Corporation of Redmond, Wash. using VoiceViewnt data 
transfer technology by Radish Communications Systems of 
Boulder, Colo. Under VoiceViewnt, only voice OR data is 
transmitted at any one (ie., VoiceView311  modems are 
alternating voice and data (AVD) modems). The invention 
can likewise be practiced with operating systems and other 
technologies that allow simuftaneous voice AND data 
transfer, suds as simultaneous voice and data (SVD) 
modems, ISDN devices, etc. or with network or other 
connections. The VoiceViewni data protocol technology has 
been enhanced to provide functionality not available in the 
standard VoiceViewnt data protocol as will be explained 
below. 

In the preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
graphical display of IVRU voice information is used by a 
support center called by users after encountering problems 
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with a computes-  software product. However, the invention is 
not limited to computer software product support centers, 
but can be used by a wide variety of other types of customer 
assistance and information retrieval centers. 

As is shown in FIG. 3, a user 54, using a user computer 5  
38, calls a support center 34 (hereinafter refixed to as a 
product support service (PSS) center) with a VoiceViewThd 
modem 52 (or other appropriate communications device) 
and needs help with a particuM computer software problem. 
A communications path 54 for data transfer is set up over the 10  
same voice line which carries the user's voice signals. The 
communications path is routed through an interactive voice 
response unit (IVRU) 44 is the support center. The IVRU is 
connected to an IVRU server 46. A VoiceViewni modem 
allows the user to make a voice connection with a support 15  
center, and allows the support center to seed/receive data 
tortrom the user's computer over the same telephone line as 
the voice connection. 

As is shown in FIG. 4, the PSS system implements a 
two-layer protocol suet the communication layer 58 and 2° 
the application layer K. The two layer protocol stack 
provides a common network protocol for passing data and 
issuing commands between the cheat 36 and saver 3$. 

The communication layer's 58 primuyrespoasibilky is to 
transfer data between the client 36 (the PSS computer) and 25  
the 5Cria 38 (the user's amputee). The application layer's 
60 primary purpose is to utilize the communication layer's 
network services while maintaining ignorance of the net-
works underlying protocol and hardware. The PSS's appli-
cation programs 62 reside in the application layer K. 

The two-layered protocol approach frees the application 
program 62 from the communication protocol complexity 
and implementation- The two-layer protocol stack operates 
over a socket oonnectioa 56. As is well known in the art, a 35  
socket is a communication object from which messages arc 
sem and received. Sockets are common later-process am- 
nuudeatioa objects in many operating systems 	BSD 
UNDC®, Viruidows. 95, etc.). 

Whether the messaging system is based oa VoiceViewni 40 

sockets, UNIX® sockets, or datagrams, TCP/1P sockets, IPX 
or other sockets, the protocol details are entirely hidden from 
the application layer K. Therefore, the PSS application 
programs 62 need not be rewritten if the underlying com-
munication protocol is changed. Also, socket managemeal 43 
axle need not be replicated in each of the aprdicatioa 
programs 62. Another benefit of this architecture is that any 
nuralwr of diem programs (on the PSS computas) can 
communicate with their corresponding saver programs (on 
the user computers) through this common protocol. Client 50  
and saver applications do net con musicate directly with 
each other because replacement of the network platform 
and/or network protocol would make the applications obso-
lete. 

The PSS messaging system applied= have two MB- 55 
posses: interpreters (IN') 64 and agents (ANs) 66 as is 
shown in FIG. 5. The interpreter 64 is cheat software which 
initiates commands and interprets thek mulls for the PSS. 
The agent 66 is server software which executes commands 
issued by the interpreter and then reams results to the PSS. se 

The PSS messaging system has both client and server 
components in the communications layer 511 that are used for 
message transfer The support diem (SC) 68 is a client 
messaging process which sends and receives messages on 
behalf of interpreters 64. The support agent (SA) 74 is a 65 
server messaging process which sends and receives mes-
sages on behalf of agents K. Also included in the commu- 

8 
nications layer 58 of both the client and the server are 
registries 72 and 74, respectively, used to keep track of 
which dient/server processes are sending/receiving mes-
sages. Communication between a particular interprets and 
agent oceans via a socket identifier allocated to the pair. 
Socket setup (create( ), bind( ), listen( )). connection 
(connect( ), accept( )), and communication (send( ) 
receive( )) are well known and will be understood by those 
skilled in the att. 

After a socket connection 56 is established, a user is 
presented with interactive voice response menu queries from 
the IVRU 44. The interactive voice response system is built 
using a hierarchical paradigm similar to a decision tree from 
the information contained in a support center database 48. 
The hierarchical paradigm is based on data collected from 
problems previously encountered by users and is continually 
and incrementally updated as users encounter new or pre-
viously unknown problems with computer software. Further, 
the queries presented to a user are determined using a 
probatalistic scheme which directs the user to solutions for 
problems which are most likely to be encountered using a 
particular set of computer software. 

As an example, if a defect has been discovered with 
printer driver that will cause every user with a particular 
priater to experience the same problem, it is highly probable 
that a majority of the calls a support center receives for 
problems with that printer will relate directly to the defective 
drives. As a result, the interactive voice response unit 
presents voice queries that print a user directly to the 
defective driver problem. Thus, intermediate steps a user 
would normally go through are skipped. Other potential 
problems, stich as network problems, application problems, 
etc. are presented to the user in a similar fashion. 

In the Mustrated embodiment of the present invention, the 
first voice query presented by the interactive voice response 
unit to a user is a quay allowing a user to graphically display 
the interactive voice response mu queries. Since the user 
has established a two-way voice/data connection between 
the user computer and the PSS commuter, (e.g., via a socket 
connection 56), the PSS computer will hands a Window.® 
95 interpreter 64 (FIG. 5) (e.g., called the Voice Mean 
Graphical Intapreta) to help =ate a graphical display of 
the interactive voice response information. The interpreter 
downloads, registers, and executes the agent, (e.g_, called the 
Voice Menu Graphical Agent), which creates the graphical 
display on the user computer from the interactive voice 
response menu information. Those skilled in the art will 
understand the downloading, registering, and execution of a 
software application in a dienthava min:amen. 

When the Voice Menu Graphical Apia is executed, it 
creates a graphical display of the interactive voice response 
menu hierarchical pmadigtn, an example of which Is shows 
in FIG. 6A. However, the interactive nice response mesa 
queries as be displayed with test, graphics, and/or a 
combination of text and graphics depending one user prefer-
ence. The IVR menus can also be displayed without the 
graphical ageattintapreter as will be explained below. 

As an example, suppose a user is using a word processing 
program and has a problem printing a document. FIG. 6A 
shows a representation of the graphical display that could be 
presented to a user's computer. The interactive voice 
napalm menu qualm arc presented on the left side of the 
screen in a menu box 76, and any choices (e.g., with a 
mouse, keyboard, etc. connected to the user computer) a user 
makes are presented on the right side of the screen in a 
choice box 78. Since the user is having problems using a 
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with a computes-  software product. However, the invention is 
not limited to computer software product support centers, 
but can be used by a wide variety of other types of customer 
assistance and information retrieval centers. 

As is shown in FIG. 3, a user 54, using a user computer 5  
38, calls a support center 34 (hereinafter refixed to as a 
product support service (PSS) center) with a VoiceViewThd 
modem 52 (or other appropriate communications device) 
and needs help with a particuM computer software problem. 
A communications path 54 for data transfer is set up over the 10  
same voice line which carries the user's voice signals. The 
communications path is routed through an interactive voice 
response unit (IVRU) 44 is the support center. The IVRU is 
connected to an IVRU server 46. A VoiceViewni modem 
allows the user to make a voice connection with a support 15  
center, and allows the support center to seed/receive data 
tortrom the user's computer over the same telephone line as 
the voice connection. 

As is shown in FIG. 4, the PSS system implements a 
two-layer protocol suet the communication layer 58 and 2° 
the application layer K. The two layer protocol stack 
provides a common network protocol for passing data and 
issuing commands between the cheat 36 and saver 3$. 

The communication layer's 58 primuyrespoasibilky is to 
transfer data between the client 36 (the PSS computer) and 25  
the 5Cria 38 (the user's amputee). The application layer's 
60 primary purpose is to utilize the communication layer's 
network services while maintaining ignorance of the net-
works underlying protocol and hardware. The PSS's appli-
cation programs 62 reside in the application layer K. 

The two-layered protocol approach frees the application 
program 62 from the communication protocol complexity 
and implementation- The two-layer protocol stack operates 
over a socket oonnectioa 56. As is well known in the art, a 35  
socket is a communication object from which messages arc 
sem and received. Sockets are common later-process am- 
nuudeatioa objects in many operating systems 	BSD 
UNDC®, Viruidows. 95, etc.). 
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sockets, UNIX® sockets, or datagrams, TCP/1P sockets, IPX 
or other sockets, the protocol details are entirely hidden from 
the application layer K. Therefore, the PSS application 
programs 62 need not be rewritten if the underlying com-
munication protocol is changed. Also, socket managemeal 43 
axle need not be replicated in each of the aprdicatioa 
programs 62. Another benefit of this architecture is that any 
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8 
nications layer 58 of both the client and the server are 
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The hierarchical paradigm is based on data collected from 
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In the Mustrated embodiment of the present invention, the 
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As an example, suppose a user is using a word processing 
program and has a problem printing a document. FIG. 6A 
shows a representation of the graphical display that could be 
presented to a user's computer. The interactive voice 
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screen in a menu box 76, and any choices (e.g., with a 
mouse, keyboard, etc. connected to the user computer) a user 
makes are presented on the right side of the screen in a 
choice box 78. Since the user is having problems using a 
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word processing program, option 3 from the menu 76e is 
chosen from the menu box 76. As a user makes choices, the 
choices are displayed in the choice box 78. Since the user is 
at the top or most general level of the text menu in the 
hierarchical paradigm scheme, and no choices have yet been 3 
made, the choice box 78 is amraitly empty. 

FIG. 6B shows the display after a user has chosen option 
3 ("3. problems with a word processing program") 76c from 
FIG. 6A. A new level of queries is presented in the menu box 
8$ (500-86ci) on the left side of the screen, and the choke to 
box 82 on right side of the seem displays the user choice 
82a. The choice box 82 has only one entry 82a since the user 
has only made one choice. The number one (1:) in the upper 
left hand corner of box 82a indicates that this entry was 
chosen from level one in the interactive voice response 15  
menu hierarchical scheme. Query number three ("3. Prob-
lems with a word processing program") was the actual 
choice made at level one, (76c of FIG. 6a) as is shown in box 

This scenario continues with user choices, new queries is 
the menu box, and new entries in the choice box until a user 
reaches the lowest possible level based on their choices in 
the hierarchical scheme. As a user moves down" in the 
hierarchical scheme, entries are added to the choke box. As 
a user moves "up" in the hierarchical scheme, entries are 25  
removed from the choice box. As a result, the user always 
knows what choices have been made, and can immediately 
"zoom in" or "zoom our to any level in the hierarchical 
scheme. 

30 
FIG. 7 shows the display after a user has =died one of 

the lowest levels in the hierarchical scheme. The menu box 
84 does not contain any further queries, but now contains 
infosmation which provides a potential sclution to the user 
problem. (In the actual implementation, the information at 35 
the lowest level in the hierarchical scheme may be mach 
more extensive than is shown in the example in box 84.) The: 
choke box 86 is filled with dmices (1161-116d) the user has 
made as each level (e.g., box alie shows on level three ("3:"), 
the user chose the second option "2. Problems printiag with do  
a laser printer"). 

ff the user wishes to change levels in the hierarchical 
scheme at any time, all die user needs to do is to choose the 
appropriate entry in the choice box. For example, if the user 
has the display shown in FIG. 7, and wishes to reach the as 
general menu (highest level) in the hierarchical scheme, the 
user would simply choose (e.g., with a mouse or keyboard, 
etc) the entry labeled one (i.e., "1":) containing the text "3. 
problems with a word processing program" 86a in the 
choice box_ The user would that jump back to the display so 
shown in FIG. 6A, skipping all levels in between. The menu 
box 74 (FIG. 6A) would be re-displayed, and the choice box 
76 (FIG. 6A) would be empty again since the user has 
returned to the highest level in the hierarchical scheme. 

Jumping to intermediate levels in the hierarchies' scheme 55 
produces similar results, with the menu box displaying 
possible choices and the choice box partially filled with 
choices the user has made to gel to the intermediate levels. 
The user can skip any or all of the intermediate steps that 
would require visiting when using the voice mode of an 60 
IVRU. For example, if the user made seven choices, the user 
would be down at least seven levels in the hierarchical 
paradigm. If the user then wished to return to level three the 
user could jump immediateiy back to level three, by select-
ing "3:" from the choice box and then make new choices ss 
from level three_ Using the IVRU in voice mode, the user 
would most likely be required to return to level one, make 

10 
the same choices as made previously to return to level three, 
and then make new or additional choices, which would 
waste a considerable amount of time. 

In addition, the user can jump out of the IVRU graphical 
menu at any time, and with the help of the IVRU saver, 
access the support center data base to obtain additional 
infestation not displayed on the IVRU graphical menus to 
help solve a particular problem. 

FIGS. 6A, 6B, and 7 show an example of a textual display 
of the interactive voice response menu. However, any other 
display layout that would convey the information from the 
interactive voice menu hierarchical scheme could also be 
used 

A graphical/text combination on a graphical display can 
also be used. For example, the hierarchical display can be 
represented by a graphical "tree" structure containing zany 
nodes. The user would then choose a "node" in the tree 
(analogous to choosing an item from the owal box). The tree 
node would then be expanded to present the "subtree" below 
the chosen node (analogous to a new menu box). After each 
user choice, a smaller scale display tree (analogous to the 
choice box) graphically shows the user path (e.g., in a color 
different from the rest of the nee) and present location in the 
tree. The node choosing is repeated until a "leaf" node is 
reached, where information is presented to potentially solve 
the user problem as described above (and shown in FIG. 7). 
Any nambcr of other graphics/text sdiemes could also be 
used to display the interactive voice menu hierarchical 
scheme for the user. 

If a user should be confused about which path in the 
hierarchical scheme to choose, a decision advisor associated 
with each level gives a more detailed explanation to aid the 
user in making a couect decision_ The decision advisor is 
more than a generic help function. The decision advisor 
knows what choices the user has made. Based on these 
choices, the decision advisor queries the support center 
databases and directs the user to make additional choices 
that, based on previously encountered problems, are most 
likely to solve the current user's problem. Decision advisor 
text is shown in FIG. & 

Suppose a user was having trouble printing a document 
from a word processing program. If the user had trouble' 
deciding whether to choose option 2 81113 or option 3 884 

trouble deciding whether their problem falls within 
"problems using a wed processing program" or "problem 
printing with a word processing program") the decision 
advisor is used to help the user make the decision. The 
decision advisor "knew" the user was having problems with 
a ward processing program Wu. After a query to the PSS 
database, the decision advisor would direct the user to the 
proper choice 92. 

If the user invokes the decision advisor for option 3 884 
an advisor box 92 is displayed with additional information 
to aid the user in making a decision based on the user's 
problem. In the actual implementation, the help information 
displayed by the decision advisor may be more extensive 
than is shown in 92. 

In the worst ease scenario, the user would reach the lowest 
level in the hierarchical paradigm and not be able to solve 
their problem. In this case, the IVRU server can take one of 
a number of actions_ The IVRU server may connect the user 
to another network (e.g., the Internet) to search for more 
infonnation; the user might be put into a voice queue to talk 
with the next available support engineer to obtain "live" help 
for they problem or the user may be allowed to further 
query the support center databases. 
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When a user reaches the lowest level 64 (e.g., as is shown 
in FIG. 7) and other selective intermediate levels in the 
hierarchical scheme, the IVRU server may download, 
register. and execute additional applications. Each level in 
the hierarchical scheme represents a particular type of 
problem a user may commonly encounter. The additional 
applications are downloaded and launched to collect addi-
tional information from the user computer and ratan it to the 
PSS computer. The additional information collected may be 
used to further direct graphical information to the user, or be 
sent to a support engineer who will provide "live" help if the 
user is placed in a voice queue to talk with the next available 
support engineer. 

As one specific example, using the word processing 
printer problem example described above, when the use 
arrives at the lowest level in the hierardiad scheme 84 
(FIG. 7), a diagnostic interpreter (e.g., a Printer Control 
Diagnostic Interpreter) on the PSS computer is launched. 
The Printer Control Diagnostic hempreter would then 
download (ie., if the Printer Control Diagnostic Agent did 
not already exist on the user computer) and execute a 
diagnostic agent (e.g., a Printer Control Diagnostic Agent) 
on the user's computer. The Printer Control Diagnostic 
Agent would then run diagnostics on the user's printer, 
check the printer-related software on the user computer, etc. 
using other pairs of specific diagnostic agents and diagnostic 
interpreters. 

The diagnostic information collected by the Printer Com-
bo/ Diagnostic Agent on the user computer is then sent back 
to the Printer Control Diagnostic Interpreter on the PSS 
computer. The Printer Control Diagnostic Interpreter saves 
the information for later display and iatametation by a 
rapport engineer. A similar sequence takes place for network 
problems, application problems, etc., using the appropriate 
interpetedagent 

 

p-  
In many cases, the user may solve the problem by 

navigation through the graphical representation of the Inter-
active voice response mesa As a result, the user may 
terminate the connection before talking to a support engi-
neer. This saves the supped center significant support costs. 
However, if the user cannot solve the problem based on 
navigation through the graphical interactive voice response 
menu, or with additional queries to PSS databases, the user 
is presented with a message that instructs the user to stay on 
the line to talk with a support enginox. The user Is then 
added to a voice queue. 

When a support aiginca-  becomes available, data col-
lected by agent(s) launched during the ma's navigation 
through the hierarchical scheme, if any, is displayed for the 
support engineer (as was described above for the printer 
problem example). 

The support engineer can quickly examine the data and 
discuss the results with user. If additional information is 
required, the support engineer can download and execute 
additional applications to coiled the information from the 
user computer. As a result, the user's problem may be 
diagnosed more quickly and thoroughly than it could by 
using other methods such as an interactive voice response 
menu or voice interaction with a support engineer. 

In another embodiment of the present invention, a user 
can connect to the support center by making a data comer—
tam. If a data connection is made (e.g., with a generic 
modem, Internet connection, etc.), no voice communications 
we available. This allows a wide vaiety of users without a 
VoiceViewTh modem (or other AVD or SVD modem, ISDN 
device, etc.) to also interact with the support center using a 

12 
standard (ie., data-only) modem. In yet another embodiment 
of the present invention, a user can conned to the supper 
center by making a data connection with a voice/data 
connection (e.g., ISDN, etc.). 

S 	As is shown is FIG. 9, when a user SO, using a computer 
38, calls a support center 34 (PSS center) with a standard 
modem 94 (or other appropriate data communications 
device) and wants information, a communications path 96 
(via a data connection 98) for data transfer is set up Over the 

to caller's telephone line. However, no voice traffic is available 
with this data connection. A standard modem 94 at the 
support (PSS) center 34 allows the user Se to make a data 
connection 98 with the support center, and allows the 
support center computer 36 to send/receive data to/frodi a 

15 user's computer 311. The corarnuaications path is routed 
through an interactive voice response unit (IVRU) 44 at the 
support center. The IVRU is connected to an IVRU server 46 
which permits access to one or more databases 48 at the 
support caller. As was described above, the IVRU server 46 

20 can be used to bypass the IVRU and permit a user to directly 
quay a database 48 at the support center to obtain infor-
mative not displayed in the graphical IVRU menu. 

In this embodiment, the voice interactive response menu 
decision tree is automatically displayed on the user's com- 

ts pater 311 in a graphical format as the default option (e.g., 
with an ISDN data connection). The user navigates through 
the graphical interactive voice response menu as described 
above. This embodiment may also include having the PSS 
computer Winch diagnostic applications on the user com- 

3° pater when the user visits selected levels in the hierarchical 
scheme. However, the ability to launch diagnostic applica-
tions on the user computer depends on the specific type of 
data comedian that has been established between the user 
computer and the PSS computer. 

35 Since the user may not have a voice connection to talk to 
a support =gime:et:1r further assistance, if further assistance 
is regained, the user would have to establish a voice con-
nection or voice/data connection with the support center (or 
rely on a "char mode of data coninonnication). However, 

40 
even without a voice comedian, the user can still receive 
the diagnostic benefits associated with aavigation through 
the graphical interactive voice response menu desathexl 
above. 

In yet another embodiment of the invention, Hyper That as 
Maim) Language (MIL) is used to create the graphical 
menus which are displayed on the user computer HMI, is 
a standard for viewing information over the Internet. 
However, HT ML can be used for non-Internet applications. 

so HMI. can be used to create graphical menus for any 
connections (e.g., voice/data, data satellite, wireless, 
network, etc.) a caller can make to a support or all center, 
or a remote information saves 

When HTML is used to create a graphical display of 
55  IVRU menus, an IIIML viewer parses the HPMI, informa-

tion and displays text and/or graphics on the display device 
connected to the user computer. 

To use MAL to display IVRU mesas, a new protocol 
called the "Visual IITIAL IVR protocol" is used. The Visual 

so EITML IVR premed acts very similar to the existing IITML 
file transfer protocol 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention using 
HTML for graphical display of AMU menu information, the 
Visual IVR protocol is implemeated by modifying or 

65 extending the lericrosoft. Iase net ESpkaaTM, an EMIL 
viewer, which runs under the Windows® 95 operating 
system by Microsoft® Corporation of Redmond, Wash 
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quay a database 48 at the support center to obtain infor-
mative not displayed in the graphical IVRU menu. 

In this embodiment, the voice interactive response menu 
decision tree is automatically displayed on the user's com- 

ts pater 311 in a graphical format as the default option (e.g., 
with an ISDN data connection). The user navigates through 
the graphical interactive voice response menu as described 
above. This embodiment may also include having the PSS 
computer Winch diagnostic applications on the user com- 

3° pater when the user visits selected levels in the hierarchical 
scheme. However, the ability to launch diagnostic applica-
tions on the user computer depends on the specific type of 
data comedian that has been established between the user 
computer and the PSS computer. 

35 Since the user may not have a voice connection to talk to 
a support =gime:et:1r further assistance, if further assistance 
is regained, the user would have to establish a voice con-
nection or voice/data connection with the support center (or 
rely on a "char mode of data coninonnication). However, 

40 
even without a voice comedian, the user can still receive 
the diagnostic benefits associated with aavigation through 
the graphical interactive voice response menu desathexl 
above. 

In yet another embodiment of the invention, Hyper That as 
Maim) Language (MIL) is used to create the graphical 
menus which are displayed on the user computer HMI, is 
a standard for viewing information over the Internet. 
However, HT ML can be used for non-Internet applications. 

so HMI. can be used to create graphical menus for any 
connections (e.g., voice/data, data satellite, wireless, 
network, etc.) a caller can make to a support or all center, 
or a remote information saves 

When HTML is used to create a graphical display of 
55  IVRU menus, an IIIML viewer parses the HPMI, informa-

tion and displays text and/or graphics on the display device 
connected to the user computer. 

To use MAL to display IVRU mesas, a new protocol 
called the "Visual IITIAL IVR protocol" is used. The Visual 

so EITML IVR premed acts very similar to the existing IITML 
file transfer protocol 

In a preferred embodiment of the present invention using 
HTML for graphical display of AMU menu information, the 
Visual IVR protocol is implemeated by modifying or 

65 extending the lericrosoft. Iase net ESpkaaTM, an EMIL 
viewer, which runs under the Windows® 95 operating 
system by Microsoft® Corporation of Redmond, Wash 
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However, other HTML viewers (e.g., Netscapent, 
MosaicTm, NetCrusiarm, etc.) rimming under other operating 
systems could also be modified or extended to accept the 
HTML Visual IVR protocol. 

When HTML is used to display IVR information from an 
IVRU, HTML Visual protocol information is automatically 
added to the beginning of all Uniform Resource Locators 
(URLs)(1ocal and remote) that will obtain HTML files from 
the remote support center by the support center computer. 
For example a menu item which contains a local URL is 
"normal" HTML syntax would have the format: 

<4 HREF.-Iiikfile_heAl'",</A> 

where HREF provides an address to another location to 
jump to, '<A "string" </A>' represents HTML syntax to 
enclose a HTML file name for a URL (ie., a link), and 
lisIAME=' is the name of the HTML file to use for the link. 
When a user selects this HTML link from the HTML menu 
items, the HTML viewer looks for the file "linkfileirtml" on 
the local machine. 

However, when the HTML Visual Protocol is used to 
display IVR information, the same HTML local URL syntax 
becomes: 

3 
for (every URL request made by • user) 

llexamioe the URL prefix 
if (the UIL psefilt =mite the string -br-)II special • 

Visual 1M4. 1VR protocol request 

strip the "ivr:" prefer huh the URL; 
wad ramairkg URL a amok suppoet motes computes; 
wait for RD& file transfer to complete; 
//check the MIL file roma returned 
lathe rrea fik pointer reamed = NULL) 

15 	 //problem retrieving the ramose }EMIL file 
ems; 
seed emir seqsemo 
rep= 

1 
ohs 

20 	lifde was atecessfully reWed from remote toschere 
display MAIL Mt file informstion; 

1 
etas //Nomad Local or remote URL Request 

prom 'Normal" URL aquae 

10 

14 
must have a modified HTML viewer. The following 
pseudocode shows how the HTML viewer can be modified 
to support the Visual HTML IYR protocol: 

 

2s 

 

<A KREF="ierliddileAsuer><A> 

 

The suing "ivr:" is prepended to all URL tildes which require 
Ham IVR files from the remote support center. 

Remote URLs are treated in a similar manner. For 
example, a menu itan which contains a remote link in 
"normal" HTML syntax would have the format 

<A tarliF="ktqrlistarkieesideessfpablitklikianor,<A> 

The HTML viewer will attempt to make a hyper text transfer 
protocol (Imp) immersion to "machine-address" and obtain 
"lialfile.html" from "matirine-address/path." 

However, in another embodiment of the present 
invention, when the tutu. Visual Protocol is used, the same 
HTML remote URL syntax becomes: 

<A IIREF.'ivrittellmachiemolireolpsehneeklitelsAi" 	"></A> 

The string "ivr:" is Impended to all such remote HTML 
URIs on the support center computer 

In this case (ie., "ivrlittp:"), the remote support computer 
mist then make an hyper is transfer protocol earned/on to 
a third remote computer (ie., remote to both the support 
center computer and the user computer) to obtain the desired 
ITTML file. The desired ITTML file is then transfixed from 
the third rate machine to the remote support censer 
ounputer, and then from the remote support center computer 
to the user computer Only remote URIs which require files 
from the remote support center computer will have the "ivr:" 
string prepended. This allows the HTML viewer to continue 
to make hyper text transfer protocol connections from the 
user computer to a remote computers (other than the remote 
support center computer) directly as desired. 

A remote URL can also be a Gopher request (e.g., 
gopher!/gopher-machine-address), ftp request (e.g., ftp:// 
machine-address), or other remote linkups which are known 
in the art. Whea HTML Visual IVR protocol is used, these 
remote URL requests would also have the "ivr:" string 
prepended (e.g., ivritp://machine-address). 

The HTML Visual IVR protocol is added to all appropri-
ate HTML URLs by the support center before the IVR 
information is sent in HTML format to the user computer. To 
take advantage of the Visual HTML IVR protocol, a user 

As is shove in the flowchart in MG. 10, when a user 
contacts a support center with an IVRS, the support center 
computer will sead a data packet to the user's HTML viewer 
indicating that it is capable of receiving HTML information 

3° using the HTML Visual IVR protocol 100. If the user's 
HTML viewer is capable of receiving HTML information 
102, the support caner will launch an IVR provider appli-
cation M. The IVR provider application queries the support 
center database, and provides NRU menu information as 

3$ HTML information using the pro-defined HTML Visual IVR 
protocol 106. If the user's ITTML viewer is not capable of 
seeding HTML thfcrination, the user cannot use the HTML 
viewer to display HTML 1VR menu information. As a result, 
the user may re-collect to the support center using another 

40 interface 11$ (e.g., the agentaterpreter pairs derailed 
earlier). H IVRU menu information is sent as graphicalftext 
data (Le., non-HTML data), time must be an application on 
the user computer capable of understanding and displaying 
the graphical/text data stream, and an application capable of 

45 seeding the grapticaYtcxt data stream (e.g., voice graphical 
menu agerufnuerpreter pair described above), or some other 
method of sending two-way graphical text data. 

After the IVRU menu information is displayed, a. user can 
make choices on the HTML menus to obtain additional 

so information from the support center 116. When a user choice 
is made, on a URL using HTML Visual IVR protocol (i.e., 
has an "IVR:" prefix), a request is the sent from the 
modified or extended 11111a, viewer on the user computer to 
the IVR provider application on the support center compiler 

55 112. The IVR provider application finds the desired 
infixmation, and then seeds it back to the user's HTML 
viewer 114. In the preferred embodiment, the HTML file 
data is sent as a file by the Windows. 95 File Transfer 
Engine However, other file transfer mechanisms ms could also 

to be used Ogee the user's irms viewer receives the HTML 
information, it is displayed using standard HTML parsing 
116. 

If a user chooses a MAL menu item which is an frrmi, 
URL link containing the HTML Visual IVR protocol, then 

65 steps 115-116 would be repeated to display the HTML link 
information. The ever repeats steps (110-166) until they 
have obtained the desired information from the support 
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However, other HTML viewers (e.g., Netscapent, 
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systems could also be modified or extended to accept the 
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When HTML is used to display IVR information from an 
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added to the beginning of all Uniform Resource Locators 
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where HREF provides an address to another location to 
jump to, '<A "string" </A>' represents HTML syntax to 
enclose a HTML file name for a URL (ie., a link), and 
lisIAME=' is the name of the HTML file to use for the link. 
When a user selects this HTML link from the HTML menu 
items, the HTML viewer looks for the file "linkfileirtml" on 
the local machine. 

However, when the HTML Visual Protocol is used to 
display IVR information, the same HTML local URL syntax 
becomes: 
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for (every URL request made by • user) 
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must have a modified HTML viewer. The following 
pseudocode shows how the HTML viewer can be modified 
to support the Visual HTML IYR protocol: 

 

2s 

 

<A KREF="ierliddileAsuer><A> 

 

The suing "ivr:" is prepended to all URL tildes which require 
Ham IVR files from the remote support center. 

Remote URLs are treated in a similar manner. For 
example, a menu itan which contains a remote link in 
"normal" HTML syntax would have the format 

<A tarliF="ktqrlistarkieesideessfpablitklikianor,<A> 

The HTML viewer will attempt to make a hyper text transfer 
protocol (Imp) immersion to "machine-address" and obtain 
"lialfile.html" from "matirine-address/path." 

However, in another embodiment of the present 
invention, when the tutu. Visual Protocol is used, the same 
HTML remote URL syntax becomes: 

<A IIREF.'ivrittellmachiemolireolpsehneeklitelsAi" 	"></A> 

The string "ivr:" is Impended to all such remote HTML 
URIs on the support center computer 

In this case (ie., "ivrlittp:"), the remote support computer 
mist then make an hyper is transfer protocol earned/on to 
a third remote computer (ie., remote to both the support 
center computer and the user computer) to obtain the desired 
ITTML file. The desired ITTML file is then transfixed from 
the third rate machine to the remote support censer 
ounputer, and then from the remote support center computer 
to the user computer Only remote URIs which require files 
from the remote support center computer will have the "ivr:" 
string prepended. This allows the HTML viewer to continue 
to make hyper text transfer protocol connections from the 
user computer to a remote computers (other than the remote 
support center computer) directly as desired. 

A remote URL can also be a Gopher request (e.g., 
gopher!/gopher-machine-address), ftp request (e.g., ftp:// 
machine-address), or other remote linkups which are known 
in the art. Whea HTML Visual IVR protocol is used, these 
remote URL requests would also have the "ivr:" string 
prepended (e.g., ivritp://machine-address). 

The HTML Visual IVR protocol is added to all appropri-
ate HTML URLs by the support center before the IVR 
information is sent in HTML format to the user computer. To 
take advantage of the Visual HTML IVR protocol, a user 

As is shove in the flowchart in MG. 10, when a user 
contacts a support center with an IVRS, the support center 
computer will sead a data packet to the user's HTML viewer 
indicating that it is capable of receiving HTML information 

3° using the HTML Visual IVR protocol 100. If the user's 
HTML viewer is capable of receiving HTML information 
102, the support caner will launch an IVR provider appli-
cation M. The IVR provider application queries the support 
center database, and provides NRU menu information as 

3$ HTML information using the pro-defined HTML Visual IVR 
protocol 106. If the user's ITTML viewer is not capable of 
seeding HTML thfcrination, the user cannot use the HTML 
viewer to display HTML 1VR menu information. As a result, 
the user may re-collect to the support center using another 

40 interface 11$ (e.g., the agentaterpreter pairs derailed 
earlier). H IVRU menu information is sent as graphicalftext 
data (Le., non-HTML data), time must be an application on 
the user computer capable of understanding and displaying 
the graphical/text data stream, and an application capable of 

45 seeding the grapticaYtcxt data stream (e.g., voice graphical 
menu agerufnuerpreter pair described above), or some other 
method of sending two-way graphical text data. 

After the IVRU menu information is displayed, a. user can 
make choices on the HTML menus to obtain additional 

so information from the support center 116. When a user choice 
is made, on a URL using HTML Visual IVR protocol (i.e., 
has an "IVR:" prefix), a request is the sent from the 
modified or extended 11111a, viewer on the user computer to 
the IVR provider application on the support center compiler 

55 112. The IVR provider application finds the desired 
infixmation, and then seeds it back to the user's HTML 
viewer 114. In the preferred embodiment, the HTML file 
data is sent as a file by the Windows. 95 File Transfer 
Engine However, other file transfer mechanisms ms could also 

to be used Ogee the user's irms viewer receives the HTML 
information, it is displayed using standard HTML parsing 
116. 

If a user chooses a MAL menu item which is an frrmi, 
URL link containing the HTML Visual IVR protocol, then 

65 steps 115-116 would be repeated to display the HTML link 
information. The ever repeats steps (110-166) until they 
have obtained the desired information from the support 
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center ll& As was described above, a user can also access 
information with a URL pointing to information on the local 
computer, and a remote computer (e.g., lam:" with no 
"IVR:" prefix) other than the support center computer. 

The Visual IVR protocol can be used over a number of 
data transports to display 1VRU menu information. For 
example, over sockets using a VoiceViewni modem as was 
described above (and shown in FIG. S), over a data coa-
nectioa on a standard modem, over an voiceldata connection 
(e.g., AVD, SVD modern, ISDN devices, etc.) over a Net-
work connection (e.g., PPP, SLIP, TCP/IP, etc.), etc. The 
HTML information can also contain embedded audio (e.g., 
•.WAV files), video (e.g., MPEG encoded video, etc.) and 
Matra (e.g., IPEG encoded still images, .(rF files, etc) to 
further athaace the IVRU menu information. The capabili-
ties of the HINZ viewer are used to display this embedded 
audio, video, and pictorial information. 

The 11111L Visual 1VR protocol information can be added 
quickly and automatically by the support center computer to 
ITTML data sent to remote computers. This provides a very 
flexible way to use the trim'. format to display the IVR 
menu information. 

An additional benefit of using ITTML to graphically 
display 1VRU menu information is that multi-Lingual menus 
can be produced quickly and easily (which is not the case 
with a graphic' sees/ information stream). This provides great 
flexibility for users who prefer smother language (e.g., their 
own native language) over English. 

Haying illustrated and described the principles of the 
present invention in a pre:feared embodiment, it should be 
apparent to those skilled in the art that the embodintem can 
be modified is arrangement and detail without departing 
from such principles. Accordingly, we daim as our inven-
tion all such embodimeats as come within the scope sad 
spirit of the following claims and equivalents thereto. 

We claim: 
1. In a system having a first communications terminal 

courted to a remote second canmunicadons tandem' by a 
communicatioas circuit, each communications terming hav-
ing a central processing unit coupled to a tummy, the first 
commulications terminal having one or more interactive 
voice response units, the second communicaticas terminal 
having a display for visually autptating data signals, and an 
audio isput/output device for inpatfinglanputting audio 
aignalsot method of switching to use of visual data queries, 
comprising the steps of 

sending a first query from the first amenuniations ter-
mini to the termite second canmunications terminal, 
the first query comprising an audio signal allowing a 
user of the second communications annual to receive 
subsequent queries at visual displays on the second 
commimications terminal, or to proceed using audio 
queries alone; 

outputting the first query on the second communications 
terminal using the audio input/output device; 

monitoring the oommurdcations circuit from the first 
communications terminal to detect whether the user 
elects to employ visual display of queriec and, if so, 

outputting a subsequent set of queries in the farm of a 
visual display on the second commtmications terminal, 
said visual display permitting the user to skip one or 
more intermediate levels of queries and thereby more 
quickly reads a desired result 

2. The method of claim 1 where leading a first query 
includes sending the first quay using an interactive voice 
response unit. 

3. The method of claim 1 where the monitonng step 
includes monitoring the communications dratk for both 
audio and data signals. 

16 
4. The method of claim 1 wherein the specific response is 

a telecommunications signal including DTMF tam. 
5. The method of claim 1 where the outputting the 

subsequent set of queries step includes outputting query data 
5 using a hierarchical paradigm. 

& The method of claim 5 where the hierarchical paradigm 
is a decision tree. 

7. The method of claim 5 which includes allowing a user 
of the second communications terminal to selectively 

to respond to any of the outputted subset of interactive voice 
response queries at any level in the hierarchical paradigm, 
thereby skipping intermediate levels. 

& In a system having a first communications terminal 
coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 

t5 communications circuit, each communications terminal hav-
ing a central processing unit coupled to a memory, the first 
communications terminal having one or more interactive 
voice response units, the second remote communications 
terminal having a display for visually outputting data 

m signals, an audio hula/output device for outputting audio 
signals, a method of choosing from a plurality of interactive 
voice response queries: 

stating on the that communications terminal a set of 
interactive voice response queries; 

25 sending a first subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
response queries to the second communications termi-
mk, 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response que-
ries on the mooed communications terminal using a 
hierarchical paradigm; 

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 
outputted subset of interactive voice response queries at 
any level in he hierarchical paradigm., thereby skipping 
intermediate levels; 

monitoring the commuaications circuit to detect a 
response to the subset of iataactive voice queries from 
the second communications terminal; and 

upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of 
ao 	the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 

second communications terminal for display, based on 
the user responses to said first subset of queries; 

wherein the system determines which queries to present to 
a user based on a probabilistic scheme that directs the 

ss 	user to information most likely wanted or needed based 
on the system's experience with prior users. 

9. The method of claim 7 wham the sending steps include 
sending the subset of interactive voice response queries as 
data signals. 

so 18. The method of claim 7 where the sending steps 
iadude sending the subset of interactive voice queries as 
audio and data signals. 

1L The method of dahn 7 where the hierarchical para-
digm is a decision tree. 

55 12. The method of claim 7 where the outputting step 
includes outputting the interactive voice queries as data on 
the display. 

13. The method of claim 8 where the matitaing step 
includes monitoring the couininticetioas circuit for both 

60 Burin and data signals. 
14. In a system having a first communications terminal 

coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 
communications circuit, each communications terminal hav-
ing a central processing unit ermined to a memory, the first 

65 communications terminal having one or more interactive 
voice response units, the second remote communications 
terminal having a display for visually outputting data 
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16 
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signals, an audio input/output device, a method of complet- 

	

sending a first subset of said plurality of interactive voice 	ing automc remote diagnosis of communications terminalco
response queries to the second communications termi- 	plow= 	- 	the 	of: 
nal; 	 storing on the first communications terminal a set of 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response que- 
l° 	

interactive voice response queries; 

	

ries on the second communications terminal using a 	sending a subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
hierarchical paradigm; 	 response queries from the first communications tenni- 

	

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 	nal to the second communications terminal for display; 

	

outputted subset of interactive voice response queries at 	outputting the sand of interactive voice response queries 
any level in the hierarchical paradigm, thereby skipping is 	on the second communications terminal using the dis- 
intermediate levels; 	 play as a hierarchical paradigm; 

	

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 	allowing a user of the second communications terminal to 

	

response to the subset of interactive voice queries from 	selectively respond to any of the outputted subset of 
the second ecanmunications terminal; and 	 interactive voice response queries at any level in the 

hierarchical paradigm, thereby skipping intermediate upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of m 	levels;  
the plurally of interactive voice response queries to the 

monitoring the communications circuit 	detect 

	

second commumications terminal for display, based m 	 to  
the 	 responses to the subset of interactive voice response e user responses to said first subset of queries 

queries from the second communication terminal; 

	

wherein the allowing step includes allowing a user using 	launching a selected diagnostic application on the second 
the second remote communications terminal to directly 25 	commiricatioms lamina, the  diagnostic application 

	

consul the database on the first communications ter- 	selected from a plurality of diagnostic applications 

	

minal to obtain interactive voice response information 	based on the response obtained from the second cora- 

	

not sent as defauk queries to the second commanica- 	munication terminal; 
tions terminal 	 collecting diagnostic information from the second corn- 

11  In a system having  a first communications terminal 3° 	ronnications terminal using said diagnostic application; 

	

coupled to a remote second oomennaications terminal by a 	sending said collected diagaostic information from the 

	

communications circuit, each communications terminal has- 	second communications terminal to the first commit- 

	

ing a central processing unit coupled to a memory, the first 	illations terminal; and 
communications terminal having one or more interactive 

analyzing said collected diagnostic information from the voice response units, the second remote communications 35 
second communications terminal on the first comma- 

terminal having a display for visually outputting data 
creations tenninaL 

signals, an audio input/outpnt device for outputting audio 
17. The method of claim 16 where the launching step 

	

signals, a method of choosing from a plurality of interactive 	includes downloading a diagnostic application from  the first voice response queries: 
,„ communications terminal to the second conmumicatioas 

	

storing Oa the first communications terminal a set of 	terminal and executing said diagnostic  application on  the 
intemaive voice response queries; 	 semnd oommunicsions terminal. 

	

sending a first subset of said plurally of interactive voice 	li The method of claim 16 where the laundsing step 

	

response queries to the second communications termi- 	includes erecutiag resident a ("agnostic  application on  the 
nal; 	 second communications terminal . 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response quo. 43  It In a system having a first communications terminal 

	

ries on the second communications terminal using a 	coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 
hierarchical paradigm; 	 communications circuit, ends communications terminal hay- 

	

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 	ing a central Processing unit coupled to a eneruorY, the first 
outputted subset of interactive voice response queries at se  conitonniations terminal having CSC Of more interactive 

	

any 'evil in the hierarchical paradigm, thereby skirting 	voice response UllitS, the second remote (vaunter having a 
into: mediate levels; 	 display for visually outputting data signals, a method of 

	

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 	graphically diaPia7ing a plurality of interactive voice  

	

response to the subset of interactive voice queries from 	resPense queries coruPrising: 
the second communications termiaal; and 	 55  storing oa the first oommunicatioes terminal a set of 

	

upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of 	interactive voice response queries; 

	

the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 	sending a first subset of said plurality of queries to the 

	

second oonununicatioas terminal for display, based on 	second communications terminal as hyper text markup 
the user responses to said first subset of queries; 	 language data containing a pre-defined protocol; 

wherein the sending step includes sending the first subset to outPuttiall said first subset of (Perks of hyper  text markup 

	

and subsequent subsets of said current plurality of 	language data graphically on the second communica- 

	

interactive voice response queries as hyper text markup 	times terminal; 

	

language data, and the outputting step includes %Wag a 	allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 

	

hyper text markup language viewer to output the subset 	outputted subset of queries; and 
of queries on the second communications terminal 65 monitoring the communications cloth on the first com- 

	

16. In a system having a first communications terminal 	munications terminal to detect a response from the 

	

coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 	from the second communications terminal 

signals, an audio input/output device for outputting audio 	communications circuit, each communications terminal hav- 
signals, a method of choosing from a plurality of interactive 	ing a central processing unit coupled to a memory, the first 
voice response queries: 	 remote communications terminal having one or more inter- 

active voice response units, the second remote communica- storing in a database on the first communications terminal 
response queries; a set of interactive voice 	 s tions terminal having a display for visually outputting data 
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signals, an audio input/output device, a method of complet- 

	

sending a first subset of said plurality of interactive voice 	ing automc remote diagnosis of communications terminalco
response queries to the second communications termi- 	plow= 	- 	the 	of: 
nal; 	 storing on the first communications terminal a set of 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response que- 
l° 	

interactive voice response queries; 

	

ries on the second communications terminal using a 	sending a subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
hierarchical paradigm; 	 response queries from the first communications tenni- 

	

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 	nal to the second communications terminal for display; 

	

outputted subset of interactive voice response queries at 	outputting the sand of interactive voice response queries 
any level in the hierarchical paradigm, thereby skipping is 	on the second communications terminal using the dis- 
intermediate levels; 	 play as a hierarchical paradigm; 

	

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 	allowing a user of the second communications terminal to 

	

response to the subset of interactive voice queries from 	selectively respond to any of the outputted subset of 
the second ecanmunications terminal; and 	 interactive voice response queries at any level in the 

hierarchical paradigm, thereby skipping intermediate upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of m 	levels;  
the plurally of interactive voice response queries to the 

monitoring the communications circuit 	detect 

	

second commumications terminal for display, based m 	 to  
the 	 responses to the subset of interactive voice response e user responses to said first subset of queries 

queries from the second communication terminal; 

	

wherein the allowing step includes allowing a user using 	launching a selected diagnostic application on the second 
the second remote communications terminal to directly 25 	commiricatioms lamina, the  diagnostic application 

	

consul the database on the first communications ter- 	selected from a plurality of diagnostic applications 

	

minal to obtain interactive voice response information 	based on the response obtained from the second cora- 

	

not sent as defauk queries to the second commanica- 	munication terminal; 
tions terminal 	 collecting diagnostic information from the second corn- 

11  In a system having  a first communications terminal 3° 	ronnications terminal using said diagnostic application; 

	

coupled to a remote second oomennaications terminal by a 	sending said collected diagaostic information from the 

	

communications circuit, each communications terminal has- 	second communications terminal to the first commit- 

	

ing a central processing unit coupled to a memory, the first 	illations terminal; and 
communications terminal having one or more interactive 

analyzing said collected diagnostic information from the voice response units, the second remote communications 35 
second communications terminal on the first comma- 

terminal having a display for visually outputting data 
creations tenninaL 

signals, an audio input/outpnt device for outputting audio 
17. The method of claim 16 where the launching step 

	

signals, a method of choosing from a plurality of interactive 	includes downloading a diagnostic application from  the first voice response queries: 
,„ communications terminal to the second conmumicatioas 

	

storing Oa the first communications terminal a set of 	terminal and executing said diagnostic  application on  the 
intemaive voice response queries; 	 semnd oommunicsions terminal. 

	

sending a first subset of said plurally of interactive voice 	li The method of claim 16 where the laundsing step 

	

response queries to the second communications termi- 	includes erecutiag resident a ("agnostic  application on  the 
nal; 	 second communications terminal . 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response quo. 43  It In a system having a first communications terminal 

	

ries on the second communications terminal using a 	coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 
hierarchical paradigm; 	 communications circuit, ends communications terminal hay- 

	

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 	ing a central Processing unit coupled to a eneruorY, the first 
outputted subset of interactive voice response queries at se  conitonniations terminal having CSC Of more interactive 

	

any 'evil in the hierarchical paradigm, thereby skirting 	voice response UllitS, the second remote (vaunter having a 
into: mediate levels; 	 display for visually outputting data signals, a method of 

	

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 	graphically diaPia7ing a plurality of interactive voice  

	

response to the subset of interactive voice queries from 	resPense queries coruPrising: 
the second communications termiaal; and 	 55  storing oa the first oommunicatioes terminal a set of 

	

upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of 	interactive voice response queries; 

	

the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 	sending a first subset of said plurality of queries to the 

	

second oonununicatioas terminal for display, based on 	second communications terminal as hyper text markup 
the user responses to said first subset of queries; 	 language data containing a pre-defined protocol; 

wherein the sending step includes sending the first subset to outPuttiall said first subset of (Perks of hyper  text markup 

	

and subsequent subsets of said current plurality of 	language data graphically on the second communica- 

	

interactive voice response queries as hyper text markup 	times terminal; 

	

language data, and the outputting step includes %Wag a 	allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 

	

hyper text markup language viewer to output the subset 	outputted subset of queries; and 
of queries on the second communications terminal 65 monitoring the communications cloth on the first com- 

	

16. In a system having a first communications terminal 	munications terminal to detect a response from the 

	

coupled to a remote second communications terminal by a 	from the second communications terminal 

signals, an audio input/output device for outputting audio 	communications circuit, each communications terminal hav- 
signals, a method of choosing from a plurality of interactive 	ing a central processing unit coupled to a memory, the first 
voice response queries: 	 remote communications terminal having one or more inter- 

active voice response units, the second remote communica- storing in a database on the first communications terminal 
response queries; a set of interactive voice 	 s tions terminal having a display for visually outputting data 
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20. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 
upon detecting a response on the communications circuit 

on the first communications terminal, determining 
whether the response requests information stored on the 
first communications terminal using the pre-defined 5  
protocol, and 

if so, sending the requested information as hyper text 
markup language data containing the pre-defined pro-
tocol to the second communications terminal; and 

if not, the steps comprising: 	 10 
 

determining from the response from the first commu-
nications terminal the address of a third remote 
communications terminal oa which the information 
requested by the first communications terminal 
resides; 	 15 

establishing a conummicatioas link to the third remote 
communications Seminal; 

sending the information request from the first commu-
nications terminal to the third communications ter-
minal; and 

upon receiving a myopic from the third communica-
tions terminal on the first communications taminal, 

sending the information obtaimed from the third am-
=Mations terminal as hyper MU markup language 
data containing the pre-defined protocol to the see- " 
and ommusicatioas terminal. 

21. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 

of queries, 
upon detecting a response, determining whether the 

response requests infoonatioa stored on the second 
agolivallingmmtoscla mtiuscreatviciYmingonsmsPimulthcterminal sealycwimunicatiof 

the outputted 

 up:d°63-defisubsetteanii: 3°  
protocol, and if so, 	 35 

retrieving said information as hyper text markup language 
data from memory on the second communications 
terminal, ad 

outputting said hyper text np Cage data graphi- 
cally oe the second canimnaications terminaL 	40 

21 The method of claim 19 winded the hypertext markup 
language pre-defined protocol includes at least one refaence 
to information on the first communications terminal, the 
second conmumications terminal, and at least one additional 
third oommimications terminal which is remote to both the 45 
first and second communications terminal 

23. The method of dein 19 whereia the hypertext markup 
language pre-defined prot000l includes as least one reference 
to information on the first commmications terminal 

24. The method of claim 19 wherein the hypertext minium so 
language pre-defined protocol includes at least one reference 
to information on both the first and second communications 
terminal 

25. The method of claim 19 ivbxela the hyped= markup 
language data includes embedded audio and video data. ss 

U. The method of claim 19 wherein the pre-defined 
protocol used In the hyper text madam language is a visual 
interactive voice response hypertext markup language m-
ime/ 

27. The method of claim 19 wherein the hypertext markup 60 
language data Jeanie' embedded graphical image data 

b a system having a first computer coupled to a 
remote second computer by a commanications circuit, each 
computer having a central processing wit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 6s 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
puter having one or mare interactive voice response units, 

20 
the communication circuit allowing the transfer of both 
audio signals and data signals, a method of obtaiaing 
responses to a set of queries comprising the steps of: 

sending a first set of queries from one or more of the 
interactive voice response units on the first computer to 
the second computer, the first set of queries =wising 
an audio signal allowing a user of the second computer 
to select display of subsequent queries on the second 
computer display; 

outputting the first set of queries on the second computer 
using the speaker; 

monitozing the communications circuit from the first 
computer to detect a specific response to the first set of 
queries from the second computer, and 

in response to the detection of said specific response, 
sending a subsequent set of queries comprising data 

signals to the second computer, and 
outputting the subsequent set of queries using the display 

on the second computes 
29. The method d claim 28 where seeding a first set of 

queries includes sending the first set of queries using an 
interactive voice response unit. 

34. The method of claim 28 where the monitoring step 
includes monitoring the oommunications circuit for both 
audio and data signals. 

3L The method of claim 28 wherein the specific response 
is a telecommuications signal including DIME tones. 

32. The method of daim 28 where the outputting the 
subsequent set of queries step includes outputting quay data 
from one or more of the interactive voice response =its 
using a hiesarehicd paradigm. 

33. The method of claim 32 where the hierarchical 
paradigm is a decision tree based on data collected from 
problans previously =muscled by users. 

34. The method of claim 28 further comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

queries relating to problems most recauly encountered 
by users. 

35. The method of claim 28 further compeising: 
moaitodng the communications circuit from the first 

computer to detect a second specific response to the 
subsequent act of queries outputted as data signals 
using the display on the se coad computes; 

sending a third set of guides from one of the interactive 
voice response units as audio signals to the second 
computa: and 

outputting the third set of compute= on the second 
computer using the speaker. 

34. In a system having a first computer coupled to a 
remote second computer by a communications circuit, each 
computer having a astral processing unit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
putes having one or more interactive voice response units, 
the communications &alit allowing the transfer of both 
audio signals sad data signals over said conummications 
circuit, a method of displaying a plurality of quires: 

maintaining a database on the first computer containing 
database =ties listing a plurality of interactive voice 
response queries; 

consulting the database on the first computer to obtain a 
(=rent pluzality of interactive voice response queries to 
display on the second computer, wherein the anent 
plurality of interactive voice response queries is based 
on data collected from problems previously encoun-
tered by users; 

•• 
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20. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 
upon detecting a response on the communications circuit 

on the first communications terminal, determining 
whether the response requests information stored on the 
first communications terminal using the pre-defined 5  
protocol, and 

if so, sending the requested information as hyper text 
markup language data containing the pre-defined pro-
tocol to the second communications terminal; and 

if not, the steps comprising: 	 10 
 

determining from the response from the first commu-
nications terminal the address of a third remote 
communications terminal oa which the information 
requested by the first communications terminal 
resides; 	 15 

establishing a conummicatioas link to the third remote 
communications Seminal; 

sending the information request from the first commu-
nications terminal to the third communications ter-
minal; and 

upon receiving a myopic from the third communica-
tions terminal on the first communications taminal, 

sending the information obtaimed from the third am-
=Mations terminal as hyper MU markup language 
data containing the pre-defined protocol to the see- " 
and ommusicatioas terminal. 

21. The method of claim 19 further comprising: 

of queries, 
upon detecting a response, determining whether the 

response requests infoonatioa stored on the second 
agolivallingmmtoscla mtiuscreatviciYmingonsmsPimulthcterminal sealycwimunicatiof 

the outputted 

 up:d°63-defisubsetteanii: 3°  
protocol, and if so, 	 35 

retrieving said information as hyper text markup language 
data from memory on the second communications 
terminal, ad 

outputting said hyper text np Cage data graphi- 
cally oe the second canimnaications terminaL 	40 

21 The method of claim 19 winded the hypertext markup 
language pre-defined protocol includes at least one refaence 
to information on the first communications terminal, the 
second conmumications terminal, and at least one additional 
third oommimications terminal which is remote to both the 45 
first and second communications terminal 

23. The method of dein 19 whereia the hypertext markup 
language pre-defined prot000l includes as least one reference 
to information on the first commmications terminal 

24. The method of claim 19 wherein the hypertext minium so 
language pre-defined protocol includes at least one reference 
to information on both the first and second communications 
terminal 

25. The method of claim 19 ivbxela the hyped= markup 
language data includes embedded audio and video data. ss 

U. The method of claim 19 wherein the pre-defined 
protocol used In the hyper text madam language is a visual 
interactive voice response hypertext markup language m-
ime/ 

27. The method of claim 19 wherein the hypertext markup 60 
language data Jeanie' embedded graphical image data 

b a system having a first computer coupled to a 
remote second computer by a commanications circuit, each 
computer having a central processing wit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 6s 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
puter having one or mare interactive voice response units, 

20 
the communication circuit allowing the transfer of both 
audio signals and data signals, a method of obtaiaing 
responses to a set of queries comprising the steps of: 

sending a first set of queries from one or more of the 
interactive voice response units on the first computer to 
the second computer, the first set of queries =wising 
an audio signal allowing a user of the second computer 
to select display of subsequent queries on the second 
computer display; 

outputting the first set of queries on the second computer 
using the speaker; 

monitozing the communications circuit from the first 
computer to detect a specific response to the first set of 
queries from the second computer, and 

in response to the detection of said specific response, 
sending a subsequent set of queries comprising data 

signals to the second computer, and 
outputting the subsequent set of queries using the display 

on the second computes 
29. The method d claim 28 where seeding a first set of 

queries includes sending the first set of queries using an 
interactive voice response unit. 

34. The method of claim 28 where the monitoring step 
includes monitoring the oommunications circuit for both 
audio and data signals. 

3L The method of claim 28 wherein the specific response 
is a telecommuications signal including DIME tones. 

32. The method of daim 28 where the outputting the 
subsequent set of queries step includes outputting quay data 
from one or more of the interactive voice response =its 
using a hiesarehicd paradigm. 

33. The method of claim 32 where the hierarchical 
paradigm is a decision tree based on data collected from 
problans previously =muscled by users. 

34. The method of claim 28 further comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

queries relating to problems most recauly encountered 
by users. 

35. The method of claim 28 further compeising: 
moaitodng the communications circuit from the first 

computer to detect a second specific response to the 
subsequent act of queries outputted as data signals 
using the display on the se coad computes; 

sending a third set of guides from one of the interactive 
voice response units as audio signals to the second 
computa: and 

outputting the third set of compute= on the second 
computer using the speaker. 

34. In a system having a first computer coupled to a 
remote second computer by a communications circuit, each 
computer having a astral processing unit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
putes having one or more interactive voice response units, 
the communications &alit allowing the transfer of both 
audio signals sad data signals over said conummications 
circuit, a method of displaying a plurality of quires: 

maintaining a database on the first computer containing 
database =ties listing a plurality of interactive voice 
response queries; 

consulting the database on the first computer to obtain a 
(=rent pluzality of interactive voice response queries to 
display on the second computer, wherein the anent 
plurality of interactive voice response queries is based 
on data collected from problems previously encoun-
tered by users; 

•• 
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sending a first subset of said current plurality of interac-
tive voice response queries to the second computer, 
wherein the current subset of interactive voice response 
queries includes at least one problem encountered by 
more than one user 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response que-
ries on the second computer; 

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 
outputted subset of interactive voice respoase queries; 

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 
respoase to the subset of interactive voice queries from 
the second computer; and 

upon detecting a response, sealing a subsequent subset of 
the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 
second computer for display based oa the user 
responses to said first subset of queries. 

37. The method of claim 36 where the consulting step 
includes using data obtained from previous interactions by 
users who have had computer software problems. 

3$. The method of claim 36 where the sending steps 
include sending the subset of interactive voice response 
queries as data signals. 

39. The method of claim 36 where the sending steps 
include sending the subset of interactive voice queues as 
audio and data signals. 

46. The method of claim 36 where the outputting the 
subset of queries step includes outputting said interactive 
voice response queries using a hierwthical paradigm based 
on data collected from problems previously encountered by 
user 

4L The method of claim 46 where the hierarchical 
paradigm is a decision tree based on data collected from 
walk:ma previously encountered by users. 

41 The method of claim 34 where the outputting step 
includes outputting the interactive voice queries on the 
display from the one or more interactive voice response 
units. 

43. The method of claim 36 where the allowing step 
includes allowing a user to jump directly to any subset of 
interactive voix response queries which we displayed, 
thereby skipping intermediate subsets. 

44. The method of claim 36 where the monitoring step 
includes monitoring the conumunications circuit for both 
audio and data signals. 

45. The method of claim 36 further comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

queries relating to problems most recently encountered 
by users. 

46 The method of claim 36 wherein the step of main-
taining a database on the first computer includes: 

maintaining a hierarchical paradigm of database entries 
based on data collected from problems encountered by 
users; and 

updating the hierarchical paradigm of database entries as 
users encounter new or previously unknown problems. 

47. The method of claim 36 wherein the step of consulting 
the database on the first computer to obtain a current 
plurality of interactive voice response quake includes using 
a probabilistic scheme which directs the user to solutions far 
problems that are most likely to be encountered ter a 
particular set of software. 

4$. The method of claim 36 father comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

interactive voice response queries relating to problems 
most recently encountered by users. 

49. In a system having a first computer coupled to a 
=mote second computer by a comnamications circuit, each 

22 
computer having a central processing unit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
puter  
the communications

communihaving one mote cirlioa: itagintanaactiowinveg  v
th
oiecetranrespoonseer of  ubothaits, 

audio signals and data signals over said communications 
circuit, a method of completing automatic remote diagnosis 
of computer problems comprising the steps of: 

maintaining a database on the first computer containing 
	 a plurality of interactive voice 

response queries, wherein the list of interactive voice 
response queries is based on data collected from prob-
lems previously encountreed by users; 

consulting the database on the first computer to obtain a 
15 	current subset of the plurality of interactive voice 

response queries to display, wherein the current subset 
of interactive voice response queries includes at least 
one problem encountered by more than one user; 

sending the subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
response queries from the first computer to the second 
computer for display; 

outputting the subset of interactive voice response queries 
on the second computer using the display; 

monitoring the communications circuit to detect response 
to the subset of interactive voice response queries from 
the second computer, and 

launching a selected diagnostic application on the second 
computer, the diagnostic application selected from a 
plurality of diagnostic application based on the 
response obtained to the subset of interactive voice 
response queries from the second computer. 

Stl. The method of claim 49 further comprising 
updating the database on the first computer containing 

35 	database entries listing a plurality of interactive voice 
response queries using the detected response to the 
subset of interactive voice queries from the second 
computer. 

SI The method of claim 49 wherein the step of sending 
a subset of said plurality of inklaclive voice response 40 
queries from the first computer includes sending a set of 
queries relating to problems most recently encountered by 
users. 

S1 The method of claim 49 wherein the step of main-
4.5 taining a database on the first computer includes: 

maintaining a hierarchical paradigm of database entries 
based on data collated frost problems encountered by 
users; and 

updating the hierarchical paradigm of database entries as 
so 	users encounter new or previously unknown problems. 

53. The method of claim 49 wherein the step of consulting 
the database on the first computer includes using a proba-
bilistic scheme to obtain a current subset of the plurality of 
interactive voice response queries which directs the user to 

55 solutions for problems that arc most likely to be encountered 
for a particular set of software. 

54. The method of claim 49 further comprising 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

interactive voice response queries relating to problems 
60 	most recently encountered by users. 

SS The method of claim 49 further comprising: 
outputting the subset of interactive voice response queries 

in a hierarchical paradigm containing a plurality of 
levels, wherein upper levels in the hierarchical pare- 

65 	digm represent a description of problems that are most 
likely to be encountered for a particular set of software 
problems; and 
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sending a first subset of said current plurality of interac-
tive voice response queries to the second computer, 
wherein the current subset of interactive voice response 
queries includes at least one problem encountered by 
more than one user 

outputting said subset of interactive voice response que-
ries on the second computer; 

allowing a user to selectively respond to any of the 
outputted subset of interactive voice respoase queries; 

monitoring the communications circuit to detect a 
respoase to the subset of interactive voice queries from 
the second computer; and 

upon detecting a response, sealing a subsequent subset of 
the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 
second computer for display based oa the user 
responses to said first subset of queries. 

37. The method of claim 36 where the consulting step 
includes using data obtained from previous interactions by 
users who have had computer software problems. 

3$. The method of claim 36 where the sending steps 
include sending the subset of interactive voice response 
queries as data signals. 

39. The method of claim 36 where the sending steps 
include sending the subset of interactive voice queues as 
audio and data signals. 

46. The method of claim 36 where the outputting the 
subset of queries step includes outputting said interactive 
voice response queries using a hierwthical paradigm based 
on data collected from problems previously encountered by 
user 

4L The method of claim 46 where the hierarchical 
paradigm is a decision tree based on data collected from 
walk:ma previously encountered by users. 

41 The method of claim 34 where the outputting step 
includes outputting the interactive voice queries on the 
display from the one or more interactive voice response 
units. 

43. The method of claim 36 where the allowing step 
includes allowing a user to jump directly to any subset of 
interactive voix response queries which we displayed, 
thereby skipping intermediate subsets. 

44. The method of claim 36 where the monitoring step 
includes monitoring the conumunications circuit for both 
audio and data signals. 

45. The method of claim 36 further comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

queries relating to problems most recently encountered 
by users. 

46 The method of claim 36 wherein the step of main-
taining a database on the first computer includes: 

maintaining a hierarchical paradigm of database entries 
based on data collected from problems encountered by 
users; and 

updating the hierarchical paradigm of database entries as 
users encounter new or previously unknown problems. 

47. The method of claim 36 wherein the step of consulting 
the database on the first computer to obtain a current 
plurality of interactive voice response quake includes using 
a probabilistic scheme which directs the user to solutions far 
problems that are most likely to be encountered ter a 
particular set of software. 

4$. The method of claim 36 father comprising: 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

interactive voice response queries relating to problems 
most recently encountered by users. 

49. In a system having a first computer coupled to a 
=mote second computer by a comnamications circuit, each 

22 
computer having a central processing unit coupled to a 
memory, a display for visually outputting data signals, a 
speaker for outputting audio signals, the remote first com-
puter  
the communications

communihaving one mote cirlioa: itagintanaactiowinveg  v
th
oiecetranrespoonseer of  ubothaits, 

audio signals and data signals over said communications 
circuit, a method of completing automatic remote diagnosis 
of computer problems comprising the steps of: 

maintaining a database on the first computer containing 
	 a plurality of interactive voice 

response queries, wherein the list of interactive voice 
response queries is based on data collected from prob-
lems previously encountreed by users; 

consulting the database on the first computer to obtain a 
15 	current subset of the plurality of interactive voice 

response queries to display, wherein the current subset 
of interactive voice response queries includes at least 
one problem encountered by more than one user; 

sending the subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
response queries from the first computer to the second 
computer for display; 

outputting the subset of interactive voice response queries 
on the second computer using the display; 

monitoring the communications circuit to detect response 
to the subset of interactive voice response queries from 
the second computer, and 

launching a selected diagnostic application on the second 
computer, the diagnostic application selected from a 
plurality of diagnostic application based on the 
response obtained to the subset of interactive voice 
response queries from the second computer. 

Stl. The method of claim 49 further comprising 
updating the database on the first computer containing 

35 	database entries listing a plurality of interactive voice 
response queries using the detected response to the 
subset of interactive voice queries from the second 
computer. 

SI The method of claim 49 wherein the step of sending 
a subset of said plurality of inklaclive voice response 40 
queries from the first computer includes sending a set of 
queries relating to problems most recently encountered by 
users. 

S1 The method of claim 49 wherein the step of main-
4.5 taining a database on the first computer includes: 

maintaining a hierarchical paradigm of database entries 
based on data collated frost problems encountered by 
users; and 

updating the hierarchical paradigm of database entries as 
so 	users encounter new or previously unknown problems. 

53. The method of claim 49 wherein the step of consulting 
the database on the first computer includes using a proba-
bilistic scheme to obtain a current subset of the plurality of 
interactive voice response queries which directs the user to 

55 solutions for problems that arc most likely to be encountered 
for a particular set of software. 

54. The method of claim 49 further comprising 
updating the interactive voice response units with a set of 

interactive voice response queries relating to problems 
60 	most recently encountered by users. 

SS The method of claim 49 further comprising: 
outputting the subset of interactive voice response queries 

in a hierarchical paradigm containing a plurality of 
levels, wherein upper levels in the hierarchical pare- 

65 	digm represent a description of problems that are most 
likely to be encountered for a particular set of software 
problems; and 
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Launching automatically a selected diagnostic program on 
the second computer whenever selected levels in the 
hierarchical paradigm are accessed based on the 
detected response. 

54. A computer readable medium having stored therein 
instructions far causing a first computer to execute the 
following method: 

sending a first set of queries from one or more interactive 
voice response units on the first computer to a second 
computer, the first set of queries comprising an audio 
signal allowing a user of the second computer to select 
display of subsequent queries on the second computer, 

monitoring a communications circuit linking the second 
and first computers to detect a specific response to the 
firs set of queries from the second computer, and 

in response to detection of said specific response, sending 
a subsequent set of queries comprising data signals to 
the second computer for display thereon. 

57. A computer readable rneditun having stored therein 
instructions for causing a first computer to execute the 
following method: 

maintaining a database containing database entries listing 
a plurality of interactive voice response queries; 

consulting the database to obtain a current plurality of is 
interactive voice response queries to display on a 
second computer, wherein the current plurality of inter-
active voice response queries is based on data collected 
from problems previously =countered by users; 

sending a first subset of said cement plurality of interac-  30 

tive voice response queries to the se ond oomputa, 
wherein the current subset of interactive voice response 
queries includes at least one problem encountered by 
more than one user; 

monitoring a communications chunk linking the second 35 

and first computers to detect a user response to the 

15 

20 

maintaining a database containing database entries listing 
a plurality of interactive voice response queries, 
wherein the list of interactive voice response queries is 
based on data collected from problems previously 
encountered by users; 

consulting the database to obtain a current subset of the 
plurality of interactive voice response queries to 
display, wherein the amont subset of interactive voice 
response queries includes at least one problem encoun-
tered by more than one user; 

sending the subset of said plurality of interactive voice 
response queries from the first computer to a second 
computer for display; 

monitoring a cornmsmications circuit linking the second 
and first computers to detect a response to the subset of 
interactive voice response queries from the second 
computer, and launching a selected diagnostic applica-
tion on the second computer, the &agnostic application 
selected from a pluratity of diagnostic applications 
based on the response obtained to the subset of inter-
active voice response queries from the second com-
puter 

24 
subset of interactive voice queries from the second 
computer; and 

upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of 

5 	the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 
second computer for display based on said user 
response to said first subset of queries. 

58. A computer readable medium having stored therein 
instructions for causing a first computer to execute the 

to following method: 
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15 

20 
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24 
subset of interactive voice queries from the second 
computer; and 

upon detecting a response, sending a subsequent subset of 

5 	the plurality of interactive voice response queries to the 
second computer for display based on said user 
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ATTORNEN _KKET NO.: 3125,-400 US I 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 

Serial No. 

Filed 

McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: 	2173 

09/400,413 	 Examiner 	Cao Nguyen 

September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

AMENDMENT 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

In response to the Office Action dated November 29, 2000, please amend the 

above-identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please amend claims 1, 12 and 31 and add new claims 44-57 as follows: 

(amended) An information management and synchronous communications 

system for generating enus comprising: 

a. central processing unit, 

b. a dat torage device connected to said central ItC/1/  
v 

40 	

c. processi unit, 

an operating s 
interface, 

	

	

r_i_  NO 0 8 200,  
tern including a graphical tiElciii70/ogy colter  i  

2100 
d. a first menu stored on <id data storage device, 

e. application software for gene ating a second menu 
from said first menu, 
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g. 	application softwar 

wherein said microprocessor, operating system and plication software are operative to display 

and wherein data comprising t  'us. 's 1.1- 1 hr. iz  

PATENT ATTORNEN _ .)CKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

wherein the application software 	ilitates the generation of the second menu by allowing 

election of items from the first menu, a ition of it 

parameters to items in the second menu usin 

:. 

graphical user interface of said operating 

s to the second menu and assignment of 

system and wherein data comprising the second me is synchronized between the data storage 

device connected to the central processing unit and at least • e other computing device. 

12. (amended) An information management and synchronous communications 

system for generating enus comprising: 

a microprocessor, 

b. 	a display device, 

to and instruction input device, 

d. a dat storage device for storing information and 
instruc c ons entered through said data and 
instruct', input means or information generated by 
said micr• rocessor, 

e. an operating stem, 

f. a master menu ored on said data storage device for 
generating a mo ied menu, and 

c. 

the master menu on the display device in respons to instructions programmed into said 

microprocessor, operating system, application software 	information and instructions entered 

through said data input device, and wherein said mic •processor, operating system and 

application software are operative to create the modified enu from said master menu in 

response to information and instructions entered through said d.. a and instruction input device 

and at least one other computing device. 
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amended) In a computer system having an input device, a storage device, a 

video display, an op= ating system including a graphical user interface and application software, 

an information managem-  t and synchronous communications method comprising the steps of: 

a. • tputting at least one window on the video display; 

b. outp ing a first menu in a window on the video 
displa , 

c. displaying cursor on the video display; 

d. selecting item from the first menu with the input 
device or the gr hical user interface; 

e. inserting the items lected from the first menu into 
a second menu, the se and menu being output in a 
window; 

f. optionally adding addition 	ems not included in 
the first menu to the second enu using the input 
device or the graphical user in rface; [and] 

g. storing the second menu on the s •rage device; and 

h. synchronizing the data comprising t second menu  
between the storage device and at lea one other 
data storage medium, wherein the othe ata storage 
medium is connected to or is part of a di erent 
computing device. 

new) An information management and synchronous communications system 

for use with wireless andheld computing devices and hospitality computing systems 

comprising: 

a. a central da .base containing hospitality 
applications data, 

b. at least one wireles andheld computing device on 
which hospitality app ations and data are stored or 
displayed, 

c. an application program inter e, and 

d. a communications control modul 
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wherein applic ions or data are synchronized wirelessly between the central database and at 

least one wireless andheld computing device and wherein the applications program interface 

and communications ntrol module establish a seamless link between the data in the central 

database and the data on t e wireless handheld computing device. 

45. (new) The 'nformation management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 44 wherein the comm nications control module and the application program interface 

enable the automatic generation o and updating of operator menus or screens on the handheld 

computer based on data from the cen al hospitality database. 

46. (new) The informati s management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 45 wherein messaging formats e used which are in conformity with HTML or XML 

messaging formats. 

47. (new) An information mana• ment and synchronous communications system 

for use with wireless handheld computing devices d hospitality applications comprising: 

a. a central database conta ing hospitality 
applications and data, 

b. at least one wireless comp ting device, 

c. at least one wireless paging r beeper device, 

d. an applications program inter ce, and 

e. a communications control mod le; 

wherein hospitality applications or data are synchronized be -en the central database, at least 

one wireless computing device and at least one wireless pagin or beeper device and wherein 

messaging to the wireless paging or beeper device is enabled direc ly from the operator interface 

of the wireless computing device. 
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48. ( 	An information management and synchronous communications system 

comprising: 

a. a central database containing applications and data, 

b. first computing device associated with the central 
d tabase, 

c. a second computing device associated with a second 
storage medium containing applications and data, 

d. an appl ations program interface, and 

e. a comm cations control module; 

wherein applications or data are sync onized between the central database and the second 

storage medium and wherein the applications program interface and communications control 

module establish a seamless link between e data in the central database and the data on the 

second storage medium. 

49. (new) The information management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 48 wherein the communications contro module and the applications program interface 

enable the automatic generation of and updating of operator menus or screens on the second 

computing device based on data from the central da abase. 

50. (new) The information managem t and synchronous communications system 

of claim 1 wherein the second menu is generated y manually selecting items from the first 

menu, adding items to the second menu or assigning p. ameters to items in the second menu. 

51. (new) The information management d synchronous communications system 

of claim 1 wherein the data is synchronized by digita transmission between the data storage 

device connected to the central processing unit and at leas one other computing device. 

52. (new) The information management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 12 wherein the modified menu is generated by man ally selecting items from the master 

menu. 
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53. ( -w) The information management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 12 wherein the ata is synchronized by digital transmission between the data storage 

device and at least one other c puting dev.  e. 

54. (new) The comp -r s stem of claim 31 wherein the data is synchronized by 

digital transmission between the storage vice and at least one other data storage medium. 

(new) The information management and synchronous communications system 

of claim jkirwherein the applications and data are synchronized by digital data transmission 

between the central database, at least one wireless handheld computing device, at least one Web 

server and at least one Web page. 

56. (n w) The information management and synchronous communications system 

of claim 44 wherein the applications or data are synchronized by digital data transmission 

between the central database an at least one w less handheld computing device. 

57. (new) The inform on m 	ement and synchronous communications system 

of claim 47 wherein the applications or ata are synchronized by digital data transmission 

between the central database, at least one wirel 	computing device and at least one wireless 

paging or beeper device. 

UNARM 

By the present amendment, claims 1, 12 and 31 are amended. Claims 20-30 and 

40-43 were allowed. New claims 44-57 have been added. Claims 1-57 are now pending N,  

new matter has been added. 

Claims 1-19 and 31-39 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as anticipated ty, 

Cupps et al. U.S. Patent No. 5,991,739. Claims 1, 12 and 31 have been amended to further recite 

that the data comprising the second or modified menu is synchronized between the data storage 

device connected to the central processing unit and at least one other computing device. Cupps 
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describes the dynamic creation of menu web pages that are customized to a customer's request. 

(See, e.g., col. 9, lines 3-7). However, Cupps does not describe the synchronization of generated 

menus between different databases or computing devices. As a matter of fact, Cupps describes 

data transmission via phone or fax (e.g., co1.10, lines 26-42) precisely because Cupps did not 

appreciate what Applicants describe and claim, i.e., real-time synchronization of data on 

different computers or databases. Claims 1, 12 and 31 as amended are thus believed to be 

patentably distinguishable over Cupps. 

Claims 2-11, 13-19 and 32-39 further contribute to the claiming of the invention 

because they are directed to further aspects of the claimed device. Claims 2-11, 13-19 and 32-39 

depend from claims 1, 12 or 31. With the amendments to claims 1, 12 and 31, it is respectfully 

submitted that claims 2-11, 13-19 and 32-39 are now allowable. 

New claims 44-57 recite further aspects of the invention which Applicant,  arc 

entitled to claim. Claims 44-49 find support in the specification, e.g., at page 21, lines 8-10 and 

14-15; page 20, line 8 — page 21, line 3 and page 25, line 10 — page 26, line 8. Support for new 

claims 50 and 52 is found, e.g., at p. 12, line 3 - page 15, line 25. Support for new claims 51 and 

53-57 is found, e.g., at page 1, line 17 and p. 2, lines 2-3. No new matter has been added 

Applicants respectfully submit that new claims 44-57 are distinguishable and patentable a% er the 

prior art of record. 

To avoid any negative inference, Applicants state for the record that they 

respectfully disagree with the Examiner's statements with regard to claims 1-19 and 31-39 that 

Cupps discloses a synchronous communications system. Applicants further disagree with the 

Examiner's statements with respect to claims 8 and 16 that Cupps discloses creating the second 

menu in conformity with extensible markup language. In any event, claims 1-19 and 31-19 

amended are asserted to be patentable over the prior art of record as discussed above. 
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It is therefore respectfully submitted that the invention as now claimed in rejected 

claims 1-19 and 31-39 and new claims 44-57 is patentable over the cited references and those 

claims are in condition for allowance. Accordingly, reconsideration and withdrawal of the 

rejection of claims 1-19 and 31-39 and allowance of the pending claims, being claims 1-57, is 

respectfully requested. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

Date: February 26, 2001 

B ohn W. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

Mai ling Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
TELEPHONE: 212-758-4800 
TELECOPIER: 212-751-6849 
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Computer disk(s) containing substitute Sequence Listing 

[ 
	

Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.825(b) that the computer and paper copies of the substitute Sequence Listing 
are the same. 

[ X ] 	A check in the amount of $ 246:00 to cover the filing fee is attached. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: February 26, 2001 	 By: 

 

X", of)tri,,z  
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period for Reply 
A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE  3 	MONTH(S) FROM 
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be considered timely. 
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this 

communication. 
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133). 
- Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any 

earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b). 

Status 

1)X Responsive to communication(s) filed on  Mar 1, 2001  

2a)1 This action is FINAL. 	 2b) 	This action is non-final. 

3) 71 Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is 
closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quay/935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213. 

Disposition of Claims 

4)X: Claim(s)  1-19 31-39, 44-54, 56, and 57 	is/are pending in the applica 

4a) Of the above, claim(s) 	  is/are withdrawn from consider 

5)X, Claim(s)  20-30 and 40 — 3 44,k .5-__S" 	 is/are allowed. 

6)X. Claim(s)  1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56, and 57 	is/are rejected. 

7) ..7 Claim(s) 	  is/are objected to. 

8)11 C
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Application Papers 
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1. 	Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2 	Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No 	  

3. 	Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage 
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

*See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received. 
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Application/Control Number: 09/400,413 	 Page 2 

Art Unit: 2173 

DETAILED ACTION 

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102 

1. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.0 102 that form the 

basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action: 

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless -- 

(e) the invention was described in a patent granted on an application for patent by another filed in the United 
States before the invention thereof by the applicant for patent, or on an international application by another who 
has fulfilled the requirements of paragraphs (1), (2), and (4) of section 371(C) of this title before the invention 
thereof by the applicant for patent. 

=13hif 
2. Claims 1-19, 31-39 and 50-54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 102(e) as being anticipated by 

Cupps et al. (5,991,739).  

Regarding claim 1, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system for generating menus comprising: a central processing unit, a data 

storage device connected to said central processing unit, an operating system including a graphical 

user interface (see figure 2), a first menu stored on said data storage device, application software 

for generating a second menu from said first menu, wherein the application software facilitates the 

generation of the second menu by allowing selection of items from the first menu, addition of 

items to the second menu and assignment of parameters to items in the second menu using the 

graphical user interface of said operating system (see col 9, lines 42-67). 

Regarding claim 2, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is a restaurant menu (see col. 5, lines 27-67). 
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Regarding claim 3, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is capable of being displayed on the display 

screen of a wireless computing device (see col. 4, lines 1-55). 

Regarding claims 4 and 5, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein selections from the second menu are capable of being 

transmitted to a receiving computer by wireless link.(see figures 1-2). 

Regarding claims 6 and 7, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system in, wherein the computer network is the internet; and selections from the 

second menu are capable of being transmitted to a receiving computer via the internet (see col. 9, 

lines 16-65 and figure 8-10). 

Regarding claims 8-11, Cupps discloses an information management and synchronous 

communications system, wherein the second menu is created in conformity with hypertext markup 

language or extensible markup language (see col. 10, lines 8-56 and figures 7-10). 

As claims 12-19, 31-39 and 50-54 are analyzed as previously discussed with respect to 

claims 1-11 above. 
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Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103 

	

3 . 	The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness 

rejections set forth in this Office action: 

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in 
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are 
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person 
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the 
manner in which the invention was made. 

This application currently names joint inventors. In considering patentability of the claims 

under 35 U.S.C. 103(a), the examiner presumes that the subject matter of the various claims was 

commonly owned at the time any inventions covered therein were made absent any evidence to 

the contrary. Applicant is advised of the obligation under 37 CFR 1.56 to point out the inventor 

and invention dates of each claim that was not commonly owned at the time a later invention was 

made in order for the examiner to consider the applicability of 35 U.S.C. 1030 and potential 35 

U.S.C. 102(f) or (g) prior art under 35 U.S.C. I03(a). 

	

4 
	

Claims 44-49 and 56-57 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over 

Cupps in view of Behr et al. (US Patent No. 6,107,944).  

Regarding claim 44, Cupps fails to explicitly teach at least one wireless handheld 

computing device on which hospitality application. 

Behr teaches wireless handheld computing device on which hospitality application (see 

col. 14, lines 1-57). It would have been obvious to one of an ordinary skill in the art at the time 

the invention was made to provide wireless handheld computing device on which hospitality 
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application as taught by Behr to the internet on-line ordering vendor of Cupps; in order to provide 

the customer with the hospitality over the wireless communication device. It would enhance user 

friendly and to remotely access into the hospitality ordering database. 

Regarding claim 45, Behr discloses wherein the communications control module and the 

application program interface enable automatic generation of and updating of operator menus or 

screen of the handheld (see figures 33-35). 

Regarding claim 46, Cupps discloses wherein Messaging format are used which are 

conformity with HTML or XML message format (see col. 9, lines 8-65). 

As claims 48-49 and 56-57 are analyzed as previously discussed with respect to claims 44-

46 above.  

Response to Arguments 

5. 	Applicant's arguments filed on 03/01/01 have been fully considered but they are not 

persuasive. 

On page 7, Applicant argues that Cupps fails to explicitly teach or suggest "the second 

menu is synchronized between the data storage device connected to CPU ". However, the 

limitations set forth to reply upon "A customer accesses the online ordering machine through a 

client computer that is connected to the Internet. The customer enters the appropriate web 

address or universal resource locator (URL) for the online ordering machine. The online order 

procedure interacts with the client computer by providing access to a series of web pages that can 
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be downloaded to the client computer for the customer's use. Initially, a home web page is 

provided to the client computer. The customer can register with the online ordering machine 

which is accomplished by filling out information requested through one or more web pages. The 

customer is then provided with a web page that prompts the customer for his location as shown in 

the exemplary web page. This web page can also obtain the current time at the customer's 

location which is returned to the online order procedure. The current time is used to determine 

which restaurants meeting the customer's criteria are currently open. In addition, the web page 

obtains the type of service that the customer seeks, such as but not limited to take-out service 

or delivery service." See Cupps col. 9, lines 35-65 and figures 2-3F. 

On page 7, Applicant argues that the claims invention describe a real-time synchronization 

of data on different computers or database. However, the limitation as claimed was not clearly 

defined in the claim invention. 

Allowable Subject Matter 

6. 	Claims 20-30, 40-43 and 55 are allowed over the prior art of record. 

Applicant has claimed uniquely distinct features in the instant invention which are not 

found in the prior art either singularly or in combination. They are an information management 

and synchronous communications system for generating and transmitting menus a sub-modifier 

menu stored on data storage device and displayable in a window of graphical user interface, and 
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application software for generating a second menu from first menu and transmitting second menu 

to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page. These features are not found or suggested 

in the prior art. 

The present invention is directed to an information management and synchronous 

communications system for generating and transmitting menus. Each independent claims 20 and 

40 are identified the uniquely distinct features "a sub-modifier menu stored on data storage  

device and displayable in a window of graphical user interface. and application software for 

generating a second menu from first menu and transmitting second menu to a wireless handheld 

computing device or Web page". The closest prior art, Cupps (US Patent No. 5,991,739) and 

Chen (US Patent No. 5,724,069) discloses convention of user interactive interface providing an 

on-line ordering distribution, either singularly or in combination, fail to anticipate or render the 

above underlined limitations obvious. 

Conclusion 

7. 	The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's 

disclosure and provided on the attached Form 892. 
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8 	THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the extension of time 

policy as set forth in 37 CFR 1.136(a). 

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE 

MONTHS from the mailing date of this action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO 

MONTHS of the mailing date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after 

the end of the THREE-MONTH shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period 

will expire on the date the advisory action is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 

CFR 1.136(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of the advisory action. In no event, 

however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX MONTHS from the mailing date 

of this final action. 

Response 

9. 	Responses to this action should be mailed to: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, 

Washington, D.C. 20231. If applicant desires to fax a response, (703) 308-6306 may be used for 

formal communications. 

Please label "PROPOSED" or "DRAFT" for informal facsimile communications. For after 

final responses, please label "AFTER FINAL" or "EXPEDITED PROCEDURE" on the 

document. 
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Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2121 Crystal Drive, 

Arlington, VA. Sixth Floor (Receptionist). 

Inquires 

10. 	Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the exanune' 

should be directed to Cao (Kevin) Nguyen whose telephone number is (703) 305-3972. The 

examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Friday from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm. 

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's 

supervisor, John W. Cabeca, can be reached on (703) 308-3116. The fax number for this group 

(703) 308-6360 

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceedinL, 

should be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900. 

PATENT EXAMINER 
Art Unit 2773 

Cao "Kevin" Nguyen 
May 16, 2001 

AYMO J. BAYERL  
PRIMARY EXAMINER 

ART UNIT 2 73 
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'7' 

TURN RIGHT ONTO EMERALD ST. 
DRIVE A SHORT DISTANCE TO 
YOUR DESTINATION AT 260 
EMERALD ST. 
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I 
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U EN 
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EINE KEHRTWENDUt 
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Included with this specification is a microfiche appendix 
including 3 sheets of 283 total frames. 	 15 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office 20 

patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright 
rights whatsoever. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to a system and method 
for providing route guidance and tracking information and 
other information from a base unit to a mobile unit over 
wireless, wireline, or optical devices. 

The invention more particularly relates to an apparatus 
and method for providing to a mobile unit route guidance 
and tracking information and other information which has 
been calculated and/or stored at a base unit in response to a 
query from the mobile unit. 

Systems have already been developed which provide 
geographical or position-dependent information to a mobile 
user. Such systems are generally installed in an automobile 
or other vehicle. These systems generally include an 
on-board geographic database which may be accessed to 
determine geographic information, such as locations of 
points of interest, directions to points of interest, and direc-
tions between a specified origin and a destination. An 
on-board computer calculates route guidance information 
using data from the database in response to user inputs. 

Such systems are known as autonomous route guidance 
systems since they are independent and self-contained. The 
systems generally include a geographic database, position-
ing sensors, and a computer including a keyboard and 
display. The geographic database is a representation of a 
region or metropolitan area and may include, for example, 
street names, navigation attributes, such as turn restrictions 
and one-way streets., street addresses, and points of interest, 
such as airports, restaurants and museums. The positioning 
sensors may determine geographic position from RF (Radio 
Frequency) triangulation or in response to signals from, for 
example, GPS (Global Positioning System), LORAN C or 
other similar positioning systems, and from motion and 
direction detectors. The computer calculates route guidance 
information in response to inputs from the other system 
components as well as from operator input. The route 
guidance information is provided to the user in the form of 
navigational text or map graphics. 

Autonomous route guidance systems have many 
drawbacks, however, which have prevented their wide-
spread use. Because the system is autonomous and has an 65 
on-board database, the system must include large storage 
capabilities for storing all of the data which form the 
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2 
database. Technologies such as CD-ROM have allowed 
storage of an entire database but require still a tradeoff 
between cost and fast, efficient data access. 

Another problem with autonomous route guidance sys-
tems is maintenance and currency of the database. As new 
streets arc built, or as old streets are reconfigured, as 
businesses and other points of interest open and close, the 
database on CD-ROM or other media becomes out of date. 
In addition, when a database is compiled, it may include 

10 
errors which are then replicated in the many copies provided 
to users. These errors may require correction in the user 
copies by replacing those database copies. Moreover, incor-
rect or outdated information in the database can lead to 
errors when calculating routes. When an out-of-date data-
base does not include the information that a particular 
roadway is closed, the system may be unable to calculate an 
alternate  route. 

Autonomous route guidance system providers may 
improve the accuracy of the system by providing occasional 
database updates to users. However, distribution of the 
database, in a medium such as CD-ROM or floppy disk, to 
remotely located mobile users may be difficult. In addition, 
the media themselves are expensive since they may gener-
ally be used only a single time. 

Other aspects of such prior art autonomous route guidance 
systems add to their cost and inconvenience. Because the 
systems are autonomous, they must include all components, 
including the computer, the database and the position sensor. 
Using present technology, such a system is too heavy and 
too large to be readily transported by an individual. In 
addition, the complete system has power requirements 
which make battery operation impractical. As a result, 
autonomous route guidance systems have been limited to 
installation in automobiles or other vehicles which can 
accommodate the size and power requirements of such a 
system. The current best price for a complete autonomous 
route guidance system is substantial. This includes only the 
cost for a single, dedicated autonomous route guidance 
system. 

Another type of route guidance system has been tested in 
Europe using beacons to provide a guidance signal to 
on-board equipment. The system directs the user to travel 
from beacon to beacon, creating a stepwise path between an 
origin and a destination because of the fixed locations of the 
beacons. The navigational information thus provided forms 
a generally inefficient routing path from origin to destina-
tion. In addition, such a system does not provide the capa-
bility to query a database for information about nearby 
points of interest and other geographical information. 

Therefore, there is a need for a routing and information 
system that continually provides access to up-to-date, cor-
rect geographic information by a remote user. There is a 
further need for a routing and information system which can 
be implemented on lightweight, portable devices for easy, 
convenient transportation and use. There is a further need for 
a routing and information system which is independent of 
any particular hardware configuration and which may be 
implemented on any suitably equipped data processing 
apparatus, such as a desktop personal computer, a laptop 
computer, a personal digital assistant or even a pager. There 
is a further need for a routing and information system which 
provides communication between mobile units and a base 
unit over any available channel, including wireless, wireline, 
and optical channels. There is a still further need for a data 
communication protocol for providing accurate, reliable 
communication in such a system, independent of hardware 
configuration and in a compact form. 
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display. The geographic database is a representation of a 
region or metropolitan area and may include, for example, 
street names, navigation attributes, such as turn restrictions 
and one-way streets., street addresses, and points of interest, 
such as airports, restaurants and museums. The positioning 
sensors may determine geographic position from RF (Radio 
Frequency) triangulation or in response to signals from, for 
example, GPS (Global Positioning System), LORAN C or 
other similar positioning systems, and from motion and 
direction detectors. The computer calculates route guidance 
information in response to inputs from the other system 
components as well as from operator input. The route 
guidance information is provided to the user in the form of 
navigational text or map graphics. 

Autonomous route guidance systems have many 
drawbacks, however, which have prevented their wide-
spread use. Because the system is autonomous and has an 65 
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between cost and fast, efficient data access. 

Another problem with autonomous route guidance sys-
tems is maintenance and currency of the database. As new 
streets arc built, or as old streets are reconfigured, as 
businesses and other points of interest open and close, the 
database on CD-ROM or other media becomes out of date. 
In addition, when a database is compiled, it may include 
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errors which are then replicated in the many copies provided 
to users. These errors may require correction in the user 
copies by replacing those database copies. Moreover, incor-
rect or outdated information in the database can lead to 
errors when calculating routes. When an out-of-date data-
base does not include the information that a particular 
roadway is closed, the system may be unable to calculate an 
alternate  route. 

Autonomous route guidance system providers may 
improve the accuracy of the system by providing occasional 
database updates to users. However, distribution of the 
database, in a medium such as CD-ROM or floppy disk, to 
remotely located mobile users may be difficult. In addition, 
the media themselves are expensive since they may gener-
ally be used only a single time. 

Other aspects of such prior art autonomous route guidance 
systems add to their cost and inconvenience. Because the 
systems are autonomous, they must include all components, 
including the computer, the database and the position sensor. 
Using present technology, such a system is too heavy and 
too large to be readily transported by an individual. In 
addition, the complete system has power requirements 
which make battery operation impractical. As a result, 
autonomous route guidance systems have been limited to 
installation in automobiles or other vehicles which can 
accommodate the size and power requirements of such a 
system. The current best price for a complete autonomous 
route guidance system is substantial. This includes only the 
cost for a single, dedicated autonomous route guidance 
system. 

Another type of route guidance system has been tested in 
Europe using beacons to provide a guidance signal to 
on-board equipment. The system directs the user to travel 
from beacon to beacon, creating a stepwise path between an 
origin and a destination because of the fixed locations of the 
beacons. The navigational information thus provided forms 
a generally inefficient routing path from origin to destina-
tion. In addition, such a system does not provide the capa-
bility to query a database for information about nearby 
points of interest and other geographical information. 

Therefore, there is a need for a routing and information 
system that continually provides access to up-to-date, cor-
rect geographic information by a remote user. There is a 
further need for a routing and information system which can 
be implemented on lightweight, portable devices for easy, 
convenient transportation and use. There is a further need for 
a routing and information system which is independent of 
any particular hardware configuration and which may be 
implemented on any suitably equipped data processing 
apparatus, such as a desktop personal computer, a laptop 
computer, a personal digital assistant or even a pager. There 
is a further need for a routing and information system which 
provides communication between mobile units and a base 
unit over any available channel, including wireless, wireline, 
and optical channels. There is a still further need for a data 
communication protocol for providing accurate, reliable 
communication in such a system, independent of hardware 
configuration and in a compact form. 
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3 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

An object of the invention is to provide a method and 
system for transmitting route guidance and other informa-
tion from a base unit to a remote unit in a compact form. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a method and 
system for transmitting route guidance and other informa- 
tion from a base unit to a remote unit in a language 
independent form such that the remote unit can provide the 
information to a user in any language or form desired by the 10 
user at the remote unit. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a method and 
system for transmitting route guidance and other informa-
tion from a base unit to a remote unit in which the amount 
of information available at a remote unit can be expanded by is 
providing the remote unit with information from the base 
unit which is not adequately covered by any databases 
on-board the remote unit. 

The invention provides a method and system for provid-
ing route guidance and other information from a base unit to 20 

a remote unit in response to a request from the remote unit. 
A query is formatted at the remote unit, the query including 
the request, and is transmitted from the remote unit to the 
base unit. Requested route guidance information is calcu-
lated at the base unit in response to the query, using a large 
up-to-date database located at the base unit. A response to 
the query is formatted at the base unit, the response includ-
ing route guidance information. The response is then trans-
mitted from the base unit to the remote unit for display. 

The transmission is made in a compact form through the 
use of maneuver arms and combined maneuver arms and 
through the use of tokenized forms. These tokenized forms 
represent a large amount of textual information by one or 
several alphanumeric characters. 

A maneuver arm represents a road at an intersection, for 
depiction on a display, by one or two endpoint coordinates. 
If two intersections are sufficiently close together, a first set 
of maneuver arms for one intersection and a second set of 
maneuver arms for the other intersection arc combined to 
produce a combined set of endpoints for transmission in a 
compact form to depict the first set of maneuver arms and 
the second set of maneuver arms on a common display. 

The tokenized forms are expanded at the remote unit into 
textual driving instructions for each of one or more lan-
guages. In addition, the amount of information available at 
a remote unit can be increased by providing the remote unit 
with information from the base unit which is not adequately 
covered by any databases on-board the remote unit. 

Other objects, features, and advantages of the invention so 

will be apparent from the detailed description set forth 
below. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The features of the invention are set forth with particu-
larity in the appended claims. The invention, together with 
further objects and advantages thereof, may be further 
understood by making reference to the following description 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a functional block diagram illustrating a system 
of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of the 
invention; 	 65 

FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a data communication 
protocol for communicating data from a mobile, or remote, 

4 
unit to a base unit in accordance with the invention and 
which is used in conjunction with the system of FIG. 1 and 
the method of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a data communication 
protocol for communicating data from a base unit to a 
mobile unit in accordance with the invention and which is 
used in conjunction with the system of FIG. 1 and the 
method of FIG. 2; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating a suitable sign convention 
for maneuver arm endpoint coordinates; 

FIGS. 6 to 10 show examples of maneuver arms displays 
in a remote unit; 

FIGS. 11 to 14 illustrate data that is transferred between 
a remote unit and a base unit in the example of FIGS. 6 to 
10; 

FIGS. 15 to 38 illustrate additional examples of data 
transferred between a remote unit and a base unit; 

FIG 39 illustrates a combined maneuver arms display; 
FIG. 40 illustrates some examples of tokens and corre- 

sponding expanded English, Spanish, and German text; and 
FIG. 41 is a flowchart used for explaining operation of a 

stripmap request feature of the invention. 

Overview 
The invention provides a method of providing route 

guidance information and other information from a base unit 
to a mobile unit in response to a request from the mobile 
unit. The method comprises the steps of formatting a query 
at the mobile unit, the query including the request, commu-
nicating the query from the mobile unit to the base unit, and 
calculating route guidance information at the base unit in 
response to the query. The method further comprises the 
steps of formatting a response to the query at the base unit, 
the response including route guidance information, and 
communicating the response from the base unit to the 
mobile unit. The guidance information may include naviga-
tion instructions from an origin to a destination, information 
about one or more points of interest within a particular 
region, or other geographically referenced information. 

The invention further provides a system for communicat-
ing routing information between a base unit and a mobile 
unit. The system comprises an input means at the mobile unit 
for providing an origin and a destination. The system further 
comprises a calculating means at the base unit for calculat-
ing a route between the origin and the destination. The 
system still further comprises communication means for 
communicating the origin and the destination from the 
mobile unit to the base unit and for communicating the route 
from the base unit to the mobile unit. The routing informa-
tion may include navigation instructions from an origin to a 
destination, information about one or more points of interest 
within a particular region, or other geographically refer-
enced information. 

The invention still further provides a method of providing 
routing information to a mobile unit. The method comprises 
the steps of providing an origin and a destination from the 
mobile unit to a base unit, the base unit located remotely 
from the mobile unit. The method further comprises the 
steps of calculating at the base unit a route between the 
origin and the destination, and providing the route to the 
mobile unit. 

The invention still further provides a system for providing 
route guidance information to a remote location from a 
central location. The system comprises a mobile unit includ- 
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A query is formatted at the remote unit, the query including 
the request, and is transmitted from the remote unit to the 
base unit. Requested route guidance information is calcu-
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ing route guidance information. The response is then trans-
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guidance information and other information from a base unit 
to a mobile unit in response to a request from the mobile 
unit. The method comprises the steps of formatting a query 
at the mobile unit, the query including the request, commu-
nicating the query from the mobile unit to the base unit, and 
calculating route guidance information at the base unit in 
response to the query. The method further comprises the 
steps of formatting a response to the query at the base unit, 
the response including route guidance information, and 
communicating the response from the base unit to the 
mobile unit. The guidance information may include naviga-
tion instructions from an origin to a destination, information 
about one or more points of interest within a particular 
region, or other geographically referenced information. 

The invention further provides a system for communicat-
ing routing information between a base unit and a mobile 
unit. The system comprises an input means at the mobile unit 
for providing an origin and a destination. The system further 
comprises a calculating means at the base unit for calculat-
ing a route between the origin and the destination. The 
system still further comprises communication means for 
communicating the origin and the destination from the 
mobile unit to the base unit and for communicating the route 
from the base unit to the mobile unit. The routing informa-
tion may include navigation instructions from an origin to a 
destination, information about one or more points of interest 
within a particular region, or other geographically refer-
enced information. 

The invention still further provides a method of providing 
routing information to a mobile unit. The method comprises 
the steps of providing an origin and a destination from the 
mobile unit to a base unit, the base unit located remotely 
from the mobile unit. The method further comprises the 
steps of calculating at the base unit a route between the 
origin and the destination, and providing the route to the 
mobile unit. 

The invention still further provides a system for providing 
route guidance information to a remote location from a 
central location. The system comprises a mobile unit includ- 
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ing an input means for providing at least a route destination 
and an output means for providing an indication of the route 
guidance information. The system further comprises a first 
transmission means at the mobile unit for transmitting 
destination data and origin data from the mobile unit, the 
destination data being indicative of a route destination and 
the origin data being indicative of a route origin. The system 
still further comprises a base unit at the central location. The 
base unit includes a first receiving means for receiving the 
destination data and the origin data from the first transmis-
sion means, a calculating means coupled with the receiving 
means for calculating a route to the route destination from a 
route origin responsive to the destination data and the origin 
data, and a second transmission means for transmitting 
routing data, the routing data being indicative of the route. 
The system still further comprises a second receiving means 
at the mobile unit for receiving the routing data from the 
second transmission means, the second receiving means 
being coupled with the output means for providing the route 
guidance information to the input means responsive to the 
routing data. 

The invention also provides a system and method for 
providing geographically referenced information from a 
base unit or server to a mobile unit. The mobile unit may be 
a transportable device such as a laptop computer or personal 
digital assistant (PDA), or may be a desktop personal 
computer or any other device permitting data entry and 
display, printing, or sounding of the provided informatiOn. 

The mobile unit communicates with the base unit using 
any available communication system, such as land line 
telephone link, cellular telephone or radio frequency trans-
mission. Queries are communicated from the mobile unit to 
the base unit. The query requests route guidance 
information, information about a point of interest or other 
geographical information. The query is formatted in a speci-
fied protocol. The base unit communicates responses to 
queries, the responses also being formatted in a specified 
protocol. The responses may include, for example, textual 
navigational directions and/or maneuver arms showing 
graphical representations of street intersections and the 
calculated route through the intersection. Transmitting only 
a representation of the intersection, rather than all geo-
graphical features around the intersection, allows the 
response, including the maneuver arms, to be transmitted 
over a low bandwidth channel. The invention operates 
independently of the communication system and is adapt-
able to any system. The invention allows support for many 
different mobile unit platforms, taking advantage of each 
platform's capabilities while retaining as much system-level 
look and feel consistency as possible. 

The base unit includes a geographical database, such as 
the Navigation Technologies Corp. navigable map database. 
The geographical database stores a variety of geographical 
and position-oriented attributes, such as street addresses, 
turn restrictions and points of interest. The points of interest 
are preferably organized according to different parameters, 
including point of interest type, such as "restaurant" or 
"museum;" point of interest name; city; driving distance; 
and/or driving time. The base unit further includes a server 
for receiving queries from one or more mobile units, resolv-
ing ambiguities in the queries, determining a response to a 
query, and accessing the geographical database as needed. 
The server formats a response to the query and communi-
cates the response to the mobile unit. 

In a first mode of operation, an origin and a destination are 
entered at the mobile unit. The origin and/or the destination 
may be in the form of a street address, an intersection of two 

6 
streets, or a point of interest previously identified in the 
geographical database. The origin and destination are com-
municated from the mobile unit to the base unit. The base 
unit calculates a route between the specified origin and 

5 destination. The routing information is communicated from 
the base unit to the mobile unit where it is displayed by the 
mobile unit. The display can be a graphical display, showing 
map portions and providing travel directions along with a 
display of highway signs and other information. The display 

to can include textual information providing travel directions. 
The mobile unit may supply a digitally synthesized voice 
which audibly presents the travel directions to the user. In 
some applications, the display is stylized to display addi-
tional information to the user or to display information in a 

Is more realistic or more informative form. 
For example, the display can indicate in graphical form 

whether an on or off ramp is a tight or gentle turn by 
displaying stylized ramps. Shapepoints, that is, points which 
more accurately depict the physical shape of a road, can be 

20 generated either by the base unit or by a remote unit. 
In a second mode of operation, the mobile unit formulates 

a query requesting information about points of interest 
within a specified distance of an origin. The origin may be 
specified by street address, intersecting streets, by geo- 

25 graphic position or by reference to a point of interest. The 
query is communicated from the mobile unit to the base unit. 
The base unit uses the geographical database to formulate a 
response. The response is communicated from the base unit 
to the mobile unit for display to the user. 

In a third mode of operation, a mobile unit provides 
information specifying its location to the base unit. A control 
unit requests tracking information about the mobile unit 
from the base unit. The control unit may be, for example, 
another personal computer, coupled to the base unit through 

35 an external interface, either directly or through a commu-
nications network. The base unit provides to the control unit 
tracking information including the current location of the 
mobile unit with respect to the street network and the route 
covered by the mobile unit. 

40 The invention further provides a protocol for communi-
cating a query from the mobile unit to the base unit and for 
communicating a response from the base unit to the mobile 
unit. The protocol allows transmission of variable length 
messages, as required by the individual mobile unit or 

45 communication link. The protocol includes error checking, 
time stamping and subscriber information. 

The protocol further includes information specifying ori-
gin and destination, for a query, and message type and 
message contents, such as route information, for a response. 

so 	The invention thus provides geographically referenced 
information from a base unit to a mobile unit, the mobile unit 
needing only data entry and display devices and a commu-
nications link. An advantage of the invention is that the 
invention provides this capability in a mobile unit which 

55 does not require on-board database storage or position 
finding equipment at the mobile unit. 

A further advantage of the invention is that the invention 
provides a mobile unit with access to a larger, more com-
prehensive database. For example, prior art CD-ROM-based 

so databases are limited to 600 MB of storage which may be 
sufficient to store map information for only a single metro-
politan region. In contrast, the invention allows the mobile 
unit to access map information for many metropolitan 
regions or an entire nation, as well as other information, such 

65 as on-line yellow page information or news, weather and/or 
traffic advisory information, which may be provided by 
third-party information providers. Such information can be 
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ing an input means for providing at least a route destination 
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The invention also provides a system and method for 
providing geographically referenced information from a 
base unit or server to a mobile unit. The mobile unit may be 
a transportable device such as a laptop computer or personal 
digital assistant (PDA), or may be a desktop personal 
computer or any other device permitting data entry and 
display, printing, or sounding of the provided informatiOn. 

The mobile unit communicates with the base unit using 
any available communication system, such as land line 
telephone link, cellular telephone or radio frequency trans-
mission. Queries are communicated from the mobile unit to 
the base unit. The query requests route guidance 
information, information about a point of interest or other 
geographical information. The query is formatted in a speci-
fied protocol. The base unit communicates responses to 
queries, the responses also being formatted in a specified 
protocol. The responses may include, for example, textual 
navigational directions and/or maneuver arms showing 
graphical representations of street intersections and the 
calculated route through the intersection. Transmitting only 
a representation of the intersection, rather than all geo-
graphical features around the intersection, allows the 
response, including the maneuver arms, to be transmitted 
over a low bandwidth channel. The invention operates 
independently of the communication system and is adapt-
able to any system. The invention allows support for many 
different mobile unit platforms, taking advantage of each 
platform's capabilities while retaining as much system-level 
look and feel consistency as possible. 

The base unit includes a geographical database, such as 
the Navigation Technologies Corp. navigable map database. 
The geographical database stores a variety of geographical 
and position-oriented attributes, such as street addresses, 
turn restrictions and points of interest. The points of interest 
are preferably organized according to different parameters, 
including point of interest type, such as "restaurant" or 
"museum;" point of interest name; city; driving distance; 
and/or driving time. The base unit further includes a server 
for receiving queries from one or more mobile units, resolv-
ing ambiguities in the queries, determining a response to a 
query, and accessing the geographical database as needed. 
The server formats a response to the query and communi-
cates the response to the mobile unit. 

In a first mode of operation, an origin and a destination are 
entered at the mobile unit. The origin and/or the destination 
may be in the form of a street address, an intersection of two 
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streets, or a point of interest previously identified in the 
geographical database. The origin and destination are com-
municated from the mobile unit to the base unit. The base 
unit calculates a route between the specified origin and 

5 destination. The routing information is communicated from 
the base unit to the mobile unit where it is displayed by the 
mobile unit. The display can be a graphical display, showing 
map portions and providing travel directions along with a 
display of highway signs and other information. The display 

to can include textual information providing travel directions. 
The mobile unit may supply a digitally synthesized voice 
which audibly presents the travel directions to the user. In 
some applications, the display is stylized to display addi-
tional information to the user or to display information in a 

Is more realistic or more informative form. 
For example, the display can indicate in graphical form 

whether an on or off ramp is a tight or gentle turn by 
displaying stylized ramps. Shapepoints, that is, points which 
more accurately depict the physical shape of a road, can be 

20 generated either by the base unit or by a remote unit. 
In a second mode of operation, the mobile unit formulates 

a query requesting information about points of interest 
within a specified distance of an origin. The origin may be 
specified by street address, intersecting streets, by geo- 

25 graphic position or by reference to a point of interest. The 
query is communicated from the mobile unit to the base unit. 
The base unit uses the geographical database to formulate a 
response. The response is communicated from the base unit 
to the mobile unit for display to the user. 

In a third mode of operation, a mobile unit provides 
information specifying its location to the base unit. A control 
unit requests tracking information about the mobile unit 
from the base unit. The control unit may be, for example, 
another personal computer, coupled to the base unit through 

35 an external interface, either directly or through a commu-
nications network. The base unit provides to the control unit 
tracking information including the current location of the 
mobile unit with respect to the street network and the route 
covered by the mobile unit. 

40 The invention further provides a protocol for communi-
cating a query from the mobile unit to the base unit and for 
communicating a response from the base unit to the mobile 
unit. The protocol allows transmission of variable length 
messages, as required by the individual mobile unit or 

45 communication link. The protocol includes error checking, 
time stamping and subscriber information. 

The protocol further includes information specifying ori-
gin and destination, for a query, and message type and 
message contents, such as route information, for a response. 

so 	The invention thus provides geographically referenced 
information from a base unit to a mobile unit, the mobile unit 
needing only data entry and display devices and a commu-
nications link. An advantage of the invention is that the 
invention provides this capability in a mobile unit which 

55 does not require on-board database storage or position 
finding equipment at the mobile unit. 

A further advantage of the invention is that the invention 
provides a mobile unit with access to a larger, more com-
prehensive database. For example, prior art CD-ROM-based 

so databases are limited to 600 MB of storage which may be 
sufficient to store map information for only a single metro-
politan region. In contrast, the invention allows the mobile 
unit to access map information for many metropolitan 
regions or an entire nation, as well as other information, such 

65 as on-line yellow page information or news, weather and/or 
traffic advisory information, which may be provided by 
third-party information providers. Such information can be 
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provided on a geographic specific basis. A still further 
advantage of the invention is that the invention permits 
automatic, real time database updates by maintaining the 
database only at the base unit, avoiding the need to distribute 
database updates to the mobile units. 

A further advantage of the invention is that the invention 
provides a method for communicating requests for routing 
information and responses including routing information in 
which the method is independent of specific hardware. A 
further advantage of the invention is providing a system 
which can be implemented using any commonly available 
hardware devices, including laptop computers, personal 
digital assistants and other transportable units communicat-
ing via wireless, wireline, and/or optical systems. 

A still further advantage of the invention is efficiently 
conveying complex information, including graphical 
information, over communication channels having a limited 
bandwidth using data compression and a novel protocol, to 
be described in detail below. This allows a system in 
accordance with the invention to dynamically transmit 
selected map portions for display on a capable mobile unit. 
The geographical information may be saved at the mobile 
unit for later retrieval and display, without having to again 
access the base unit. 
System Description 

MG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a system 10 
embodying the invention. The system 10 includes a base unit 
12 and a plurality 14 of remote units arranged to commu-
nicate with the base unit 12. The base unit 12 includes a 
central processing unit (CPU) and a program memory which 
stores programs for performing the functions described 
below. IBM RS/6000 series computers are suitable for such 
a purpose; however, many other computer systems can be 
used. The plurality 14 of remote units may include, for 
example, a desktop personal computer (PC) 16 such as IBM 
compatible PCTs and the Apple Newton, a laptop personal 
computer (PC) 18, or a pager 20. Suitable program lan-
guages include ANSI C and MS-Visual Basic. 

The plurality 14 of remote units may include any number 
of mobile units. The base unit 12 is preferably located at a 
single, central location. One remote unit may be perma-
nently located at a single site, such as desktop personal 
computer 16. Another remote unit may be mobile or 
transportable, such as laptop personal computer 18 or pager 
20. As used herein, the term "mobile unit" includes both 
remote units which may be permanently located at a single 
site and remote units which are mobile or transportable. 

Communications between the base unit and the remote 
units are packetized. A packet contains one or more mes-
sages. 

The desktop personal computer 16 is an example of one 
type of mobile unit which may be included in the system 10. 
The desktop personal computer 16 preferably includes a 
modem 22, a memory 26, a keyboard 28, a display 30 and 
a microprocessor 32. The modem 22 is adapted to be 
coupled to a telephone line 24. The telephone line 24 is in 
turn coupled to the commercial telephone system 25. The 
modem 22 may be, for example, a serial (dial-up line) 
modem such as a modem compatible with an AT command 
set which is built into the desktop personal computer 16, a 
stand-alone modem, or a PCMCIA modem. Alternatively, 
the modem may be for use with a specialty wireless trans-
mission network such as ARDIS, CDPD (cellular digital 
packet data) or RAM. Still further, the modem may be of a 
type custom designed for the desktop personal computer 16. 
The modem 22 forms a, transmission means at the mobile 
unit for transmitting the origin and the destination and a 

8 
receiving means at the mobile unit for receiving the 
responses, including the route, from the base unit 12. 

The microprocessor 32 responds to program instructions 
and data stored in the memory 26. To activate the system 10, 

5 a user manipulates the keyboard 28 to formulate a request. 
The request may, for example, seek the route between an 
origin and a destination. The keyboard 28 thus provides an 
input means at the mobile unit for providing an origin and 
a destination. The desktop PC 16, under control of a program 

to of instructions stored in the memory 26, conveys the request 
over the telephone line 24 to the base unit 12. The base unit 
12 formulates a response to the request and conveys the 
response over the telephone line 24 to the desktop PC 16. 
The response to the request is displayed on the display 30. 
The display 30 thus forms an output means at the mobile unit 

15  for providing an indication of the route provided in the 
response. In addition, the response may be stored in the 
memory 26 for later retrieval and display. The-memory 26 
thus provides a storage means at the mobile unit for storing 
the route communicated from the base unit. 

zo 	The laptop personal computer 18 is another example of a 
mobile unit which can be used in the system 10. The laptop 
PC 18 includes a modem 34, a memory 40, a position locator 
42, a keyboard 44, a display 46 and a microprocessor 48. 
The modem 34 is coupled to an antenna 36 for sending and 

25 receiving cellular telephone calls in conjunction with the 
cellular telephone system 38, which is a portion of the 
commercial telephone system 25. The modem 34 may he, 
for example, any of the modem types described in conjunc-
tion with the modem 22 of the desktop personal computer 

30 16. 
The microprocessor 48 operates in response to program 

instructions and data stored in the memory 40. The position 
locator 42 provides the geographical position of the laptop 
PC 18. For example, the position indicator 42 may perform 

35 radio frequency (RE) triangulation or may be responsive to 
GPS (Global Positioning System), LORAN C signals or 
other satellite positioning systems for providing latitude and 
longitude positioning information. The position locator 42 
thus provides a position determining means for determining 

ao the geographical position of the mobile unit. The laptop PC 
18, in response to the program instructions stored in the 
memory 40, provides a request over the commercial tele-
phone system to the base unit 12. The request may be, for 
example, for the route between an origin and a destination. 

45 The origin may be specified either by manipulating the 
keyboard 44 or by providing the latitude and longitude 
information produced by the position locator 42. The base 
unit 12 provides a response to the request to the laptop PC 
18. The response is displayed on the display 46. 

50 	The pager 20 provides another example of a remote unit 
which can be used in the system 10. The pager 20 includes 
an RF interface 50 coupled to an antenna 52 for receiving RF 
signals from an antenna 54 coupled to the base unit 12. The 
pager 20 further includes a microprocessor 56 responsive to 

55 program instructions and data stored in a memory 58. In 
response to information transmitted from the base unit 12 
and received at the antenna 52, the microprocessor 56 
displays information, such as geographical directions, on a 
display 60. 

to 	In another mode of operation, one mobile unit, such as the 
desktop personal computer 16, may track another mobile 
unit, such as the laptop personal computer 18, using the 
system 10. A user of the desktop personal computer 16 may 
manipulate the keyboard 28 to request route guidance infor- 

65 mation such as tracking information. 
The request is transmitted over the telephone line 24 to the 

base unit 12. The base unit 12 formulates a response based 
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provided on a geographic specific basis. A still further 
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database updates to the mobile units. 

A further advantage of the invention is that the invention 
provides a method for communicating requests for routing 
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which can be implemented using any commonly available 
hardware devices, including laptop computers, personal 
digital assistants and other transportable units communicat-
ing via wireless, wireline, and/or optical systems. 

A still further advantage of the invention is efficiently 
conveying complex information, including graphical 
information, over communication channels having a limited 
bandwidth using data compression and a novel protocol, to 
be described in detail below. This allows a system in 
accordance with the invention to dynamically transmit 
selected map portions for display on a capable mobile unit. 
The geographical information may be saved at the mobile 
unit for later retrieval and display, without having to again 
access the base unit. 
System Description 

MG. 1 is a functional block diagram of a system 10 
embodying the invention. The system 10 includes a base unit 
12 and a plurality 14 of remote units arranged to commu-
nicate with the base unit 12. The base unit 12 includes a 
central processing unit (CPU) and a program memory which 
stores programs for performing the functions described 
below. IBM RS/6000 series computers are suitable for such 
a purpose; however, many other computer systems can be 
used. The plurality 14 of remote units may include, for 
example, a desktop personal computer (PC) 16 such as IBM 
compatible PCTs and the Apple Newton, a laptop personal 
computer (PC) 18, or a pager 20. Suitable program lan-
guages include ANSI C and MS-Visual Basic. 

The plurality 14 of remote units may include any number 
of mobile units. The base unit 12 is preferably located at a 
single, central location. One remote unit may be perma-
nently located at a single site, such as desktop personal 
computer 16. Another remote unit may be mobile or 
transportable, such as laptop personal computer 18 or pager 
20. As used herein, the term "mobile unit" includes both 
remote units which may be permanently located at a single 
site and remote units which are mobile or transportable. 

Communications between the base unit and the remote 
units are packetized. A packet contains one or more mes-
sages. 

The desktop personal computer 16 is an example of one 
type of mobile unit which may be included in the system 10. 
The desktop personal computer 16 preferably includes a 
modem 22, a memory 26, a keyboard 28, a display 30 and 
a microprocessor 32. The modem 22 is adapted to be 
coupled to a telephone line 24. The telephone line 24 is in 
turn coupled to the commercial telephone system 25. The 
modem 22 may be, for example, a serial (dial-up line) 
modem such as a modem compatible with an AT command 
set which is built into the desktop personal computer 16, a 
stand-alone modem, or a PCMCIA modem. Alternatively, 
the modem may be for use with a specialty wireless trans-
mission network such as ARDIS, CDPD (cellular digital 
packet data) or RAM. Still further, the modem may be of a 
type custom designed for the desktop personal computer 16. 
The modem 22 forms a, transmission means at the mobile 
unit for transmitting the origin and the destination and a 
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receiving means at the mobile unit for receiving the 
responses, including the route, from the base unit 12. 

The microprocessor 32 responds to program instructions 
and data stored in the memory 26. To activate the system 10, 

5 a user manipulates the keyboard 28 to formulate a request. 
The request may, for example, seek the route between an 
origin and a destination. The keyboard 28 thus provides an 
input means at the mobile unit for providing an origin and 
a destination. The desktop PC 16, under control of a program 

to of instructions stored in the memory 26, conveys the request 
over the telephone line 24 to the base unit 12. The base unit 
12 formulates a response to the request and conveys the 
response over the telephone line 24 to the desktop PC 16. 
The response to the request is displayed on the display 30. 
The display 30 thus forms an output means at the mobile unit 

15  for providing an indication of the route provided in the 
response. In addition, the response may be stored in the 
memory 26 for later retrieval and display. The-memory 26 
thus provides a storage means at the mobile unit for storing 
the route communicated from the base unit. 

zo 	The laptop personal computer 18 is another example of a 
mobile unit which can be used in the system 10. The laptop 
PC 18 includes a modem 34, a memory 40, a position locator 
42, a keyboard 44, a display 46 and a microprocessor 48. 
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25 receiving cellular telephone calls in conjunction with the 
cellular telephone system 38, which is a portion of the 
commercial telephone system 25. The modem 34 may he, 
for example, any of the modem types described in conjunc-
tion with the modem 22 of the desktop personal computer 

30 16. 
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65 mation such as tracking information. 
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base unit 12. The base unit 12 formulates a response based 
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on the geographic position information provided by the 
position locator 42 of the laptop PC 18. The response is 
transmitted over the telephone line 24 to the desktop per-
sonal computer 16 for display on the display 30. 

Thus, the system 10 provides geo-referenced information 
over, for example, wireless and wireline devices to mobile 
and remote users. It is understood that the communications 
technologies and the mobile units illustrated in FIG. 1 may 
be combined in ways other than those illustrated in FIG. 1. 
For example, the desktop personal computer 16 may include 
an RF interface such as the RF interface 50 of the pager 20. 
Similarly, the modem 34 of the laptop PC 18 may be adapted 
for coupling directly to a telephone line such as telephone 
line 24. In addition, other types of mobile units, such as 
personal digital assistants (PDAs), may be included in the 
system 10. Moreover, mobile units may access the base unit 
indirectly by communicating directly with a third-party 
information provider, such as Prodigynl, which in turn 
conveys queries to and responses from the base unit 12. In 
accordance with the invention, the invention operates inde-
pendently of particular hardware configurations of the plu-
rality 14 of remote units and of the communications system. 

The base unit 12 includes an I/O interface 62, a query 
resolver 64, a route calculator 66, a distance and time travel 
estimator 68, a surroundings explorer 70, a map database 72, 
an on-line traffic and map updater 72U, and a third-party 
data integrator 80. The I/O interface 62 includes a telephone 
interface 74 for coupling the base unit 12 to the commercial 
telephone system 25 including the telephone line 24. The I/O 
interface 62 further includes an RF interface 76 for coupling 
the base unit 12 with RF communication devices such as an 
antenna 54. The I/O interface 62 and the modem 22 thus 
provide a communication means for communicating an 
origin and a destination from the desktop personal computer 
16 to the base unit 12 and for communicating a route from 
the base unit 12 to the desktop personal computer 16. The 
I/O interface 62, the modem 34 and the antenna 36 provide 
a communication means for communicating the origin and 
the destination from the laptop personal computer 18 to the 
base unit 12 and for communicating the route from the base 
unit 12 to the laptop personal computer 18. 

The I/O interface 62 may further include a network 
interface 75 for coupling the base unit 12 to one or more 
wireless or wireline communication networks such as CDPD 
(cellular digital packet data), TCP/IP (transmission control 
protocol/Internet protocol), ARDIS or RAM. The I/O inter-
face 62 may further include an external interface 77 for 
coupling the base unit 12 to a control unit 84. The control 
unit 84 provides an external link to the base unit 12 and may 
be, for example, a personal computer coupled over a wire-
less or wireline network or a directly connected terminal. 
The control unit 84 may include, for example, a keyboard 86 
and a display 88. The control unit 84 may request tracking 
information about the location of one or more mobile units. 
For example, a mobile unit may be located in an armored 
vehicle transporting valuables along a specified route. The 
control unit may receive tracking information from the base 
unit and, if the mobile unit in the armored vehicle varies 
from the specified route by a predetermined amount, sound 
an alarm or trigger some other action. 

The 1)0 interface 62, including the telephone interface 74 
and the RF interface 76, provide a means for coupling the 
base unit 1.2 with communications media such as the com- 
mercial telephone system and other wireline and wireless 
devices. The I/O interface 62 thus receives queries from the 
plurality 14 of remote units and transmits the responses from 
the base unit 12 to the plurality 14 of remote units. The I/O 

10 
interface 62 therefore provides a receiving means at the base 
unit for receiving the origin and destination and a transmit-
ting means at the base unit for transmitting the route to a 
mobile unit. 

	

5 	The query resolver 64 receives the request from the I/O 
interface 62. When a request is entered at one of the plurality 
14 of remote units, a mistake may be made. 

For example, in manipulating the keyboard 44 of the 
laptop personal computer 18, the user may have entered. 

so "O'HAIR," intending to enter "O'HARE," indicating 
O'Hare Airport. Other ambiguities may be in the format of 
the address provided, in the latitude and longitude of the 
position provided, or in the definition of cross streets 

The function of the query resolver 64 is to resolve such 
15 ambiguities in the query at the base unit 12 and convey the 

query for further processing. 
After the query resolver, the query is routed to the route 

calculator 66. In a manner well known in the art, the route 
calculator 66 determines a route between a specified origin 

20 and destination using the map database 72. The map data-
base 72 may be, for example, the navigable map database 
maintained by Navigation Technologies Corp. The map 
database 72 preferably includes an accurate, complete, and 
up-to-date representation of geographic information such as 

25 addresses, street names, navigation attributes (including turn 
restrictions, one-way streets, physical dividers, relative 
heights, freeway sign text, and so forth), as well as point of 
interest categories, such as parks, schools, hospitals, 
restaurants, and golf courses associated with the geographic 

30 information. The on-line traffic and map updater 72U 
receives updating information from map database vendor(s) 
81 and traffic information providers 83 and maintains map 
database 72 current. 

In determining the mute, the route calculator 66 prefer-
35 ably takes into account routing restrictions such as toll road 

avoidance, turn restrictions at a specified time of day, and 
other restrictions. Such routing restrictions may be specified 
by an operator at the base unit 12 in response to a temporary 
condition or may be added to the map database 72 when the 

ao restrictions become nationally available. The route calcula-
tor 66 thus forms a calculating means at the base unit for 
calculating a route between the origin and the destination. 
The map database may be divided into geographic areas 
such as metropolitan areas. Providing the route calculation 

45 function in the base unit 12 reduces the data storage and data 
processing requirements for the remote units. In certain 
applications, however, it may be desirable to provide the 
remote units with a limited route calculation function. 

After a route has been calculated, the route is conveyed 
SO from the route calculator 66 to the 110 interface 62. The I/O 

interface 62 formats a response to the query. The response 
includes the route guidance information determined by the 
route calculator 66. The I/O interface 62 then communicates 
the response from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit which 

55 originally requested the information. 
If the query requests a distance or a time of travel, the 

query is forwarded to the distance and time travel estimator 
68. The distance and time travel estimator 68, in response to 
the query and using the map database 72, formulates a 

60 response to the query. The response is conveyed from the 
distance and time travel estimator 68 to the I/O interface 62. 
The response is formatted at the I/O interface 62 and 
communicated from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit 
which originally requested the information. 

	

65 	If the query requests information about points of interest 
in the area surrounding an origin, the query is conveyed to 
the surroundings explorer 70. The surroundings explorer 70 
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on the geographic position information provided by the 
position locator 42 of the laptop PC 18. The response is 
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data integrator 80. The I/O interface 62 includes a telephone 
interface 74 for coupling the base unit 12 to the commercial 
telephone system 25 including the telephone line 24. The I/O 
interface 62 further includes an RF interface 76 for coupling 
the base unit 12 with RF communication devices such as an 
antenna 54. The I/O interface 62 and the modem 22 thus 
provide a communication means for communicating an 
origin and a destination from the desktop personal computer 
16 to the base unit 12 and for communicating a route from 
the base unit 12 to the desktop personal computer 16. The 
I/O interface 62, the modem 34 and the antenna 36 provide 
a communication means for communicating the origin and 
the destination from the laptop personal computer 18 to the 
base unit 12 and for communicating the route from the base 
unit 12 to the laptop personal computer 18. 

The I/O interface 62 may further include a network 
interface 75 for coupling the base unit 12 to one or more 
wireless or wireline communication networks such as CDPD 
(cellular digital packet data), TCP/IP (transmission control 
protocol/Internet protocol), ARDIS or RAM. The I/O inter-
face 62 may further include an external interface 77 for 
coupling the base unit 12 to a control unit 84. The control 
unit 84 provides an external link to the base unit 12 and may 
be, for example, a personal computer coupled over a wire-
less or wireline network or a directly connected terminal. 
The control unit 84 may include, for example, a keyboard 86 
and a display 88. The control unit 84 may request tracking 
information about the location of one or more mobile units. 
For example, a mobile unit may be located in an armored 
vehicle transporting valuables along a specified route. The 
control unit may receive tracking information from the base 
unit and, if the mobile unit in the armored vehicle varies 
from the specified route by a predetermined amount, sound 
an alarm or trigger some other action. 

The 1)0 interface 62, including the telephone interface 74 
and the RF interface 76, provide a means for coupling the 
base unit 1.2 with communications media such as the com- 
mercial telephone system and other wireline and wireless 
devices. The I/O interface 62 thus receives queries from the 
plurality 14 of remote units and transmits the responses from 
the base unit 12 to the plurality 14 of remote units. The I/O 
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interface 62 therefore provides a receiving means at the base 
unit for receiving the origin and destination and a transmit-
ting means at the base unit for transmitting the route to a 
mobile unit. 

	

5 	The query resolver 64 receives the request from the I/O 
interface 62. When a request is entered at one of the plurality 
14 of remote units, a mistake may be made. 

For example, in manipulating the keyboard 44 of the 
laptop personal computer 18, the user may have entered. 

so "O'HAIR," intending to enter "O'HARE," indicating 
O'Hare Airport. Other ambiguities may be in the format of 
the address provided, in the latitude and longitude of the 
position provided, or in the definition of cross streets 

The function of the query resolver 64 is to resolve such 
15 ambiguities in the query at the base unit 12 and convey the 

query for further processing. 
After the query resolver, the query is routed to the route 

calculator 66. In a manner well known in the art, the route 
calculator 66 determines a route between a specified origin 

20 and destination using the map database 72. The map data-
base 72 may be, for example, the navigable map database 
maintained by Navigation Technologies Corp. The map 
database 72 preferably includes an accurate, complete, and 
up-to-date representation of geographic information such as 

25 addresses, street names, navigation attributes (including turn 
restrictions, one-way streets, physical dividers, relative 
heights, freeway sign text, and so forth), as well as point of 
interest categories, such as parks, schools, hospitals, 
restaurants, and golf courses associated with the geographic 

30 information. The on-line traffic and map updater 72U 
receives updating information from map database vendor(s) 
81 and traffic information providers 83 and maintains map 
database 72 current. 

In determining the mute, the route calculator 66 prefer-
35 ably takes into account routing restrictions such as toll road 

avoidance, turn restrictions at a specified time of day, and 
other restrictions. Such routing restrictions may be specified 
by an operator at the base unit 12 in response to a temporary 
condition or may be added to the map database 72 when the 

ao restrictions become nationally available. The route calcula-
tor 66 thus forms a calculating means at the base unit for 
calculating a route between the origin and the destination. 
The map database may be divided into geographic areas 
such as metropolitan areas. Providing the route calculation 

45 function in the base unit 12 reduces the data storage and data 
processing requirements for the remote units. In certain 
applications, however, it may be desirable to provide the 
remote units with a limited route calculation function. 

After a route has been calculated, the route is conveyed 
SO from the route calculator 66 to the 110 interface 62. The I/O 

interface 62 formats a response to the query. The response 
includes the route guidance information determined by the 
route calculator 66. The I/O interface 62 then communicates 
the response from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit which 

55 originally requested the information. 
If the query requests a distance or a time of travel, the 

query is forwarded to the distance and time travel estimator 
68. The distance and time travel estimator 68, in response to 
the query and using the map database 72, formulates a 

60 response to the query. The response is conveyed from the 
distance and time travel estimator 68 to the I/O interface 62. 
The response is formatted at the I/O interface 62 and 
communicated from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit 
which originally requested the information. 

	

65 	If the query requests information about points of interest 
in the area surrounding an origin, the query is conveyed to 
the surroundings explorer 70. The surroundings explorer 70 
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provides an optimized method for searching for points of 
interest satisfying specified criteria or parameters such as 
time or distance. For example, the surroundings explorer 70 
may locate all McDonald'sTM  restaurants within a specified 
driving distance or driving time of a specified origin, or it 
may locate the McDonald 'sn" restaurant nearest the speci-
fied origin. The origin and search parameters are specified in 
the query received from the mobile unit. In response to the 
query, the surroundings explorer 70 accesses the map data-
base 72 and searches outward from the specified origin. The 
surroundings explorer 70 analyzes paths in the map database 
72 over which a mobile unit, in a car for example, could 
legitimately travel. The surroundings explorer 70 examines 
the associated point of interest information for entries sat-
isfying the specified search parameters. The surroundings 
explorer 70 thus determines which points of interest satisfy 
the query. The information is then conveyed from the 
surroundings explorer 70 to the I/O interface 62 and a 
response is formatted. The response is then communicated 
from the base unit 12 to the remote unit which requested the 
information. 

The third-party data integrator 80 provides additional data 
such as on-line yellow pages information or news, weather, 
and/or traffic advisory information for responding to queries 
from a mobile unit. The additional data are preferably 
received from other information providers, illustrated in 
FIG. 1 as functional block 82. 

The additional data may also be added directly to and 
located within the map database 72. The additional data may 
be supplied external to the base unit 12 via any known data 
communications network. 

The functions performed by the base unit 12, as described 
above and illustrated in the functional block diagram of FIG. 
1, are performed in a data processing system. The data 
processing system may be in one or more units and include 
a processor for executing program instructions, a memory 
for storage of the program instructions and data such as the 
map database 72. The data processing system further 
includes other equipment such as digital logic for imple-
menting the I/O interface 62 for receiving queries and 
sending responses. The data processing system may include 
a display and a keyboard as an operator interface. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of the 
invention. The method begins at step 100 where communi-
cation is established between the mobile unit and the base 
unit 12. Performance of this step is largely dependent on the 
specific implementation of both the base unit 12 and the 
mobile unit. For example, with reference to FIG. 1, the 
desktop personal computer 16 would establish communica-
tions using the modem 22 to place a telephone call over the 
telephone line 24 to the base unit 12. The telephone interface 
74 of the base unit 12 and the modem 22 would establish 
communication in a manner well known in the art. Similarly, 
the laptop personal computer 18 would establish communi-
cations with the base unit 12 by completing a telephone call 
through the cellular telephone system 38. However, the basic 
operation of the invention is independent of the particular 
hardware and communication channels employed. 

The method continues at step 102, in which a query is 
formatted at the remote unit. The query is formatted in 
accordance with the protocol of the invention, to be 
described in further detail below in conjunction with FIG. 3. 
The query comprises a serial stream of data and control bits. 
The control bits, for example, identify the remote user 
originating the query. The data bits specify the precise 
request being made of the base unit. For example, the data 
bits may specify an origin point and a destination point, from 

12 
which the route calculator 66 (FIG 1) of the base unit 12 is 
to calculate the route. Certain communications transport 
protocols, specific to the particular hardware implementa- 
tion of the system 10, may prepend or append characters or 

5 other control bits to the control and data bits which form the 
query. For example, the modem 22 of the desktop PC 16 
may include handshaking bits or signals to be used by the 
telephone interface 74 of the base unit 12 for processing the 
query. At step 104, the query is transmitted from the mobile 
unit to the base unit 12. 

The method continues at step 106, where ambiguities in 
the query are resolved by the query resolver 64 (FIG. 1). 
Ambiguities may be in the form of spelling errors in the 
identification of an origin or a destination, an inconsistent 
latitude or longitude specification, and the like. At step [08, 

15  if the query resolver 64 cannot resolve the ambiguity, an 
error message may be communicated from the base unit to 
the remote unit at step 110, and the query must be repeated. 

The method continues at step 112, where the query type 
is identified. The query may be one of several different 

20 types, including a route query, a point of interest query, a 
language query, or a metro area query. 

A route query asks the base unit 12 to identify a route 
between a specified origin point and a specified destination 
point. A route query includes the origin and the destination. 

25 A point of interest query requests a list of points of interest 
which satisfy specified criteria. For example, a point of 
interest query might request a list of all restaurants of a 
specific type, such as McDonald'sTm, within a specified 
distance or a specified driving time of a specified origin. A 

30 language query requests a list of available languages for 
display of information at the mobile unit or specifies the 
language (such as English or Dutch) in which the routing 
information is to be displayed at the remote unit. Such 
language queries are not needed if the language independent 

35 mode (to be described below) is being used. A metro area 
query requests a list of available metropolitan areas or 
specifies the metropolitan area within the map database 72 
(FIG. 1) to be used for responding to the query. For example, 
a query which has as its origin "77 W. Chestnut Street" in 

40 Chicago must specify the Chicago metropolitan area rather 
than, for example, the Cincinnati metropolitan area, in order 
to prevent confusion. If a query cannot be identified, an error 
message is generated at step 110 and the query must be 
repeated. After the query type has been determined at step 

45 112, the query is routed to, for example, the route calculator 
66, the distance and travel estimator 68, and/or the surround-
ings explorer 70 (FIG. 1) for processing. 

The method continues at step 114, where the query is 
fulfilled. For example, if the query requested routing infor- 

50 mation between an origin and a destination, the route 
calculator 66, operating in conjunction with the map data-
base 72, calculates a route between the origin and the 
destination. Similarly, if the query was a point of interest 
query, the surroundings explorer 70 will determine points of 

55 interest which satisfy the query. 
The method continues at step 1.16, where the response to 

the query is formatted. The response is formatted in accor-
dance with a data communications protocol to be described 
in detail in conjunction with FIG. 4. The formatted response 

60 includes control and data bits. The control bits specify 
information such as the mobile unit which initiated the 
request. The data bits specify the information, such as route 
guidance information, which fulfills the query. At step 118, 
the method concludes when the response is electromagneti-

65 catty transmitted from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit. 
Referring now to FIG. 3, it is a diagram illustrating a data 

communication protocol for communicating data from a 
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provides an optimized method for searching for points of 
interest satisfying specified criteria or parameters such as 
time or distance. For example, the surroundings explorer 70 
may locate all McDonald'sTM  restaurants within a specified 
driving distance or driving time of a specified origin, or it 
may locate the McDonald 'sn" restaurant nearest the speci-
fied origin. The origin and search parameters are specified in 
the query received from the mobile unit. In response to the 
query, the surroundings explorer 70 accesses the map data-
base 72 and searches outward from the specified origin. The 
surroundings explorer 70 analyzes paths in the map database 
72 over which a mobile unit, in a car for example, could 
legitimately travel. The surroundings explorer 70 examines 
the associated point of interest information for entries sat-
isfying the specified search parameters. The surroundings 
explorer 70 thus determines which points of interest satisfy 
the query. The information is then conveyed from the 
surroundings explorer 70 to the I/O interface 62 and a 
response is formatted. The response is then communicated 
from the base unit 12 to the remote unit which requested the 
information. 

The third-party data integrator 80 provides additional data 
such as on-line yellow pages information or news, weather, 
and/or traffic advisory information for responding to queries 
from a mobile unit. The additional data are preferably 
received from other information providers, illustrated in 
FIG. 1 as functional block 82. 

The additional data may also be added directly to and 
located within the map database 72. The additional data may 
be supplied external to the base unit 12 via any known data 
communications network. 

The functions performed by the base unit 12, as described 
above and illustrated in the functional block diagram of FIG. 
1, are performed in a data processing system. The data 
processing system may be in one or more units and include 
a processor for executing program instructions, a memory 
for storage of the program instructions and data such as the 
map database 72. The data processing system further 
includes other equipment such as digital logic for imple-
menting the I/O interface 62 for receiving queries and 
sending responses. The data processing system may include 
a display and a keyboard as an operator interface. 

FIG. 2 is a flow diagram illustrating a method of the 
invention. The method begins at step 100 where communi-
cation is established between the mobile unit and the base 
unit 12. Performance of this step is largely dependent on the 
specific implementation of both the base unit 12 and the 
mobile unit. For example, with reference to FIG. 1, the 
desktop personal computer 16 would establish communica-
tions using the modem 22 to place a telephone call over the 
telephone line 24 to the base unit 12. The telephone interface 
74 of the base unit 12 and the modem 22 would establish 
communication in a manner well known in the art. Similarly, 
the laptop personal computer 18 would establish communi-
cations with the base unit 12 by completing a telephone call 
through the cellular telephone system 38. However, the basic 
operation of the invention is independent of the particular 
hardware and communication channels employed. 

The method continues at step 102, in which a query is 
formatted at the remote unit. The query is formatted in 
accordance with the protocol of the invention, to be 
described in further detail below in conjunction with FIG. 3. 
The query comprises a serial stream of data and control bits. 
The control bits, for example, identify the remote user 
originating the query. The data bits specify the precise 
request being made of the base unit. For example, the data 
bits may specify an origin point and a destination point, from 

12 
which the route calculator 66 (FIG 1) of the base unit 12 is 
to calculate the route. Certain communications transport 
protocols, specific to the particular hardware implementa- 
tion of the system 10, may prepend or append characters or 

5 other control bits to the control and data bits which form the 
query. For example, the modem 22 of the desktop PC 16 
may include handshaking bits or signals to be used by the 
telephone interface 74 of the base unit 12 for processing the 
query. At step 104, the query is transmitted from the mobile 
unit to the base unit 12. 

The method continues at step 106, where ambiguities in 
the query are resolved by the query resolver 64 (FIG. 1). 
Ambiguities may be in the form of spelling errors in the 
identification of an origin or a destination, an inconsistent 
latitude or longitude specification, and the like. At step [08, 

15  if the query resolver 64 cannot resolve the ambiguity, an 
error message may be communicated from the base unit to 
the remote unit at step 110, and the query must be repeated. 

The method continues at step 112, where the query type 
is identified. The query may be one of several different 

20 types, including a route query, a point of interest query, a 
language query, or a metro area query. 

A route query asks the base unit 12 to identify a route 
between a specified origin point and a specified destination 
point. A route query includes the origin and the destination. 

25 A point of interest query requests a list of points of interest 
which satisfy specified criteria. For example, a point of 
interest query might request a list of all restaurants of a 
specific type, such as McDonald'sTm, within a specified 
distance or a specified driving time of a specified origin. A 

30 language query requests a list of available languages for 
display of information at the mobile unit or specifies the 
language (such as English or Dutch) in which the routing 
information is to be displayed at the remote unit. Such 
language queries are not needed if the language independent 

35 mode (to be described below) is being used. A metro area 
query requests a list of available metropolitan areas or 
specifies the metropolitan area within the map database 72 
(FIG. 1) to be used for responding to the query. For example, 
a query which has as its origin "77 W. Chestnut Street" in 

40 Chicago must specify the Chicago metropolitan area rather 
than, for example, the Cincinnati metropolitan area, in order 
to prevent confusion. If a query cannot be identified, an error 
message is generated at step 110 and the query must be 
repeated. After the query type has been determined at step 

45 112, the query is routed to, for example, the route calculator 
66, the distance and travel estimator 68, and/or the surround-
ings explorer 70 (FIG. 1) for processing. 

The method continues at step 114, where the query is 
fulfilled. For example, if the query requested routing infor- 

50 mation between an origin and a destination, the route 
calculator 66, operating in conjunction with the map data-
base 72, calculates a route between the origin and the 
destination. Similarly, if the query was a point of interest 
query, the surroundings explorer 70 will determine points of 

55 interest which satisfy the query. 
The method continues at step 1.16, where the response to 

the query is formatted. The response is formatted in accor-
dance with a data communications protocol to be described 
in detail in conjunction with FIG. 4. The formatted response 

60 includes control and data bits. The control bits specify 
information such as the mobile unit which initiated the 
request. The data bits specify the information, such as route 
guidance information, which fulfills the query. At step 118, 
the method concludes when the response is electromagneti-

65 catty transmitted from the base unit 12 to the mobile unit. 
Referring now to FIG. 3, it is a diagram illustrating a data 

communication protocol for communicating data from a 
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mobile unit to a base unit in accordance with the invention 
and which can be used in conjunction with the system of 
FIG. 1 and the method of FIG. 2. The protocol illustrated in 
FIG. 3 is defined by a communications syntax including 
variable message lengths, allowing as little or as much data 
transfer as necessary for the specific application require-
ment. In this implementation example, the protocol can be 
used across all communications systems, as long as the 
printable, seven-bit ASCII character set, plus the "newline" 
character (0x0A) can be transmitted by the communications 
system. 

The transmitted character set consists of the principal 
ASCII character set plus the newline character. 

To transmit bytes of data which do not fit in this character 
set, or for communication protocols which do not allow 
transmission of the newline character, an escape mechanism 
is provided to allow transmission of these characters. For 
communication in binary format, numeric fields or numeric 
values are transmitted using two's complement notation, in 
network byte order (most significant byte first, followed by 
bytes of decreasing significance). Floating point numbers 
are transmitted using the IEEE 64-bit double precision 
format, with the most significant byte transmitted first. 

Only a single query message 120 is needed to transmit a 
query from a mobile unit to the base unit 12 This query 
message 120 provides for both current location tracking 
information as well as route calculation requests. The query 
message 120 includes a plurality of fields 122. Each field of 
the plurality 1.22 of fields is separated by a delimiter, 
preferably the vertical bar 1" (ASCII code Ox7C). The start 
of the query message 120 begins with a delimiter character. 
The end of each message is marked by a delimiter character 
immediately followed by a newline character (ASCII code 
OxOA), represented in FIGS. 3 and 4 as \n". Any characters 
between the ending newline character and the starting delim-
iter are preferably ignored by the base unit 12 and the mobile 
unit. 

As noted, the query message 120 includes a plurality of 
fields 122. Some communications transport protocols may 
prepend or append characters for controlling communication 
of the message in accordance with the specific hardware 
implementation of the system 10. 

The query message 120 includes a message length field 
124. This field specifies the length of the query message 120. 
The message length field 124 may also include a compres-
sion marker 125 indicating the compression status of the 
message. For example, the compression marker 125 may 
take on a first value if the query message 120 is compressed 
using a current phrase compression table. The compression 
marker 125 may take on a second value if the query message 
120 is compressed using the current dictionary (bit 
compression) table. The compression marker 125 may take 
on a third value if the query message 120 is compressed 
using the L-Z (Lev-Zempel) compression algorithm. And 
the compression marker 125 may take on a fourth value or 
simply not be present if the query message 120 is not 
compressed in any way. 

The query message 120 further includes a cyclical redun-
dancy check (CRC) field 1.26. This field is preferably the 
computed CRC-16 of the query message 120, starting with 
the delimiter following the CRC field 126 up to and includ-
ing the ending newline, as actually transmitted (i.e., as 
compressed). The query message 120 further includes a time 
stamp field 128 which gives the number of seconds since the 
epoch (00:00:00 GMI Ian. t, 1970) when this message was 
sent. Preferably, messages older than 20 minutes will be 
ignored when received by the base unit U. 

14 
The query message 120 further includes a subscriber 

identifier field 130. The information provided in this field 
may be used for billing and audit information. The query 
message 120 further includes a message identifier field 132. 

5 The characters in this field are used to tag response messages 
transmitted from the base unit 12 to the requesting mobile 
unit. The base unit 12 will place the characters in the 
message ID field 132 in any return message so that the 
mobile unit may determine what original message the base 

io unit 12 is responding to. The query message 120 further 
includes an identifier field 134, which provides identification 
information uniquely identifying the mobile unit which 
transmitted the query message 120_ The identification field 
134 is used for tracking and communications addressing. 

15 	The query message 120 further includes a latitude field 
136 and a longitude field 138. These fields specify the 
current position of the mobile unit by latitude and longitude, 
respectively. By default, the current latitude and longitude 
provide the origin for all routing requests, and also provide 

20 the position used for default tracking address translation. 
The query message 120 further includes an origin field 

140. The origin field 140 specifies the origin address for a 
routing information request. If this field is empty, the current 
position specified by the latitude field 136 and the longitude 

25 field 138 is used as the origin address. The query message 
120 further includes an origin type field 142, which may be 
either an address or a point of interest category (such as 
"restaurant", "museum" or "airport") which is recognizable 
by the base unit 12. 

3o 	The query message 120 further includes a destination field 
144, which specifies the destination address if routing infor- 
mation is requested by the mobile unit from the base unit 12. 
If the destination field 144 is empty, then no route is 
calculated by the base unit 12. Instead, the message 120 is 

35 considered to be a tracking message only, merely providing 
the location of the mobile unit. 

The query message 120 further includes a destination type 
field 146 which specifies the type of destination. For 
example, the destination may be an address or a point of 

40 interest category recognizable by the base unit 12. For 
example, the point of interest categories may include 
"restaurant", "airport", or "museum." As one example, the 
destination type field 146 may be "restaurant", and the 
destination field 144 may be "McDonald'sTm". 

45 	The query message 120 further includes a destination 
limit field 148. This field specifies a limit for point of interest 
searches. Such a search will be limited to the range specified 
by the value in the destination limit field 148 about the 
origin. For example, if the destination limit field 148 is 

so empty or has a value 0, the base unit 12 preferably interprets 
this to indicate that the nearest point of interest satisfying the 
requirements specified by the destination field 144 and the 
destination type field 146 should be located. If the destina-
tion limit field 14.8 is non-zero, then the limit specified sets 

ss the maximum range searched for a matching point of 
interest. If no matching point of interest is in the range 
specified, a "no match" route error is returned. 

The value of the destination limit specified in the desti-
nation limit field 148 depends on the limit type field 150. 

60 The limit type field 150 determines what unit of measure-
ment is in the destination limit field. For example, the limit 
type field may take on a first value (for example "M") when 
the destination limit specifies a straight line distance. The 
limit type field 150 may take on a second value when the 

65 destination limit is driving distance. Or, the limit type field 
150 may take on a third value when the destination limit is 
driving time, in minutes. 
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14 
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The query message 120 concludes with an ending field 	Transmitting only a representation of intersections to be 

	

152. The ending field 152 preferably includes the newline 	traversed, rather than extraneous information, greatly 
character, represented in FIG. 3 as "\n". 	 reduces data transmission and storage requirements. Thus, a 

	

Before the ending field 152, the query message 120 may 	relatively low bandwidth channel may he used for transmit- 
also include additional optional fields which specify addi- 5 ting queries and responses between the base unit 12 and the 

	

tional information or service requests from the mobile unit 	mobile unit. For example, a channel having a bandwidth as 

	

to the base unit 12. For example, the query message 120 may 	low as 1,200 bits per second may be used. In contrast, 

	

additionally specify a text message to an operator of the base 	transmitting extraneous information may require a band- 

	

unit 12, or specify whether the base unit 12 should provide 	width as high as 1 megabit per second. Since, with the maneuver arms information or combined maneuver arms 
to invention, the amount of data transmitted is relatively small, 

	

information along with route guidance text. The query 	. ' 
the entire response, including maneuver arms information, message 120 can also specify, for example, whether the base 
may be transmitted in a reasonable time, even at a low unit 12 should send route stripmap information for a speci- 
bandwidth. In addition, since only pertinent information 

speci- 

	

fied strip width with the returned mute text, whether the base 	 ti  

	

unit 12 should send responses in a language independent 	about intersections is transmitted, only a small amount of 
manner, and/or whether map information should be sent by 15 memory, such as memory 26 of the desktop personal corn- 
the base unit 12 in bitmap or vector form. 	 puler 16 (FIG. 1) is required at the mobile unit. 

	

Maneuver arms information is used to represent intersec- 	After an intersection has been traversed, the display is, in 

	

Lions along the route determined by the base unit 12. 	general, updated to show the next intersection to be 

	

Combined maneuver arms information can be provided 	traversed, using maneuver arms information received from 
when two intersections are sufficiently close together. 20 the base unit and stored in memory. The display can be 

	

Further, the query message 120 can additionally specify 	updated in response to operator control, for example, by 

	

routing options such as route calculations which avoid tolls, 	operating a switch or by voice control, or automatically in 

	

avoid left turns or avoid limited access roads, or specify a 	response to a position sensor such as the position locator 42 

	

time of day for the start of the route. Still further, the 	of the laptop personal computer 18 (FIG. 1). 

	

message 120 could optionally request additional information 	25 	The response message 160 preferably includes a message 

	

from the base unit 12, such as a list of point of interest types, 	length field 164 which specifies the length of the response 

	

a list of points of interest matching search criteria or a list of 	message 160. In addition, the message length field 164 may 

	

files which may be communicated from the base unit 12 to 	• include a compression marker character 165. The compres- the mobile unit to provide descriptive information, 
sion marker character 165 may take on one of a number of Referring now to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 illustrates a data corn-  

30 values. For example, the compression marker character 165 munications protocol for communicating data from a base 
may take on a first value if the response message 160 is unit to a mobile unit in accordance  with the invention and 
c 

	

which can be used in conjunction with the system of FIG. 1 	compressed using the current phrase compression table. The  

	

and the method of FIG. 2. In FIG. 4, a response message 160 	compression marker character 165 may take on a second 
is illustrated as including a plurality of fields 162. 	 value if the response message 160 is compressed using the 

In accordance with the invention, the response message 35 current dictionary (bit compression) table. The compression 

	

160 may be transmitted in a continuous stream of data, 	marker character 165 may take on a third value if the 

	

called the burst mode, or in a plurality of discrete responses 	response message 160 is compressed according to the 1,-Z 

	

to queries for data, called the normal mode. The mode of 	(Lev-Zempel) compression algorithm. The compression 

	

data transmission can be specified by the mobile unit, for 	marker character 165 may take on a fourth value or simply 
example, in an additional field included in the query mes- 40 not be present if the response message 160 is not compressed 

	

sage 120. In the burst mode, the base unit 12 transmits data 	in any way. 

	

as fast as possible, without waiting for requests from the 	The response message 160 further includes a CRC field 

	

mobile unit. In the normal mode, the base unit 12 sends a 	166 which is preferably the computed CRC-16 of the 

	

packet, then waits for the mobile unit to request the next 	message 160, starting with the delimiter following the CRC 
packet before sending the next packet. 	 as field 1.66 up to and including the ending character of the 

	

As mentioned above, the response transmitted from the 	message 160. The response message 160 further includes a 

	

base unit 12 to a mobile unit may include maneuver arms 	time stamp field 168 which specifies the number of seconds 

	

information. Maneuver arms are graphical vectors used by 	since the epoch (00:00:00 GMT Jan. 1, 1970) when this 

	

the mobile unit for displaying a graphical representation of 	message was sent. Preferably, messages older than 20 min- 
an intersection to be traversed. At least three types of visual 50 utes will be ignored by the mobile unit which receives the 

	

information can be transmitted by the base unit. These 	message. 

	

include a geometric representation of the intersection, 	The response message 160 further includes a subscriber 

	

including arms representing the streets approaching an inter- 	identifier field 170. This field preferably specifies informs- 

	

section and the angles at which the streets approach the 	lion used for auditing, billing and authorization. 

	

intersection. The transmitted information can further include 	55 	The response message 160 further includes a message 

	

which of the streets is included in the route to be travelled 	identification field 172. In accordance with the invention, the 

	

so that, for example, that street may be highlighted in the 	contents of the message identification field 170 of the 

	

graphical display. The transmitted information can further 	response message 160 match the contents of the message ID 

	

include information about street signs located at the inter- 	field 132 of the query message 120. 
section. 	 60 	The response message 160 further includes an identifier 

	

In one embodiment, the maneuver arms information 	field 174. Preferably, the contents of the identifier field 174 

	

includes only sufficient data to create a display showing only 	of the response message 160 match the contents of the 

	

what the driver of a vehicle containing the mobile unit will 	identifier field 134 of the query message 120, 

	

see as the driver traverses the displayed intersection. Other, 	The response message 160 also includes a type field 176 
extraneous information, such as a map of the region around 65 and a message field 178. The type field 176 specifies the type 

	

the intersection or of the entire metropolitan region, is not 	of the message contained in the message field 178. For 
transmitted. 	 example, the type field 176 may have a first value (for 
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example type "R") specifying that the message field 178 
contains route tracking address translation information. 
Such a message would result: from the base unit 12 having 
received a route tracking query. The message in the message 
field 178 is then the address corresponding to the current 
position (latitude, longitude). The type field 176 may have a 
second value specifying that the message field 178 includes 
route guidance information. This message would result from 
the base unit 12 having received a route calculation request. 

The message is the set of driving instructions. The instruc-
tions will contain several lines of text, each separated by 
carriage return/newline characters. There may be several 
messages of this type communicated for a single route. Each 
message will correspond to a single maneuver if arms are 
requested, or be the complete text if arms are not requested. 

The message type field 176 may take on a third value to 
indicate that the message field 178 contains a download of 
information. This message would result from a query 
requesting particular information from the base unit 12. The 
type field 176 may take on a fourth value to indicate that the 
message field 178 contains an error message. For example, 
the latitude and longitude specified by the latitude field 136 
and the longitude field 138 in the query message may be 
outside the specified metropolitan region, or the specified 
address may be invalid or not found for a route calculation. 
The message field 178 contains the error text defining the 
error. 

The type field 176 may take on a fifth value to specify that 
the message field 178 contains a query response. Such a 
message would be the result of a query made of the database, 
for example requesting a list of point of interest types. The 
message field 178 includes the query data. 

The response message 160 concludes with an ending field 
180. Preferably, the ending field 180 includes the newline 
character, illustrated in FIG. 4 as "\n". 

The use of maneuver arms will now be described in 
greater detail. Maneuver arms are used to depict roads at 
intersections. If maneuver arms information is requested by 
a remote unit, the base unit 12 generates the maneuver arms 
information in a maneuver arm generation module and 
provides this arms information for a current maneuver to the 
remote unit. The remote unit, for example computer 18, 
processes this information and displays the information on a 
display, for example display 46. The base unit 12 provides 
the information to the remote unit in the following form: 

FromName; ToName; x1, y,; )(2. Y2 [• - • ; 
"FromName" is the road being driven on at the beginning 

of the maneuver. "ToName" is the road being driven on at 
the end of the maneuver (except for the first maneuver). The 
x, y values specify the endpoints of the arms from an origin, 
which is set at the intersection. Each arm starts at the origin 
and radiates outward to an endpoint x, y. In one preferred 
embodiment, x and y are integer values between -WO and 
+100. The base unit 12 scales and rotates the arms so that the 
from road is vertical on the display and approaches the 
intersection from the bottom. If there are any arms, in 
general there will be at least two: a first arm to represent the 
"from" road using x1  and y1, and a second arm to represent 
the "to" road using x2  and yz. Other arms specified by x,, and 
y,, are used to represent any additional roads at the inter-
section. The signs of the x and y coordinates are shown in 
FIG. 5. 

In one embodiment, the endpoint coordinates of the first, 
or from, arm are 1, 99 so that the first arm appears to be 
going straight up from the bottom of the display to the 
origin. The other arms are mapped relative to the position of 
this first arm. In this embodiment, endpoint coordinates of 

18 
99, -1 correspond to an approximately 90° right turn from 
the first arm. Endpoint coordinates of -99, 0 correspond to 
an approximately 90° left turn from the first arm. Endpoint 
coordinates of 1, -100 correspond to proceeding straight: 

5 ahead through the intersection. 
For the first maneuver, the ToName can represent a cross 

street near the beginning of a route to orient the driver even 
though this cross street is not to be turned onto. 

FIGS. 6 to 10 illustrate examples of displays in a remote 
unit in the course of a trip from 1550 Rockwood St., Los 
Angeles, to 280 Emerald St., Los Angeles. In this example, 
after the driver enters the from information "1550 ROCK-
WOOD ST, LOS ANGELES" and the to information "1280 
EMERALD ST, LOS ANGELES" the display in the remote 
unit informs the driver of the approximate driving distance 

15  and driving time by displaying "ABOUT 0.4 MILES, 3 
MINUTES" (not shown in FIGS. 6 to 10). Then, as the 
driver proceeds, the display displays the textual and graphic 
information shown in FIGS. 6 to 10. The directions in 
textual form are displayed on the left, and corresponding 

20 maneuver arms are graphically displayed on the right based 
on the x, y endpoint coordinates received from the base unit 
12. The exact appearance of the display, for example, road 
width and road edge color, can be customized by the remote 
user. 

25 	FIGS. 11 to 14 illustrate the data transferred between the 
remote unit and the base unit in the example of FIGS. 6 to 
10. More specifically, FIG. 11 illustrates the packet trans-
mitted from the remote unit to the base unit. FIG. 12 
illustrates the packet issued from the base unit in response. 

30 FIG. 13 illustrates a second communication from the remote 
unit to the base unit. And, FIG. 14 illustrates a corresponding 
response from the base unit. In the example of FIGS. 11 to 
14, not all of the fields shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 are needed 
and are thus omitted. 

35 As shown by the "ARMS-Y" designation in an optional 
routing alternatives field, the request in FIG. 11 includes a 
request for maneuver arms information. In the second mes-
sage in FIG. 12, the base unit begins to send maneuver arms 
information, in the format described above, via the "ARM- 

ao ROCKWOOD,GLENDALE;1,99;-91,41;90,-42" instruc-
tion. The optional "MORE-Y" instruction in the fifth mes-
sage of FIG. 12 indicates that there are more packets of 
messages to follow. The "MANEUVER-NEXT" and 
"ARMS-Y" instructions of FIG. 13 direct the base unit 12 

as to send the additional information, including maneuver arms 
information. This additional information is sent via the 
packet shown in FIG. 14. 

FIGS. 15 to 38 illustrate additional examples of data 
transferred between a remote unit and a base unit. FIG. 15 

so illustrates a packet sent by a remote unit to a base unit which 
constitutes the initial log-in communication that sets a 
non-burst mode and a 1K maximum packet size. FIG. 16 
illustrates the response to the request of FIG. 15. FIG. 16 is 
a response which merely acknowledges the request of FIG. 

55 15 because there is insufficient information for a route 
request or a query. 

FIG. 17 illustrates a request to use a Los Angeles, Calif. 
database for future requests and FIG. 18 illustrates the 
corresponding acknowledgement. 

60 	FIG. 19 illustrates a request for a route from 950 S. Flint 
Ridge Way to 2043 N. Sacramento along with maneuver 
arms. FIG. 20 illustrates a first packet in response to the 
request of FIG. 19. FIG. 21 illustrates a request from the 
remote unit to the base unit to send the next packet of 

65 instructions along with maneuver arms. 
FIG. 22 illustrates a response providing the next packet, 

as requested. FIG. 23 illustrates a request for the next block 
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example type "R") specifying that the message field 178 
contains route tracking address translation information. 
Such a message would result: from the base unit 12 having 
received a route tracking query. The message in the message 
field 178 is then the address corresponding to the current 
position (latitude, longitude). The type field 176 may have a 
second value specifying that the message field 178 includes 
route guidance information. This message would result from 
the base unit 12 having received a route calculation request. 

The message is the set of driving instructions. The instruc-
tions will contain several lines of text, each separated by 
carriage return/newline characters. There may be several 
messages of this type communicated for a single route. Each 
message will correspond to a single maneuver if arms are 
requested, or be the complete text if arms are not requested. 

The message type field 176 may take on a third value to 
indicate that the message field 178 contains a download of 
information. This message would result from a query 
requesting particular information from the base unit 12. The 
type field 176 may take on a fourth value to indicate that the 
message field 178 contains an error message. For example, 
the latitude and longitude specified by the latitude field 136 
and the longitude field 138 in the query message may be 
outside the specified metropolitan region, or the specified 
address may be invalid or not found for a route calculation. 
The message field 178 contains the error text defining the 
error. 

The type field 176 may take on a fifth value to specify that 
the message field 178 contains a query response. Such a 
message would be the result of a query made of the database, 
for example requesting a list of point of interest types. The 
message field 178 includes the query data. 

The response message 160 concludes with an ending field 
180. Preferably, the ending field 180 includes the newline 
character, illustrated in FIG. 4 as "\n". 

The use of maneuver arms will now be described in 
greater detail. Maneuver arms are used to depict roads at 
intersections. If maneuver arms information is requested by 
a remote unit, the base unit 12 generates the maneuver arms 
information in a maneuver arm generation module and 
provides this arms information for a current maneuver to the 
remote unit. The remote unit, for example computer 18, 
processes this information and displays the information on a 
display, for example display 46. The base unit 12 provides 
the information to the remote unit in the following form: 

FromName; ToName; x1, y,; )(2. Y2 [• - • ; 
"FromName" is the road being driven on at the beginning 

of the maneuver. "ToName" is the road being driven on at 
the end of the maneuver (except for the first maneuver). The 
x, y values specify the endpoints of the arms from an origin, 
which is set at the intersection. Each arm starts at the origin 
and radiates outward to an endpoint x, y. In one preferred 
embodiment, x and y are integer values between -WO and 
+100. The base unit 12 scales and rotates the arms so that the 
from road is vertical on the display and approaches the 
intersection from the bottom. If there are any arms, in 
general there will be at least two: a first arm to represent the 
"from" road using x1  and y1, and a second arm to represent 
the "to" road using x2  and yz. Other arms specified by x,, and 
y,, are used to represent any additional roads at the inter-
section. The signs of the x and y coordinates are shown in 
FIG. 5. 

In one embodiment, the endpoint coordinates of the first, 
or from, arm are 1, 99 so that the first arm appears to be 
going straight up from the bottom of the display to the 
origin. The other arms are mapped relative to the position of 
this first arm. In this embodiment, endpoint coordinates of 

18 
99, -1 correspond to an approximately 90° right turn from 
the first arm. Endpoint coordinates of -99, 0 correspond to 
an approximately 90° left turn from the first arm. Endpoint 
coordinates of 1, -100 correspond to proceeding straight: 

5 ahead through the intersection. 
For the first maneuver, the ToName can represent a cross 

street near the beginning of a route to orient the driver even 
though this cross street is not to be turned onto. 

FIGS. 6 to 10 illustrate examples of displays in a remote 
unit in the course of a trip from 1550 Rockwood St., Los 
Angeles, to 280 Emerald St., Los Angeles. In this example, 
after the driver enters the from information "1550 ROCK-
WOOD ST, LOS ANGELES" and the to information "1280 
EMERALD ST, LOS ANGELES" the display in the remote 
unit informs the driver of the approximate driving distance 

15  and driving time by displaying "ABOUT 0.4 MILES, 3 
MINUTES" (not shown in FIGS. 6 to 10). Then, as the 
driver proceeds, the display displays the textual and graphic 
information shown in FIGS. 6 to 10. The directions in 
textual form are displayed on the left, and corresponding 

20 maneuver arms are graphically displayed on the right based 
on the x, y endpoint coordinates received from the base unit 
12. The exact appearance of the display, for example, road 
width and road edge color, can be customized by the remote 
user. 

25 	FIGS. 11 to 14 illustrate the data transferred between the 
remote unit and the base unit in the example of FIGS. 6 to 
10. More specifically, FIG. 11 illustrates the packet trans-
mitted from the remote unit to the base unit. FIG. 12 
illustrates the packet issued from the base unit in response. 

30 FIG. 13 illustrates a second communication from the remote 
unit to the base unit. And, FIG. 14 illustrates a corresponding 
response from the base unit. In the example of FIGS. 11 to 
14, not all of the fields shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 are needed 
and are thus omitted. 

35 As shown by the "ARMS-Y" designation in an optional 
routing alternatives field, the request in FIG. 11 includes a 
request for maneuver arms information. In the second mes-
sage in FIG. 12, the base unit begins to send maneuver arms 
information, in the format described above, via the "ARM- 

ao ROCKWOOD,GLENDALE;1,99;-91,41;90,-42" instruc-
tion. The optional "MORE-Y" instruction in the fifth mes-
sage of FIG. 12 indicates that there are more packets of 
messages to follow. The "MANEUVER-NEXT" and 
"ARMS-Y" instructions of FIG. 13 direct the base unit 12 

as to send the additional information, including maneuver arms 
information. This additional information is sent via the 
packet shown in FIG. 14. 

FIGS. 15 to 38 illustrate additional examples of data 
transferred between a remote unit and a base unit. FIG. 15 

so illustrates a packet sent by a remote unit to a base unit which 
constitutes the initial log-in communication that sets a 
non-burst mode and a 1K maximum packet size. FIG. 16 
illustrates the response to the request of FIG. 15. FIG. 16 is 
a response which merely acknowledges the request of FIG. 

55 15 because there is insufficient information for a route 
request or a query. 

FIG. 17 illustrates a request to use a Los Angeles, Calif. 
database for future requests and FIG. 18 illustrates the 
corresponding acknowledgement. 

60 	FIG. 19 illustrates a request for a route from 950 S. Flint 
Ridge Way to 2043 N. Sacramento along with maneuver 
arms. FIG. 20 illustrates a first packet in response to the 
request of FIG. 19. FIG. 21 illustrates a request from the 
remote unit to the base unit to send the next packet of 

65 instructions along with maneuver arms. 
FIG. 22 illustrates a response providing the next packet, 

as requested. FIG. 23 illustrates a request for the next block 
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of instructions and FIG. 24 illustrates the next block of 
instructions. Finally, FIG. 25 illustrates a request for the last 
block of instructions and FIG. 26 illustrates the correspond-
ing response. 

Thus, FIGS. 19 to 26 together illustrate the communica-
tions to provide the route from 950 S. Flint Ridge Way to 
2043 N. Sacramento. 

FIG. 27 illustrates a request for a route from 1750 Queens 
Road to 7530 Orangethorpe, along with maneuver arms. 
FIG. 28 illustrates the packet giving the first block of 
instructions in response to the FIG. 27 request. 

FIG. 29 requests the next block of maneuvers. And, FIG. 
30 illustrates the final block of maneuvers. 

FIG. 31 illustrates a request for a list of all points of 
interest (POIS) of the restaurant type with "HAPPY" in their 
name within 10.0 miles (encoded as "IW' and "M") of 1855 
W. Katella Avenue. FIG. 32 illustrates the response indicat-
ing that there are no such points of interest found which 
satisfy the given criteria. FIG. 33 illustrates another request 
for a list of points of interest of the restaurant type with 
"HUNGRY" in their name within 10.0 miles of 1855 W. 
Katella Avenue. FIG. 34 illustrates the corresponding 
response providing the information for two points of interest 
satisfying the criteria set forth in the message of FIG. 33. In 
FIG. 34, "HUNGRY TIGER SEAFOOD RESTAURANT' 
at "6231 MANCHESTER BLVD, BUENA PARK" is the 
first point of interest. The "36" is the type of point of interest, 
i.e., restaurant. 

The "23606" is a unique identification number for the 
point of interest. The "0-0-223-137,4,1" specifies the res-
taurant location relative to a known node in the metropolitan 
region. The "46646" is the distance to the restaurant in feet 
and the "N" indicates that no additional information regard-
ing the restaurant is available. 

FIG. 35 is a packet sent from a remote unit to a base unit 
which requests a list of points of interest of the restaurant 
type with "BURGER" in their name within 10.0 miles of 
1855 W. Katella Avenue. FIG. 36 illustrates the first packet 
in response to the request of FIG. 35. FIG. 37 requests 
additional points of interest in response to the request of 
FIG. 35. FIG. 38 provides additional points of interest 
satisfying the criteria in the request in FIG. 35. 

The invention generates combined maneuver arms in 
situations where turns are required at two different intersec-
tions which are close together. FIG. 39 illustrates an 
example of a combined maneuver arm. In the example of 
FIG. 39, a slight right turn is required at the corner of Broad 
Street and Elm Street and a left turn is required at the 
intersection of Elm Street and Main Street. Instead of 
generating maneuver arms for the Broad-to-Elm turn and 
another set of maneuver arms for the Elm-to-Main turn, the 
invention generates a single combined maneuver arms 
display, as shown in FIG. 39, by the following process. 

For each set of maneuver arms generated at an 
intersection, the base unit 12 determines whether there is a 
sufficiently close intersection at which the driver must turn. 
If sufficiently close intersections requiring turns occur, then 
the maneuver arms information for both of these intersec-
tions are merged for a single combined maneuver arms 
display such as that shown in FIG. 39. For the combined 
maneuver arms, the roads arc designated by sets of 
endpoints, similar to that described above in connection with 
FIG. 5. One acceptable form for combined maneuver arms 
is as follows: 

FromName, ToName, ox., oy., x„,, y.i; 	y.2; x.„; y,..: 
ToName, oxb, oyb, xbi, ybi; xb2, yb2; it,„„ 

The ox, and oy, coordinates specify the coordinates of the 
first, or ad', intersection, or origin, and the oxb  and oyb  

20 
coordinates specify the coordinates of the second, or bth, 
intersection, or "origin." The arms are specified with respect 
to these origins. For example, x,,, and y„, are the endpoint 
coordinates of the 1 road at the first, or aM, intersection. To 

5 conserve space, coordinates for "origins" other than the first 
can be omitted because they can be reconstructed from the 
from/to arm data. 

Combined textual information is also displayed along 
with combined maneuver arms. Thus, along with the graphic 

to display shown in FIG. 39, the following textual instructions 
are also displayed: "Turn slight right on ELM ST followed 
shortly by a left turn onto MAIN ST. Drive 5.6 miles." Three 
or more intersections can be combined. 

An additional feature of the invention is the transmission 
t5 of message information, that is, the information in message 

field 178 in FIG. 4, in a further compressed form. The use 
of such a form has at least two advantages. First, use of such 
a form allows message information to be transmitted elec-
tromagnetically in a more efficient way. Second, use of such 

zo a form allow transmission of information from the base unit 
12 to a remote unit in a language independent manner. Upon 
receipt of the information in this form, the remote unit then 
converts the information for display into expanded textual 
instructions in any desired language such as English, 

25 Spanish, Japanese, and/or German. This form will generally 
be referred to herein as the language independent form or 
language independent mode. 

In the language independent mode, the textual description 
of maneuvers are generated by a token generation module in 

3o base unit 12 and are transmitted to the remote unit in a 
tokenized form. For example, instructions to: 

Turn left on W. MAIN ST. and drive 4.3 miles. 
Would be transmitted as: 
3,W. MAIN ST„4.3. 

35 	In this example, the "3" represents the English instruction 
to: 

Turn left on [blank 1] and drive [blank 2] miles. 
The "W. MAIN ST" field is the information to be inserted 

in the [blank 1] position (corresponding to a street sign) and 
40 the "4.3" field is the information to be inserted in the [blank 

2] position. If German language instructions are desired, 
then the remote unit displays the following text for a type 
"3" instruction: 

Auf [blank 1] links abbiegen and [blank 2] Meilen 
as weiterfahren. 

Thus, using the 5th message of FIG. 12 as another 
example, instead of transmitting "Turn LEFT onto EMER-
ALD DR. \r Drive 0.1 miles." the following tokenized 
information is transmitted to convey the same information in 

so a much more compact form: 
3,EMERALD DR.,0.1 
FIG. 40 provides additional examples of tokens and 

corresponding expanded text in English, Spanish, and Ger-
man. 

55 	Upon receiving the tokenized route information, the 
remote unit applies a set of translating instructions contained 
in a lookup table implemented, example, in computer 18, 
one table per language, or sounding, desired. For example, 
the English token translation instructions for a type 3 token 

60 indicate that "Turn left on" is displayed, then the signage or 
street name, then "and drive," then the distance, and then 
"miles." The remote unit can be equipped with a set of 
buttons for the user to specify the desired language(s). 

Translation instruction can be more or less complicated 
65 and can include conditions for added flexibility. For 

example, the English token translation instructions for a type 
5 instruction indicate that "Follow the sign" is displayed 
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of instructions and FIG. 24 illustrates the next block of 
instructions. Finally, FIG. 25 illustrates a request for the last 
block of instructions and FIG. 26 illustrates the correspond-
ing response. 

Thus, FIGS. 19 to 26 together illustrate the communica-
tions to provide the route from 950 S. Flint Ridge Way to 
2043 N. Sacramento. 

FIG. 27 illustrates a request for a route from 1750 Queens 
Road to 7530 Orangethorpe, along with maneuver arms. 
FIG. 28 illustrates the packet giving the first block of 
instructions in response to the FIG. 27 request. 

FIG. 29 requests the next block of maneuvers. And, FIG. 
30 illustrates the final block of maneuvers. 

FIG. 31 illustrates a request for a list of all points of 
interest (POIS) of the restaurant type with "HAPPY" in their 
name within 10.0 miles (encoded as "IW' and "M") of 1855 
W. Katella Avenue. FIG. 32 illustrates the response indicat-
ing that there are no such points of interest found which 
satisfy the given criteria. FIG. 33 illustrates another request 
for a list of points of interest of the restaurant type with 
"HUNGRY" in their name within 10.0 miles of 1855 W. 
Katella Avenue. FIG. 34 illustrates the corresponding 
response providing the information for two points of interest 
satisfying the criteria set forth in the message of FIG. 33. In 
FIG. 34, "HUNGRY TIGER SEAFOOD RESTAURANT' 
at "6231 MANCHESTER BLVD, BUENA PARK" is the 
first point of interest. The "36" is the type of point of interest, 
i.e., restaurant. 

The "23606" is a unique identification number for the 
point of interest. The "0-0-223-137,4,1" specifies the res-
taurant location relative to a known node in the metropolitan 
region. The "46646" is the distance to the restaurant in feet 
and the "N" indicates that no additional information regard-
ing the restaurant is available. 

FIG. 35 is a packet sent from a remote unit to a base unit 
which requests a list of points of interest of the restaurant 
type with "BURGER" in their name within 10.0 miles of 
1855 W. Katella Avenue. FIG. 36 illustrates the first packet 
in response to the request of FIG. 35. FIG. 37 requests 
additional points of interest in response to the request of 
FIG. 35. FIG. 38 provides additional points of interest 
satisfying the criteria in the request in FIG. 35. 

The invention generates combined maneuver arms in 
situations where turns are required at two different intersec-
tions which are close together. FIG. 39 illustrates an 
example of a combined maneuver arm. In the example of 
FIG. 39, a slight right turn is required at the corner of Broad 
Street and Elm Street and a left turn is required at the 
intersection of Elm Street and Main Street. Instead of 
generating maneuver arms for the Broad-to-Elm turn and 
another set of maneuver arms for the Elm-to-Main turn, the 
invention generates a single combined maneuver arms 
display, as shown in FIG. 39, by the following process. 

For each set of maneuver arms generated at an 
intersection, the base unit 12 determines whether there is a 
sufficiently close intersection at which the driver must turn. 
If sufficiently close intersections requiring turns occur, then 
the maneuver arms information for both of these intersec-
tions are merged for a single combined maneuver arms 
display such as that shown in FIG. 39. For the combined 
maneuver arms, the roads arc designated by sets of 
endpoints, similar to that described above in connection with 
FIG. 5. One acceptable form for combined maneuver arms 
is as follows: 

FromName, ToName, ox., oy., x„,, y.i; 	y.2; x.„; y,..: 
ToName, oxb, oyb, xbi, ybi; xb2, yb2; it,„„ 

The ox, and oy, coordinates specify the coordinates of the 
first, or ad', intersection, or origin, and the oxb  and oyb  

20 
coordinates specify the coordinates of the second, or bth, 
intersection, or "origin." The arms are specified with respect 
to these origins. For example, x,,, and y„, are the endpoint 
coordinates of the 1 road at the first, or aM, intersection. To 

5 conserve space, coordinates for "origins" other than the first 
can be omitted because they can be reconstructed from the 
from/to arm data. 

Combined textual information is also displayed along 
with combined maneuver arms. Thus, along with the graphic 

to display shown in FIG. 39, the following textual instructions 
are also displayed: "Turn slight right on ELM ST followed 
shortly by a left turn onto MAIN ST. Drive 5.6 miles." Three 
or more intersections can be combined. 

An additional feature of the invention is the transmission 
t5 of message information, that is, the information in message 

field 178 in FIG. 4, in a further compressed form. The use 
of such a form has at least two advantages. First, use of such 
a form allows message information to be transmitted elec-
tromagnetically in a more efficient way. Second, use of such 

zo a form allow transmission of information from the base unit 
12 to a remote unit in a language independent manner. Upon 
receipt of the information in this form, the remote unit then 
converts the information for display into expanded textual 
instructions in any desired language such as English, 

25 Spanish, Japanese, and/or German. This form will generally 
be referred to herein as the language independent form or 
language independent mode. 

In the language independent mode, the textual description 
of maneuvers are generated by a token generation module in 

3o base unit 12 and are transmitted to the remote unit in a 
tokenized form. For example, instructions to: 

Turn left on W. MAIN ST. and drive 4.3 miles. 
Would be transmitted as: 
3,W. MAIN ST„4.3. 

35 	In this example, the "3" represents the English instruction 
to: 

Turn left on [blank 1] and drive [blank 2] miles. 
The "W. MAIN ST" field is the information to be inserted 

in the [blank 1] position (corresponding to a street sign) and 
40 the "4.3" field is the information to be inserted in the [blank 

2] position. If German language instructions are desired, 
then the remote unit displays the following text for a type 
"3" instruction: 

Auf [blank 1] links abbiegen and [blank 2] Meilen 
as weiterfahren. 

Thus, using the 5th message of FIG. 12 as another 
example, instead of transmitting "Turn LEFT onto EMER-
ALD DR. \r Drive 0.1 miles." the following tokenized 
information is transmitted to convey the same information in 

so a much more compact form: 
3,EMERALD DR.,0.1 
FIG. 40 provides additional examples of tokens and 

corresponding expanded text in English, Spanish, and Ger-
man. 

55 	Upon receiving the tokenized route information, the 
remote unit applies a set of translating instructions contained 
in a lookup table implemented, example, in computer 18, 
one table per language, or sounding, desired. For example, 
the English token translation instructions for a type 3 token 

60 indicate that "Turn left on" is displayed, then the signage or 
street name, then "and drive," then the distance, and then 
"miles." The remote unit can be equipped with a set of 
buttons for the user to specify the desired language(s). 

Translation instruction can be more or less complicated 
65 and can include conditions for added flexibility. For 

example, the English token translation instructions for a type 
5 instruction indicate that "Follow the sign" is displayed 
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first, then if the number of signs in the message is greater 
than one an "s" should be added to "sign," then the sign(s) 
should be displayed, then "on the ramp." should be dis-
played. Thus, in one instance a type 5 token might produce, 
expanded English maneuver text of: 

Follow the signs TO O'HARE, TO INDIANA on the 
ramp. 

In another instance, a type 5 token might produce the 
expanded English maneuver text of: 

Follow the sign TO CHICAGO on the ramp. 
The remote unit can also convert the miles, information 

into kilometers, if desired. 
Thus, in the language independent mode, information is 

transmitted from the base unit without regard to any par-
ticular language. Accordingly, the transmission bandwidth 
does not depend on the language of the instructions to be 
displayed on the display in the remote unit. Because the 
remote unit produces the actual text portion, routes can be 
presented in more than one language or way either concur-
rently or serially, as desired by the remote user, without the 
need for additional information from the base unit. 

Use of tokens allows remote system users to create their 
own language formats, if desired, to best fit particular needs 
and capabilities. Alternatively, a remote unit can download 
language formats (that is, expanded text corresponding to 
various tokens) that have already been created from the base 
unit. 

The base unit can also provide the remote units with other 
information in addition to the textual directions and maneu-
ver arms information discussed above. In some applications, 
a remote user desires more information than just the textual 
directions and maneuver arms information and more infor-
mation than is stored and maintained in the remote unit. For 
various practical reasons, such as cost, remote units gener-
ally have at best only a limited database on-board. Such a 
limited database may, for example, include information 
and/or maps for a limited metropolitan area. 

Even though a remote user may have no or a limited 
on-board database, the invention allows the remote user to 
obtain a large amount of information from the base unit. 
Thus, the invention allows a remote unit to access a large 
amount of information without burdening the remote unit 
with storage and maintenance of a large database. Such 
information can include, for example, maps for a complete 
route (not just information about intersections which require 
turns) or maps for an area which is simply not covered by 
any on-board database. 

FIG. 41 is a flowchart which illustrates the operations in 
a remote unit, such as computer 18, for determining whether 
the remote unit needs additional information from the base 
unit and for obtaining such additional information when it is 
needed. In the operations illustrated in FIG. 41, the remote 
unit has at small on-board database. 

In step Si, the remote unit requests a route between an 
origin and a destination from the base unit using the protocol 
shown in FIGS. 3 and 11. The base unit 12 calculates the 
route in route calculator 66 and this route is received in the 
remote unit in step S2. In step S3, the remote unit compares 
the route received from the base unit with map information 
stored on-board the remote unit. In a preferred embodiment, 
the comparison is made on a node basis. If any part of the 
route is not adequately covered by on-board maps in terms 
of geographic scope/bound or level of detail/content, as 
determined at step S4, then the processing proceeds on to 
step S5. Otherwise, the processing proceeds on to step S7 
and is completed. 

In step S5, the remote unit requests, from the base unit 12, 
stripmaps for those portions of the route which are not 

22 
adequately covered by maps available on-board the remote 
unit. Maps are not requested for areas which are adequately 
covered by on-board maps. A stripmap can be relatively 
simple or it can be fairly detailed and include side roads, 

5 intersections, points of interest, and features for map-
matching in the remote unit. In step S6, the remote unit 
receives the requested strip-map information from the base 
unit. 

A similar procedure is used when a route is within the area 
covered by the on-board database but the base unit has more 
up-to-date information. The remote unit can also download 
updated maps, new programs, and the like. Remote units 
without any on-board database must obtain all information 
from the base unit. A remote unit specifies what information 
it needs, using the above-described protocol, based on what 
information the remote unit desires and can handle. 

Included herewith as Microfiche Appendix A is a copy of 
computer code for implementing the packet/message inter-
pretation and parsing functions described above. 

As can be seen from the foregoing, the invention provides 
a system and method for providing graphically referenced 
information from a base unit or server to a mobile unit in a 
compact form. The invention allows the mobile unit to 
operate with limited or no database storage or position 
sensor requirements. Software for controlling the mobile 
unit runs on generic hand-held devices or desktop computers 
with wireless or wireline communications capability. A 
query, communicated from the mobile unit to the base unit, 
and the response, communicated from the base unit to the 
mobile unit, are packaged into a standard data communica-
tions protocol that manages a broad spectrum of queries and 
responses available. This approach to providing route guid-
ance information allows automatic real time database 
updates and corrections at the base unit, avoiding database 
distribution problems. In addition, the cost and technical 
requirements for the on-board or mobile unit equipment are 
substantially lower than for prior art route guidance infor-
mation systems. 

It is to be understood that, while the detailed drawings and 
specific examples given describe preferred embodiments of 
the invention, they are for the purpose of illustration only. 
The invention is not limited to the precise details disclosed, 
and various changes may be made therein. For example, the 
format or protocol of the query message and the response 
message, illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, respectively, may be 
modified to request different types of information from the 
map database or to specify different formats or subsets of 
information to be conveyed to the mobile unit. Such changes 
may be made without departing from the spirit of the 
invention which is defined by the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of expanding the amount of information 

available to a remote unit in a routing system having a base 
unit and a remote unit, comprising the steps of 

55 	
(a) electromagnetically transmitting a route request from 

the remote unit to the base unit; 
(b) electromagnetically transmitting data representing a 

route from the base unit to the remote unit in response 
to the route request of step (a); 

60 	(c) receiving in the remote unit the data representing a 
mute transmitted in step (b); 

(d) in the remote unit, using a navigation application 
program to compare the data representing a route 
received in step (c) with coverage of databases 

65 	on-board the remote unit; 
(e) if an entire route received in step (c) is not covered by 

said databases on-board the remote unit, electromag- 
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first, then if the number of signs in the message is greater 
than one an "s" should be added to "sign," then the sign(s) 
should be displayed, then "on the ramp." should be dis-
played. Thus, in one instance a type 5 token might produce, 
expanded English maneuver text of: 

Follow the signs TO O'HARE, TO INDIANA on the 
ramp. 

In another instance, a type 5 token might produce the 
expanded English maneuver text of: 

Follow the sign TO CHICAGO on the ramp. 
The remote unit can also convert the miles, information 

into kilometers, if desired. 
Thus, in the language independent mode, information is 

transmitted from the base unit without regard to any par-
ticular language. Accordingly, the transmission bandwidth 
does not depend on the language of the instructions to be 
displayed on the display in the remote unit. Because the 
remote unit produces the actual text portion, routes can be 
presented in more than one language or way either concur-
rently or serially, as desired by the remote user, without the 
need for additional information from the base unit. 

Use of tokens allows remote system users to create their 
own language formats, if desired, to best fit particular needs 
and capabilities. Alternatively, a remote unit can download 
language formats (that is, expanded text corresponding to 
various tokens) that have already been created from the base 
unit. 

The base unit can also provide the remote units with other 
information in addition to the textual directions and maneu-
ver arms information discussed above. In some applications, 
a remote user desires more information than just the textual 
directions and maneuver arms information and more infor-
mation than is stored and maintained in the remote unit. For 
various practical reasons, such as cost, remote units gener-
ally have at best only a limited database on-board. Such a 
limited database may, for example, include information 
and/or maps for a limited metropolitan area. 

Even though a remote user may have no or a limited 
on-board database, the invention allows the remote user to 
obtain a large amount of information from the base unit. 
Thus, the invention allows a remote unit to access a large 
amount of information without burdening the remote unit 
with storage and maintenance of a large database. Such 
information can include, for example, maps for a complete 
route (not just information about intersections which require 
turns) or maps for an area which is simply not covered by 
any on-board database. 

FIG. 41 is a flowchart which illustrates the operations in 
a remote unit, such as computer 18, for determining whether 
the remote unit needs additional information from the base 
unit and for obtaining such additional information when it is 
needed. In the operations illustrated in FIG. 41, the remote 
unit has at small on-board database. 

In step Si, the remote unit requests a route between an 
origin and a destination from the base unit using the protocol 
shown in FIGS. 3 and 11. The base unit 12 calculates the 
route in route calculator 66 and this route is received in the 
remote unit in step S2. In step S3, the remote unit compares 
the route received from the base unit with map information 
stored on-board the remote unit. In a preferred embodiment, 
the comparison is made on a node basis. If any part of the 
route is not adequately covered by on-board maps in terms 
of geographic scope/bound or level of detail/content, as 
determined at step S4, then the processing proceeds on to 
step S5. Otherwise, the processing proceeds on to step S7 
and is completed. 

In step S5, the remote unit requests, from the base unit 12, 
stripmaps for those portions of the route which are not 

22 
adequately covered by maps available on-board the remote 
unit. Maps are not requested for areas which are adequately 
covered by on-board maps. A stripmap can be relatively 
simple or it can be fairly detailed and include side roads, 

5 intersections, points of interest, and features for map-
matching in the remote unit. In step S6, the remote unit 
receives the requested strip-map information from the base 
unit. 

A similar procedure is used when a route is within the area 
covered by the on-board database but the base unit has more 
up-to-date information. The remote unit can also download 
updated maps, new programs, and the like. Remote units 
without any on-board database must obtain all information 
from the base unit. A remote unit specifies what information 
it needs, using the above-described protocol, based on what 
information the remote unit desires and can handle. 

Included herewith as Microfiche Appendix A is a copy of 
computer code for implementing the packet/message inter-
pretation and parsing functions described above. 

As can be seen from the foregoing, the invention provides 
a system and method for providing graphically referenced 
information from a base unit or server to a mobile unit in a 
compact form. The invention allows the mobile unit to 
operate with limited or no database storage or position 
sensor requirements. Software for controlling the mobile 
unit runs on generic hand-held devices or desktop computers 
with wireless or wireline communications capability. A 
query, communicated from the mobile unit to the base unit, 
and the response, communicated from the base unit to the 
mobile unit, are packaged into a standard data communica-
tions protocol that manages a broad spectrum of queries and 
responses available. This approach to providing route guid-
ance information allows automatic real time database 
updates and corrections at the base unit, avoiding database 
distribution problems. In addition, the cost and technical 
requirements for the on-board or mobile unit equipment are 
substantially lower than for prior art route guidance infor-
mation systems. 

It is to be understood that, while the detailed drawings and 
specific examples given describe preferred embodiments of 
the invention, they are for the purpose of illustration only. 
The invention is not limited to the precise details disclosed, 
and various changes may be made therein. For example, the 
format or protocol of the query message and the response 
message, illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, respectively, may be 
modified to request different types of information from the 
map database or to specify different formats or subsets of 
information to be conveyed to the mobile unit. Such changes 
may be made without departing from the spirit of the 
invention which is defined by the following claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of expanding the amount of information 

available to a remote unit in a routing system having a base 
unit and a remote unit, comprising the steps of 

55 	
(a) electromagnetically transmitting a route request from 

the remote unit to the base unit; 
(b) electromagnetically transmitting data representing a 

route from the base unit to the remote unit in response 
to the route request of step (a); 

60 	(c) receiving in the remote unit the data representing a 
mute transmitted in step (b); 

(d) in the remote unit, using a navigation application 
program to compare the data representing a route 
received in step (c) with coverage of databases 

65 	on-board the remote unit; 
(e) if an entire route received in step (c) is not covered by 

said databases on-board the remote unit, electromag- 
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netically transmitting from the remote unit to the base 
unit a request for the base unit to provide information 
in addition to that which is covered by said databases 
on-board the remote unit; and 

(f) receiving in the remote unit said information in 
response to the request of step (e). 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein step (f) 
includes receiving in the remote unit map information which 
is not adequately covered by said databases on-board the 
remote unit in response to the request of step (c). 

3. A routing system which makes a large amount of 
information available to a remote unit, the system compris-
ing: 

(a) a base unit; 

(b) a remote unit including a navigation application 
program installed therein; and 

(c) a communications link to electromagnetically transmit 
a route request from the remote unit to the base unit and 
to electromagnetically transmit data representing a 
route from the base unit to the remote unit in response 
to the route request; 

wherein the remote unit 

(i) receives the data representing a route transmitted, by 
the communications link, 

(ii) compares the data representing a route received with 
coverage of databases on-board the remote unit, 

(iii) uses said navigation application program to deter-
mine what additional data is needed, and 

(iv) electromagnetically transmits from the remote unit to 
the base unit, via the communications link, an addi-
tional request for the base unit to provide said addi-
tional information. 

4. The routing system as set forth in claim 3, wherein the 
remote unit receives map information which is not 
adequately covered by said databases on-board the remote 
unit in response to said additional request. 

5. A system for providing navigation features to remote 
mobile navigation units comprising: 

a plurality of remote navigation units each of which is 
installed in a respective one of a plurality of vehicles, 
wherein each of said plurality of remote navigation 
units is comprised of: 
a position indicator that provides an output indicative 

of a geographical position thereof; 
an input device that provides for receiving a request for 

a navigation function from a user; 
a first processor coupled to receive outputs from said 

position indicator and said input device, and further 
wherein said first processor executes a first naviga-
tion application program to provide the requested 
navigation function to the user of the remote navi-
gation unit; 

a first geographic database installed in said remote unit 
and used in conjunction with the first navigation 
application program executed on the first processor 
of the remote navigation unit; 

wherein said first navigation application program deter-
mines what additional data beyond what is included 
in said first geographic database is required to pro-
vide said requested navigation function to the user; 
and 

a first wireless communications system coupled to said 
first processor to provide for sending requests for 
said additional data and receiving responses to said 
requests; and 

24 
a base unit comprised of: 

a second wireless communications system that provides 
for receiving said requests for said additional data from 
each of said plurality of remote navigation units and 
sending responses thereto; 

a second geographic database; and 

a second processor coupled to said second wireless com-
munications system and said second geographic 

10 	database, wherein said second processor executes a 
second navigation application program that prepares 
responses to said requests from the plurality of remote 
navigation units using said second geographic database 
and sends said responses to said plurality of remote 
navigation units using said second wireless communi-
cation system; and 

wherein said first navigation application program pro-
vides said requested navigation function to the user 

20 	using data from said first geographic database and said 
additional data from said second geographic database. 

6. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes calculation of a route 
between an origin and a destination. 

23 	7. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes display of map data. 

8. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes display of strip 
maps. 

30 	9. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes a request for more 
up-to-date information. 

10. The invention of claim 5 wherein said input device 
provides for selection of a destination. 

35 	11. A method of providing navigation information to a 
plurality of users of remote navigation units comprising the 
steps of: 

on each of said plurality of remote navigation units, 

receiving a request for navigation information from a 
user, 

executing a first navigation application program that uses 
a first geographic database installed in said remote 
navigation unit to provide a first part of a response to 

45 	said request for navigation information and determine 
whether additional data are to be requested from a base 
unit; 

using a wireless communication system to communicate 
a request to said base unit navigation system to obtain 

so 	said additional data related to said request for naviga- 
tion information as determined by said navigation 
application program; 

receiving said additional data related to said request from 
said base unit navigation system; 

55 	combining said first part of a response with said additional 
information to provide a combined response; and 

providing said combined response to said user. 
12. The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 

so a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
further comprises: 

requesting a route between an origin and a destination. 
13. The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 

a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
65  further comprises: 

requesting map data for areas that are not adequately 
covered by said first geographic database. 
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netically transmitting from the remote unit to the base 
unit a request for the base unit to provide information 
in addition to that which is covered by said databases 
on-board the remote unit; and 

(f) receiving in the remote unit said information in 
response to the request of step (e). 

2. The method as set forth in claim 1, wherein step (f) 
includes receiving in the remote unit map information which 
is not adequately covered by said databases on-board the 
remote unit in response to the request of step (c). 

3. A routing system which makes a large amount of 
information available to a remote unit, the system compris-
ing: 

(a) a base unit; 

(b) a remote unit including a navigation application 
program installed therein; and 

(c) a communications link to electromagnetically transmit 
a route request from the remote unit to the base unit and 
to electromagnetically transmit data representing a 
route from the base unit to the remote unit in response 
to the route request; 

wherein the remote unit 

(i) receives the data representing a route transmitted, by 
the communications link, 

(ii) compares the data representing a route received with 
coverage of databases on-board the remote unit, 

(iii) uses said navigation application program to deter-
mine what additional data is needed, and 

(iv) electromagnetically transmits from the remote unit to 
the base unit, via the communications link, an addi-
tional request for the base unit to provide said addi-
tional information. 

4. The routing system as set forth in claim 3, wherein the 
remote unit receives map information which is not 
adequately covered by said databases on-board the remote 
unit in response to said additional request. 

5. A system for providing navigation features to remote 
mobile navigation units comprising: 

a plurality of remote navigation units each of which is 
installed in a respective one of a plurality of vehicles, 
wherein each of said plurality of remote navigation 
units is comprised of: 
a position indicator that provides an output indicative 

of a geographical position thereof; 
an input device that provides for receiving a request for 

a navigation function from a user; 
a first processor coupled to receive outputs from said 

position indicator and said input device, and further 
wherein said first processor executes a first naviga-
tion application program to provide the requested 
navigation function to the user of the remote navi-
gation unit; 

a first geographic database installed in said remote unit 
and used in conjunction with the first navigation 
application program executed on the first processor 
of the remote navigation unit; 

wherein said first navigation application program deter-
mines what additional data beyond what is included 
in said first geographic database is required to pro-
vide said requested navigation function to the user; 
and 

a first wireless communications system coupled to said 
first processor to provide for sending requests for 
said additional data and receiving responses to said 
requests; and 
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a base unit comprised of: 

a second wireless communications system that provides 
for receiving said requests for said additional data from 
each of said plurality of remote navigation units and 
sending responses thereto; 

a second geographic database; and 

a second processor coupled to said second wireless com-
munications system and said second geographic 

10 	database, wherein said second processor executes a 
second navigation application program that prepares 
responses to said requests from the plurality of remote 
navigation units using said second geographic database 
and sends said responses to said plurality of remote 
navigation units using said second wireless communi-
cation system; and 

wherein said first navigation application program pro-
vides said requested navigation function to the user 

20 	using data from said first geographic database and said 
additional data from said second geographic database. 

6. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes calculation of a route 
between an origin and a destination. 

23 	7. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes display of map data. 

8. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes display of strip 
maps. 

30 	9. The invention of claim 5 wherein said navigation 
function requested by the user includes a request for more 
up-to-date information. 

10. The invention of claim 5 wherein said input device 
provides for selection of a destination. 

35 	11. A method of providing navigation information to a 
plurality of users of remote navigation units comprising the 
steps of: 

on each of said plurality of remote navigation units, 

receiving a request for navigation information from a 
user, 

executing a first navigation application program that uses 
a first geographic database installed in said remote 
navigation unit to provide a first part of a response to 

45 	said request for navigation information and determine 
whether additional data are to be requested from a base 
unit; 

using a wireless communication system to communicate 
a request to said base unit navigation system to obtain 

so 	said additional data related to said request for naviga- 
tion information as determined by said navigation 
application program; 

receiving said additional data related to said request from 
said base unit navigation system; 

55 	combining said first part of a response with said additional 
information to provide a combined response; and 

providing said combined response to said user. 
12. The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 

so a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
further comprises: 

requesting a route between an origin and a destination. 
13. The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 

a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
65  further comprises: 

requesting map data for areas that are not adequately 
covered by said first geographic database. 
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14 The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 
a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
farther comprises: 

requesting strip maps. 
15. The invention of claim 11 wherein said step of using 

a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
further comprises: 

requesting more up-to-date information than is contained 
in said first database. 

16. A method for providing improved navigation services 
to a plurality of remote navigation units comprising the steps 
of: 

on a remote unit comprising a first navigation system that 
includes a first geographic database and a navigation 
application program, receiving input from a user for a 
desired navigation function to which a response 
requires geographic data; 

from the remote unit, using said navigation application 
program to transmit a request for part of said geo-
graphic data not in said database determined by said 
program as required to provide said desired navigation 
function; 

26 
on a base unit comprising a second navigation system that 

uses a second geographic database, receiving said 
request and providing said part of said geographic data 
using said second geographic database; 

5 	from said base unit, transmitting said part of said geo- 
graphic data to said remote unit; and 

in said remote unit, receiving said part of said geographic 
data from said base unit and using said part of said 
geographic data received from said base unit along with 

1 0 
	data from said first geographic database to provide said 

desired navigation function to said user. 
17. The method of claim 16 wherein said desired navi-

gation function comprises calculation of a route between an 
origin and a destination, wherein said request for part of said 

15 geographic data comprises a calculated route, and wherein 
said step of using includes map display. 

18. The method of claim 16 further comprising the step of: 
on said remote unit, after receiving said part of said 

geographic data, comparing said part with data in said 

20 	first database and then requesting additional data from 
said base unit. 
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a wireless communication system to communicate a request 
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on a base unit comprising a second navigation system that 
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1 0 
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desired navigation function to said user. 
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(or  previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed in due course. 
THIS NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY IS NOT A GRANT OF PATENT RIGHTS. This application is subject to withdrawal from issue at 
the initiative of the Office or upon petition by the applicant. See 37 CFR 1.3 1 3 and MPEP 1308. 

1. X This communication is responsive to  07/23/01  

2. X The allowed claim(s) is/are  20-30, 40-43, and 55 

3. Li The drawings filed on 	  are acceptable as formal drawings. 

4. .7_ Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d). 

a) 	All 	b)dome' 	c) NI-One of the: 

1. ._ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received. 

2  _ Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. 

3 	Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this national stage 
application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)). 

*Certified copies not received: 

5. .._ Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e). 

Applicant has THREE MONTHS FROM THE -MAILING DATE" of this communication to file a reply complying with the requirements 
noted below. Failure to timely comply will result in ABANDONMENT of this application. THIS THREE-MONTH PERIOD IS NOT 
EXTENDABLE FOR SUBMITTING NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS, OR A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION. This three-month period 
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NOTICE OF ALLOWABILITY (PTO-37) 
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NO EXTENSIONS OF TIME ARE PERMITTED TO FILE 
CORRECTED OR FORMAL DRAWINGS, OR A SUBSTITUTE 
OATH OR DECLARATION, notwithstanding any indication to the 
contrary in the attached Notice of Allowability (PTO-37). 

If the following language appears on the attached Notice of Allowability, the 
portion lined through below is of no force and effect and is to be ignored i : 

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to 
EXPIRE THREE MONTHS FROM THE "DATE MAILED" of this Office actioh Failure to comply will result in 
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Dated: November 1. 2001 	 By: 
John W. Osborne 
Reg. No. 36,231 

i)riP- 05./v003 o 

Patent 

Issue Batch No. K28 

Joill 	il  I 0 axe L o:,  
Docket No. : 3 1 25 -4002 

Notice of Allowance Date: 08/09/01 

IN T WIT TATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant 
	

McNally et al. 

Serial No. 	--08,19-547940— 	Group Art Unit 	: 	2173 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 Examiner 	: 	Nguyen, C. 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
ATTENTION: OFFICIAL DRAFTSPERSON 

SIR: 
Submission of Formal Drawings 

In response to the Notice of Allowance mailed on August 9, 2001, Applicants 
submit herewith six sheets of formal drawings (Figs. 1-7). 

The sheets included herewith are identical to those included with a Submission of 
Formal Drawings dated February 26th, 2001. Because of this February 26th  submission, Applicants 
believe that the Examiner unintentionally requested new formal drawings in his Notice of 
Allowability. Nevertheless, with this Submission Applicants comply with the Examiner's request. 

Applicants believe that no fee is due with the submission of these formal drawings. 
However, in the event that any fees are found to be due, the Commissioner is authorized to 

charge such fees to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. A DUPLICATE 
COPY OF THIS PAPER IS ATTACHED HERETO. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Mailing Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154-0053 
(212) 758-4800 Telephone 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

While computers have dramatically altered many aspects 20  
of modern life, pen and paper have prevailed in the hospi-
tality industry, e.g., for restaurant ordering, reservations and 
wait-list management, because of their simplicity, ease of 
training and operational speed. For example, ordering pre-
pared foods has historically been done verbally, either is  
directly to a waiter or over the telephone, whereupon the -- 
placed order is recorded on paper by the recipient or 
instantly filled. 

Although not previously adapted for wide-scale use in the 
hospitality industry, various forms of digital wireless com- 30  
munication devices are in common use, e.g., digital wireless 
messengers and pagers. Also in common use are portable 
laptop and handheld devices. However, user-friendly infor-
mation management and communication capability not 
requiring extensive computer expertise has not heretofore 35  
been available for use in everyday life such as for restaurant 
ordering, reservations and wait-list management. Hundreds 
of millions of dollars have been spent on personal digital 
assistant ("PDA") development seeking to produce a small, 
light-weight and inexpensive device that could be adapted to 40  
such uses; yet none have yielded a satisfactory solution. 

One of the inherent shortcomings of PDA type devices is 
that, as they strive for small size, low weight and low cost, 
they must compromise the size and clarity of the operator 
display medium interface itself, which in most cases is one 45 
of a variety of LCD (liquid crystal display) type devices. As 
the size of the display shrinks, the amount of information 
that may be displayed at any one point or time is commen-
surately decreased, typically requiring multiple screens and 
displays to display information to the operator. This reduces 50 
the overall utility of the device. Additionally, the smaller 
display and keyboard results in a non-optimal operator 
interface, which slows down operation and is thus unaccept-
able for the time criticality of ordering, reservation and 
wait-list management and other similar applications. This 55 
necessitates many design compromises which in the aggre-
gate have resulted in limited acceptance of PDA type 
devices in the restaurant and hospitality fields. 

Many of the negatives prevalent in earlier devices have 
been eliminated, but, to date, there is still no integrated 60 
solution to the ordering/waitlist/reservation problem dis-
cussed above. With the advent of the Palm® and other 
handheld wireless devices, however, the efforts to make such 
devices ubiquitous have begun to bear fruit at least in some 
areas, e.g., personal calendars. However, substantial use of 65 
such devices in the restaurant and hospitality context has not 
occurred to date. As discussed above, at least one of the 

1 
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND 
SYNCHRONOUS COMMUNICATIONS 
SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to an information management and 
synchronous communications system and method for gen-
eration of computerized menus for restaurants and other 
applications with specialized display and synchronous com-
munications requirements related to, for example, the use of 
equipment or software with non-PC-standard graphical 
formats, display sizes and/or applications for use in remote 
data entry, information management and synchronous com-
munication between host computer, digital input device or 
remote pager via standard hardwired connection, the 
interne., a wireless link, smart phone or the like. 

2 
reasons PDAs have not been quickly assimilated into the 
restaurant and hospitality industries is that their small dis-
play sizes are not readily amenable to display of menus as 
they are commonly printed on paper or displayed on, e.g., 
large, color desktop computer screens. Another reason is that 
software for fully realizing the potential for wireless hand-
held computing devices has not previously been available. 
Such features would include fast and automatic synchroni-
zation between a central database and multiple handheld 
devices, synchronization and communication between a 10 
World Wide Web ("Web") server and multiple handheld 
devices, a well-defined application program interface 
("API") that enables third parties such as point of sale 
("POS") companies, affinity program companies and inter-
net content providers to fully integrate with computerized 
hospitality applications, real-time communication over the 
internet with direct connections or regular modem dialup 
connections and support for batch processing that can be 
done periodically throughout the day to keep multiple sites 
in synch with the central database. A single point of entry for 
all hospitality applications to communicate with one another 
wirelessly has also previously been unavailable. Such a 
single point of entry would work to keep all wireless 
handheld devices and linked Web sites in synch with the 
backoffice server (central database) so that the different 
components are in equilibrium at any given time and an 
overall consistency is achieved. For example. a reservation 
made online would be automatically communicated to the 
backoffice server and then synchronized with all the wireless 
handheld devices wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on 
any of the wireless handheld devices would be reflected 
instantaneously on the backoffice server, Web pages and the 
other handheld devices. 

For the foregoinereasons, paper-based ordering, waitlist 
and reservations management have persisted in the face of 
widespread computerization in practically all areas of com-
merce. At most, computerization of these functions has been 
largely limited to fixed computer solutions, i.e., desktop or 
mainframe, because of the problems heretofore faced in 
configuring wireless handheld devices and maintaining data-
base synchronization for such applications. Specifically, the 
unavailability of any simple technique for creating restau-
rant menus and the like for use in a limited display area 
wireless handheld device or that is compatible with ordering 
over the internet has prevented widespread adoption of 
computerization in the hospitality industry. Without a viable 
solution for this problem, organizations have not made the 
efforts or investments to establish automated interfaces to 
handheld and Web site menus and ordering options. 

A principal object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved information management and synchronous com-
munications system and method which facilitates user-
friendly and efficient generation of computerized menus for 
restaurants and other applications that utilize equipment 
with non-PC-standard graphical formats, display sizes and/ 
or applications. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved information management and synchronous com-
munications system and method which provides for entry, 
management and communication of information from the 
operator as well as to and from another computer, Web page 
menu, remote digital device using a standard hardwired 
connection, the Internet or a wireless link. 

A further object of the present invention is to provide an 
improved information management and synchronous com-
munications system which is small, affordable and light-
weight yet incorporates a user-friendly operator interface 
and displays menus in a readily comprehensible format. 
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A further object of the present invention is to provide a 
synchronous information management and communications 
system which enables automatic updating of both wireless 
and Internet menu systems when a new menu item is added, 
modified or deleted from any element of the system. 	5 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The foregoing and other objects of the present invention 

communications system and method optimized for simplic-
are provided by a synchronous information management and 

10 

ity of operation which incorporates menu generation for 
creation of menus to be used with wireless remote handheld 
computer and PDA devices, the internet or any application 
where simple and efficient generation of menus is appropri-  

15 ate. The menu generation approach of the present invention 
includes a desktop software application that enables the 
rapid creation and building of a menu and provides a means 
to instantly download the menu configuration onto. e.g., a 
handheld device or Web page and to seamlessly interface 

20 with standard point of sale ("POS") systems to enable 
automatic database updates and communication exchanges 
when a change or input occurs in any of the other system 
elements. To solve the above and other related problems, an 
information management and communications system is 
provided which results in a dramatic reduction in the amount 
of time, and hence cost, to generate and maintain comput-
erized menus for, e.g., restaurants and other related appli-
cations that utilize non-PC-standard graphical formats, dis- 
play sizes or applications. 	

30 
The menu generation approach of the present invention 

has many advantages over previous approaches in solving 
the problem of converting paper-based menus or Windows® 
PC-based menu screens to small PDA-sized displays and 
Web pages. In one embodiment, the present invention is a 
software tool for building a menu, optimizing the process of 
how the menu can be downloaded to either a handheld 
device or Web page, and making manual or automatic 
modifications to the menu after initial creation. 

The use of wireless handheld devices in the restaurant and 
hospitality industry is becoming increasingly pervasive as 
restaurant owners and managers become more aware of the 
benefits. With the proper wireless handheld system in place, 
restaurants can experience increased table turns from 
improved server productivity and shorter order taking and 45 
check paying times. Restaurants and POS companies seek-
ing to provide a wireless handheld interface to their desktop-
based POS systems or a Web page equivalent face several 
challenges. These challenges include building a menu using 
their existing database and transferring the menu onto hand-  50 
held devices or Web pages that will interface with servers 
wirelessly or to restaurants/customers over the internet. The 
menu generation approach of the present invention is the 
first coherent solution available to accomplish these objec-
tives easily and allows one development effort to produce 55 
both the handheld and Web page formats, link them with the 
existing POS systems, and thus provides a way to turn a 
complicated, time-consuming task into a simple process. 

The information management and synchronous cotnmu-
nications system of the present invention features include 60 

fast synchronization between a central database and multiple 
handheld devices, synchronization and communication 
between a Web server and multiple handheld devices, a 
well-defined API that enables third parties such as POS 
companies, affinity program companies and internet content 65 
providers to fully integrate with computerized hospitality 
applications, real-time communication over the internet with 

4 
direct connections or regular modem dialup connections and 
support for batch processing that can be done periodically 
throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the 
central database. 

The communication module also provides a single point 
of entry for all hospitality applications, e.g., reservations, 
frequent customer ticketing, wait lists, etc. to communicate 
with one another wirelessly and over the Web. This com-
munication module is a layer that sits on top of any com-
munication protocol and acts as an interface between hos-
pitality applications and the communication protocol and 
can be easily updated to work with a new communication 
protocol without modifying the core hospitality applications. 
A single point of entry works to keep all wireless handheld 
devices and linked web sites in synch with the backoffice 
server applications so that the different components are in 
equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency is 
achieved. For example, a reservation made online can be 
automatically communicated to the backoffice server and 
then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices 
wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless 
handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on the back-
office server Web pages and the other handheld devices. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a display customi-
zation dialog box in conformity with a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications 
control window in conformity with a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale 
interface on a wireless handheld device for use in displaying 
page menus created in conformity with a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Most personal computers today run under an operating 
system that provides a graphical user interface ("GUI") for 
accessing user applications. A GUI is used in the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Through an interface 
of windows, pull-down menus, and toolbars, GUI operating 
systems have simplified PCs and have rendered computer 
technology more user friendly by eliminating the need to 
memorize keyboard entry sequences. In addition, GUIs 
allow users to manipulate their data as they would physical 

25 	BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing features and advantages of the present 
invention can be appreciated more fully from the following 
description, with references to the accompanying drawings 
in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a window dis-
played on a computer display screen which shows a hierar-
chical tree menu( modifier window and sub-modifier win-
dow in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 

35 present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a modifier dialog 
box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a menu category 
40  dialog box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of a menu item dialog 
box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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A further object of the present invention is to provide a 
synchronous information management and communications 
system which enables automatic updating of both wireless 
and Internet menu systems when a new menu item is added, 
modified or deleted from any element of the system. 	5 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The foregoing and other objects of the present invention 

communications system and method optimized for simplic-
are provided by a synchronous information management and 

10 

ity of operation which incorporates menu generation for 
creation of menus to be used with wireless remote handheld 
computer and PDA devices, the internet or any application 
where simple and efficient generation of menus is appropri-  

15 ate. The menu generation approach of the present invention 
includes a desktop software application that enables the 
rapid creation and building of a menu and provides a means 
to instantly download the menu configuration onto. e.g., a 
handheld device or Web page and to seamlessly interface 

20 with standard point of sale ("POS") systems to enable 
automatic database updates and communication exchanges 
when a change or input occurs in any of the other system 
elements. To solve the above and other related problems, an 
information management and communications system is 
provided which results in a dramatic reduction in the amount 
of time, and hence cost, to generate and maintain comput-
erized menus for, e.g., restaurants and other related appli-
cations that utilize non-PC-standard graphical formats, dis- 
play sizes or applications. 	

30 
The menu generation approach of the present invention 
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improved server productivity and shorter order taking and 45 
check paying times. Restaurants and POS companies seek-
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based POS systems or a Web page equivalent face several 
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held devices or Web pages that will interface with servers 
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providers to fully integrate with computerized hospitality 
applications, real-time communication over the internet with 

4 
direct connections or regular modem dialup connections and 
support for batch processing that can be done periodically 
throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the 
central database. 

The communication module also provides a single point 
of entry for all hospitality applications, e.g., reservations, 
frequent customer ticketing, wait lists, etc. to communicate 
with one another wirelessly and over the Web. This com-
munication module is a layer that sits on top of any com-
munication protocol and acts as an interface between hos-
pitality applications and the communication protocol and 
can be easily updated to work with a new communication 
protocol without modifying the core hospitality applications. 
A single point of entry works to keep all wireless handheld 
devices and linked web sites in synch with the backoffice 
server applications so that the different components are in 
equilibrium at any given time and an overall consistency is 
achieved. For example, a reservation made online can be 
automatically communicated to the backoffice server and 
then synchronized with all the wireless handheld devices 
wirelessly. Similarly, changes made on any of the wireless 
handheld devices are reflected instantaneously on the back-
office server Web pages and the other handheld devices. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic representation of a display customi-
zation dialog box in conformity with a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a schematic representation of a communications 
control window in conformity with a preferred embodiment 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale 
interface on a wireless handheld device for use in displaying 
page menus created in conformity with a preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

Most personal computers today run under an operating 
system that provides a graphical user interface ("GUI") for 
accessing user applications. A GUI is used in the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Through an interface 
of windows, pull-down menus, and toolbars, GUI operating 
systems have simplified PCs and have rendered computer 
technology more user friendly by eliminating the need to 
memorize keyboard entry sequences. In addition, GUIs 
allow users to manipulate their data as they would physical 

25 	BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The foregoing features and advantages of the present 
invention can be appreciated more fully from the following 
description, with references to the accompanying drawings 
in which: 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a window dis-
played on a computer display screen which shows a hierar-
chical tree menu( modifier window and sub-modifier win-
dow in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 

35 present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of a modifier dialog 
box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic representation of a menu category 
40  dialog box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 

present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a schematic representation of a menu item dialog 
box in conformity with a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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entities. For example, a window can represent a file and the 
contents of the window can represent the records of the file. 
The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop 
as if it were an actual object. The records of the file can be 
created, deleted, modified and arranged in a drag-and-drop 
fashion as if they also were physical objects. The most 
common GUI operating systems that provide this "object-
oriented" environment for personal computers are Microsoft 
Windows® systems, including Windows CE® for handheld 
wireless devices and the like. Generally, a particular appli-
cation program presents information to a user through a 
window of a GUI by drawing images, graphics or text within 
the window region. The user, in turn, communicates with the 
application by "pointing" at graphical objects in the window 
with a pointer that is controlled by a hand-operated pointing 
device, such as a mouse, or by pressing keys on a keyboard. 

The use of menus is conventional in GUIs for software 
applications. Menus are typically utilized to provide end 
users of applications with available choices or processing 
options while using the applications. For example, in a 
typical desktop or interactive application, selection of a 
"file" from a menu bar may cause display of a context menu 
which provides "file" options. File options can have addi-
tional subordinate or child options associated with them. If 
a file option having subordinate options is selected, the child 
options are displayed in context in a child menu or submenu 
proximate to the selected parent option. One or more of the 
child options provided in the child menu may have further 
subordinate options. Thus, such a menu system comprises 
cascading sets of menus which are displayable in context to 
show the parentkhild relationships between options of the 
context menu. A menu system of this type is incorporated 
into the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses 
typical hardware elements in the form of a computer 
workstation, operating system and application software ele-
ments which configure the hardware elements for operation 
in accordance with the present invention. A typical work-
station platform includes hardware such as a central pro-
cessing unit ("CPU"), e.g., a Pentium® microprocessor, 
RAM, ROM, hard drive storage in which are stored various 
system and application programs and data used within the 
workstation, modem, display screen, keyboard, mouse and 
optional removable storage devices such as floppy drive or 
a CD ROM drive. The workstation hardware is configured 
by software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 
95, 98, NT or CE, networking software (including intemet 
browsing software) and application software components. 
The preferred embodiment also encompasses a typical file 
server platform including hardware such as a CPU, e.g., 
Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM, hard drive. 
modem, and optional removable storage devices, e.g., floppy 
or CD ROM drive. The server hardware is configured by 
software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 95, 
98, NT or CE, networking software (including Web server 
software) and database software. 

A computer workstation for use in the preferred embodi-
ment also includes a GUI. As is conventional, the GUI is 
configured to present a graphical display on the display 
screen arranged to resemble a single desktop. Execution of 
an application program involves one or more user interface 
objects represented by windows and icons. Typically, there 
may be several windows and icons simultaneously present 
on the desktop and displaying information that is generated 
by different applications. 

The window environment is generally part of the operat-
ing system software that includes a collection of utility 
programs for controlling the operation of the computer 
system. The computer system, in turn, interacts with appli- 

6 
cation programs to provide higher level functionality. 
including a direct interface with the user. Specifically, the 
application programs make use of operating system func-
tions by issuing task commands to the operating system 

5 which then performs the requested task. For example, an 
application program may request that the operating system 
display certain information on a window for presentation to 
the user. 

An aspect of the preferred embodiment of the information 

10  management and communications system of the invention is 
shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 1 shows an example of the GUI 
provided by the operating system of the preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. With reference to FIG. 1, the 
preferred embodiment includes an intuitive GUI 1 from 
which to build a menu on a desktop or other computer. A 
hierarchical tree structure 2 is used to show the different 
relationships between the menu categories 3 (e.g., soups, 
salads, appetizers, entrees, deserts, etc.), menu items 4 (e.g., 
green salad, chicken caesar salad, etc.), menu modifiers 5 
(e.g., dressing, meat temperature, condiments, etc.) and 

20 menu sub-modifiers 6 (e.g., Italian, French, ranch. bleu 
cheese, etc.). 

The procedure followed in configuring a menu on the 
desktop PC and then downloading the menu configuration 
onto the POS interface on the handheld device in conform-

25 ance with the preferred embodiment is as follows. 
The menu configuration application is launched by click-

ing on the appropriate icon on the desktop display screen. 
FIG. 1 will then be displayed. There are three windows on 
the screen shown in FIG. 1. The left window is the menu tree 

30 7, also called the tree view. The top right window is the 
Modifiers window 8 and the bottom right window is the 
Sub-Modifiers window 9. The Sub-Modifiers window lists 
the sub-modifiers that correspond to the modifier that is 
selected. The views on the right are referred to as list views. 

35 
There are several ways of invoking a command, including 
using the menu options; using the context menu (right 
mouse click); using the keyboard or using the toolbar icons. 
For example, if it is desired to add a category to the menu, 
the following four options are available: (1) clicking on Edit, 
Add Category; (2) right mouse clicking on Menu, then 

4° clicking on Add Category; (3) highlighting Menu, then 
typing Ctrl+T or (4) clicking on the Add Category icon on 
the toolbar. To add an item to a category, the following 
options are available: (1) highlighting the category to which 
it is desired to add an item and then clicking on Edit>Add 

45 Item; (2) right mouse clicking on the desired category and 
then clicking on Add Item; (3) highlighting the desired 
category, then typing Ctrl-i-N or (4) clicking on the Add icon 
on the toolbar. 

When building a menu, it should be kept in mind that the 
50 menu items are stored using a tree metaphor similar to how 

files are stored on a PC with folders and subfolders. The 
menu structure is similar to the Windows® File Explorer in 
the way the items are organized hierarchically. Below is an 
example of how an item may be configured: 

55 

Menu 
» Entrees 

Red Meat 

60 
	

NYStrip Vegetables 
» Tomato 
» Lettuce 
Meat Temperature 
» Medium Rare 

65 

In the above example, Menu is the root. Entrees is a menu 
category. Red Meat is an Entree category. NY Strip is a 
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entities. For example, a window can represent a file and the 
contents of the window can represent the records of the file. 
The window can be opened, closed, or set aside on a desktop 
as if it were an actual object. The records of the file can be 
created, deleted, modified and arranged in a drag-and-drop 
fashion as if they also were physical objects. The most 
common GUI operating systems that provide this "object-
oriented" environment for personal computers are Microsoft 
Windows® systems, including Windows CE® for handheld 
wireless devices and the like. Generally, a particular appli-
cation program presents information to a user through a 
window of a GUI by drawing images, graphics or text within 
the window region. The user, in turn, communicates with the 
application by "pointing" at graphical objects in the window 
with a pointer that is controlled by a hand-operated pointing 
device, such as a mouse, or by pressing keys on a keyboard. 

The use of menus is conventional in GUIs for software 
applications. Menus are typically utilized to provide end 
users of applications with available choices or processing 
options while using the applications. For example, in a 
typical desktop or interactive application, selection of a 
"file" from a menu bar may cause display of a context menu 
which provides "file" options. File options can have addi-
tional subordinate or child options associated with them. If 
a file option having subordinate options is selected, the child 
options are displayed in context in a child menu or submenu 
proximate to the selected parent option. One or more of the 
child options provided in the child menu may have further 
subordinate options. Thus, such a menu system comprises 
cascading sets of menus which are displayable in context to 
show the parentkhild relationships between options of the 
context menu. A menu system of this type is incorporated 
into the preferred embodiment of the invention. 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention uses 
typical hardware elements in the form of a computer 
workstation, operating system and application software ele-
ments which configure the hardware elements for operation 
in accordance with the present invention. A typical work-
station platform includes hardware such as a central pro-
cessing unit ("CPU"), e.g., a Pentium® microprocessor, 
RAM, ROM, hard drive storage in which are stored various 
system and application programs and data used within the 
workstation, modem, display screen, keyboard, mouse and 
optional removable storage devices such as floppy drive or 
a CD ROM drive. The workstation hardware is configured 
by software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 
95, 98, NT or CE, networking software (including intemet 
browsing software) and application software components. 
The preferred embodiment also encompasses a typical file 
server platform including hardware such as a CPU, e.g., 
Pentium® microprocessor, RAM, ROM, hard drive. 
modem, and optional removable storage devices, e.g., floppy 
or CD ROM drive. The server hardware is configured by 
software including an operating system, e.g., Windows® 95, 
98, NT or CE, networking software (including Web server 
software) and database software. 

A computer workstation for use in the preferred embodi-
ment also includes a GUI. As is conventional, the GUI is 
configured to present a graphical display on the display 
screen arranged to resemble a single desktop. Execution of 
an application program involves one or more user interface 
objects represented by windows and icons. Typically, there 
may be several windows and icons simultaneously present 
on the desktop and displaying information that is generated 
by different applications. 

The window environment is generally part of the operat-
ing system software that includes a collection of utility 
programs for controlling the operation of the computer 
system. The computer system, in turn, interacts with appli- 
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cation programs to provide higher level functionality. 
including a direct interface with the user. Specifically, the 
application programs make use of operating system func-
tions by issuing task commands to the operating system 

5 which then performs the requested task. For example, an 
application program may request that the operating system 
display certain information on a window for presentation to 
the user. 

An aspect of the preferred embodiment of the information 

10  management and communications system of the invention is 
shown in FIG. 1. FIG. 1 shows an example of the GUI 
provided by the operating system of the preferred embodi-
ment of the present invention. With reference to FIG. 1, the 
preferred embodiment includes an intuitive GUI 1 from 
which to build a menu on a desktop or other computer. A 
hierarchical tree structure 2 is used to show the different 
relationships between the menu categories 3 (e.g., soups, 
salads, appetizers, entrees, deserts, etc.), menu items 4 (e.g., 
green salad, chicken caesar salad, etc.), menu modifiers 5 
(e.g., dressing, meat temperature, condiments, etc.) and 

20 menu sub-modifiers 6 (e.g., Italian, French, ranch. bleu 
cheese, etc.). 

The procedure followed in configuring a menu on the 
desktop PC and then downloading the menu configuration 
onto the POS interface on the handheld device in conform-

25 ance with the preferred embodiment is as follows. 
The menu configuration application is launched by click-

ing on the appropriate icon on the desktop display screen. 
FIG. 1 will then be displayed. There are three windows on 
the screen shown in FIG. 1. The left window is the menu tree 

30 7, also called the tree view. The top right window is the 
Modifiers window 8 and the bottom right window is the 
Sub-Modifiers window 9. The Sub-Modifiers window lists 
the sub-modifiers that correspond to the modifier that is 
selected. The views on the right are referred to as list views. 

35 
There are several ways of invoking a command, including 
using the menu options; using the context menu (right 
mouse click); using the keyboard or using the toolbar icons. 
For example, if it is desired to add a category to the menu, 
the following four options are available: (1) clicking on Edit, 
Add Category; (2) right mouse clicking on Menu, then 

4° clicking on Add Category; (3) highlighting Menu, then 
typing Ctrl+T or (4) clicking on the Add Category icon on 
the toolbar. To add an item to a category, the following 
options are available: (1) highlighting the category to which 
it is desired to add an item and then clicking on Edit>Add 

45 Item; (2) right mouse clicking on the desired category and 
then clicking on Add Item; (3) highlighting the desired 
category, then typing Ctrl-i-N or (4) clicking on the Add icon 
on the toolbar. 

When building a menu, it should be kept in mind that the 
50 menu items are stored using a tree metaphor similar to how 

files are stored on a PC with folders and subfolders. The 
menu structure is similar to the Windows® File Explorer in 
the way the items are organized hierarchically. Below is an 
example of how an item may be configured: 
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Menu 
» Entrees 

Red Meat 
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Meat Temperature 
» Medium Rare 
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In the above example, Menu is the root. Entrees is a menu 
category. Red Meat is an Entree category. NY Strip is a 
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modifier. Vegetable is a modifier. Meat Temperature is a 
modifier. Medium Rare is a sub-modifier of Meat Tempera-
ture. 

The steps taken in building a menu are as follows: 
1. Add Modifiers; 	 5 
2. Add Sub-Modifiers and link them to the Modifiers: 
3. Create Menu categories; 
4. Add menu items to the categories; 
5. Assign Modifiers to the menu items; 
6. Preview the menu on the POS emulator on the desktop 10 

PC: 
7. Download the menu database to the handheld device. 
To add modifiers, a user clicks on the inside of the 

Modifiers window, then (1) clicks on Edit>Add Modifier, (2) 
Presses Ctrl+N; (3) right mouse clicks in the Modifiers 15 

window, then clicks on Add Modifiers or (4) clicks on the 
Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from 
scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short 
Name, Code and Price in the Modifier dialog box 10 shown 
in FIG. 2. The Long Name is the full descriptive name of the 20 

item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be 
displayed on the handheld device. The Code is the numeric 
or alphanumeric code for -the item. If there is an existing 
database, the existing database can be browsed and menu 
items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse 25 

button will bring up the existing database of menu items. 
The item to be added is then selected and "OK" is clicked. 
The fields will then be filled with the information from the 
database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a 
modifier. To delete a modifier, the modifier is selected and 30 

the Delete key pressed on the keyboard. To edit a modifier, 
either the modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is 
pressed. 

Sub-modifiers represent the last level of modifiers that can 
be assigned to a menu tree. To add sub-modifiers, the 35 

modifier to which sub-modifiers are to be assigned is 
selected. Then, the focus is set on the sub-modifier window 
by clicking inside the Sub-Modifier window as follows: (1) 
clicking on Edit>Add Sub-Modifier; (2) pressing Ctrl+N; (3) 
right mouse clicking in the Sub-Modifiers window, then 40 

clicking on Add Sub-Modifiers or (4) clicking on the Add 
icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from scratch, 
the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code 
and Price in a Sub-Modifier dialog box similar to the 
Modifier dialog box shown in FIG. 2. As with modifiers, the 45 

Long Name is the full descriptive name of the item. The 
Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed 
on the handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alpha-
numeric code for the item. As before, if there is an existing 
database, the existing database can be browsed and menu 50 

items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse 
button will bring up the existing database of menu items. 
The item to be added is then selected and OK clicked. The 
fields will then be filled with the information from the 
database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a 55 
sub-modifier. To delete a sub-modifier, the sub-modifier is 
selected and the Delete key depressed on the keyboard. To 
edit a sub-modifier, either the sub-modifier is double clicked 
or the Enter key is pressed. 

Menu categories are created from the root. Some co 
examples of categories are Appetizers, Soups, Salads, 
Entrees, Desserts, etc. The first step is to click on Menu in 
the menu tree window. Categories are added by (1) clicking 
on the Add Category icon from the toolbar; (2) clicking on 
Edit>Add Category or (3) pressing Ctrl+T. As shown in FIG. 65 

3, Menu Category dialog box 11 then appears in which to 
enter the Long and Short names for the menu category. 

8 
To add menu items to categories, the menu category 

which is being built is clicked. For example, if items are 
being added to Appetizers, the Appetizers branch is clicked 
on. Then the Edit>Add Item is clicked on or Ctrl+N pressed. 
As before, if a menu is being built from scratch, the 
procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code. 
Prep Time, Recipe and Price into the Menu Item dialog box 
12 shown in FIG. 4. The Long Name is the full descriptive 
name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name 
that will be displayed on the handheld device. The Code is 
the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. Prep Time is 
the time it takes to prepare the meal and Recipe would 
include preparation methods and ingredients that are used in 
the preparation of the item. If there is an existing database. 
the existing database can be browsed and menu items 
retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse button 
will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item 
to be added is then selected and OK is clicked. The fields 
will then be filled with the information from the database. 
Clicking on OK again will add the item to the category. 

Once the menu items have been entered, it may be desired 
to assign some modifiers to the menu items. For example, it 
may be desired to assign meat temperature to a steak order. 
To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned is 
selected, then the menu item on the tree view that is to be 
assigned the modifier is clicked on and then Edit>Assign 
Modifier is clicked on. Or, the modifier can simply be 
dragged and dropped onto the menu item to link them. A 
dialog box is then displayed asking if this modifier is a 
required modifier. If it is a required modifier, the display 
icon will be red but if it is a non-required modifier the 
display icon will be green. As many modifiers as are 
applicable can bi assigned. If any changes are made to the 
modifiers, those changes will be automatically reflected 
throughout the menu tree. 

Once the modifiers have been entered, it may be desired 
to assign sub-modifiers to the modifiers items. For example, 
it may be desired to add Honey Mustard as a sub-modifier 
to Dressing. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be 
assigned a sub-modifier is selected, then the sub-modifier 
window is clicked on, then Edit>Add Sub Modifier is 
clicked on, Ctrl+N entered or the Add icon from the toolbar 
is clicked on. Or, the sub-modifier can simply be dragged 
and dropped onto the modifier to link them. 

When the menu has been completely configured, it can be 
previewed on a POS emulator on the desktop to verify that 
the menu is correctly configured before downloading it to 
the handheld device. To preview, File>Preview Database is 
clicked on or the Preview Database icon from the toolbar is 
clicked on. The handheld POS emulator on the desktop can 
then be rim If the configuration is deemed acceptable, the 
handheld device is connected to the desktop PC to ensure 
that a connection has been established; the POS application 
on the handheld device is exited and File>Download Data-
base is clicked on or the Download Database icon from the 
toolbar is clicked on. If there is an existing menu database 
on the handheld device, the system will ask if the existing 
database should be replaced. Yes is clicked if existing 
database replacement is desired. 

A database function enables the creation of, e.g., a break-
fast menu, lunch menu and dinner menu and downloading 
them to a handheld device. Functions available are (1) 
creating a new database; (2) opening an existing database; 
(3) saving a database under a different name. To access these 
functions, File is clicked on the menu bar. 

The preferred embodiment encompasses customized 
layout, views and fonts. To set the focus on the view it is 
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modifier. Vegetable is a modifier. Meat Temperature is a 
modifier. Medium Rare is a sub-modifier of Meat Tempera-
ture. 

The steps taken in building a menu are as follows: 
1. Add Modifiers; 	 5 
2. Add Sub-Modifiers and link them to the Modifiers: 
3. Create Menu categories; 
4. Add menu items to the categories; 
5. Assign Modifiers to the menu items; 
6. Preview the menu on the POS emulator on the desktop 10 

PC: 
7. Download the menu database to the handheld device. 
To add modifiers, a user clicks on the inside of the 

Modifiers window, then (1) clicks on Edit>Add Modifier, (2) 
Presses Ctrl+N; (3) right mouse clicks in the Modifiers 15 

window, then clicks on Add Modifiers or (4) clicks on the 
Add icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from 
scratch, the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short 
Name, Code and Price in the Modifier dialog box 10 shown 
in FIG. 2. The Long Name is the full descriptive name of the 20 

item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be 
displayed on the handheld device. The Code is the numeric 
or alphanumeric code for -the item. If there is an existing 
database, the existing database can be browsed and menu 
items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse 25 

button will bring up the existing database of menu items. 
The item to be added is then selected and "OK" is clicked. 
The fields will then be filled with the information from the 
database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a 
modifier. To delete a modifier, the modifier is selected and 30 

the Delete key pressed on the keyboard. To edit a modifier, 
either the modifier is double clicked or the Enter key is 
pressed. 

Sub-modifiers represent the last level of modifiers that can 
be assigned to a menu tree. To add sub-modifiers, the 35 

modifier to which sub-modifiers are to be assigned is 
selected. Then, the focus is set on the sub-modifier window 
by clicking inside the Sub-Modifier window as follows: (1) 
clicking on Edit>Add Sub-Modifier; (2) pressing Ctrl+N; (3) 
right mouse clicking in the Sub-Modifiers window, then 40 

clicking on Add Sub-Modifiers or (4) clicking on the Add 
icon from the toolbar. If a menu is being built from scratch, 
the procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code 
and Price in a Sub-Modifier dialog box similar to the 
Modifier dialog box shown in FIG. 2. As with modifiers, the 45 

Long Name is the full descriptive name of the item. The 
Short Name is the abbreviated name that will be displayed 
on the handheld device. The Code is the numeric or alpha-
numeric code for the item. As before, if there is an existing 
database, the existing database can be browsed and menu 50 

items retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse 
button will bring up the existing database of menu items. 
The item to be added is then selected and OK clicked. The 
fields will then be filled with the information from the 
database. Clicking on OK again will add the item as a 55 
sub-modifier. To delete a sub-modifier, the sub-modifier is 
selected and the Delete key depressed on the keyboard. To 
edit a sub-modifier, either the sub-modifier is double clicked 
or the Enter key is pressed. 

Menu categories are created from the root. Some co 
examples of categories are Appetizers, Soups, Salads, 
Entrees, Desserts, etc. The first step is to click on Menu in 
the menu tree window. Categories are added by (1) clicking 
on the Add Category icon from the toolbar; (2) clicking on 
Edit>Add Category or (3) pressing Ctrl+T. As shown in FIG. 65 

3, Menu Category dialog box 11 then appears in which to 
enter the Long and Short names for the menu category. 

8 
To add menu items to categories, the menu category 

which is being built is clicked. For example, if items are 
being added to Appetizers, the Appetizers branch is clicked 
on. Then the Edit>Add Item is clicked on or Ctrl+N pressed. 
As before, if a menu is being built from scratch, the 
procedure is to enter the Long Name, Short Name, Code. 
Prep Time, Recipe and Price into the Menu Item dialog box 
12 shown in FIG. 4. The Long Name is the full descriptive 
name of the item. The Short Name is the abbreviated name 
that will be displayed on the handheld device. The Code is 
the numeric or alphanumeric code for the item. Prep Time is 
the time it takes to prepare the meal and Recipe would 
include preparation methods and ingredients that are used in 
the preparation of the item. If there is an existing database. 
the existing database can be browsed and menu items 
retrieved from the database. Clicking on the Browse button 
will bring up the existing database of menu items. The item 
to be added is then selected and OK is clicked. The fields 
will then be filled with the information from the database. 
Clicking on OK again will add the item to the category. 

Once the menu items have been entered, it may be desired 
to assign some modifiers to the menu items. For example, it 
may be desired to assign meat temperature to a steak order. 
To accomplish this, first the modifier to be assigned is 
selected, then the menu item on the tree view that is to be 
assigned the modifier is clicked on and then Edit>Assign 
Modifier is clicked on. Or, the modifier can simply be 
dragged and dropped onto the menu item to link them. A 
dialog box is then displayed asking if this modifier is a 
required modifier. If it is a required modifier, the display 
icon will be red but if it is a non-required modifier the 
display icon will be green. As many modifiers as are 
applicable can bi assigned. If any changes are made to the 
modifiers, those changes will be automatically reflected 
throughout the menu tree. 

Once the modifiers have been entered, it may be desired 
to assign sub-modifiers to the modifiers items. For example, 
it may be desired to add Honey Mustard as a sub-modifier 
to Dressing. To accomplish this, first the modifier to be 
assigned a sub-modifier is selected, then the sub-modifier 
window is clicked on, then Edit>Add Sub Modifier is 
clicked on, Ctrl+N entered or the Add icon from the toolbar 
is clicked on. Or, the sub-modifier can simply be dragged 
and dropped onto the modifier to link them. 

When the menu has been completely configured, it can be 
previewed on a POS emulator on the desktop to verify that 
the menu is correctly configured before downloading it to 
the handheld device. To preview, File>Preview Database is 
clicked on or the Preview Database icon from the toolbar is 
clicked on. The handheld POS emulator on the desktop can 
then be rim If the configuration is deemed acceptable, the 
handheld device is connected to the desktop PC to ensure 
that a connection has been established; the POS application 
on the handheld device is exited and File>Download Data-
base is clicked on or the Download Database icon from the 
toolbar is clicked on. If there is an existing menu database 
on the handheld device, the system will ask if the existing 
database should be replaced. Yes is clicked if existing 
database replacement is desired. 

A database function enables the creation of, e.g., a break-
fast menu, lunch menu and dinner menu and downloading 
them to a handheld device. Functions available are (1) 
creating a new database; (2) opening an existing database; 
(3) saving a database under a different name. To access these 
functions, File is clicked on the menu bar. 

The preferred embodiment encompasses customized 
layout, views and fonts. To set the focus on the view it is 
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desired to change, click inside the desired window. The main 
customizing dialog box is accessed by clicking on 
View>Customize View. A dialog box 13, as shown in FIG. 
5, will be displayed including tabs that allow the following 
options: selection of Columns to display in the list view by 
choosing and arranging the fields to display in the Modifiers 
and Sub-Modifiers windows; formatting Columns by speci-
fying the column widths and justification; selecting Filter 
allows restricting the list to display only the items that meet 
certain criteria For example, display of modifiers with codes 
between 500 and 550. Selecting Sort allows sorting the 
modifiers or sub-modifiers according to any of the available 
fields such as Name, Code or Price. Selecting Style facili-
tates choice of font type, style. size, etc. To change the font 
in a particular window, click on View>Fonts or right mouse 
click in the desired window and then click on Fonts. To 
change the size of the windows, drag the borders of the 
windows to expand or contract the size of the windows. To 
change the column widths, simply drag the edge of the 
column headers to increase or decrease the column widths. 

A communications control program monitors and routes 
all communications to the appropriate devices. It continu-
ously monitors the wireless network access point and all 
other devices connected to the network such as pagers, 
remote devices, internet Web links and POS software. Any 
message received is decoded by the software, and then 
routed to the appropriate device. No user action is needed 
during operation of the software once the application has 
been launched. To launch the communications control 
module, a Wireless Traffic icon is clicked on the desktop PC. 
When the program loads, the screen shown in FIG. 6 
appears. Messages received are logged in the window 14 
shown in FIG. 6 with a time stamp. The messages are also 
logged to a file on the hard drive. This provides a mechanism 
to monitor all traffic across the network (possibly useful for 
troubleshooting, or maintenance, but not necessary for nor-
mal operation). The program may be minimized so the 
screen is not displayed on the desktop, but it must be running 
for proper communications to exist between all devices on 
the network. 

As stated, the preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion includes the use of and compatibility with GUI tech-
nology. A drag-and-drop approach is used for organizing the 
tree structure 2 in the generated menu. Drag-and-drop is also 
used for assigning modifiers (modifiers can be dragged from 
the modifiers window 5 and dropped onto the menu item 4 
for assignment). In-cell editing results in fast editing of 
items in building the menus. Customizable fonts enable 
users to change font types, style and size. Customizable 
layouts enable users to resize windows, change icons and 
display preferences. The inventive approach provides for 
fully persistent storage between sessions, even if a session is 
improperly or abruptly terminated. Font and the tree state 
(i.e., which nodes are expanded/collapsed) are stored 
between sessions. Layout for modifiers and sub-modifiers 
list views (filter, columns, formatting, font, etc.) are stored 
between sessions. The last database used is likewise stored 
between sessions. Splitter views allow the user to see 
different views at the same time. Each view is displayed on 
its own section of the screen. Views can be resized via the 
keyboard or a mouse by simply dragging the splitter in the 
middle. 

An automated function is provided to import existing POS 
databases into the inventive menu generation system and, as 
discussed above with respect to the detailed example of how 
to use the preferred embodiment, an automated download 
procedure is provided to transfer the desktop database onto 

10 
a handheld device and/or Web page. Also as discussed, the 
preferred embodiment facilitates preview of the handheld 
device or Web page version of the POS menu on the desktop 
before downloading and configuration. Customizable desk- 

s top menu generation is contemplated, as discussed above, in 
the form of customizable fonts, columns, layouts, etc. The 
inventive approach also includes templates for common 
modifiers that can be assigned to similar menu items. The 
preferred embodiment also supports multiple databases, thus 

10 providing for the creation and storing of different menu 
databases on handheld devices such as breakfast, lunch or 
dinner menus. The user can then select the appropriate 
database to reflect the time of day. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale 
Is interface 15 for use in displaying a page-type menu 16 

created using the inventive menu generation approach. As 
can be seen from FIG. 7, the page menu is displayed in a 
catalogue-like point-and-click format whereas the master 
menu, FIG. 1, is displayed as a hierarchical tree structure. 

20 Thus, a person with little expertise can "page through" to 
complete a transaction with the POS interface and avoid 
having to review the entire menu of FIG. 1 to place an order. 
A PDA or Web page format could appear like FIG. 7 or the 
display could be configured for particular requirements since 

25 fully customizable menu generation and display are con-
templated. 

The POS interface on the handheld device supports pric-
ing in the database or querying prices from the POS server. 
The POS device also can be customized with respect to 

30 "look and feel" for the particular version. As can be seen in 
FIG. 7, the POS interface provides for billing, status and 
payment with respect to orders. A myriad of options can be 
provided depending on the application. 

Advanced database functions are provided in the pre- 
35 ferred embodiment of the invention, including an automated 

download process onto handheld devices and/or Web sites. 
In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation system of 
the present invention uses an API called ActiveX Data 
Objects ("ADO") for database access. ADO is useful in a 

40 variety of settings. It is built on top of OLE DB and can be 
used to talk to databases and, in the future, any data source 
with any OLE DB driver. Advanced querying is supported. 
The database can be queried on virtually all fields. Queries 
can be built using SQL syntax for experienced users or can 

45 be created using a query builder which guides users through 
the creating process. Advanced error handling is supported. 
Errors occurring at run time can be trapped. A descriptive 
message is displayed to alert the user and provide error 
information. However, the application does not terminate 

so when the errors happen. The source code is easy to maintain 
and modify, thus allowing for on time delivery of custom-
ized versions of the software. The advanced database func-
tions produce well-designed databases that accommodate 
growth and scalability. 

55 The inventive menu generation approach provides a solu-
tion for the pervasive connectivity and computerization 
needs of the restaurant and related markets. The inventive 
solution includes automatic database management and 
synchronization, FDA and handheld wireless operating sys- 

60 tern integration and optimization, wireless communications 
and internet connectivity, user interface design, and graphics 
design. 

In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation 
approach of the present invention uses Windows CE® as the 

65 operating system for the handheld devices. Windows CE® 
provides the benefits of a familiar Windows 95/98/NT® 
look and feel, built-in synchronization between handheld 
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desired to change, click inside the desired window. The main 
customizing dialog box is accessed by clicking on 
View>Customize View. A dialog box 13, as shown in FIG. 
5, will be displayed including tabs that allow the following 
options: selection of Columns to display in the list view by 
choosing and arranging the fields to display in the Modifiers 
and Sub-Modifiers windows; formatting Columns by speci-
fying the column widths and justification; selecting Filter 
allows restricting the list to display only the items that meet 
certain criteria For example, display of modifiers with codes 
between 500 and 550. Selecting Sort allows sorting the 
modifiers or sub-modifiers according to any of the available 
fields such as Name, Code or Price. Selecting Style facili-
tates choice of font type, style. size, etc. To change the font 
in a particular window, click on View>Fonts or right mouse 
click in the desired window and then click on Fonts. To 
change the size of the windows, drag the borders of the 
windows to expand or contract the size of the windows. To 
change the column widths, simply drag the edge of the 
column headers to increase or decrease the column widths. 

A communications control program monitors and routes 
all communications to the appropriate devices. It continu-
ously monitors the wireless network access point and all 
other devices connected to the network such as pagers, 
remote devices, internet Web links and POS software. Any 
message received is decoded by the software, and then 
routed to the appropriate device. No user action is needed 
during operation of the software once the application has 
been launched. To launch the communications control 
module, a Wireless Traffic icon is clicked on the desktop PC. 
When the program loads, the screen shown in FIG. 6 
appears. Messages received are logged in the window 14 
shown in FIG. 6 with a time stamp. The messages are also 
logged to a file on the hard drive. This provides a mechanism 
to monitor all traffic across the network (possibly useful for 
troubleshooting, or maintenance, but not necessary for nor-
mal operation). The program may be minimized so the 
screen is not displayed on the desktop, but it must be running 
for proper communications to exist between all devices on 
the network. 

As stated, the preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion includes the use of and compatibility with GUI tech-
nology. A drag-and-drop approach is used for organizing the 
tree structure 2 in the generated menu. Drag-and-drop is also 
used for assigning modifiers (modifiers can be dragged from 
the modifiers window 5 and dropped onto the menu item 4 
for assignment). In-cell editing results in fast editing of 
items in building the menus. Customizable fonts enable 
users to change font types, style and size. Customizable 
layouts enable users to resize windows, change icons and 
display preferences. The inventive approach provides for 
fully persistent storage between sessions, even if a session is 
improperly or abruptly terminated. Font and the tree state 
(i.e., which nodes are expanded/collapsed) are stored 
between sessions. Layout for modifiers and sub-modifiers 
list views (filter, columns, formatting, font, etc.) are stored 
between sessions. The last database used is likewise stored 
between sessions. Splitter views allow the user to see 
different views at the same time. Each view is displayed on 
its own section of the screen. Views can be resized via the 
keyboard or a mouse by simply dragging the splitter in the 
middle. 

An automated function is provided to import existing POS 
databases into the inventive menu generation system and, as 
discussed above with respect to the detailed example of how 
to use the preferred embodiment, an automated download 
procedure is provided to transfer the desktop database onto 

10 
a handheld device and/or Web page. Also as discussed, the 
preferred embodiment facilitates preview of the handheld 
device or Web page version of the POS menu on the desktop 
before downloading and configuration. Customizable desk- 

s top menu generation is contemplated, as discussed above, in 
the form of customizable fonts, columns, layouts, etc. The 
inventive approach also includes templates for common 
modifiers that can be assigned to similar menu items. The 
preferred embodiment also supports multiple databases, thus 

10 providing for the creation and storing of different menu 
databases on handheld devices such as breakfast, lunch or 
dinner menus. The user can then select the appropriate 
database to reflect the time of day. 

FIG. 7 is a schematic representation of a point of sale 
Is interface 15 for use in displaying a page-type menu 16 

created using the inventive menu generation approach. As 
can be seen from FIG. 7, the page menu is displayed in a 
catalogue-like point-and-click format whereas the master 
menu, FIG. 1, is displayed as a hierarchical tree structure. 

20 Thus, a person with little expertise can "page through" to 
complete a transaction with the POS interface and avoid 
having to review the entire menu of FIG. 1 to place an order. 
A PDA or Web page format could appear like FIG. 7 or the 
display could be configured for particular requirements since 

25 fully customizable menu generation and display are con-
templated. 

The POS interface on the handheld device supports pric-
ing in the database or querying prices from the POS server. 
The POS device also can be customized with respect to 

30 "look and feel" for the particular version. As can be seen in 
FIG. 7, the POS interface provides for billing, status and 
payment with respect to orders. A myriad of options can be 
provided depending on the application. 

Advanced database functions are provided in the pre- 
35 ferred embodiment of the invention, including an automated 

download process onto handheld devices and/or Web sites. 
In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation system of 
the present invention uses an API called ActiveX Data 
Objects ("ADO") for database access. ADO is useful in a 

40 variety of settings. It is built on top of OLE DB and can be 
used to talk to databases and, in the future, any data source 
with any OLE DB driver. Advanced querying is supported. 
The database can be queried on virtually all fields. Queries 
can be built using SQL syntax for experienced users or can 

45 be created using a query builder which guides users through 
the creating process. Advanced error handling is supported. 
Errors occurring at run time can be trapped. A descriptive 
message is displayed to alert the user and provide error 
information. However, the application does not terminate 

so when the errors happen. The source code is easy to maintain 
and modify, thus allowing for on time delivery of custom-
ized versions of the software. The advanced database func-
tions produce well-designed databases that accommodate 
growth and scalability. 

55 The inventive menu generation approach provides a solu-
tion for the pervasive connectivity and computerization 
needs of the restaurant and related markets. The inventive 
solution includes automatic database management and 
synchronization, FDA and handheld wireless operating sys- 

60 tern integration and optimization, wireless communications 
and internet connectivity, user interface design, and graphics 
design. 

In the preferred embodiment, the menu generation 
approach of the present invention uses Windows CE® as the 

65 operating system for the handheld devices. Windows CE® 
provides the benefits of a familiar Windows 95/98/NT® 
look and feel, built-in synchronization between handheld 
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devices, internet and desktop infrastructure, compatibility 
with Microsoft Exchange®, Microsoft Office 9® and TCP/ 
IP quick access to information with instant-on feature. 

Windows CE® provides a basic set of database and 
communication tools for developer use. However, interfac-
ing with these tools to provide application specific results 
can be a complex task. In addition to the menu generation 
described above, a set of software libraries described herein 
in conformance with the present invention not only enhances 
the basic Windows CE® functionality by adding new fea-
tures but also maximizes the full potential of wireless 
handheld computing devices. Such features include fast 
synchronization between a central database and multiple 
handheld devices, synchronization and communication 
between a Web server and multiple handheld devices, a 
well-defined API that enables third parties such as POS 
companies, affinity program companies and internet content 
providers to fully integrate with computerized hospitality 
applications. real-time communication over the internet with 
direct connections or regular modem dialup connections and 
support for batch processing that can be done periodically 
throughout the day to keep multiple sites in synch with the 
central database. 

The synchronous communications control module dis-
cussed above provides a single point of entry for all hospi-
tality applications to communicate with one another wire-
lessly or over the Web. This communications module is a 
layer that sits on top of any communication protocol and acts 
as an interface between hospitality applications and the 
communication protocol. This layer can be easily updated to 
work with a new communication protocol without having to 
modify the core hospitality applications. The single point of 
entry works to keep all wireless handheld devices and linked 
Web sites in synch with the backoffice server (central 
database) so that the different components are in equilibrium 
at any given time and an overall consistency is achieved. For 
example, a reservation made online is automatically com-
municated to the backoffice server which then synchronizes 
with all the wireless handheld devices wirelessly. Similarly, 
changes made on any of the wireless handheld devices will 
be reflected instantaneously on the backoffice server and the 
other handheld devices. 

The software applications for performing the functions 
falling within the described invention can be written in any 
commonly used computer language. The discrete program-
ming steps are commonly known and thus programming 
details are not necessary to a full description of the inven-
tion. 

A simple point-to-point wireless capability is contem-
plated which permits simple digital messages to be sent from 
the wireless handheld devices to a receiver in a beeper 
and/or valet parking base-station. The POS interface of FIG. 
7 is representative of the display on a typical wireless device 
used in conformity with the invention. A simple protocol is 
used to acknowledge receipt of the message and thus simul-
taneous communication is not necessary, which reduces the 
cost of the wireless link. The range of the wireless link is 
determined by the characteristics of the radio transceiver. 
Adding a wireless link allows paging of beeper equipped 
customers directly from the operator interface on the wire-
less handheld devices and communication to and from 
various input/output transmitters and receivers to update the 
status of the order, reservation or other information and thus 
further reduce the workload on the operator and enable 
operations to proceed much faster. This link could also be 
hardwired or otherwise implemented using any two-way 
messaging transport 

12 
A further aspect of the invention is the use of the menus 

generated in accordance with the described technique to 
place orders from wireless remote handheld devices or from 
remote locations through the internet. Tice World Wide Web 

5 is a distributed hypermedia computer system that uses the 
internet to facilitate global hypermedia communication 
using specified protocols. One such protocol is the Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol ("FITIT"). which facilitates commu-
nication of hypertext. Hypertext is the combination of infor- 

m mation and links to other information. In the context of the 
Web, hypertext is defined by the Hypertext Mark-up Lan-
guage ("HTML"). The links or hyperlinks in a HTML 
document reference the locations of resources on the Web, 
such as other HTML documents. Another language used in 

15 creating documents for use on the Worldwide Web, to 
display on computer screens, or to create speech style sheets 
for use in, e.g., telephones, is the Extensible Mark-Up 
Language ("XML"). XML is a "metalanguage", i.e., a 
language for describing languages which was developed to 

20 eliminate the restrictions of HTML. 
The Web is a client-server system. The HTML documents 

are stored on Web server computers, typically in a hierar-
chical fashion with the root document being referred to as 
the home page. The client specifies a HTML document or 

25 other source on the server by transmitting a Uniform 
Resource Locator ("URL") which specifies the protocol to 
use, e.g., HTTP, the path to the server directory in which the 
resource is located, and filename of the resource. Users 
retrieve the documents via client computers. The software 

30 running on the user's client computer that enables the user 
to view HTML documents on the computer's video monitor 
and enter selections using the computer's keyboard and 
mouse is knowfi as a browser. The browser typically 
includes a window in which the user may type a URL. A user 

35 may cause a URL to be transmitted by typing it in the 
designated window on the browser or by maneuvering the 
cursor to a position on the displayed document that corre-
sponds to a hyperlink to a resource and actuating the mouse 
button. The latter method is commonly referred to simply as 

4o "clicking on the hot-spot" or "clicking on the hyperlink". 
The hyperlink methodology is contemplated for use in 
accordance with the preferred embodiment to transmit 
orders via the internet. Web server application software 
exists that enables a user to shop for and order merchandise. 

45 Such systems are sometimes referred to as electronic mer-
chandising systems or virtual storefronts. Systems that 
enable a user to choose among several retailers' goods are 
sometimes referred to as electronic malls. An electronic 
retailer's or electronic mall operator's Web server provides 

5o HTML forms that include images and descriptions of mer-
chandise. The user may conventionally search for an item by 
entering a key word search query in a box on a form. When 
a user selects an item, the server may provide a linked form 
that describes that item in further detail. The user may also 

55 conventionally enter ordering information into boxes on the 
form, such as the type and quantity of the item desired. The 
information entered by the user is transmitted to the server. 
The user may select multiple items in this manner and then 
enter a credit card number to pay for the purchases. The 

60 retailer processes the transaction and ships the order to the 
customer. As can be appreciated, ordering merchandise can 
also be done from menus. The generation of menus of items 
or merchandise for sale over the internet is readily accom-
plished by the menu generation approach of the present 

65 invention. 
Searching for items that the user is interested in purchas-

ing is insufficient in prior merchandising systems. Database 
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with Microsoft Exchange®, Microsoft Office 9® and TCP/ 
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ing with these tools to provide application specific results 
can be a complex task. In addition to the menu generation 
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be reflected instantaneously on the backoffice server and the 
other handheld devices. 

The software applications for performing the functions 
falling within the described invention can be written in any 
commonly used computer language. The discrete program-
ming steps are commonly known and thus programming 
details are not necessary to a full description of the inven-
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A simple point-to-point wireless capability is contem-
plated which permits simple digital messages to be sent from 
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and/or valet parking base-station. The POS interface of FIG. 
7 is representative of the display on a typical wireless device 
used in conformity with the invention. A simple protocol is 
used to acknowledge receipt of the message and thus simul-
taneous communication is not necessary, which reduces the 
cost of the wireless link. The range of the wireless link is 
determined by the characteristics of the radio transceiver. 
Adding a wireless link allows paging of beeper equipped 
customers directly from the operator interface on the wire-
less handheld devices and communication to and from 
various input/output transmitters and receivers to update the 
status of the order, reservation or other information and thus 
further reduce the workload on the operator and enable 
operations to proceed much faster. This link could also be 
hardwired or otherwise implemented using any two-way 
messaging transport 
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5 is a distributed hypermedia computer system that uses the 
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m mation and links to other information. In the context of the 
Web, hypertext is defined by the Hypertext Mark-up Lan-
guage ("HTML"). The links or hyperlinks in a HTML 
document reference the locations of resources on the Web, 
such as other HTML documents. Another language used in 

15 creating documents for use on the Worldwide Web, to 
display on computer screens, or to create speech style sheets 
for use in, e.g., telephones, is the Extensible Mark-Up 
Language ("XML"). XML is a "metalanguage", i.e., a 
language for describing languages which was developed to 

20 eliminate the restrictions of HTML. 
The Web is a client-server system. The HTML documents 

are stored on Web server computers, typically in a hierar-
chical fashion with the root document being referred to as 
the home page. The client specifies a HTML document or 

25 other source on the server by transmitting a Uniform 
Resource Locator ("URL") which specifies the protocol to 
use, e.g., HTTP, the path to the server directory in which the 
resource is located, and filename of the resource. Users 
retrieve the documents via client computers. The software 

30 running on the user's client computer that enables the user 
to view HTML documents on the computer's video monitor 
and enter selections using the computer's keyboard and 
mouse is knowfi as a browser. The browser typically 
includes a window in which the user may type a URL. A user 

35 may cause a URL to be transmitted by typing it in the 
designated window on the browser or by maneuvering the 
cursor to a position on the displayed document that corre-
sponds to a hyperlink to a resource and actuating the mouse 
button. The latter method is commonly referred to simply as 

4o "clicking on the hot-spot" or "clicking on the hyperlink". 
The hyperlink methodology is contemplated for use in 
accordance with the preferred embodiment to transmit 
orders via the internet. Web server application software 
exists that enables a user to shop for and order merchandise. 

45 Such systems are sometimes referred to as electronic mer-
chandising systems or virtual storefronts. Systems that 
enable a user to choose among several retailers' goods are 
sometimes referred to as electronic malls. An electronic 
retailer's or electronic mall operator's Web server provides 

5o HTML forms that include images and descriptions of mer-
chandise. The user may conventionally search for an item by 
entering a key word search query in a box on a form. When 
a user selects an item, the server may provide a linked form 
that describes that item in further detail. The user may also 

55 conventionally enter ordering information into boxes on the 
form, such as the type and quantity of the item desired. The 
information entered by the user is transmitted to the server. 
The user may select multiple items in this manner and then 
enter a credit card number to pay for the purchases. The 

60 retailer processes the transaction and ships the order to the 
customer. As can be appreciated, ordering merchandise can 
also be done from menus. The generation of menus of items 
or merchandise for sale over the internet is readily accom-
plished by the menu generation approach of the present 

65 invention. 
Searching for items that the user is interested in purchas-

ing is insufficient in prior merchandising systems. Database 
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management programs use index searching to facilitate rapid 
searching of large amounts of data. The creator of the 
database may instruct the program to use specified fields in 
the database as indexed or key fields. The program locates 
all terms in the database that appear in the indexed fields and 5 

stores them in an index table. Each entry in the index table 
includes a term and corresponding pointer to the location in 
the database where the term is found. If a user initiates a 
search for a term that is present in the index table, the 
program can locate the instances of that term in the database to 
with exceptional speed. Users who are familiar with the 
particular database they are searching will generally know 
which fields are indexed and will know the format of the 
data in those fields. For example, a user of a database 
containing the inventory of a bookstore may know that users is 
can search for the names of authors of books and that a user 
who wishes to do so should enter the author's last name first. 
A user having such knowledge will therefore be able to 
search efficiently. Users of electronic merchandising 
systems, however, are generally end-consumers who have 2o 

no knowledge of a merchant's database. If, as is very likely, 
such a user initiates a search for a term that is not present in 
the index table, the program must sequentially search 
through all records in the database. Sequential records are 
typically linked by pointers. Using pointers in this manner is 25 

very demanding on server resources, resulting not only in an 
exceptionally slow search, but also creating a bottleneck for 
other processes that the server may be executing. The menu 
generation approach of the present invention can be used to 
create customized menus from a database that includes 30 

every item of merchandise the vendor has for sale. In this 
manner, customers can scan the generated menu much more 
readily than they could view the entire database and the 
necessity of having familiarity with the database is elimi-
nated as well, reducing the need for resource intensive 35 
pointers. 

While the preferred embodiment of the invention is for 
the generation of restaurant menus and the like, the broad 
scope of the invention is far greater. For example, menus 
generated in accordance with the invention can be used in 40 

the desktop computing environment in association with the 
operating system or application programs. One such use is 
to facilitate the creation of user personalized file structures 
for general desktop use. Another use is to facilitate the 
location of customized menus from master menus for use in 45 
association with application software to make the execution 
of the application software more efficient by, e.g., eliminat-
ing the necessity of querying or checking every tree branch 
in the master menu file structure in response to user input or 
other criteria and to create handheld/PDA compatible ver- 50 

sions of the software. 
While the preferred embodiment of the invention includes 

the selection of items from a master menu wherein the 
master menu is displayed using a graphical user interface, it 
is to be appreciated that any means for displaying the master 55 
menu to the user and generating another menu in response 
to and comprised of the selections made is encompassed by 
the contemplated invention. The invention encompasses the 
selection of nontextual symbols, characters, icons and the 
like, in addition to text, from a hierarchical tree menu or the 60 

like for generation of another menu comprised of such items. 
It is also within the scope of the invention to generate 

menus automatically in response to predetermined criteria. 
For example, in the restaurant menu generation 
embodiment, a modified menu can be generated to comply 65 

with a particular specification or group of criteria such as, 
e.g., "dinner", "low cholesterol", "low fat", "fish", 

14 
"chicken", or "vegetarian". In this embodiment, only items 
from the master menu that satisfy specified parameters will 
be included in the generated menu. The selection process 
could involve selection of master menu items based on tags 
or identifiers associated with the items or by checking every 
master menu item against a dictionary of items acceptable 
for inclusion in the modified menu. It should also be 
appreciated that the invention encompasses any combination 
of automatic and manual user selection of the items com-
prising the generated menu. For example, a user might 
specify criteria which would further control automatic selec-
tion or the user could manually select some items with 
automatic selection of others. The menu generation aspect of 
the invention is equally applicable to table-based, drive-thru, 
internet, telephone, wireless or other modes of customer 
order entry, as is the synchronous communications aspect of 
the invention. 

The inventive concept encompasses the generation of a 
menu in any context known to those skilled in the art where 
an objective is to facilitate display of the menu so as to 
enable selection of items from that menu. The restaurant 
menu generation embodiment is but one example of a use for 
the inventive concept. Likewise, displaying menus gener-
ated in accordance with the invention on PDAs and Web 
pages to facilitate remote ordering are but a few examples of 
ways in which such a menu might be used in practice. Any 
display and transmission means known to those skilled in 
the art is equally usable with respect to menus generated in 
accordance with the claimed invention. 

In the more general situation, menus can be generated in 
accordance with the present invention in a variety of situ-
ations. For example, the usable file structure for a particular 
data processing application can be dictated by the user or an 
application program prior to or during the execution of the 
application program. Efficiencies with respect to computa-
tional speed and equipment, e.g., storage and processor, 
usage can thus be achieved along with the facilitation of 
display of the generated menu. 

While the best mode for carrying out the preferred 
embodiment of the invention has been illustrated and 
described in detail, those familiar with the art to which the 
invention relates will recognize various alternative designs 
and embodiments which fall within the spirit of practicing 
the invention. The appended claims are intended to cover all 
those changes and modifications falling within the true spirit 
and scope of the present invention. 

That which is claimed is: 
1. An information management and synchronous commu-

nications system for generating and transmitting menus 
comprising: 

a. a central processing unit, 
b. a data storage device connected to said central pro-

cessing unit, 
c. an operating system including a graphical user 

interface, 
d. a first menu consisting of menu categories, said menu 

categories consisting of menu items, said first menu 
stored on said data storage device and displayable in a 
window of said graphical user interface in a hierarchi-
cal tree format, 

e. a modifier menu stored on said data storage device and 
displayable in a window of said graphical user 
interface, 

f. a sub-modifier menu stored on said data storage device 
and displayable in a window of said graphical user 
interface, and 
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a. a central processing unit, 
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interface, 
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categories consisting of menu items, said first menu 
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12. An information management and synchronous com-
munications system for use with wireless handheld comput-
ing devices and the intemet comprising: 

a. a central database containing hospitality applications 
5 	and data. 

15 
g. application software for generating a second menu 

from said first menu and transmitting said second menu 
to a wireless handheld computing device or Web page, 

wherein the application software facilitates the generation of 
the second menu by allowing selection of catagories and 
items from the first menu, addition of menu categories to the 
second menu, addition of menu items to the second menu 
and assignment of parameters to items in the second menu 
using the graphical user interface of said operating system, 
said parameters being selected from the modifier and sub- lo 
modifier menus. 

2. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
second menu is a restaurant menu. 

3. An information management and synchronous commu- is 

nications system in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
second menu is capable of being displayed on the display 
screen of a wireless computing device_ 

4. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 3, wherein selec- 20 

tions from the second menu are capable of being transmitted 
to a receiving computer by wireless link. 

5. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 3, wherein selec-
tions from the second menu are capable of being transmitted 25 

to a receiving computer via the internet. 
6. An information management and synchronous commu-

nications system in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
second menu is capable of being displayed on display 
screens of computers in a network. 	 30 

7. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 6, wherein the 
computer network is the internet. 

8. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 35 

second menu is created in conformity with hypertext markup 
language or extensible markup language. 

9. An information management and synchronous commu-
nications system in accordance with claim 1, wherein the 
second menu overwrites the first menu. 	 ao 

10. The information management and synchronous com-
munications system of claim 1, wherein the first menu and 
the second menu are both capable of being displayed in the 
same window on the display screen. 

11. The information management and synchronous com- 45 

munications system of claim 1, wherein the menu categories 
and items comprising the second menu are subsets, 
respectively, of the menu categories and items comprising 
the first menu. 

b. at least one wireless handheld computing device on 
which hospitality applications and data are stored, 

c. at least one Web server on which hospitality applica-
tions and data are stored, 

d. at least one Web page on which hospitality applications 
and data are stored, 

e. an application program interface, and 
f. a communications control module. 

wherein applications and data are synchronized between the 
central data base, at least one wireless handheld computing 
device, at least one Web server and at least one Web page; 
wherein the application program interface enables intergra-
tion of outside applications with the hospitality applications 
and wherein the communications control module is an 
interface between the hospitality applications and any other 
communications protocol. 

13. The information management and synchronous com-
munications system of claim 12 wherein the communica-
tions control module provides a single point of entry for all 
hospitality applications and wherein the single point of entry 
allows the synchronization of at least one wireless handheld 
computing device and at least one Web page with the central 
database so that at least one handheld device, at least one 
Web page and central database are consistent. 

14. The information management and synchronous com-
munications system of claim 13 wherein information entered 
on at least one Web page and transmitted over the internet is 
automatically communicated to the central database and at 
least one wireless handheld computing device. 

15. The information management and synchronous com-
munications system of claim 13 wherein information entered 
on at least one wireless handheld computing device is 
automatically communicated to the central database and at 
least one Web page. 

16. The information management and synchronous com-
munications system of claim 12 wherein the applications 
and data are synchronized by digital data transmission 
between the central database, at least one wireless handheld 
computing device, at least one Web server and at least one 
Web page. 
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[ 
	

Assignment papers filed in parent application Serial No. 	 

[ 1 
	

Certification of chain of title pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 3.73(b). 

This is a [ ] continuation [ ] divisional [ ] continuation-in-part (C-I-P) of prior application serial no. 

Cancel in this application original claims 	 of the parent application before 
calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independent claim must be retained for filing purposes.) 

A preliminary Amendment is enclosed. (Claims added by this Amendment have been properly 
numbered consecutively beginning with the number following the highest numbered original 
claim in the prior application. 

The status of the parent application is as follows: 

A Petition For Extension of Time and a Fee therefor has been or is being filed in the parent 

	

application to extend the term for action in the parent application until 	

• [ ] 
	

A copy of the Petition for Extension of Time in the co-pending parent application is attached. 

[ ] 
	

No Petition For Extension of Time and Fee therefor are necessary in the co-pending parent 
application. 

Please abandon the parent application at a time while the parent application is pending or at a time when 
the petition for extension of time in that application is granted and while this application is pending has 
been granted a filing date, so as to make this application co-pending. 

[ ] 
	

Transfer the drawing(s) from the patent application to this application. 

Amend the specification by inserting before the first line the sentence: 
This is a [ ] continuation [ ] divisional [ ] continuation-in-part of co-pending application Serial No. 
	 filed 	  
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492242_1 

Independent 
Claims - 3= 	2 	 x$78.00 	$156.00 5 

$0 
[ ] yes 	 Additional Fee = 	$260.00 
[X] no 	 Add'I Fee 	= 	NONE 

By: 	 
J 

Dated: September 21, 1999 

Docket No. 3125-4002 

CALCULATION OF APPLICATION FEE (For Other Than A Small Entity) 
Basic Fee 

Number Filed 	 Number Extra 	Rate 	$760.00 

Multiple Dependent Claims 

Total: $ 1,330.00 

[X] 	A statement claiming small entity status is attached or has been filed in the above-identified parent 
application and its benefit under 37 C.F.R. § 1.28(a) is hereby claimed. Reduced fees under 37 C.F.R. 
§ 1.9(F) (50% of total) paid herewith $ 665.00. 

[X] 	A check in the amount of $665.00 in payment of the application filing fees is attached. 

[ ] 	Charge Fee(s) to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 	 . A DUPLICATE COPY OF 
THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

[X] 	The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required for 
filing this application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. 
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Registration No. 36,231 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: UTL-TRAN.NY 
Rev. 11/13/98 

- 3 - 

Total 
Claims 
	

43 	 -20= 	23 	 x$18.00 	$414.00 
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By: 	 
J 

Dated: September 21, 1999 

Docket No. 3125-4002 

CALCULATION OF APPLICATION FEE (For Other Than A Small Entity) 
Basic Fee 

Number Filed 	 Number Extra 	Rate 	$760.00 

Multiple Dependent Claims 

Total: $ 1,330.00 

[X] 	A statement claiming small entity status is attached or has been filed in the above-identified parent 
application and its benefit under 37 C.F.R. § 1.28(a) is hereby claimed. Reduced fees under 37 C.F.R. 
§ 1.9(F) (50% of total) paid herewith $ 665.00. 

[X] 	A check in the amount of $665.00 in payment of the application filing fees is attached. 

[ ] 	Charge Fee(s) to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 	 . A DUPLICATE COPY OF 
THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

[X] 	The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required for 
filing this application, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002. 
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Registration No. 36,231 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: UTL-TRAN.NY 
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PATENT 

Docket No. 3125-4002US1 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 McNally et al. 

Serial No. 	 09/400,413 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

Group Art Unit: 2173 

Examiner: Cao Nguyen 

For 
	

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1,8a) 
Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Amendment; and 
2. Return Receipt Postcard 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C., 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: July 19, 2001 
Angus Gill 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: CERT..NY 
Rev. 05/27/98 

636880 v1 

PATENT 

Docket No. 3125-4002US1 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 McNally et al. 

Serial No. 	 09/400,413 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

Group Art Unit: 2173 

Examiner: Cao Nguyen 

For 
	

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING (37 C.F.R. 1,8a) 
Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

I hereby certify that the attached: 

1. Amendment; and 
2. Return Receipt Postcard 

along with any paper(s) referred to as being attached or enclosed and this Certificate of Mailing are being deposited 

with the United States Postal Service on date shown below with sufficient postage as first-class mail in an envelope 

addressed to the: Commissioner for Patents, Washington, D.C., 20231. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

Dated: July 19, 2001 
Angus Gill 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN LLP 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: CERT..NY 
Rev. 05/27/98 

636880 v1 
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PATENT 	 ATTORN. DOCKET NO.: 3125-4002US I 

P E 

JUL 2 3 am 	IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

# 
TR ADE. i• 

plicant 	McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: 	2173 

Serial No. 	09/400,413 	 Examiner 	Cao Nguyen 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENARATION 

IIECE/VED 

JUL 2 6 low 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
Box AF 

Sir: 

In response to the Final Rejection dated May 22, 2001, please amend the above- 

identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please cancel rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 without prejudice. 

REMARKS 

By the present amendment, rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 have 

been cancelled. These claims will be pursued in a continuation application. 

In light of this amendment, Applicants respectfully request that this application be 

passed to issue. 

636879 vl 

For 

AMENDMENT 	 Technology Center 2100 

PATENT 	 ATTORN. DOCKET NO.: 3125-4002US I 

P E 

JUL 2 3 am 	IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

# 
TR ADE. i• 

plicant 	McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: 	2173 

Serial No. 	09/400,413 	 Examiner 	Cao Nguyen 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENARATION 

IIECE/VED 

JUL 2 6 low 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
Box AF 

Sir: 

In response to the Final Rejection dated May 22, 2001, please amend the above- 

identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please cancel rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 without prejudice. 

REMARKS 

By the present amendment, rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 have 

been cancelled. These claims will be pursued in a continuation application. 

In light of this amendment, Applicants respectfully request that this application be 

passed to issue. 

636879 vl 

For 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

Registration No. 36,231 

PATENT 	 A1TORN DOCKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

AUTHORIZATION 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may 

be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, 

Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that requested in a 

petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition for that 

extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby authorized to 

charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an extension of time 

to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

Date: July 19, 2001 

Mailing Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
TELEPHONE: 212-758-4800 
TELECOPIER: 212-751-6849 

-2- 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

Registration No. 36,231 

PATENT 	 A1TORN DOCKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

AUTHORIZATION 

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may 

be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, 

Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that requested in a 

petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition for that 

extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby authorized to 

charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an extension of time 

to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US1. A DUPLICATE OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

Date: July 19, 2001 

Mailing Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
TELEPHONE: 212-758-4800 
TELECOPIER: 212-751-6849 
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PrITENT 	 ATTORN )OCKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

PE 

 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE JUL 1 3 2 0 M 

  

  

4 

fA 
Two iplicant 	McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: 	2173 

Serial No. 	09/400,413 	 Examiner 	Cao Nguyen 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

AMENDMENT 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
Box AF 

Sir: 

In response to the Final Rejection dated May 22, 2001, please amend the above-

identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please cancel rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 without prejudice. 

REMARKS 

By the present amendment, rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 have 

been cancelled. These claims will be pursued in a continuation application. 

In light of this amendment, Applicants respectfully request that this application be 

passed to issue. 
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Two iplicant 	McNally et al. 	 Group Art Unit: 	2173 

Serial No. 	09/400,413 	 Examiner 	Cao Nguyen 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

AMENDMENT 

Commissioner for Patents 
Washington, D.C. 20231 
Box AF 

Sir: 

In response to the Final Rejection dated May 22, 2001, please amend the above-

identified application as follows: 

IN THE CLAIMS 

Please cancel rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 without prejudice. 

REMARKS 

By the present amendment, rejected claims 1-19, 31-39, 44-54, 56 and 57 have 

been cancelled. These claims will be pursued in a continuation application. 

In light of this amendment, Applicants respectfully request that this application be 

passed to issue. 
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PATENT 	 ATTORN-  OCKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

AUTHORIZATION  

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may 

be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, 

Order No. 3125-4002US I. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that requested in a 

petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition for that 

extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby authorized to 

charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an extension of time 

to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US I. A DUPLICATE OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

Date: July 19, 2001 

,0 

 

   

: John W. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

Mailing Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
TELEPHONE: 212-758-4800 
TELECOPIER: 212-751-6849 

-2- 
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PATENT 	 ATTORN-  OCKET NO.: 3125-4002US1 

AUTHORIZATION  

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may 

be required for this amendment, or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, 

Order No. 3125-4002US I. A DUPLICATE OF THIS DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

In the event that an extension of time is required in addition to that requested in a 

petition for an extension of time, the Commissioner is requested to grant a petition for that 

extension of time which is required to make this response timely and is hereby authorized to 

charge any fee for such an extension of time or credit any overpayment for an extension of time 

to Deposit Account No. 13-4500, Order No. 3125-4002US I. A DUPLICATE OF THIS 

DOCUMENT IS ATTACHED. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Morgan & Finnegan, L.L.P. 

Date: July 19, 2001 

,0 

 

   

: John W. Osborne 
Registration No. 36,231 

Mailing Address: 
MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, NY 10154-0053 
TELEPHONE: 212-758-4800 
TELECOPIER: 212-751-6849 
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PATENT 

Docket No. 	3125-4002US1 

INIIIEEHITEISTATESTATEECANDIEADEM K OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 McNally et al. 

Serial No. 	 09/400,413 
	

Group Art Unit: 2173 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 
	

Examiner: Cao Nguyen 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

AMENDMENT FEE  

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith is an Amendment for the above-identified application. 

[ ] 	No additional fee is required. 

[ X ] 	The additional fee has been calculated as shown below: 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED 

Claims 	 Highest No. 
Remaining 	 Covered by 
After 	 Previous 	Present 
Amendment 	Payments 	Extra 

Rate 

RECEIVE() 
MAR 0 8 2001 

rechnoloa Center 
Additional  

Fee 

Total.  
Claims 	 57 	 43 

Independent 
Claims 	 8 	 5 

Multiple 	(If claims added by amendment include 
Dependent 	Multiple Dependent Claim(s) and there 
Claim(s) 	was not Multiple Dependent Claims(s) 

in application before amendment add 
$270.00 to additional fee.) 

= 14 x 	$18.00 $252.00 

= 3 x $80.00 $240.00 

$944 

Total: $492.00 

[ X ] 	Statement of "Small Entity" Status Under 37 CPR § 1.27 filed _September 21. 1999 	  
Reduced Fees Under 37 CPR § 1.9(f) (50% of total) paid herewith. 	 $  246.00. 

Includes all independent and single dependent claims and all claims referred to in multiple dependent 
claims. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.75(c). 

602176_1 

PATENT 

Docket No. 	3125-4002US1 

INIIIEEHITEISTATESTATEECANDIEADEM K OFFICE 

Applicant(s) 	 McNally et al. 

Serial No. 	 09/400,413 
	

Group Art Unit: 2173 

Filed 	 September 21, 1999 
	

Examiner: Cao Nguyen 

For 	 INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND SYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM WITH MENU GENERATION 

AMENDMENT FEE  

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS 
Washington, D.C. 20231 

Sir: 

Transmitted herewith is an Amendment for the above-identified application. 

[ ] 	No additional fee is required. 

[ X ] 	The additional fee has been calculated as shown below: 

CLAIMS AS AMENDED 

Claims 	 Highest No. 
Remaining 	 Covered by 
After 	 Previous 	Present 
Amendment 	Payments 	Extra 

Rate 

RECEIVE() 
MAR 0 8 2001 

rechnoloa Center 
Additional  

Fee 

Total.  
Claims 	 57 	 43 

Independent 
Claims 	 8 	 5 

Multiple 	(If claims added by amendment include 
Dependent 	Multiple Dependent Claim(s) and there 
Claim(s) 	was not Multiple Dependent Claims(s) 

in application before amendment add 
$270.00 to additional fee.) 

= 14 x 	$18.00 $252.00 

= 3 x $80.00 $240.00 

$944 

Total: $492.00 

[ X ] 	Statement of "Small Entity" Status Under 37 CPR § 1.27 filed _September 21. 1999 	  
Reduced Fees Under 37 CPR § 1.9(f) (50% of total) paid herewith. 	 $  246.00. 

Includes all independent and single dependent claims and all claims referred to in multiple dependent 
claims. See 37 C.F.R. § 1.75(c). 
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Dated: February 26, 2001 	 By: 
John W. Osborne 
Reg. No. 36,231 

Docket No. 3125-4002US I 

Charge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 	  
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required for 
this amendment, including all fees pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.17 for its timely consideration, or credit any 
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 3125-4002US1 	A DUPLICATE 
COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

	Page(s) of substitute Sequence Listing 

	Computer disk(s) containing substitute Sequence Listing 

Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.825(b) that the computer and paper copies of the substitute Sequence Listing 
are the same. 

[ X ] 	A check in the amount of $ 246.00 to cover the filing fee is attached. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: AMD-TRAN.NY 
Rev. 10/01/00 

- 2 - 
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Dated: February 26, 2001 	 By: 
John W. Osborne 
Reg. No. 36,231 

Docket No. 3125-4002US I 

Charge fee to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 	  
A DUPLICATE COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

The Assistant Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge any additional fees which may be required for 
this amendment, including all fees pursuant to 37 C.F.R. § 1.17 for its timely consideration, or credit any 
overpayment to Deposit Account No. 13-4500. Order No. 3125-4002US1 	A DUPLICATE 
COPY OF THIS SHEET IS ATTACHED. 

	Page(s) of substitute Sequence Listing 

	Computer disk(s) containing substitute Sequence Listing 

Statement under 37 C.F.R. § 1.825(b) that the computer and paper copies of the substitute Sequence Listing 
are the same. 

[ X ] 	A check in the amount of $ 246.00 to cover the filing fee is attached. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 

CORRESPONDENCE ADDRESS: 

MORGAN & FINNEGAN, L.L.P. 
345 Park Avenue 
New York, New York 10154 
(212) 758-4800 
(212) 751-6849 Facsimile 

FORM: AMD-TRAN.NY 
Rev. 10/01/00 
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Menu Category 
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FIGURE 3 

Menu Category 
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FIGURE 3 
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Menu Item 

Flame broiled brandy marnated Tender Chicken Breast 
topped with a creamy cilantro sauce. Served with 
steamed broccoli, carrots and zucchini. 

Spices include lemon pepper, paprika, ginger] 

• FI6URE 4- 

Menu Item 

Flame broiled brandy marnated Tender Chicken Breast 
topped with a creamy cilantro sauce. Served with 
steamed broccoli, carrots and zucchini. 

Spices include lemon pepper, paprika, ginger] 

• FI6URE 4- 
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Ameranth 21st Century Restaurant -Wireless Traffic Cont..0 13 

FIGUgE 6  
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